Berührenderes kann wohl nicht zur Kultur von
Herrschern gesagt werden.
Wenn man an die Primitivität folgender
Staatsmänner denkt.

The Punjab also spelled Panjab (from Persian panj, "five" + āb, "water" or "river", thus land of "five
rivers"), is a geopolitical, cultural and historical region in South Asia, specifically in the northern part
of the Indian subcontinent, comprising areas of eastern Pakistan and northern India. The boundaries
of the region are ill-defined and focus on historical accounts.

1969

Until the Partition of Punjab in 1947, the British Punjab Province encompassed the present-day
Indian states and union territories of Punjab, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Chandigarh, and Delhi; and
the Pakistani provinces of Punjab and Islamabad Capital Territory. It bordered the Balochistan and
Pashtunistan regions to the west, Kashmir to the north, the Hindi Belt to the east, and Rajasthan and
Sindh to the south. The Partition of Punjab divided the Land of the Five Rivers between India and
Pakistan, yet, geographically, it stands as one indivisible unit.

1969

The people of the Punjab today are called Panjabis, and their principal language is Punjabi. The main
religions of the Indian Punjab region are Sikhism and Hinduism. The main religion of the Pakistani
Punjab region is Islam. Other religious groups are Christianity, Jainism, Zoroastrianism, Buddhism,
and Ravidassia. The Punjab region has been inhabited by the Indus Valley Civilisation, Indo-Aryan
peoples, and Indo-Scythians, and has seen numerous invasions by the Persians, Greeks, Kushans,
Ghaznavids, Timurids, Mughals, Pashtuns, British, and others. Historic foreign invasions mainly
targeted the most productive central region of the Punjab known as the Majha region, which is also
the bedrock of Punjabi culture and traditions. The Punjab region is often referred to as the
breadbasket in both India and Pakistan.
The region was originally called Sapta Sindhu, the Vedic land of the seven rivers flowing into the
ocean.
Rivers, such as the Sapta Sindhavah ("seven rivers") play a prominent part in the hymns of the Rig Veda, and consequently
in early Historical Vedic religion. Vedic texts have a wide geographical horizon, speaking of oceans, rivers, mountains and
deserts. “Eight summits of the Earth, three shore or desert regions, seven rivers.”
The Vedic land is a land of the seven rivers flowing into the ocean. It encompasses the regions from Gandhara to
Kurukshetra.

A recurring theme in the Yajurveda is that of Indra slaying Vritra (literally "the obstacle"), liberating the rivers; in a variant of
the myth, Indra smashes the Vala cave, releasing the cows that were within. Though the two myths are separate, rivers and
cows are often poetically correlated in the Rigveda, a notable hymn describes the crossing of two swollen rivers by the
chariots and wagons of the Bharata tribe:
Like two bright mother cows who lick their youngling, Vipas and Sutudri speed down their waters.

1969

The Seven Rivers are a group of seven chief rivers of uncertain or fluctuating identification (the number seven is of greater
importance than the exact members of the group) - compare the Saptarishi of the Avesta (and also the later seven seas and
the seven climes). The Avesta's hapta həndu are preemptively equated with the Vedic Sapta Sindhavaḥ or vis-a-vis: in
Vendidad 1.18 these are described to be the fifteenth of the sixteen lands created by Mazda. Note: The term Sapta
Sindhava, commonly used in Hindi and other Indian languages, is the nominative plural in Sanskrit (dropping the final
visarga in conformity with the convention when expressing Sanskrit words in modern languages). Sapta Sindhu, often seen
in English, is in the singular, and is therefore ungrammatical.
It is not entirely clear how the Seven Rivers were intended to be enumerated. They are often located in northern India /
eastern Pakistan. If the Sarasvati and the five major rivers of India are included (Shutudri/Sutlej, Parushni/Ravi,
Ashikni/Chenab, Vitasta/Jhelum, Vipasha/Beas, the latter all tributaries of Sindhu/Indus), one river is missing, probably the
Kubha. (The Sindhu is a special case, having feminine or masculine gender). Other possibilities include the Arjikiya or
Sushoma; compare also the list of ten rivers, both east and west of the Indus, in the Nadistuti sukta, RV 10.75. In 6.61.10,
Sarasvati is called "she with seven sisters" (saptasvasā) indicating a group of eight rivers, the number seven being more
important than the individual members (see also saptarshi, hapta karšuuar /haft keshvar in Avestan), so that the list of the
Sapta Sindhava may not have been fixed or immutable. In RV three groups of seven rivers are referred to (tríḥ saptá sasrâ
nadíyaḥ "thrice seven wandering rivers"), as well as 99 rivers. The Sapta-Sindhava region was bounded by Saraswati in the
east, by the Sindhu in the west and the five in between were Satudru, Vipasa, Asikni, Parusni and Vitasta.
Not all researchers agree with this interpretation. According to other interpretation, "Sapta Sindhu" is only a small subset of
the Rig Vedic terrain and its disproportionate importance derives from it being the original homeland of the victorious
Bharata Trutsu tribe.

Geography of the Rigveda

Identification of Rigvedic rivers is the single most important way of establishing the geography of the early Vedic civilization.
Rivers with certain identifications stretch from eastern Afghanistan to the western Gangetic plain, clustering in the
undivided Punjab (the region's name means "five rivers").

A number of names can be shown to have been re-applied to other rivers as the center of Vedic culture moved eastward
from the central Vedic heartland in undivided Punjab. It is possible to establish a clear picture for the latest phase of the
Rigveda, thanks to the Nadistuti sukta (10.75), which contains a geographically ordered list of rivers. The most prominent
river of the Rigveda is the Sarasvati, next to the Indus. The Rig Veda mentions Saraswati river as between Yamuna to the
East and river Sutlej to the west. The Mahabharata clearly talks about the River Saraswati drying up. The mighty and
perennial Saraswati river flowed from the Himalayan Glaciers to the Rann of Kutch where it emptied into the Arabian sea.
Dwaraka of Lord Krishna was part of this civilization. Ganges was also flowing at that time into the Bay of Bengal. Saraswati
started drying up in 4000 BC due to tectonic plate shifts which blocked the glacier source, and made this river dependant on
rains, not melting ice. Gradually the whole river was buried under the Thar desert sand dunes, leaving only disconnected
pools and lakes here and there. Yamuna river soon started pouring into Ganges instead of Saraswati. When the Saraswati
river started drying up, the whole civilization may have migrated to fertile lands – some to Ganges, some to south west of
India from Goa to Kerala.

The origin of the word Punjab can probably be traced to the Sanskrit "pancha-nada", which literally
means "five rivers", and is used as the name of a region in the Mahabharata. The later name of the
region, Punjab, is a compound of two Persian words, Panj (five) and āb (water), introduced to the
region by the Turko-Persian conquerors of India, and more formally popularised during the Mughal
Empire. Punjab thus means "The Land of Five Waters", referring to the rivers Jhelum, Chenab, Ravi,
Sutlej, and Beas. All are tributaries of the Indus River, the Sutlej being the largest.

The Greeks referred to the region as Pentapotamia.
There are two main definitions of the Punjab region: the 1947 definition and the older 1846–1849
definition. A third definition incorporates both the 1947 and the older definitions but also includes
northern Rajasthan on a linguistic basis and ancient river movements.

The 1947 definition defines the Punjab region with reference to the dissolution of British India
whereby the then British Punjab Province was partitioned between India and Pakistan. In Pakistan,

the region now includes the Punjab province and Islamabad Capital Territory. In India, it includes the
Punjab state, Chandigarh, Haryana, and Himachal Pradesh.
Using the 1947 definition, the Punjab borders the Balochistan and Pashtunistan regions to the west,
Kashmir to the north, the Hindi Belt to the east, and Rajasthan and Sindh to the south. Accordingly,
the Punjab region is very diverse and stretches from the hills of the Kangra Valley to the plains and to
the Cholistan Desert.
Balochistan also Baluchistan or Baluchestan, often interpreted as the "Land of the Baloch" is an arid
desert and mountainous region in south-western Asia. It comprises the Pakistani province of
Balochistan, Iranian province of Sistan and Baluchestan, and the southern areas of Afghanistan
including Nimruz, Helmand and Kandahar provinces. Balochistan borders the Pashtunistan region to
the north, Sindh and Punjab to the east, and Persian regions to the west. South of its southern
coastline, including the Makran Coast, are the Arabian Sea and the Gulf of Oman.

The name "Balochistan" is generally believed to derive from the name of the Baloch people.
However, the Baloch people are not mentioned in pre-Islamic sources. It is likely that the Baloch
were known by some other name in their place of origin and that they acquired the name "Baloch"
after arriving in Balochistan sometime in the 10th century.
Balochistan is one of the four provinces of Pakistan. It is the largest province in terms of land area, forming the
southwestern region of the country. Its provincial capital and largest city is Quetta.
Balochistan shares borders with Punjab and the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa to the northeast, Sindh to the east and southeast, the
Arabian Sea to the south, Iran to the west and Afghanistan to the north and northwest.
The main ethnic groups in the province are the Baloch people and the Pashtuns, who constitute 52% and 36% of the
population respectively (according to the preliminary 2011 census). The remaining 12% comprises smaller communities of
Brahuis, Hazaras along with other settlers such as Sindhis, Punjabis, Uzbeks and Turkmens. The name "Balochistan" means
"the land of the Baloch". Largely underdeveloped, its provincial economy is dominated by natural resources, especially its
natural gas fields, estimated to have sufficient capacity to supply Pakistan's demands over the medium to long term. Aside
from Quetta, the second-largest city of the province is Turbat in the south, while another area of major economic
importance is Gwadar Port on the Arabian Sea.

This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable
sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.
Balochistan occupies the very southeastern-most portion of the Iranian Plateau, the setting for the earliest known farming
settlements in the pre-Indus Valley Civilisation era, the earliest of which was Mehrgarh, dated at 7000 BC, within the
province. Balochistan marked the westernmost extent of the Civilisation. Centuries before the arrival of Islam in the 7th
Century, parts of Balochistan was ruled by the Paratarajas, an Indo-Scythian dynasty. At certain times, the Kushans also held
political sway in parts of Balochistan.
A theory of the origin of the Baloch people, the largest ethnic group in the region, is that they are of Median descent.
In 654, Abdulrehman ibn Samrah, governor of Sistan and the newly emerged Rashidun caliphate at the expense of Sassanid
Persia and the Byzantine Empire, sent an Islamic army to crush a revolt in Zaranj, which is now in southern Afghanistan.
After conquering Zaranj, a column of the army pushed north, conquering Kabul and Ghazni, in the Hindu Kush mountain
range, while another column moved through Quetta District in north-western Balochistan and conquered the area up to the
ancient cities of Dawar and Qandabil (Bolan). It is documented that the major settlements, falling within today's province,
became in 654 controlled by the Rashidun caliphate, except for the well-defended mountain town of QaiQan which is now
Kalat.

During the caliphate of Ali, revolt broke out in southern Balochistan's Makran region. In 663, during the reign of Umayyad
Caliph Muawiyah I his Muslim rule lost control of north-eastern Balochistan and Kalat when Haris ibn Marah and a large
part of his army died in battle against a revolt in Kalat.
In the 15th century, Mir Chakar Khan Rind became the first Sirdar of Afghani, Irani and Pakistani Balochistan. He was a close
aide of the Timurid ruler Humayun, and was succeeded by the Khanate of Kalat, which owed allegiance to the Mughal
Empire. Later Nader Shah won the allegiance of the rulers of eastern Balochistan. He ceded Kalhora, one of the Sindh
territories of Sibi-Kachi, to the Khanate of Kalat. Ahmad Shah Durrani, founder of the Afghan Empire, also won the
allegiance of that area's rulers, and many Baloch fought under him during the Third Battle of Panipat. Most of the area
would eventually revert to local Baloch control after Afghan rule.

During the period of the British Raj from the fall of the Durrani Empire in 1823, four princely states were recognised and
reinforced in Balochistan: Makran, Kharan, Las Bela and Kalat. In 1876, Robert Sandeman negotiated the Treaty of Kalat,
which brought the Khan's territories, including Kharan, Makran, and Las Bela, under British protection even though they
remained independent princely states. After the Second Afghan War was ended by the Treaty of Gandamak in May 1879,
the Afghan Emir ceded the districts of Quetta, Pishin, Harnai, Sibi and Thal Chotiali to British control. On 1 April 1883, the
British took control of the Bolan Pass, south-east of Quetta, from the Khan of Kalat. In 1887, small additional areas of
Balochistan were declared British territory. In 1893, Sir Mortimer Durand negotiated an agreement with the Amir of
Afghanistan, Abdur Rahman Khan, to fix the Durand Line running from Chitral to Balochistan as the boundary between the
Emirate of Afghanistan and British-controlled areas. Two devastating earthquakes occurred in Balochistan during British

colonial rule: the 1935 Quetta earthquake, which devastated Quetta, and the 1945 Balochistan earthquake with its
epicentre in the Makran region.
Balochistan contained a Chief Commissioner's province and four princely states under the British Raj. The province's Shahi
Jirga and the non-official members of the Quetta Municipality opted for Pakistan unanimously on 29 June 1947. Three of
the princely states, Makran, Las Bela and Kharan, acceded to Pakistan in 1947 after independence. But the ruler of the
fourth princely state, the Khan of Kalat, Ahmad Yar Khan, who used to call Jinnah his 'father', declared Kalat's independence
as this was one of the options given to all of the 565 princely states by British Prime Minister Clement Attlee.
Kalat finally acceded to Pakistan on March 27, 1948 after the 'strange help' of All India Radio and a period of negotiations
and bureaucratic tactics used by Pakistan. The signing of the Instrument of Accession by Ahmad Yar Khan, led his brother,
Prince Abdul Karim, to revolt against his brother's decision in July 1948. Princes Agha Abdul Karim Baloch and Muhammad
Rahim, refused to lay down arms, leading the Dosht-e Jhalawan in unconventional attacks on the army until 1950. The
Princes fought a lone battle without support from the rest of Balochistan. Jinnah and his successors allowed Yar Khan to
retain his title until the province's dissolution in 1955.

Insurgencies by Baloch nationalists took place in 1948, 1958–59, 1962–63 and 1973–77 – with a new ongoing insurgency by
autonomy-seeking Baloch groups since 2003. While a few Baloch support the demand for autonomy, the majority are not
interested in seceding from Pakistan.
At a press conference on 8 June 2015 in Quetta, Home Minister Sarfraz Bugti accused India's prime minister Narendra Modi
of openly supporting terrorism. Bugti implicated India's Research and Analysis Wing (RAW) of being responsible for recent
attacks at military bases in Smangli and Khalid, and for subverting the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) agreement.
The Baloch or Baluch are an Iranian peoples who live mainly in the Balochistan region of the southeastern-most edge of the
Iranian plateau in Pakistan, Iran, and Afghanistan, as well as in the Arabian Peninsula.
They mainly speak the Balochi language, a branch of Northwestern Iranian languages. About 50% of the total Baloch
population live in Balochistan, a western province of Pakistan; 40% of Baloch are settled in Sindh; and a significant number
of Baloch people in Punjab of Pakistan. They make up nearly 3.6% of the Pakistani population, about 2% of Iran's population
(1.5 million) and about 2% of Afghanistan's population.

Baloch people co-inhabit desert and mountainous regions along with Pashtuns. Baloch people practice Islam, are
predominantly Sunni, and use Urdu as the lingua franca to communicate with other ethnic groups such as Pashtuns and
Sindhis.

The exact origin of the word 'Baloch' is unclear. Rawlinson (1873) believed that it is derived from the name of the
Babylonian king and god Belus. Dames (1904) believed that it is derived from the Persian term for cockscomb, said to have
been used as a crest on the helmets of Baloch troops in 6th century BCE. Herzfeld (1968) proposed that it is derived from
the Median term brza-vaciya, which describes a loud or aggressive way of speaking. Naseer Dashti (2012) presents another
possibility, that of being derived from the name of the ethnic group 'Balaschik' living in Balashagan, between the Caspian
Sea and Lake Van in present day Turkey and Azerbaijan, who are believed to have migrated to Balochistan during the
Sassanid times. The remnants of the original name such as 'Balochuk' and 'Balochiki' are said to be still used as ethnic
names in Balochistan.
Some writers suggest a derivation from Sanskrit words bal, meaning strength, and och meaning high or magnificent. An
earliest Sanskrit reference to the Baloch might be the Gwalior inscription of the Gurjara-Pratihara ruler Mihira Bhoja (r.
836–885), which says that the dynasty's founder Nagabhata I repelled a powerful army of Valacha Mlecchas, translated as
"Baluch foreigners" by D. R. Bhandarkar. The army in question is that of the Umayyad Caliphate after the conquest of Sindh.

According to Baloch lore, their ancestors hail from Aleppo in what is now Syria. They are descendants of Hazrat Ameer
Hamza, uncle of the prophet Muhammad, who settled in Halab (present-day Aleppo). They fled to the Sistan region,
remaining there for nearly 500 years until they fled to the Makran region following a deception against the Sistan leader
Badr-ud-Din.
However, based on an analysis of the linguistic connections of the Balochi language, which is one of the Western Iranian
languages, the original homeland of the Balochi tribes was likely to the east or southeast of the central Caspian region. The
Baloch began migrating towards the east in the late Sasanian period. The cause of the migration is unknown but may have
been as a result of the generally unstable conditions in the Caspian area. The migrations occurred over several centuries.

By the 9th century, Arab writers refer to the Baloch as living in the area between Kerman, Khorasan, Sistan, and Makran in
what is now eastern Iran. Although they kept flocks of sheep, the Baloches also engaged in plundering travellers on the
desert routes. This brought them into conflict with the Buyids, and later the Ghaznavids and the Seljuqs. Adud al-Dawla of
the Buyid dynasty launched a punitive campaign against them and defeated them in 971–972. After this, the Baloch
continued their eastward migration towards what is now Balochistan province of Pakistan, although some remained behind
and there are still Baloch in eastern part of the Iranian Sistan-Baluchestan and Kerman provinces. By the 13th–14th
centuries waves of Baloch were moving into Sindh, and by the 15th century into the Punjab. According to Dr. Akhtar Baloch,
Professor at University of Karachi, the Balochis migrated from Balochistan during the Little Ice Age and settled in Sindh and
Punjab. The Little Ice Age is conventionally defined as a period extending from the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries, or
alternatively, from about 1300 to about 1850. Although climatologists and historians working with local records no longer
expect to agree on either the start or end dates of this period, which varied according to local conditions. According to

Professor Baloch, the climate of Balochistan was very cold and the region was inhabitable during the winter so the Baloch
people migrated in waves and settled in Sindh and Punjab.
The area where the Baloch tribes settled was disputed between the Persian Safavids and the Mughal emperors. Although
the Mughals managed to establish some control over the eastern parts of the area, by the 17th century, a tribal leader
named Mir Hasan established himself as the first "Khan of the Baloch". In 1666, he was succeeded by Mir Aḥmad Khan
Qambarani who established the Balochi Khanate of Kalat under the Ahmadzai dynasty. Originally in alliance with the
Mughals, the Khanate lost its autonomy in 1839 with the signing of a treaty with the British colonial government and the
region effectively became part of British Raj.
.

Gold ornaments such as necklaces and bracelets are an important aspect of Baloch women's traditions and among their
most favoured items of jewellery are dorr, heavy earrings that are fastened to the head with gold chains so that the heavy
weight will not cause harm to the ears. They usually wear a gold brooch (tasni) that is made by local jewellers in different
shapes and sizes and is used to fasten the two parts of the dress together over the chest. In ancient times, especially during
the pre-Islamic era, it was common for Baloch women to perform dances and sing folk songs at different events. The
tradition of a Baloch mother singing lullabies to her children has played an important role in the transfer of knowledge from
generation to generation since ancient times. Apart from the dressing style of the Baloch, indigenous and local traditions
and customs are also of great importance to the Baloch
Baloch Culture Day is celebrated by the Balochi people annually on March 2 with festivities to celebrate their rich culture
and history.
Traditionally, Jalal Khan was the ruler and founder of the first Balochi confederacy in 12th century. (He may be the same as
Jalal ad-Din Mingburnu the last ruler of the Khwarezmian Empire. Jalal Khan left four sons - Rind Khan, Lashar Khan, Hoth
Khan, Kora Khan and a daughter, Bibi Jato, who married his nephew Murad. Traditionally, these five are claimed as the
founders of the five great divisions of the Baloch: the Rind, the Lashari (Laashaar), the Hoth, the Korai and the Jatoi.

As of 2008 it was estimated that there were between eight and nine million Baloch people living in Afghanistan, Iran and
Pakistan. They were subdivided between over 130 tribes. Some estimates put the figure at over 150 tribes, though
estimates vary depending on how subtribes are counted. The tribes, known as taman, are led by a tribal chief, the
tumandar. Subtribes, known as paras, are led by a muquaddam.
Five Baloch tribes derive their eponymous names from Khan's children. Many, if not all, Baloch tribes can be categorized as
either Rind or Lashari based on their actual descent or historical tribal allegiances that developed into cross-generational
relationships. This basic division was accentuated by a war lasting 30 years between the Rind and Lashari tribes in the 15th
century.

There are 180,000 Bugti based in Dera Bugti District. They are divided between the Rahija Bugti, Masori Bugti, Kalpar Bugti,
and Daiga sub-tribes. Nawab Akbar Khan Bugti led the Bugti as Tumandar until his death in 2006. Talal Akbar Bugti was the
tribal leader and President of the Jamhoori Watan Party from 2006 until his death in 2015.
There are 98,000 Marri based in Kohlo district, who further divide themselves into Gazni Marri, Bejarani Marri, and Zarkon
Marri. Hyrbyair Marri has led the Balochistan Liberation Army since his brother's death in 2007.

The Zehri are based in Zawa, Jhalawan where they are the largest tribe. Sanaullah Zehri, the Chief Minister of Balochistan, is
the Zehri's tribal chief. The Zehri have Sasoli and Zarakzai subtribes.
Violent intertribal competition has prevented any credible attempt at creating a nation-state. A myriad of militant
secessionist movements, each loyal to their own tribal leader, threatens regional security and political stability. Nationalist
groups like the Baloch Students Organization, composed of armed rebels, and the Baloch Council of North America, made
up of educated expatriates living in the United States, have simultaneously denounced Balochistan's traditional rulers and
Pakistan's national government. Baloch tribes are markedly less egalitarian than Pashtun tribes. Balochistan National Party
(Mengal), a group that engages in politics and violence, makes a point of advocating on behalf of the tribally distinct Baloch
communities in Iran and Afghanistan.

The history of Balochistan began in 650 BCE with vague allusions to the region in Greek historical records. Balochistan is
divided between the Pakistani province of Balochistan, the Iranian province of Sistan and Baluchestan and the Afghan
region of Balochistan. Prehistoric Balochistan dates to the Paleolithic.
The earliest evidence of human occupation in what is now Balochistan is dated to the Paleolithic era, represented by
hunting camps, chipped and flaked stone tools. The earliest settled villages in the region date to the ceramic Neolithic (c.
7000–5500 BCE), and included the site of Mehrgarh located in the Kachi Plain. These villages expanded in size during the
subsequent Chalcolithic, when interaction increased. This involved the movement of finished goods and raw materials,
including chank shell, lapis lazuli, turquoise, and ceramics. By the Bronze Age in 2500 BCE, Pakistani Balochistan had
become part of the Harappan cultural orbit, providing key resources to the expansive settlements of the Indus river basin to
the east. Pakistani Balochistan marked the westernmost extent of the Indus Valley civilisation.
In 650 BC, the Greek historian Herodotus described the Paraitakenoi as a tribe ruled by Deiokes, a Persian zaid, in northwestern Persia (History I.101). Arrian described how Alexander the Great encountered the Pareitakai in Bactria and
Sogdiana, and had Craterus conquer them (Anabasis Alexandrou IV). The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea in the 1st century
described the territory of the Paradon beyond the Ommanitic region on the coast of modern Baluchistan.
From the 1st century to the 3rd century CE, the region of modern Pakistani Balochistan was ruled by the Pāratarājas, the
"Pātatahaa Kings", a dynasty of Indo-Scythian or Indo-Parthian kings. The Parata kings are essentially known through their

coins, which typically exhibit the bust of the ruler with long hair in a headband on the obverse and a swastika within a
circular legend on the reverse, written in Brahmi, usually silver coins, or Kharoshthi copper coins.
These coins are mainly found in Loralai in today's western Pakistan.
The invasions of Genghis Khan into Bampoor caused the bulk of Baloch migrations and the Balochs were given refuge in the
greater Sindh region. Later infighting between Balochs resulted in clans led by sardars, which claimed regions within Sindh.
In an effort to gain total control of the regions, the British named the area Balochistan and got the support of the Baloch
Sardars who then were titled Nawabs. These Nawabs were to keep minor Baloch, Pathan and other factions in check. For
the last 150 years the region has seen continual fighting to gain access to natural resources in an otherwise barren land.

Iranian Balochistan had some of the earliest human civilizations in history. The Burnt city near Dozaap (Zahidan) dates to
2000 BCE. All of what is now Baluchistan was incorpora{ted in the Achaemenid, Seleucid, Parthian, and Sassanid empires.
There were five major kings in the 2nd century; Yolamira, son of Bagavera, Arjuna, son of Yolamira, Hvaramira, another son
of Yolamira, Mirahvara, son of Hvaramira, and Miratakhma, another son of Hvaramira.
Islamic conquest of Balochistan
Arab forces invaded Balochistan in the 7th century, converting the Baloch people to Islam. Arab rule in Baluchistan helped
the Baloch people to develop their own semi-independent tribal systems, which stronger forces frequently threatened. In
the 17th century, Baluchistan was dominated by Ahmedzai Baloch tribe of Kalat region, which ruled Balochistan from 16661948).

In the 14th year of the Hijra, 636-6CE, Rai Chach marched from Sindh and conquered Makran. However, in 643 the Arabs
reached Makran. In early 644 CE, Caliph Umar sent Suhail ibn Adi from Bosra to conquer the Karman region of Iran. He was
made governor of Karman. From Karman he entered western Baluchistan and conquered the region near Persian frontiers.
Southwestern Balochistan was conquered during the campaign in Sistan that same year.
During Caliph Uthman's reign in 652, Balochistan was reconquered during the campaign against the revolt in Karman under
the command of Majasha ibn Masood. It was first time western Baluchistan came directly under the laws of the Caliphate
and paid grain tributes. Western Baluchistan was included in the dominion of Karman. In 654, Abdulrehman ibn Samrah was
made governor of Sistan. He led an Islamic army to crush the revolt in Zarang, now in southern Afghanistan. Conquering
Zarang, a column moved northward to conquer areas up to Kabul and Ghazni in the Hindu Kush mountains while another
column moved towards northwestern Baluchistan and conquered the area up to the ancient cities of Dawar and Qandabil
(Bolan). By 654 the whole of what is now Pakistan's Baluchistan province was under the rule of the Rashidun Caliphate
except for the well-defended mountain town of QaiQan, which was conquered during Caliph Ali's reign. Abdulrehman ibn
Samrah made Zaranj his provincial capital and remained governor of these conquered areas from 654 to 656, until Uthman
was murdered.

During the reign of Caliph Ali, the areas of Balochistan, Makran again broke into revolt. Due to civil war in the Islamic
empire Ali was unable to take notice of these areas, at last in the year 660 he sent a large force under the command of
Haris ibn Marah Abdi towards Makran, Baluchistan and Sindh. Haris ibn Marah Abdi arrived in Makran and conquered it by
force then moved north ward to northeastern Balochistan and re-conquered Qandabil (Bolan), then again moving south
finally conquered Kalat after a fierce battle. In 663 CE, during the reign of Umayyad Caliph Muawiyah I, Muslims lost control
of northeastern Balochistan and Kalat when Haris ibn Marah and large part of his army died on the battle field suppressing
a revolt in Kalat. Muslim forces latter re-gained the control of the area during Umayyads' reign. It also remained part of
Abbasid Caliphate's empire.

Arab rule in Balochistan lasted until the end of the 10th century. The parts of Balochistan best known to them were Turan
(the Jhalawan country) with its capital at Khuzdar, and Nudha or Budha (Kachhi). Around 976, Ibn Haukal found an Arab
governor residing in Kaikanan (probably the modern Nal) and governing Khuzdar during his second visit to India.
Shortly afterwards, western Balochistan fell to Nasir-ud-din Sabuktagin. His son, Mahmud of Ghazni, conquered the whole
of Balochistan. After the Ghaznavids, the area passed to the Ghurids. A little later, western Balochistan, Iranian Balochistan,
became part of the dominion of Sultan Muhammad Khan of Khwarazmian (Khiva) in 1219. However, in around 1223 a
Mongol expedition under Chagatai, the son of Genghis Khan, penetrated as far as Makran. A few years later, southeastern
Baluchistan briefly came under the rule of Sultan Altamsh of Delhi but soon came back under Mongol rule. The raids
organised by the Mongols have left a lasting mark on history of Baluchistan, from Makran to Gomal the Mongol (known to
the people as Mughal) and the atrocities they caused are still well known.
Afterwards part of the history of Balochistan centres around Kandahar and it was in this area in 1398 that Pir Muhammad,
the grandson of Timur, fought the Afghans in the Sulaiman mountains. According to local tradition Timur himself passed
through Marri country during one of his Indian expeditions.

The succeeding century is one of great historical interest. The Pakistani Baloch extended their power to Kalat, Kachhi, and
the Punjab, and the wars took place between Mir Chakar Khan Rind and Mir Gwahram Khan Lashari which are so celebrated
in Baloch verse. In these wars a prominent part was played by Amir Zunnun Beg, Arghun, who was governor of Kandahar
under Sultan Husain Mirza of Herat about 1470. At the same time the Brahuis had been gradually gaining strength, and
their little principality at this time extended through the Jhalawan country to Wadh.
The Arghuns gave way to Babur shortly afterwards. From 1556 to 1595 the region was under the Safavid dynasty. The army
of Akbar the Great then brought what is now Pakistani Balochistan under control of the Mughals of Delhi until 1638, when
it was again transferred to Persia.

According to the Ain-i-Akbari, in 1590 the upper highlands were included in the sardar of Kandahar while Kachhi was part of
the Bhakkar sardar of the Multan Subah. Makran alone remained independent under the Maliks, Buledais, and Gichkis, until
Nasir Khan I of Kalat brought it within his power during the 17th century.
From the middle of the 17th century large parts of Baluchistan remained under the Safavids until the rise of the Ghilzai in
1708. Nadir Shah defeated Ghilzai and in the first part of the 18th century, he made several expeditions to, or through,
Baluchistan. Ahmad Shah Durrani followed. The northeastern part of the country, including almost all of the areas now
under direct administration, remained under the more or less nominal suzerainty of the Sadozais and Barakzais until 1879,
when Pishin, Duki, and Sibi passed into British hands by the Treaty of Gandamak. The whole of Western Baluchistan had
been consolidated into an organized state under the Ahmadzai Khans.

As Muslim dynasties held Baluchistan from about the 7th century, we must look to an earlier period for the date of the
Sewas; and it is not improbable that they were connected with the Rai dynasty of Sind, whose genealogical table includes
two rulers named Sihras. The Mirwaris, from whom the Ahmadzais are descended. In their earlier legends we find them
living at Surab near Kalat, and extending their power thence in wars with the Jats or Jadgals. They then fell under the power
of the Mongols; but one of their chiefs, Mir Hasan, regained the capital from the Mongol governor, and he and his
successors held Kalat for twelve generations till the rise of Mir Ahmad in 1666-7. It is from Mir Ahmad that the eponym
Ahmadzai is derived.
Britain and Iran divided Baluchistan into many parts. In the 19th century, nationalists in western Baluchistan revolted
against the Persian occupation. At the end of the 19th century, when Sardar Hussein Narui Baloch started an uprising
against Persia which was crushed by joint Anglo-Persian mission forces. The struggle between the Persian Qajar dynasty,
and the British in eastern Baluchistan, gave western Baluchis a chance to gain control of their territory in Western
Baluchistan. At the beginning of the 20th century, Bahram Khan succeeded in gaining control of Baluch- lands. In 1916, the
British Empire recognized him king of Baluchistan. Mir Dost Muhammad Khan Baluch, Bahram Khan's nephew, succeeded
to the throne, and in 1920, he proclaimed himself Shah-e-Baluchistan (Persian for King of Baluchistan) but in 1928, Reza
Shah came into power and Persian forces started operations against Baluchi forces with the help of British. The Baluch were
defeated and Mir Dost Muhammad Khan Baluch captured. In the same year, Mir Dost Muhammad Khan Baluch was
executed in a Tehran prison. Baluchis were not content with the British, and raised their voices against the occupation of
Western Baluchistan by Persia at Baluch Conference of Jacobabad.

The Khans of Kalat, who lived in modern-day Pakistan Balochistan, were the rulers of Kalat. They were never fully
independent, there was always a paramount power to whom they were subject. In the earliest times they were merely
petty chiefs: later they bowed to the orders of the Mughal emperors of Delhi and to the rulers of Kandahar, and supplied
men-at-arms on demand. Most peremptory orders from the Afghan rulers to their vassals of Kalat are still extant, and the
predominance of the Sadozais and Barakzais was acknowledged so late as 1838. It was not until the time of Nasir Khan I

that the titles of Beglar Begi (Chief of Chiefs) and Wali-i-Kalat (Governor of Kalat) were conferred on the Kalat ruler by the
Afghan kings.
As Mughal power declined, the Ahmadzai chiefs found themselves freed to some degree from external interference. The
first challenge to the chiefs was insuring Balochistani social cohesion and cooperation within the loose tribal organization of
the state. They parceled out a portion of the spoils of all conquests among the poverty-stricken highlanders. Everyone had a
vested interest in the success of the Baloch community as a whole. A period of expansion then commenced. Mir Ahmad
made successive descents into the plains of Sibi. Mir Samandar extended his raids to Zhob, Bori, and Thal-Chotiali. He levied
an annual sum of Rs. 40,000 from the Kalhoras of Sindh.

Mir Abdullah, the greatest conqueror of the dynasty, turned his attention westward to Makran, while in the north-east he
captured Pishin and Shorawak from the Ghilzai rulers of Kandahar. He was eventually slain in a fight with the Kalhoras at
Jandrihar near Sanni in Kachhi.
During the reign of Mir Abdullah's successor, Mir Muhabbat, Nadir Shah rose to power and the Ahmadzai ruler obtained
through him the cession of Kachhi in 1740 in compensation for the blood of Mir Abdullah and the men who had fallen with
him. The Brahuis had now gained what highlanders always coveted, good cultivable lands. By the wisdom of Muhabbat
Khan and of his brother Nasir Khan, certain tracts were distributed among the tribesmen on the condition of finding so
many men-at-arms for the Khan's body of irregular troops. At the same time much of the revenue-paying land was retained
by the Khan for himself.

The forty-four years of the rule of Nasir Khan I, known to the Brahuis as 'The Great,' and the hero of their history, were
years of strenuous administration and organization interspersed with military expeditions. He accompanied Ahmad Shah in
his expeditions to Persia and India. A wise and able administrator, Nasir Khan was distinguished for his prudence, activity,
and enterprise. He was essentially a warrior and a conqueror, and his spare time was spent in hunting. At the same time he
was most attentive to religion, and enjoined on his people strict attention to the precepts of Islamic law. His reign was free
from those internecine conflicts, subsequently common in Kalat's history. He invaded Makran, a Gitchki territory, as well as
Kharan and Las Bela to merge them into his Khanate.
The reign of Nasir Khan's successor, Mir Mahmud Khan, was distinguished by little except revolts. In 1810 Henry Pottinger
visited his capital and left a full record of his experience. The reign of Mir Mehrab Khan was one long struggle with his
chiefs, many of whom he murdered. He became dependent on men of the stamp of Mulla Muhammad Hasan and Saiyid
Muhammad Sharif, by whose treachery, at the beginning of the first Afghan War, Sir William Macnaghten and Sir Alexander
Burnes were deceived into thinking that Mehrab Khan was a traitor to the British; that he had induced the tribes to oppose
the advance of the British army through the Bolan Pass; and that finally, when Sir Alexander Burnes was returning from a
mission to Kalat, he had caused a robbery to be committed on the party, in the course of which an agreement, which had
been executed between the envoy and the Khan, was carried off. This view determined the diversion of Sir Thomas

Willshire's brigade from Quetta to attack Kalat in 1839, an act which has been described by Malleson as 'more than a grave
error, a crime.' The place was taken by assault and Mehrab Khan was slain.
The British gradually became involved in Balochistan during the reign of Mir Mehrab Khan whose reign was characterised
by the power struggle he had with the chief, many of whom he had murdered. Mehrab Khan had become dependent on
Mulla Muhammad Hasan and Saiyid Muhammad Sharif. And it was these men who had convinced the British that he had
encouraged the tribes to oppose the British advance through the Bolan pass. The British justified their 1839 attack of Kalat
on this, and had had Mehrab Khan killed, his successor — Mir Shah Nawaz Khan was then appointed with Lieutenant
Loveday as political officer. However a rebellion of the Sarawan tribes the following year force Shah Nawaz to abdicate, his
successor Mir Muhammad Hasan then took power and afterwards being known as Mir Nasir Khan II.

Under pressure from Colonel Stacey, Mir Nasir Khan II submitted to the British, and Major Outram had him installed at Kalat
in 1840.
Colonel Sir Robert Groves Sandeman introduced an innovative system of tribal pacification in Balochistan that was in effect
from 1877 to 1947. However the Government of British India generally opposed his methods and refused to allow it to
operate in the North West Frontier. Historians have long debated its scope and effectiveness in the peaceful spread of
Imperial influence.
Mir Khudadad Khan was tended to as a non-Indian prince against his will at the 1877 Durbar. But at the end of the durbar
the Khan was given the honour accorded to Indian princes. This demonstrated that while the state had been treated as a
non-Indian state in the beginning of the durbar, the British Government accepted it as an Indian state at the end of the
assembly. After this and particularly after the 1877 establishment of the Baluchistan Agency, Kalat was regarded an Indian
state.

The British were the dominant power in Kalat, since Khudadad Khan was compelled to abdicate, and the khan's authority
was restricted. The political agent in Kalat gave allowances to Sarawan and Jhalawan's tribal chiefs and Karan and Las Bela
had become effectively independent of Kalat. Moreover, Kalat's Prime Minister was an Indian Government deputy who did
not answer to the khan.
In 1933 Ahmad Yar Khan became the Kalat's ruler with an insecure place in the Baluch-Brahui confederacy. To obtain
complete control of Kalat, he requested the Government of India to restore his authority. While acknowledging the benefits
of the British he claimed it was now time for him to take power. The Indian Government agreed but wanted to maintain
power over the disbursements to the chiefs in addition to sanction over their authorisation and dismissal. This did not allow
Ahmad Yar Khan any real authority over the chiefs.
The Khan demanded that his sovereignty be accepted over Kharan and Las Bela, his authority be completely reinvigorated
in Kalat and the return of the districts of Nasirabad, Nushki and Quetta. The Indian Government knew to preserve the

Khan's loyalty some powers had to be given to him. While the government allowed him to control the disbursements to the
chiefs, the Khan could not make significant decisions about them unless the AGG agreed. Despite the disadvantages the
Khan obtained a nominal victory by retaking authority in the state.

After this the Khan claimed that Kalat was a non-Indian state and requested the Government of India to accept his rule over
Las Bela, Kharan and the Bugti and Marri tribal regions. The Government of India concluded after a careful investigation
that Kalat had always been an Indian state. Since the Government policy was to not allow the breakup of the confederacy it
accepted that Las Bela and Kharan were under the formal suzerainty of Kalat; simultaneously recognizing Kharan's status as
a separate state. The extent of this "suzerainty" was never explained although the Khan saw it as a triumph.
Pakistan Movement
Scholar Ian Talbot states that the British Baluchistan was socially and economically underdeveloped compared to other
parts of British India with an extremely low literacy rate and a mainly rural population. The province was also politically
backward. During British rule Baluchistan was under the rule of a Chief Commissioner and did not have the same status as
other provinces of British India. Yet it was an important province for the All-India Muslim League which, under Muhammad
Ali Jinnah, proposed in 1928 that democratic reforms be introduced to Baluchistan.

The people of province began to organise politically in the 1930s. In 1932, Yusuf Ali Khan Magsi held the First All-India
Baloch Conference in Jacobabad. His party, the Anjuman-i-Ittehad-i-Baluchen, was succeeded by the Kalat State National
Party, which in turn cooperated with the Indian National Congress branch in Baluchistan, known as the Anjuman-i-Watan. In
1939 a local lawyer, Qazi Muhammad Isa, created the Balochistan Muslim League in Pishin at a mosque meeting. The
Muslim League, however, would not accept this organisation without a proper constitution. After the Pakistan Resolution,
Qazi Isa gained membership of the All-India Muslim League Working Committee. In July 1940, with Liaquat Ali Khan as
President, the Baluchistan Provincial Muslim League held its first session, where it highlighted its call for the introduction of
political reforms to Baluchistan.
It was only a couple of years later that the mainly inactive Baluchistan Muslim League held its second session. In 1943, the
League's activity saw a brief revival with the visit of Jinnah to the province. A crowd, estimated to number at 50,000,
attended to give him a "royal" reception. Many Nawabs and tribal leaders attended his address to the Baluchistan League
and he was eventually invited as a guest of the Khan of Kalat. As a result of Jinnah's visit, the Muslim Students Federation
was formed. Later, the Baluchistan League returned to idleness and internal bickering.
However, after the Simla Conference, the Muslim League intensified its activism. Provincial opinion was mainly in favour of
the Pakistan Movement, especially in the townships. Muslim League rallies in Baluchistan were attended by a "much larger"
number of people than the Anjuman-i-Watan rallies. Jinnah, in his second visit to Baluchistan in late 1945, again reiterated
his call that the province be granted political reforms. The Muslim League held several rallies and counteracted the
Congress propaganda. On 29 January 1947, a call for a strike in response to the arrest of the Muslim League leaders
received an "almost complete" response in Quetta.

The Congress started encouraging Pashtun-Baloch rivalry and separatist sentiments, knowing that union with India would
be unrealistic due to demographic and geographic reasons. It also propagated the notion that Pakistan would be too
economically weak. Jinnah requested that the general population should be allowed to vote instead of the limited
electorate of the Shahi Jirga. But the Brisith refused the request.

The Muslim League then tried to set the pressure of popular will in the province upon the Shahi Jirga so that it would vote
in favour of the province's inclusion in Pakistan. A large number of people gathered in support of the Muslim League
outside Quetta's Town Hall where the Shahi Jirga was to vote on 30 June 1947. "Mindful of the emotions and feelings of the
people of Baluchistan" the Shahi Jirga unanimously opted for the merger of the province with Pakistan. Even before the
voting had been held, 40 members of the Shahi Jirga had signed in support of the Muslim League candidate, while the
Congress candidate failed to win more than ten supporters out of the 65 voters.
Ahmed Yar Khan who was the ruler of Kalat both supported the establishment of Pakistan and wanted to become
independent. The first test of what the Khan asserted was Jinnah's support came about in the wake of his demand that the
Government of India return the leased territories. Neither Mountbatten nor Pakistan favoured this retrocession.
Although Kalat had initially interacted with the British as a non-Indian state the British government recognised it as an
Indian state eventually under its paramountcy. Pakistan did not intend to regard Kalat as a non-Indian state and only
considered it as non-Indian to keep the leased areas, The British Foreign Office and Political Department had judged
Pakistan to be the heir to the leases "on the basis that Kalat is an independent sovereign state in treaty relations with HMG"
or else the leases would end with India's independence. Kalat argued that these treaties had been "personal" to the British
and would end once they departed. This argument was unsustainable because the government had not been distinguished
from the Crown in these treaties. The system of the Baloch-Brahui confereration also made Kalat's claims over Kharan and

Ahmad Yar Khan's choice was to either accept that Kalat was an Indian state and regain the leased territories or persist
claiming that it was non-Indian and lose the leased areas. Apparently, the Pakistani Government had no issue with
recognising Kalat as independent because they believed that India and Britain would not recognise Kalat's independence,
thus a simple communique accepting Kalat's independence would be harmless. The fact that Mountbatten did not sign the
communique rendered the 11 August agreement between Kalat and Pakistan useless. The agreement between the princely
state and the still uncreated country would have little international acceptance without the British Government's
recognition. Pakistani acceptance of Kalat being a non-Indian state was inconsequential after the end of paramountcy.
Technically all princely states had become independent from that date.
Ahmad Yar Khan had insisted on the non-Indian status so that he could avoid India's political and constitutional evolution.
But Pakistan used that same argument to keep control over the leased areas. Talks between Kalat and Pakistan started in
September 1947. The negotiations showed that while Pakistan had accepted Kalat's claim of holding a non-Indian status, it
still wanted accession on the same lines as the other states. If Ahmad Yar Khan would agree to this at that time is unclear

but according to Nawabzada Aslam Khan the Khan would accede because "if he did not, his sardars would turn him out, as
they were determined to join Pakistan anyhow and were only waiting to be assured of their own rights."
Feeling that Khan did not want to accede explicitly, Jinnah invited him in October to convince him. Ahmad Yar Khan took
this as an opportunity to convince Jinnah for a treaty which would allow Pakistan's government equal control over Kalat but
without a full accession. Jinnah was unprepared for this and asked for an Instrument of Accession.The Khan asked for more
time by citing his state's unique nature and his intent to consult his parliament. Although he was theoretically correct on
Kalat's confederal system, by consulting the state's chiefs he paved the path for the Pakistani Government to deal directly
with the chiefs.

In acceptance of the decision of the Indian government the Pakistani government regarded Las Bela and Kharan as being a
part of the Baluch-Brahui confederacy led by Kalat's ruler. While Kalat and Pakistan held talks, the rulers of Kharan and Las
Bela endeavored to get the Pakistani government to recognise their separateness from Kalat. Kharan's chief, knowing the
difficulties around Kalat's accession, tried to accede to Pakistan in November. The Jam of Las Bela wrote similarly. But the
Pakistani government ignored their enthusiasm while discussions about accession were being held with Kalat.

Kalat's feudatory states, Las Bela and Kharan, and its district of Makran, requested Pakistan to be allowed to accede
separately, stating that "if Pakistan was not prepared to accept their offers of accession immediately, they would be
compelled to take other steps for their protection against Khan of Kalat." Pakistani civil servants recognised their claims of
independence from Kalat and allowed them to accede to Pakistan separately on 17 March 1948. Using the ambiguity of
Kalat's suzerainty over Kharan and Las Bela to allow the separate accessions, the Pakistani government asserted that the
nature of the Kalat confederation was such that each chief could choose to secede from it and voluntarily join Pakistan. The
British High Commission opined that the Khan would be left without any territory if he delayed. The Commonwealth
Relations Office noted "There are a number of Kalat sardars in Karachi offering their accession to Pakistan, and Pakistan
Government may repeat procedure followed in case of Mekran and accept these offers, leaving the Khan practically
without territory."
Consequently, Kalat came into conflict with Makran, ruled by Nawab Bai Khan Gichki who had opted to join Pakistan. The
Khan of Kalat then stopped carrying out his obligation to provide the Makran Levy Corps with food supplies. With starvation
imminent, Sir Ambrose Dundas, requested Pakistan to provide food supplies, send reinforcements for the Makran Levy
Corps and assume administration over Makran. However, the Khan of Kalat decided to accede even before the proposed
Pakistani action in Makran was implemented. The accessions of Las Bela, Kharan and Makran to Pakistan had left Kalat
geographically landlocked with no sea access. The pressure intensified when, on 27 March 1948, the All India Radio
announced that the Khan of Kalat had offered accession to India. Hearing this radio announcement became the reason for
the Khan's decision to accede to Pakistan on that same day. The Khan asserted that he had made the decision to sign the
instrument of accession because he believed that Pakistan was facing an existential threat.

The signing of the Instrument of Accession by the Khan of Kalat, led his brother, Prince Abdul Karim, to revolt against his
brother's decision in July 1948. Prince Abdul Karim took refuge in Afghanistan to wage an unconventional attacks against
Pakistan. However, he ultimately surrendered to Pakistan in 1950. The Prince fought a lone battle without support from the
rest of Balochistan. Jinnah and his successors allowed Yar Khan to retain his title until the province's dissolution in 1955.
Nawab Nauroz Khan took up arms in resistance to the One Unit policy, which decreased government representation for
tribal leaders, from 1958 to 1959. He and his followers started a guerrilla war against Pakistan, and were arrested, charged
with treason, and imprisoned in Hyderabad. Five of his family members, sons and nephews, were subsequently hanged on
charges of treason and aiding in the murder of Pakistani troops. Nawab Nauroz Khan later died in captivity. Nawab Nauroz
Khan fought a lone battle as the rest of Balochistan did not support the uprising.

After the second conflict, a Baloch separatist movement gained momentum in the 1960s, following the introduction of a
new constitution in 1956 which limited provincial autonomy and enacted the 'One Unit' concept of political organisation in
Pakistan. Tension continued to grow amid consistent political disorder and instability at the federal level. The federal
government tasked the Pakistan Army with building several new bases in key areas of Balochistan. Sher Muhammad Bijrani
Marri led like-minded militants into guerrilla warfare from 1963 to 1969 by creating their own insurgent bases, spread out
over 45,000 miles (72,000 km) of land, from the Mengal tribal area in the south to the Marri and Bugti tribal areas in the
north. Their goal was to force Pakistan to share revenue generated from the Sui gas fields with the tribal leaders. The
insurgents bombed railway tracks and ambushed convoys. The Army retaliated by destroying vast areas of the Marri tribe's
land. This insurgency ended in 1969, with the Baloch separatists agreeing to a ceasefire. In 1970 Pakistani President Yahya
Khan abolished the "One Unit" policy, which led to the recognition of Balochistan as the fourth province of West Pakistan
(present-day Pakistan), including all the Balochistani princely states, the High Commissioners Province, and Gwadar, an 800
km2 coastal area purchased from Oman by the Pakistani government.

The unrest continued into the 1970s, culminating in a government-ordered military operation in the region in 1973.
In 1973, citing treason, President Bhutto dismissed the provincial governments of Balochistan and NWFP and imposed
martial law in those areas, which led to armed insurgency. Mir Hazar Khan Ramkhani formed the Balochistan People's
Liberation Front (BPLF), which led large numbers of Marri and Mengal tribesmen into guerrilla warfare against the central
government. According to some authors, the Pakistani military lost 300 to 400 soldiers during the conflict with the Balochi
separatists, while between 7,300 and 9,000 Balochi militants and civilians were killed.
Assisted by Iran, Pakistani forces inflicted heavy casualties on the separatists. The insurgency fell into decline after a return
to the four-province structure and the abolishment of the Sardari system.
In 2004 an insurgent attack on Gwadar port resulting in the deaths of three Chinese engineers and four wounded drew
China into the conflict. In 2005, the Baluch political leaders Nawab Akbar Khan Bugti and Mir Balach Marri presented a 15-

point agenda to the Pakistan government. Their stated demands included greater control of the province's resources and a
moratorium on the construction of military bases. On 15 December 2005 the inspector general of the Frontier Corps, Major
General Shujaat Zamir Dar, and his deputy Brigadier Salim Nawaz (the current IGFC) were wounded after shots were fired at
their helicopter in Balochistan Province. The provincial interior secretary later said that, after visiting Kohlu, "both of them
were wounded in the leg but both are in stable condition."
In August 2006, Nawab Akbar Khan Bugti, 79 years old, was killed in fighting with the Pakistan Army, in which at least 60
Pakistani soldiers and 7 officers were also killed. Pakistan's government had charged him with responsibility of a series of
deadly bomb blasts and a rocket attack on President Pervez Musharraf.

A 2006 cable from the American Embassy in Islamabad leaked by Wikileaks noted that,
There seems to be little support in the province, beyond the Bugti tribe, for the current insurgency.”
In April 2009, Baloch National Movement president Ghulam Mohammed Baloch and two other nationalist leaders (Lala
Munir and Sher Muhammad) were seized from a small legal office and were allegedly "handcuffed, blindfolded and hustled
into a waiting pickup truck which is in still [sic] use of intelligence forces in front of their lawyer and neighboring
shopkeepers." The gunmen were allegedly speaking in Persian (a national language of neighbouring Afghanistan and Iran).
Five days later, on 8 April, their bullet-riddled bodies were found in a commercial area. The BLA claimed Pakistani forces
were behind the killings, though international experts have deemed it odd that the Pakistani forces would be careless
enough to allow the bodies to be found so easily and "light Balochistan on fire" (Herald) if they were truly responsible. The
discovery of the bodies sparked rioting and weeks of strikes, demonstrations, and civil resistance in cities and towns around
Balochistan.

Reason for joining the separatist groups vary as some join them because of allure of power and excitement, a desire to
honor their centuries-old tribal codes, gaining recognition for their region's distinct ethnicity or because of belief in hardline
communism. Some even join the separatist group because their tribal leader told them to.
On 12 August 2009, Khan of Kalat Mir Suleiman Dawood declared himself ruler of Balochistan and formally announced a
Council for Independent Balochistan. The council's claimed domain includes Sistan and Baluchestan Province, as well as
Pakistani Balochistan, but does not include Afghan Baloch regions. The council claimed the allegiance of "all separatist
leaders including Nawabzada Bramdagh Bugti." Suleiman Dawood stated that the UK had a "moral responsibility to raise
the issue of Balochistan's illegal occupation at international level."
Human right groups have accused Baloch separatist groups of being involved in grave human right violations. Separatist
groups such as Baloch liberation army have been involved in attack on schools, teachers and students in the province.
Baloch separatist have also accused their groups of being involved in wide spread crime and rapes against the Baloch

women. One of the Baloch separatist claim that what started as an idealistic political fight for his people's rights has turned
into gangs extorting, kidnapping and even raping locals.
A survey in 2009 by PEW found that 58% of respondents in Balochistan chose ″Pakistani″ as their primary mode of
identification and 32% chose their ethnicity. A Gallup survey conducted in 2012 revealed that the majority of Baloch (67%)
do not support independence from Pakistan. Only 37 percent of Baloch were in favour of independence. However, 67
percent of the people of Balochistan supported greater provincial autonomy.

The Indus Valley Civilisation (IVC) was a Bronze Age civilization in the northwestern regions of South
Asia, lasting from 3300 BCE to 1300 BCE, and in mature form from 2600 BCE to 1900 BCE. Along with
ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia it was one of three early civilizations of the region comprising North
Africa, West Asia and South Asia, and of the three, the most widespread, its sites spanning an area
stretching from northeast Afghanistan, through much of Pakistan, and into western- and
northwestern India. It flourished in the basins of the Indus River, which flows through the length of
Pakistan, and along a system of perennial, mostly monsoon-fed, rivers that once coursed in the
vicinity of the seasonal Ghaggar-Hakra river in northwest India and eastern Pakistan.

The civilization’s cities were noted for their urban planning, baked brick houses, elaborate drainage
systems, water supply systems, clusters of large non-residential buildings, and new techniques in
handicraft (carnelian products, seal carving) and metallurgy (copper, bronze, lead, and tin). The large
cities of Mohenjo-daro and Harappa very likely grew to containing between 30,000 and 60,000
individuals, and the civilization itself during its florescence may have contained between one and five
million individuals. Gradual drying of the region's soil during the 3rd millennium BCE may have been
the initial spur for the urbanization associated with the civilization, but eventually also reduced the
water supply enough to cause the civilization’s demise, and to scatter its population eastward.
The Indus civilization is also known as the Harappan Civilisation, after its type site, Harappa, the first
of its sites to be excavated early in the 20th century in what was then the Punjab province of British
India and now is Pakistan. The discovery of Harappa and soon afterwards Mohenjo-Daro was the
culmination of work beginning in 1861 with the founding of the Archaeological Survey of India during
the British Raj. There were however earlier and later cultures often called Early Harappan and Late

Harappan in the same area; for this reason, the Harappan civilization is sometimes called the Mature
Harappan to distinguish it from these other cultures. By 2002, over 1,000 Mature Harappan cities and
settlements had been reported, of which just under a hundred had been excavated, however, there
are only five major urban sites: Harappa, Mohenjo-daro, Dholavira, Ganeriwala in Cholistan and
Rakhigarhi. The early Harappan cultures were preceded by local Neolithic agricultural villages, from
which the river plains were populated.

The Harappan language is not directly attested, and its affiliation is uncertain since the Indus script is
still undeciphered. A relationship with the Dravidian or Elamo-Dravidian language family is favored by
a section of scholars.
The Indus Valley Civilization is named after the Indus river system in whose alluvial plains the early
sites of the civilization were identified and excavated. Following a tradition in archaeology, the
civilization is sometimes referred to as the Harappan, after its type site, Harappa, the first site to be
excavated in the 1920s; this is notably true of usage employed by the Archaeological Survey of India
after India's independence in 1947.

A section of scholars use the terms "Sarasvati culture", the "Sarasvati Civilization", the "IndusSarasvati Civilization" or the "Sindhu-Saraswati Civilisation", because they consider the GhaggarHakra river to be the same as the Sarasvati, a river mentioned several times in the Rig Veda, a
collection of ancient Sanskrit hymns composed in the second millennium BCE. However, recent
geophysical research suggests that unlike the Sarasvati, whose descriptions in the Rig Veda are those
of a snow-fed river, the Ghaggar-Hakra was a system of perennial monsoon-fed rivers, which became
seasonal around the time that the civilization diminished, approximately 4,000 years ago. In addition,
proponents of the Sarasvati nomenclature see a connection between the decline of the Indus
civilization and the rise of the Vedic civilization on the Gangetic plain; however, historians of the
decline of the mature Indus civilization consider the two to be substantially disconnected.
The Indus civilization was roughly contemporary with the other riverine civilizations of the ancient
world: Egypt along the Nile, Mesopotamia in the lands watered by the Euphrates and the Tigris, and
China in the drainage basin of the Yellow River. By the time of its mature phase, the civilization had

spread over an area larger than the others, which included a core of 1,500 km (930 miles) up the
alluvial plane of the Indus and its tributaries. In addition, there was a region with disparate flora,
fauna, and habitats, up to ten times as large, which had been shaped culturally and economically by
the Indus.

Around 6500 BCE, agriculture emerged in Baluchistan, on the margins of the Indus alluvium. In the
following millennia, settled life made inroads into the Indus plains, setting the stage for the growth of
rural and urban human settlements. The more organized sedentary life in turn led to a net increase in
the birth rate. The large urban centers of Mohenjo-daro and Harappa very likely grew to containing
between 30,000 and 60,000 individuals, and during the civilization's florescence, the population of
the subcontinent grew to between 4–6 million people. During this period the death rate increased as
well, for close living conditions of humans and domesticated animals led to an increase in contagious
diseases. According to one estimate, the population of the Indus civilization at its peak may have
been between one and five million.

The Indus Valley Civilisation (IVC) extended from Pakistan's Balochistan in the west to India's western
Uttar Pradesh in the east, from northeastern Afghanistan in the north to India's Gujarat state in the
south. The largest number of sites are in Gujarat, Haryana, Punjab, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Jammu
and Kashmir states in India, and Sindh, Punjab, and Balochistan provinces in Pakistan. Coastal
settlements extended from Sutkagan Dor in Western Baluchistan to Lothal in Gujarat. An Indus Valley
site has been found on the Oxus River at Shortugai in northern Afghanistan, in the Gomal River valley
in northwestern Pakistan, at Manda, Jammu on the Beas River near Jammu, India, and at Alamgirpur
on the Hindon River, only 28 km from Delhi. The southernmost site of the Indus valley civilisation is
Daimabad in Maharashtra. Indus Valley sites have been found most often on rivers, but also on the
ancient seacoast, for example, Balakot, and on islands, for example, Dholavira.
The first modern accounts of the ruins of the Indus civilisation are those of Charles Masson, a
deserter from the East India Company's army. In 1829, Masson traveled through the princely state of
Punjab, gathering useful intelligence for the Company in return for a promise of clemency. An aspect
of this arrangement was the additional requirement to hand over to the Company any historical
artifacts acquired during his travels. Masson, who was versed in the classics, especially in the military

campaigns of Alexander the Great, chose for his wanderings some of the same towns that had
featured in Alexander's campaigns, whose archaeological sites had been noted by the campaign's
chroniclers. Masson's major archaeological discovery in the Punjab was Harappa, a metropolis of the
Indus civilization that lay buried in the valley of Indus's tributary, the Ravi river. Masson made
copious notes and illustrations of Harappa's rich historical artifacts, many appearing half buried in
plain view.

In 1842, Masson included his observations of Harappa in the book Narrative of Various Journeys in
Baluchistan, Afghanistan, and the Punjab. He dated the Harappa ruins to a period of recorded
history, erroneously mistaking it to have been described earlier during Alexander's campaign.
Masson was impressed by the site's extraordinary size and by several large mounds formed from
long existing erosion.

/
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Two years later, the Company contracted Alexander Burnes to sail up the Indus to assess the
feasibility of water travel for its army. Burnes, who also stopped in Harappa, noted the baked bricks
employed in the site's ancient masonry, but noted also the haphazard plundering of these bricks by
the local population.
Despite these reports, Harappa was raided even more perilously for its bricks after the British
annexation of the Punjab in 1848–49. A large number of its bricks were carted away as track ballast
for the railway lines being laid by the Company in the Punjab. Some 100 miles of railway track
between Multan and Lahore, laid in the mid-1850s, was supported by Harappan bricks .
In 1861, three years after the dissolution of the East India Company and the establishment of Crown
rule in India, the activity of archaeology on the subcontinent became more formally organised with
the founding of the Archaeological Survey of India (ASI). Alexander Cunningham, the Survey's first
director-general, who had visited Harappa in 1853 and had noted the imposing brick walls, visited
again to carry out a survey, but this time of a site whose entire upper layer had been stripped.
Although his original goal of demonstrating Harappa to be a lost Buddhist city mentioned in the
seventh century CE travels of the Chinese visitor, Xuanzang, proved elusive, Cunningham did publish

his findings in 1875. For the first time, he interpreted a Harappan stamp seal, with its unknown script,
which he concluded to be of an origin foreign to India.
Archaeological work in Harappa thereafter flagged until a new viceroy of India, Lord Curzon, pushed
through the Ancient Monuments Preservation Act 1904, and appointed John Marshall to lead the
ASI. Several years later, Hiranand Sastri, who had been assigned by Marshall to survey Harappa,
reported it to be of non-Buddhist origin and by implication more ancient. Expropriating Harappa for
the ASI under the Act, Marshall directed ASI archaeologist Daya Ram Sahni to excavate the site's two
mounds.

/ Fighting scene between a beast and a man with horns, hooves and a tail, who has been compared to the Mesopotamian
bull-man Enkidu. 2600-1900 BC. / Twin "unicorns" under foliage.

Meanwhile, farther south, along the main stem of the Indus in Sind province, the largely undisturbed
site of Mohenjo daro had brought notice. Marshall deputed a succession of ASI officers to survey the
site. These included D. R. Bhandarkar (1911), R. D. Banerji (1919, 1922–3), and M. S. Vats (1924). In
1923, on his second visit to Mohenjo-daro, Baneriji wrote to Marshall about the site, postulating for
it an origin in "remote antiquity," and noting a congruence of some of its artifacts with those of
Harappa. Later in 1923, Vats, also in correspondence with Marshall, noted the same more specifically
about the seals and the script found at both sites. On the weight of these opinions, Marshall ordered
crucial data from the two sites to be brought to one location and invited Banerji and Sahni to a joint
discussion.

By 1924, Marshall had become convinced of the significance of the finds, and on 24 September 1924,
made a tentative but conspicuous public intimation in the Illustrated London News:
"Not often has it been given to archaeologists, as it was given to Schliemann at Tiryns and
Mycenae, or to Stein in the deserts of Turkestan, to light upon the remains of a long forgotten
civilization. It looks, however, at this moment, as if we were on the threshold of such a discovery in
the plains of the Indus."
Systematic excavations began in Mohenjo daro with K. N. Dikshit's (1924–5), continuing with those of
H. Hargreaves (1925–6), and Ernest J. H. Mackay (1927–1931). By 1931, much of Mohenjo-daro had

been excavated, but occasional excavations continued, such one led by Mortimer Wheeler, a new
director-general of the ASI appointed in 1944.

After the partition of India in 1947 and the loss of most excavated sites of the Indus Valley civilisation
to Pakistan, the Archaeological Survey of India carried out large numbers of surveys and excavations
along the Ghaggar-Hakra system in India. Hopes began to rise among some in India that the GhaggarHakra system might have more sites than the Indus valley. By 2002, over 1,000 Mature Harappan
cities and settlements had been reported, of which just under a hundred had been excavated, mainly
in the general region of the Indus and Ghaggar-Hakra Rivers and their tributaries; however, there are
only five major urban sites: Harappa, Mohenjo-daro, Dholavira, Ganeriwala and Rakhigarhi.
According to a historian approximately 616 sites have been reported in India, whereas 406 sites have
been reported in Pakistan. However, according to an archaeologist, many Ghaggar-Hakra sites in
India are of local cultures; some sites display contact with Harappan civilization, but only a few are
fully developed Harappan ones.

Unlike India, in which after 1947, the ASI attempted to "Indianise" archaeological work in keeping
with the new nation's goals of national unity and historical continuity, in Pakistan the national
imperative was the promotion of Islamic heritage, and consequently archaeological work on early
sites was left to foreign archaeologists. After the partition, Mortimer Wheeler, the Director of ASI
from 1944, oversaw the establishment of archaeological institutions in Pakistan, later joining a
UNESCO effort tasked to conserve the site at Mohenjo-daro. Other international efforts at Mohenjodaro and Harappa have included the German Aachen Research Project Mohenjo-daro, the Italian
Mission to Mohenjo-daro, and the US Harappa Archaeological Research Project (HARP) founded by
George F. Dales. Beginning in the early 1970s, following a chance flash flood which exposed a portion
of an archaeological site at the foot of the Bolan Pass in Baluchistan, excavations was carried out in
Mehrgarh by French archaeologist Jean-François Jarrige and his team.
The cities of the Indus Valley Civilization had "social hierarchies, their writing system, their large
planned cities and their long-distance trade [which] mark them to archaeologists as a full-fledged
'civilisation.'" The mature phase of the Harappan civilisation lasted from c. 2600 to 1900 BCE. With
the inclusion of the predecessor and successor cultures – Early Harappan and Late Harappan,

respectively – the entire Indus Valley Civilisation may be taken to have lasted from the 33rd to the
14th centuries BCE. It is part of the Indus Valley Tradition, which also includes the pre-Harappan
occupation of Mehrgarh, the earliest farming site of the Indus Valley.
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Several periodisations are employed for the periodisation of the IVC. The most commonly used
classifies the Indus Valley Civilisation into Early, Mature and Late Harappan Phase. An alternative
approach by Shaffer divides the broader Indus Valley Tradition into four eras, the pre-Harappan
"Early Food Producing Era," and the Regionalisation, Integration, and Localisation eras, which
correspond roughly with the Early Harappan, Mature Harappan, and Late Harappan phases.

Mehrgarh is a Neolithic (7000 BCE to c. 2500 BCE) site to the west of the Indus River valley near the
Bolan Pass, which gave new insights on the emergence of the Indus Valley Civilization. Mehrgarh is
one of the earliest sites with evidence of farming and herding in South Asia. Mehrgarh was
influenced by the Near Eastern Neolithic, with similarities between "domesticated wheat varieties,
early phases of farming, pottery, other archaeological artefacts, some domesticated plants and herd
animals." According to Parpola, the Near Eastern culture migrated into the Indus Valley and became
the Indus Valley Civilisation.
Haplogroup L-M20 has a high frequency in the Indus Valley. McElreavy & Quintana-Murci (2005) note
that "both the frequency distribution and estimated expansion time (~7,000 YBP) of this lineage
suggest that its spread in the Indus Valley may be associated with the expansion of local farming
groups during the Neolithic period."
Jean-Francois Jarrige argues for an independent origin of Mehrgarh. Jarrige notes "the assumption
that farming economy was introduced full-fledged from Near-East to South Asia," and the similarities
between Neolithic sites from eastern Mesopotamia and the western Indus valley, which are evidence

of a "cultural continuum" between those sites. But given the originality of Mehrgarh, Jarrige
concludes that Mehrgarh has an earlier local background," and is not a "'backwater' of the Neolithic
culture of the Near East."

Lukacs and Hemphill suggest an initial local development of Mehrgarh, with a continuity in cultural
development but a change in population. According to Lukacs and Hemphill, while there is a strong
continuity between the neolithic and chalcolithic (Copper Age) cultures of Mehrgarh, dental evidence
shows that the chalcolithic population did not descend from the neolithic population of Mehrgarh,
which "suggests moderate levels of gene flow." Mascarenhas et al. (2015) note that "new, possibly
West Asian, body types are reported from the graves of Mehrgarh beginning in the Togau phase
(3800 BCE)." According to Narasimhan et al. (2018), the IVC-population likely resulted from a mixture
of Iranian agriculturalists and South Asian hunter-gatherers, and came into being between c. 4700–
3000 BCE.

Gallego Romero et al. (2011) state that their research on lactose tolerance in India suggests that "the
west Eurasian genetic contribution identified by Reich et al. (2009) principally reflects gene flow from
Iran and the Middle East." They further note that "[t]he earliest evidence of cattle herding in south
Asia comes from the Indus River Valley site of Mehrgarh and is dated to 7,000 YBP."
The Early Harappan Ravi Phase, named after the nearby Ravi River, lasted from c. 3300 BCE until
2800 BCE. It is related to the Hakra Phase, identified in the Ghaggar-Hakra River Valley to the west,
and predates the Kot Diji Phase (2800–2600 BCE, Harappan 2), named after a site in northern Sindh,
Pakistan, near Mohenjo-daro. The earliest examples of the Indus script date to the 3rd millennium
BCE.
The mature phase of earlier village cultures is represented by Rehman Dheri and Amri in Pakistan.
Kot Diji represents the phase leading up to Mature Harappan, with the citadel representing
centralised authority and an increasingly urban quality of life. Another town of this stage was found
at Kalibangan in India on the Hakra River.

Trade networks linked this culture with related regional cultures and distant sources of raw
materials, including lapis lazuli and other materials for bead-making. By this time, villagers had
domesticated numerous crops, including peas, sesame seeds, dates, and cotton, as well as animals,
including the water buffalo. Early Harappan communities turned to large urban centres by 2600 BCE,
from where the mature Harappan phase started. The latest research shows that Indus Valley people
migrated from villages to cities.

The final stages of the Early Harappan period are characterised by the building of large walled
settlements, the expansion of trade networks, and the increasing integration of regional
communities into a "relatively uniform" material culture in terms of pottery styles, ornaments, and
stamp seals with Indus script, leading into the transition to the Mature Harappan phase.
Dholavira in Gujarat, India, is one of the largest cities of Indus Valley Civilisation, with stepwell steps
to reach the water level in artificially constructed reservoirs.

According to Giosan et al. (2012), the slow southward migration of the monsoons across Asia initially
allowed the Indus Valley villages to develop by taming the floods of the Indus and its tributaries.
Flood-supported farming led to large agricultural surpluses, which in turn supported the
development of cities. The IVC residents did not develop irrigation capabilities, relying mainly on the
seasonal monsoons leading to summer floods. Brooke further notes that the development of
advanced cities coincides with a reduction in rainfall, which may have triggered a reorganisation into
larger urban centers.
According to J.G. Shaffer and D.A. Lichtenstein, the Mature Harappan Civilisation was "a fusion of the
Bagor, Hakra, and Kot Diji traditions or 'ethnic groups' in the Ghaggar-Hakra valley on the borders of
India and Pakistan".
By 2600 BCE, the Early Harappan communities turned into large urban centres. Such urban centres
include Harappa, Ganeriwala, Mohenjo-daro in modern-day Pakistan, and Dholavira, Kalibangan,
Rakhigarhi, Rupar, and Lothal in modern-day India. In total, more than 1,000 cities and settlements
have been found, mainly in the general region of the Indus and Ghaggar-Hakra Rivers and their
tributaries.

A sophisticated and technologically advanced urban culture is evident in the Indus Valley Civilisation,
making them the first urban centre in the region. The quality of municipal town planning suggests the
knowledge of urban planning and efficient municipal governments which placed a high priority on
hygiene, or, alternatively, accessibility to the means of religious ritual.

As seen in Harappa, Mohenjo-daro and the recently partially excavated Rakhigarhi, this urban plan
included the world's first known urban sanitation systems: see hydraulic engineering of the Indus
Valley Civilisation. Within the city, individual homes or groups of homes obtained water from wells.
From a room that appears to have been set aside for bathing, waste water was directed to covered
drains, which lined the major streets. Houses opened only to inner courtyards and smaller lanes. The
house-building in some villages in the region still resembles in some respects the house-building of
the Harappans.

The ancient Indus systems of sewerage and drainage that were developed and used in cities
throughout the Indus region were far more advanced than any found in contemporary urban sites in
the Middle East and even more efficient than those in many areas of Pakistan and India today. The
advanced architecture of the Harappans is shown by their impressive dockyards, granaries,
warehouses, brick platforms, and protective walls. The massive walls of Indus cities most likely
protected the Harappans from floods and may have dissuaded military conflicts.
The purpose of the citadel remains debated. In sharp contrast to this civilisation's contemporaries,
Mesopotamia and ancient Egypt, no large monumental structures were built. There is no conclusive
evidence of palaces or temples – or of kings, armies, or priests. Some structures are thought to have
been granaries. Found at one city is an enormous well-built bath (the "Great Bath"), which may have
been a public bath. Although the citadels were walled, it is far from clear that these structures were
defensive.
Most city dwellers appear to have been traders or artisans, who lived with others pursuing the same
occupation in well-defined neighbourhoods. Materials from distant regions were used in the cities
for constructing seals, beads and other objects. Among the artefacts discovered were beautiful

glazed faïence beads. Steatite seals have images of animals, people (perhaps gods), and other types
of inscriptions, including the yet un-deciphered writing system of the Indus Valley Civilisation. Some
of the seals were used to stamp clay on trade goods.

Although some houses were larger than others, Indus Civilisation cities were remarkable for their
apparent, if relative, egalitarianism. All the houses had access to water and drainage facilities. This
gives the impression of a society with relatively low wealth concentration, though clear social
levelling is seen in personal adornments.

Archaeological records provide no immediate answers for a centre of power or for depictions of
people in power in Harappan society. But, there are indications of complex decisions being taken and
implemented. For instance, the majority of the cities were constructed in a highly uniform and wellplanned grid pattern, suggesting they were planned by a central authority; extraordinary uniformity
of Harappan artefacts as evident in pottery, seals, weights and bricks; presence of public facilities and
monumental architecture; heterogeneity in the mortuary symbolism and in grave goods (items
included in burials).
These are the major theories:
There was a single state, given the similarity in artefacts, the evidence for planned settlements, the
standardised ratio of brick size, and the establishment of settlements near sources of raw material.
There was no single ruler but several cities like Mohenjo-daro had a separate ruler, Harappa
another, and so forth.
Harappan society had no rulers, and everybody enjoyed equal status.
The people of the Indus Civilisation achieved great accuracy in measuring length, mass, and time.
They were among the first to develop a system of uniform weights and measures. A comparison of
available objects indicates large scale variation across the Indus territories. Their smallest division,
which is marked on an ivory scale found in Lothal in Gujarat, was approximately 1.704 mm, the
smallest division ever recorded on a scale of the Bronze Age. Harappan engineers followed the
decimal division of measurement for all practical purposes, including the measurement of mass as
revealed by their hexahedron weights.

These chert weights were in a ratio of 5:2:1 with weights of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100,
200, and 500 units, with each unit weighing approximately 28 grams, similar to the English Imperial
ounce or Greek uncia, and smaller objects were weighed in similar ratios with the units of 0.871.
However, as in other cultures, actual weights were not uniform throughout the area. The weights
and measures later used in Kautilya's Arthashastra (4th century BCE) are the same as those used in
Lothal.

Harappans evolved some new techniques in metallurgy and produced copper, bronze, lead, and tin.
The engineering skill of the Harappans was remarkable, especially in building docks.

In 2001, archaeologists studying the remains of two men from Mehrgarh, Pakistan, discovered that
the people of the Indus Valley Civilisation, from the early Harappan periods, had knowledge of protodentistry. Later, in April 2006, it was announced in the scientific journal Nature that the oldest (and
first early Neolithic) evidence for the drilling of human teeth in vivo (i.e., in a living person) was found
in Mehrgarh. Eleven drilled molar crowns from nine adults were discovered in a Neolithic graveyard
in Mehrgarh that dates from 7,500–9,000 years ago. According to the authors, their discoveries point
to a tradition of proto-dentistry in the early farming cultures of that region.
A touchstone bearing gold streaks was found in Banawali, which was probably used for testing the
purity of gold (such a technique is still used in some parts of India).
A number of gold, terracotta and stone figurines of girls in dancing poses reveal the presence of
some dance form. These terracotta figurines included cows, bears, monkeys, and dogs. The animal
depicted on a majority of seals at sites of the mature period has not been clearly identified. Part bull,
part zebra, with a majestic horn, it has been a source of speculation. As yet, there is insufficient
evidence to substantiate claims that the image had religious or cultic significance, but the prevalence
of the image raises the question of whether or not the animals in images of the IVC are religious
symbols.
Many crafts including, "shell working, ceramics, and agate and glazed steatite bead making" were
practised and the pieces were used in the making of necklaces, bangles, and other ornaments from

all phases of Harappan culture. Some of these crafts are still practised in the subcontinent today.
Some make-up and toiletry items (a special kind of combs (kakai), the use of collyrium and a special
three-in-one toiletry gadget) that were found in Harappan contexts still have similar counterparts in
modern India. Terracotta female figurines were found (c. 2800–2600 BCE) which had red colour
applied to the "manga" (line of partition of the hair).

Various rather realistic statuettes have been found in the site in the Indus Valley Civilization. One of
them is the famous bronze statuette of a slender-limbed Dancing Girl adorned with bangles, found in
Mohenjo-daro
These statuettes remain controversial, due to their advanced techniques. Regarding the red jasper
torso, the discoverer, Vats, claims a Harappan date, but Marshall considered this statuette is
probably historical, dating to the Gupta period, comparing it to the much later Lohanipur torso. A
second rather similar grey stone statuette of a dancing male was also found about 150 meters away
in a secure Mature Harappan stratum. Overall, anthropologist Gregory Possehl tends to consider that
these statuettes probably form the pinnacle of Indus art during the Mature Harappan period.

Thousands of steatite seals have been recovered, and their physical character is fairly consistent. In
size they range from 3⁄4 inch to 11⁄2 inches square. In most cases they have a pierced boss at the
back to accommodate a cord for handling or for use as personal adornment.

Seals have been found at Mohenjo-daro depicting a figure standing on its head, and another, on the
Pashupati seal, sitting cross-legged in what some call a yoga-like pose (see image, the so-called
Pashupati, below). This figure has been variously identified. Sir John Marshall identified a
resemblance to the Hindu god, Shiva
A harp-like instrument depicted on an Indus seal and two shell objects found at Lothal indicate the
use of stringed musical instruments.

A human deity with the horns, hooves and tail of a bull also appears in the seals, in particular in a
fighting scene with a horned tiger-like beast. This deity has been compared to the Mesopotamian
bull-man Enkidu. Several seals also show a man fighting two lions or tigers, a "Master of Animals"
motif common to civilizations in Western and South Asia.
Meluḫḫa or Melukhkha is the Sumerian name of a prominent trading partner of Sumer during the Middle Bronze Age. Its
identification remains an open question, but most scholars associate it with the Indus Valley Civilization.
Asko Parpola identifies Proto-Dravidians with the Indus Valley Civilization (IVC) and the Meluhha people mentioned in
Sumerian records. According to him, the word "Meluhha" derives from the Dravidian words mel-akam ("highland country").
It is possible that the IVC people exported sesame oil to Mesopotamia, where it was known as ilu in Sumerian and ellu in
Akkadian. One theory is that these words derive from the Dravidian name for sesame (el or ellu). However, Michael Witzel,
who associates IVC with the ancestors of Munda speakers, suggests an alternative etymology from the para-Munda word
for wild sesame: jar-tila. Munda is an Austroasiatic language, and forms a substratum (including loanwords) in Dravidian
languages.
Asko Parpola relates Meluhha with Mleccha who were considered non-Vedic "barbarian" in Vedic Sanskrit.

Sumerian texts repeatedly refer to three important centers with which they traded: Magan, Dilmun,
and Meluhha. Magan is usually identified with Egypt in later Assyrian texts; but the Sumerian
localization of Magan was probably Oman. Dilmun was a Persian Gulf civilization which traded with
Mesopotamian civilizations, the current scholarly consensus is that Dilmun encompassed Bahrain,
Failaka Island and the adjacent coast of Eastern Arabia in the Persian Gulf.
The location of Meluhha, however, is hotly debated. There are scholars today who confidently
identify Meluhha with the Indus Valley Civilization (modern South Asia) on the basis of the extensive
evidence of trading contacts between Sumer and this region. Sesame oil was probably imported from
the Indus River region into Sumer: the Sumerian word for this oil is illu (Akkadian: ellu). One theory is
that the word is of proto-Dravidian origin: in Dravidian languages of South India, el or ellu stands for

sesame. An alternative, proposed by Michael Witzel, is that it derived from a "para-Munda" language
spoken in the Indus Valley Civilization.There is extensive presence of Harappan seals and cubical
weight measures in Mesopotamian urban sites. Specific items of high volume trade are timber and
specialty wood such as ebony, for which large ships were used. Luxury items also appear, such as
lapis lazuli mined at a Harappan colony at Shortugai (modern Badakhshan in northern Afghanistan),
which was transported to Lothal, a port city in Gujarat in western India, and shipped from there to
Oman, Bahrain and Sumer.
In the 1980s, important archaeological discoveries have been made at Ras al-Jinz (Oman), located at
the easternmost point of the Arabian Peninsula, demonstrating maritime Indus Valley connections
with Oman, and the Middle East in general.

Writings in the Ur-III period describe Meluhha as the 'land of the black mountains'. Almost all
scholars suggest that Meluhha was the Sumerian name for the Indus Valley Civilization. Finnish
scholars Asko and Simo Parpola identify Meluhha (earlier variant Me-lah-ha) from earlier Sumerian
documents with Dravidian mel akam "high abode" or "high country". Many items of trade such as
wood, minerals, and gemstones were indeed extracted from the hilly regions near the Indus
settlements. They further claim that Meluhha is the origin of the Sanskrit mleccha, meaning
"barbarian, foreigner".
Early texts (c. 2200 BC) seem to indicate that Meluhha is to the east, suggesting either the Indus
valley or India. However, much later texts documenting the exploits of King Assurbanipal of Assyria
(668–627 BC), long after the Indus Valley civilization had ceased to exist, seem to imply that Meluhha
is to be found either in south India or in Africa, somewhere near Egypt.

There is sufficient archaeological evidence for the trade between Mesopotamia and the Indian subcontinent. Impressions of
clay seals from the Indus Valley city of Harappa were evidently used to seal bundles of merchandise, as clay seal
impressions with cord or sack marks on the reverse side testify. A number of these Indian seals have been found at Ur and
other Mesopotamian sites.
The Persian-Gulf style of circular stamped rather than rolled seals, also known from Dilmun, that appear at Lothal in
Gujarat, India, and Failaka Island (Kuwait), as well as in Mesopotamia, are convincing corroboration of the long-distance sea
trade network, which G.L. Possehl has called a "Middle Asian Interaction Sphere". What the commerce consisted of is less

sure: timber and precious woods, ivory, lapis lazuli, gold, and luxury goods such as carnelian and glazed stone beads, pearls
from the Persian Gulf, and shell and bone inlays, were among the goods sent to Mesopotamia in exchange for silver, tin,
woolen textiles, perhaps oil and grains and other foods. Copper ingots, certainly, bitumen, which occurred naturally in
Mesopotamia, may have been exchanged for cotton textiles and chickens, major products of the Indus region that are not
native to Mesopotamia—all these have been instanced.
In the Assyrian and Hellenistic eras, cuneiform texts continued to use (or revive) old place names, giving a perhaps artificial
sense of continuity between contemporary events and events of the distant past. For example, Media is referred to as "the
land of the Gutians", a people who had been prominent around 2000 BC.
Meluhha also appears in these texts, in contexts suggesting that "Meluhha" and "Magan" were kingdoms adjacent to Egypt.
Assurbanipal writes about his first march against Egypt, "In my first campaign I marched against Magan, Meluhha, Tarka,
king of Egypt and Ethiopia, whom Esarhaddon, king of Assyria, the father who begot me, had defeated, and whose land he
brought under his sway." In the Hellenistic period, the term is sometimes used to refer to Ptolemaic Egypt, as in its account
of a festival celebrating the conclusion of the Sixth Syrian War.

These references do not necessarily mean that early references to Meluhha also referred to Egypt. Direct contacts between
Sumer and the Indus Valley had ceased even during the Mature Harappan phase when Oman and Bahrain (Magan and
Dilmun) became intermediaries. After the sack of Ur by the Elamites and subsequent invasions in Sumer, its trade and
contacts shifted west and Meluhha passed almost into mythological memory. The resurfacing of the name could simply
reflect cultural memory of a rich and distant land, its use in records of Achaemenid and Seleucid military expeditions serving
to aggrandize those kings.
Indus-Mesopotamia relations are thought to have developed during the second half of 3rd millennium BCE, until they came
to a halt with the extinction of the Indus valley civilization after around 1900 BCE. Mesopotamia had already been an
intermediary in the trade of Lapis Lazuli between the South Asia and Egypt since at least about 3200 BCE, in the context of
Egypt-Mesopotamia relations.

A first period of indirect contacts seems to have occurred as a consequence of the Neolithic Revolution and the diffusion of
agriculture after 9000 BCE. According to Asko Parpola, the Near Eastern Fertile Crescent culture of Mesopotamia migrated
into the Indus Valley in Neolithic times and became the Indus Valley Civilisation. It is thought that early Indus Valley sites
such as Mehrgarh were influenced by the Near Eastern Neolithic, with similarities between "domesticated wheat varieties,
early phases of farming, pottery, other archaeological artefacts, some domesticated plants and herd animals." The site of
Mehrgarh is a Neolithic (7000 BCE to c. 2500 BCE) site to the west of the Indus River valley near the Bolan Pass, which gave
new insights on the emergence of the Indus Valley Civilization. Mehrgarh is one of the earliest sites with evidence of
farming and herding in South Asia.

Jean-Francois Jarrige argues for an independent origin of Mehrgarh. Jarrige notes "the assumption that farming economy
was introduced full-fledged from Near-East to South Asia," and the similarities between Neolithic sites from eastern
Mesopotamia and the western Indus valley, which are evidence of a "cultural continuum" between those sites. But given
the originality of Mehrgarh, Jarrige concludes that Mehrgarh has an earlier local background," and is not a "'backwater' of
the Neolithic culture of the Near East."

Lukacs and Hemphill suggest an initial local development of Mehrgarh, with a continuity in cultural development but a
change in population. According to Lukacs and Hemphill, while there is a strong continuity between the neolithic and
chalcolithic (Copper Age) cultures of Mehrgarh, dental evidence shows that the chalcolithic population did not descend
from the neolithic population of Mehrgarh, which "suggests moderate levels of gene flow." Mascarenhas et al. (2015) note
that "new, possibly west Asian, body types are reported from the graves of Mehrgarh beginning in the Togau phase (3800
BCE)." According to Narasimhan et al. (2018), the IVC-population likely resulted from a mixture of Iranian agriculturalists
and South Asian hunter-gatherers, and came into being between c. 4700–3000 BCE.

Gallego Romero et al. (2011) state that their research on lactose tolerance in India suggests that "the west Eurasian genetic
contribution identified by Reich et al. (2009) principally reflects gene flow from Iran and the Middle East." They further note
that "[t]he earliest evidence of cattle herding in south Asia comes from the Indus River Valley site of Mehrgarh and is dated
to 7,000 YBP."
The trade routes between Mesopotamia and the Indus would have been significantly shorter due to lower sea levels in the
3rd millennium BCE.
The Indus Valley Civilization extended westward as far as the Harappan trading station of Sutkagan Dor.
Sea levels have been rising about 100 meters over the last 15,000 years until modern times, with the effect that coast lines
have been receding vastly. This is especially the case of the coast lines of the Indus and Mesopotamia, which were originally
only separated by a distance of about 1000 kilometers, compared to 2000 kilometers today. In the 3rd millennium BCE, the
distance between the coasts of the Mesopotamian civilizations and the Indus would have been much shorter than it is
today. In particular the Persian Gulf, which is only about 30 meters deep today, would have been at least partially dry, and
would have formed an extension of the Mesopotamian basin.
The westernmost Harappan city was located on the Makran coast at Sutkagan Dor, near the tip of the Arabian peninsula,
and is considered as an ancient maritime trading station, probably between India and the Persian Gulf.
Many archaeological finds suggest that maritime trade along the shores of Africa and Asia started several millennia ago.
In the archaeological sites of the Indus valley civilization, twenty-four stone haematite weights of the Mesopotamian barrelshaped type were found at Mohenjo-daro and Harappa.
Iconographical influences

Instances of iconographical influences appear on the seals of the Indus Valley, in which several depictions appear to have
been derived from Mesopotamian models.
Some Indus seals seem to show Mesopotamian influence, as in the "Gilgamesh" motif of a man fighting two lions (25001500 BCE).
Several Indus Valley seals show a fighting scene between a tiger-like beast and a man with horns, hooves and a tail, who has
been compared to the Mesopotamian bull-man Enkidu, also a partner of Gilgamesh, and suggests a transmission of
Mesopotamian mythology.

A few rare cylinder seals have been found in Indus valley sites, which suggest Mesopotamian influence: they were probably
made locally, but they use Mesopotamian motifs. One such cylinder seal, the Kalibangan seal, shows a battle between men
in the presence of centaurs. Other seals show processions of animals.
Some of the beads in this necklace from the Royal Cemetery dating to the First Dynasty of Ur are thought to have come
from the Indus Valley.

Clove heads, thought to originate from the Moluccas in Maritime Southeast Asia were found in a 2nd millennium BC site in
Terqa. Evidence for imports from the Indus to Ur can be found from around 2350 BCE. Various objects made with shell
species that are characteristic of the Indus coast, particularly Trubinella Pyrum and Fasciolaria Trapezium, have been found
in the archaeological sites of Mesopotamia dating from around 2500-2000 BCE. Carnelian beads from the Indus were found
in Ur tombs dating to 2600-2450. In particular, carnelian beads with an etched design in white were probably imported
from the Indus Valley, and made according to a technique of acid-etching developed by the Harappans. Lapis Lazuli was
imported in great quantity by Egypt, and already used in many tombs of the Naqada II period (circa 3200 BCE). Lapis Lazuli
probably originated in northern Afghanistan, as no other sources are known, and had to be transported across the Iranian
plateau to Mesapotamia, and then Egypt.
Several Indus seals with Harappan script have also been found in Mesopotamia, particularly in Ur, Babylon and Kish. The
water buffalos which appears on the Akkadian cylinder seals from the time of Naram-Sin (circa 2250 BCE), may have been
imported to Mesopotamia from the Indus as a result of trade.
Akkadian Empire records mention timber, carnelian and ivory as being imported from Meluhha by Meluhhan ships,
Meluhha being generally considered as the Mesopotamian name for the Indus Valley.
‘The ships from Meluhha, the ships from Magan, the ships from Dilmun, he made tie-up alongside the quay of Akkad’
— Inscription by Sargon of Akkad (ca.2270-2215 BCE)

After the collapse of the Akkadian Empire, Gudea, the ruler of Lagash, is recorded as having imported "translucent
carnelian" from Meluhha. Various inscriptions also mention the presence of Meluhha traders and interpreters in
Mesopotamia. About twenty seals have been found from the Akkadian and Ur III sites that have connections with Harappa
and often use Harappan symbols or writing.
It has long been suggested that the Sumerians, who ruled in Lower Mesopotamia from circa 4500 to 1900 BC and who
spoke a non-Indo-European and non-Semitic language, may have initially come from India and may have been related to
the original Dravidian population of India. This appeared to historian Henry Hall as the most probable conclusion,
particularly based on the portrayal of Sumerians in their own art and "how very Indian the Sumerians were in type". Recent
genetic analysis of ancient Mesopotamian skeletal DNA tends to confirm a significant association. The Sumerians
progressively lost control to Semitic states from the northwest, starting with the Akkadian Empire, from circa 2300 BC.

A genetic analysis of the ancient DNA of Mesopotamian skeletons was made on the excavated remains of four individuals
from ancient tombs in Tell Ashara (ancient Terqa) and Tell Masaikh (near Terqa, also known as ancient Kar-Assurnasirpal),
both in the middle Euphrates valley in the east of modern Syria. The two oldest skeletons were dated to 2,650-2,450 BC and
2,200-1,900 BC respectively, while the two younger skeletons were dated to circa 500 AD. All the studied individuals carried
mtDNA haplotypes corresponding to the M4b1, M49 and/or M61 haplogroups, which are believed to have arisen in the
area of the Indian subcontinent during the Upper Paleolithic, and are absent in people living today in Syria. These
haplogroups are still present in people inhabiting today’s Tibet, Himalayas (Ladakh), India and Pakistan, and are restricted
today to the South, East and Southeast Asia regions. The data suggests a genetic link of the region with the Indian
subcontinent in the past that has not left traces in the modern population of Mesopotamia.
Other studies have also shown connections between the populations of Mesopotamia and population groups now located
in Southern India, such as the Tamils.
The genetic analysis suggests that a continuity existed between Trans-Himalaya and Mesopotamia regions in ancient time,
and that the studied individuals represent genetic associations with the Indian subcontinent. It is likely that this genetical
connection was broken as a result of population movements during more recent times.
The fact that the studied individuals comprised both males and a female, each living in a different period and representing
different haplotypes, suggests that the nature of their presence in Mesopotamia was long-lasting rather than incidental.
The close ancestors of the specimens could fall within the population founding Terqa, a historical site that probably
constructed during the early Bronze Age, at a time only slightly preceding the dating of the skeletons.
The studied induvials could also have been the descendants of much earlier migration waves who brought these genes from
the Indian subcontinent. It cannot be excluded that among them were people involved in the founding of the
Mesopotamian civilizations. For instance, it is commonly accepted that the founders of Sumerian civilization may have
come from outside the region, but their exact origin is still a matter of debate. The migrants could have entered

Mesopotamia earlier than 4,500 years ago, during the lifetime of the oldest studied individual. Alternatively, the studied
individuals may have belonged to groups of itinerant merchants moving along a trade route passing near or through the
region.

Similarities between Proto-Elamite (circa 3000 BCE) and especially Linear Elamite (2300-2000 BCE) scripts with the Indus
script have been noted, although it has not been possible to decipher any of them. Proto-Elamite only starts to be readable
from around 2300 BCE, when Elamite adopted the cuneiform system. These Elamite scripts are said to be "technically
similar" to the Indus script. On comparing the Linear Elamite to the Indus script, a number of similar symbols have also been
found.

The Meluhhan language was not readily understandable at the Akkadian court, since interpretators of the Meluhhan
language are known to have resided in Mesopotamia, particularly through an Akkadian seal with the inscription "Shu-ilishu,
interpreter of the Meluhhan language".
Sargon of Akkad (circa 2300 or 2250 BCE), was the first Mesopotamian ruler to make an explicit reference to the region of
Meluhha, which is generally understood as being the Baluchistan or the Indus area. Sargon mentions the presence of
Meluhha, Magan, and Dilmun ships at Akkad.
These dates correspond roughly to the Mature Harappan phase, dated from around 2600 to 2000 BCE. The dates for the
main occupation of Mohenjo-Daro are about Mohenjo-daro from 2350 to 2000/1900 BCE.
It has been suggested that the early Mesopotamian Empire preceded the emergence of the Harappan civilization, and that
trade and cultural exchanges may have facilitated the emergence of Harappan culture. Alternatively, it is possible that the
Harappan culture had already emerged by the time trade with Mesopotamia started. Uncertainties in dating make it
impossible to establish a clear order at this stage.
Exchanges seem to have been most significant during the Akkadian Empire and Ur III periods, and to have waned
afterwards together with the disappearance of the Indus valley civilization.
The Indus Valley Civilization only flourished in its most developed form between 2400 and 1800 BC until it became extinct,
but at the time of these exchanges, it was a much larger entity than the Mesopotamian civilization, covering an area of 1.2
million square meters with thousands of settlements, compared to an area of only about 65.000 square meters for the
occupied area of Mesopotamia, while the largest cities were comparable in size at about 30-40.000 inhabitants.
There were altogether about 1,500 Harappan cities, amounting to a population of perhaps 5 million at the maximum time
of their florescence. In contrast, the total population of Mesopotamia in 2,500 BC was around 290,000.

The Indus civilisation's economy appears to have depended significantly on trade, which was facilitated by major advances
in transport technology. The IVC may have been the first civilisation to use wheeled transport. These advances may have
included bullock carts that are identical to those seen throughout South Asia today, as well as boats. Most of these boats
were probably small, flat-bottomed craft, perhaps driven by sail, similar to those one can see on the Indus River today;
however, there is secondary evidence of sea-going craft. Archaeologists have discovered a massive, dredged canal and what
they regard as a docking facility at the coastal city of Lothal in western India (Gujarat state). An extensive canal network,
used for irrigation, has however also been discovered by H.-P. Francfort.

Harappan burnished and painted clay ovoid Vase, with round carnelian beads. (3rd Millennium-2nd Millennium BC)
During 4300–3200 BCE of the chalcolithic period (copper age), the Indus Valley Civilisation area shows ceramic similarities
with southern Turkmenistan and northern Iran which suggest considerable mobility and trade. During the Early Harappan
period (about 3200–2600 BCE), similarities in pottery, seals, figurines, ornaments, etc. document intensive caravan trade
with Central Asia and the Iranian plateau.
Archaeological discoveries suggest that trade routes between Mesopotamia and the Indus were active during the 3rd
millennium BCE, leading to the development of Indus-Mesopotamia relations.
Judging from the dispersal of Indus civilisation artefacts, the trade networks economically integrated a huge area, including
portions of Afghanistan, the coastal regions of Persia, northern and western India, and Mesopotamia, leading to the
devolpment of Indus-Mesopotamia relations. Studies of tooth enamel from individuals buried at Harappa suggest that
some residents had migrated to the city from beyond the Indus Valley. There is some evidence that trade contacts
extended to Crete and possibly to Egypt.

There was an extensive maritime trade network operating between the Harappan and Mesopotamian civilisations as early
as the middle Harappan Phase, with much commerce being handled by "middlemen merchants from Dilmun" (modern
Bahrain and Failaka located in the Persian Gulf). Such long-distance sea trade became feasible with the development of
plank-built watercraft, equipped with a single central mast supporting a sail of woven rushes or cloth.
It is generally assumed that most trade between the Indus Valley (ancient Meluhha?) and western neighbors proceeded up
the Persian Gulf rather than overland. Although there is no incontrovertible proof that this was indeed the case, the
distribution of Indus-type artifacts on the Oman peninsula, on Bahrain and in southern Mesopotamia makes it plausible that
a series of maritime stages linked the Indus Valley and the Gulf region.
In the 1980s, important archaeological discoveries were made at Ras al-Jinz (Oman), demonstrating maritime Indus Valley
connections with the Arabian Peninsula.
According to Gangal et al. (2014), there is strong archeological and geographical evidence that neolithic farming spread
from the Near East into north-west India, but there is also "good evidence for the local domestication of barley and the
zebu cattle at Mehrgarh."
According to Jean-Francois Jarrige, farming had an independent origin at Mehrgarh, despite the similarities which he notes
between Neolithic sites from eastern Mesopotamia and the western Indus valley, which are evidence of a "cultural
continuum" between those sites. Nevertheless, Jarrige concludes that Mehrgarh has an earlier local background," and is not

a "'backwater' of the Neolithic culture of the Near East." Archaeologist Jim G. Shaffer writes that the Mehrgarh site
"demonstrates that food production was an indigenous South Asian phenomenon" and that the data support interpretation
of "the prehistoric urbanisation and complex social organisation in South Asia as based on indigenous, but not isolated,
cultural developments".

Jarrige notes that the people of Mehrgarh used domesticated wheats and barley, while Shaffer and Liechtenstein note that
the major cultivated cereal crop was naked six-row barley, a crop derived from two-row barley. Gangal agrees that
"Neolithic domesticated crops in Mehrgarh include more than 90% barley," noting that "there is good evidence for the local
domestication of barley." Yet, Gangal also notes that the crop also included "a small amount of wheat," which "are
suggested to be of Near-Eastern origin, as the modern distribution of wild varieties of wheat is limited to Northern Levant
and Southern Turkey. “
The cattle that are often portrayed on Indus seals are humped Indian aurochs, which are similar to Zebu cattle. Zebu cattle
is still common in India, and in Africa. It is different from the European cattle, and had been originally domesticated on the
Indian subcontinent, probably in the Baluchistan region of Pakistan.

Research by J. Bates et al. (2016) confirms that Indus populations were the earliest people to use complex multi-cropping
strategies across both seasons, growing foods during summer (rice, millets and beans) and winter (wheat, barley and
pulses), which required different watering regimes. J. Bates et al. (2016) also found evidence for an entirely separate
domestication process of rice in ancient South Asia, based around the wild species Oryza nivara. This led to the local
development of a mix of "wetland" and "dryland" agriculture of local Oryza sativa indica rice agriculture, before the truly
"wetland" rice Oryza sativa japonica arrived around 2000 BCE.
It has often been suggested that the bearers of the IVC corresponded to proto-Dravidians linguistically, the break-up of
proto-Dravidian corresponding to the break-up of the Late Harappan culture. Finnish Indologist Asko Parpola concludes that
the uniformity of the Indus inscriptions precludes any possibility of widely different languages being used, and that an early
form of Dravidian language must have been the language of the Indus people. Today, the Dravidian language family is
concentrated mostly in southern India and northern and eastern Sri Lanka, but pockets of it still remain throughout the rest
of India and Pakistan (the Brahui language), which lends credence to the theory.
According to Heggarty and Renfrew, Dravidian languages may have spread into the Indian subcontinent with the spread of
farming. According to David McAlpin, the Dravidian languages were brought to India by immigration into India from Elam. In
earlier publications, Renfrew also stated that proto-Dravidian was brought to India by farmers from the Iranian part of the
Fertile Crescent, but more recently Heggarty and Renfrew note that "a great deal remains to be done in elucidating the
prehistory of Dravidian." They also note that "McAlpin's analysis of the language data, and thus his claims, remain far from
orthodoxy." Heggarty and Renfrew conclude that several scenarios are compatible with the data, and that "the linguistic
jury is still very much out."

Ten Indus characters from the northern gate of Dholavira.
Between 400 and as many as 600 distinct Indus symbols have been found on seals, small tablets, ceramic pots and more
than a dozen other materials, including a "signboard" that apparently once hung over the gate of the inner citadel of the
Indus city of Dholavira. Typical Indus inscriptions are no more than four or five characters in length, most of which (aside
from the Dholavira "signboard") are tiny; the longest on a single surface, which is less than 1 inch (2.54 cm) square, is 17
signs long; the longest on any object (found on three different faces of a mass-produced object) has a length of 26 symbols.
While the Indus Valley Civilisation is generally characterised as a literate society on the evidence of these inscriptions, this
description has been challenged by Farmer, Sproat, and Witzel (2004) who argue that the Indus system did not encode
language, but was instead similar to a variety of non-linguistic sign systems used extensively in the Near East and other
societies, to symbolise families, clans, gods, and religious concepts. Others have claimed on occasion that the symbols were
exclusively used for economic transactions, but this claim leaves unexplained the appearance of Indus symbols on many
ritual objects, many of which were mass-produced in moulds. No parallels to these mass-produced inscriptions are known
in any other early ancient civilisations.

In a 2009 study by P.N. Rao et al. published in Science, computer scientists, comparing the pattern of symbols to various
linguistic scripts and non-linguistic systems, including DNA and a computer programming language, found that the Indus
script's pattern is closer to that of spoken words, supporting the hypothesis that it codes for an as-yet-unknown language
Farmer, Sproat, and Witzel have disputed this finding, pointing out that Rao et al. did not actually compare the Indus signs
with "real-world non-linguistic systems" but rather with "two wholly artificial systems invented by the authors, one
consisting of 200,000 randomly ordered signs and another of 200,000 fully ordered signs, that they spuriously claim
represent the structures of all real-world non-linguistic sign systems". Farmer et al. have also demonstrated that a
comparison of a non-linguistic system like medieval heraldic signs with natural languages yields results similar to those that
Rao et al. obtained with Indus signs. They conclude that the method used by Rao et al. cannot distinguish linguistic systems
from non-linguistic ones.

The messages on the seals have proved to be too short to be decoded by a computer. Each seal has a distinctive
combination of symbols and there are too few examples of each sequence to provide a sufficient context. The symbols that
accompany the images vary from seal to seal, making it impossible to derive a meaning for the symbols from the images.

There have, nonetheless, been a number of interpretations offered for the meaning of the seals. These interpretations have
been marked by ambiguity and subjectivity
Photos of many of the thousands of extant inscriptions are published in the Corpus of Indus Seals and Inscriptions (1987,
1991, 2010), edited by Asko Parpola and his colleagues. The most recent volume republished photos taken in the 1920s and
1930s of hundreds of lost or stolen inscriptions, along with many discovered in the last few decades; formerly, researchers
had to supplement the materials in the Corpus by study of the tiny photos in the excavation reports of Marshall (1931),
MacKay (1938, 1943), Wheeler (1947), or reproductions in more recent scattered sources.
Edakkal Caves in Wayanad district of Kerala contain drawings that range over periods from as early as 5000 BCE to 1000
BCE. The youngest group of paintings have been in the news for a possible connection to the Indus Valley Civilisation.
Female figure, possibly a fertility goddess, Harappan Phase, 2500–1900 BC

The religion and belief system of the Indus Valley people have received considerable attention, especially from the view of
identifying precursors to deities and religious practices of Indian religions that later developed in the area. However, due to
the sparsity of evidence, which is open to varying interpretations, and the fact that the Indus script remains undeciphered,
the conclusions are partly speculative and largely based on a retrospective view from a much later Hindu perspective.
An early and influential work in the area that set the trend for Hindu interpretations of archaeological evidence from the
Harappan sites was that of John Marshall, who in 1931 identified the following as prominent features of the Indus religion:
a Great Male God and a Mother Goddess; deification or veneration of animals and plants; symbolic representation of the
phallus (linga) and vulva (yoni); and, use of baths and water in religious practice. Marshall's interpretations have been much
debated, and sometimes disputed over the following decades.

One Indus Valley seal shows a seated figure with a horned headdress, possibly tricephalic and possibly ithyphallic,
surrounded by animals. Marshall identified the figure as an early form of the Hindu god Shiva (or Rudra), who is associated
with asceticism, yoga, and linga; regarded as a lord of animals; and often depicted as having three eyes. The seal has hence
come to be known as the Pashupati Seal, after Pashupati (lord of all animals), an epithet of Shiva. While Marshall's work has
earned some support, many critics and even supporters have raised several objections. Doris Srinivasan has argued that the
figure does not have three faces, or yogic posture, and that in Vedic literature Rudra was not a protector of wild animals.
Herbert Sullivan and Alf Hiltebeitel also rejected Marshall's conclusions, with the former claiming that the figure was
female, while the latter associated the figure with Mahisha, the Buffalo God and the surrounding animals with vahanas
(vehicles) of deities for the four cardinal directions. Writing in 2002, Gregory L. Possehl concluded that while it would be
appropriate to recognize the figure as a deity, its association with the water buffalo, and its posture as one of ritual
discipline, regarding it as a proto-Shiva would be going too far. Despite the criticisms of Marshall's association of the seal
with a proto-Shiva icon, it has been interpreted as the Tirthankara Rishabhanatha by Jains and Vilas Sangave or an early
Buddha by Buddhists. Historians such as Heinrich Zimmer and Thomas McEvilley believe that there is a connection between
first Jain Tirthankara Rishabhanatha and the Indus Valley civilization.
Marshall hypothesized the existence of a cult of Mother Goddess worship based upon excavation of several female
figurines, and thought that this was a precursor of the Hindu sect of Shaktism. However the function of the female figurines
in the life of Indus Valley people remains unclear, and Possehl does not regard the evidence for Marshall's hypothesis to be
"terribly robust". Some of the baetyls interpreted by Marshall to be sacred phallic representations are now thought to have

been used as pestles or game counters instead, while the ring stones that were thought to symbolize yoni were determined
to be architectural features used to stand pillars, although the possibility of their religious symbolism cannot be eliminated.
Many Indus Valley seals show animals, with some depicting them being carried in processions, while others show chimeric
creations. One seal from Mohenjo-daro shows a half-human, half-buffalo monster attacking a tiger, which may be a
reference to the Sumerian myth of such a monster created by goddess Aruru to fight Gilgamesh.

In contrast to contemporary Egyptian and Mesopotamian civilisations, Indus Valley lacks any monumental palaces, even
though excavated cities indicate that the society possessed the requisite engineering knowledge. This may suggest that
religious ceremonies, if any, may have been largely confined to individual homes, small temples, or the open air. Several
sites have been proposed by Marshall and later scholars as possibly devoted to religious purpose, but at present only the
Great Bath at Mohenjo-daro is widely thought to have been so used, as a place for ritual purification. The funerary practices
of the Harappan civilisation are marked by their diversity, with evidence of supine burial, fractional burial (in which the
body is reduced to skeletal remains by exposure to the elements before final interment), and even cremation.

Around 1900 BCE signs of a gradual decline began to emerge, and by around 1700 BCE most of the cities had been
abandoned. Recent examination of human skeletons from the site of Harappa has demonstrated that the end of the Indus
civilisation saw an increase in inter-personal violence and in infectious diseases like leprosy and tuberculosis.
According to historian Upinder Singh, "the general picture presented by the late Harappan phase is one of a breakdown of
urban networks and an expansion of rural ones."
During the period of approximately 1900 to 1700 BCE, multiple regional cultures emerged within the area of the Indus
civilisation. The Cemetery H culture was in Punjab, Haryana, and Western Uttar Pradesh, the Jhukar culture was in Sindh,
and the Rangpur culture (characterised by Lustrous Red Ware pottery) was in Gujarat. Other sites associated with the late
phase of the Harappan culture are Pirak in Balochistan, Pakistan, and Daimabad in Maharashtra, India.
The largest Late Harappan sites are Kudwala in Cholistan, Bet Dwarka in Gujarat, and Daimabad in Maharashtra, which can
be considered as urban, but they are smaller and few in number compared with the Mature Harappan cities. Bet Dwarka
was fortified and continued to have contacts with the Persian Gulf region, but there was a general decrease of longdistance trade. On the other hand, the period also saw a diversification of the agricultural base, with a diversity of crops and
the advent of double-cropping, as well as a shift of rural settlement towards the east and the south.
The pottery of the Late Harappan period is described as "showing some continuity with mature Harappan pottery
traditions," but also distinctive differences. Many sites continued to be occupied for some centuries, although their urban
features declined and disappeared. Formerly typical artifacts such as stone weights and female figurines became rare.
There are some circular stamp seals with geometric designs, but lacking the Indus script which characterized the mature
phase of the civilization. Script is rare and confined to potsherd inscriptions. There was also a decline in long-distance trade,
although the local cultures show new innovations in faience and glass making, and carving of stone beads. Urban amenities
such as drains and the public bath were no longer maintained, and newer buildings were "poorly constructed". Stone
sculptures were deliberately vandalized, valuables were sometimes concealed in hoards, suggesting unrest, and the corpses
of animals and even humans were left unburied in the streets and in abandoned buildings.

During the latter half of the 2nd millennium BCE, most of the post-urban Late Harappan settlements were abandoned
altogether. Subsequent material culture was typically characterized by temporary occupation, "the campsites of a
population which was nomadic and mainly pastoralist" and which used "crude handmade pottery." However, there is
greater continuity and overlap between Late Harappan and subsequent cultural phases at sites in Punjab, Haryana, and
western Uttar Pradesh, primarily small rural settlements.

In 1953 Sir Mortimer Wheeler proposed that the invasion of an Indo-European tribe from Central Asia, the "Aryans", caused
the decline of the Indus Civilization. As evidence, he cited a group of 37 skeletons found in various parts of Mohenjo-daro,
and passages in the Vedas referring to battles and forts. However, scholars soon started to reject Wheeler's theory, since
the skeletons belonged to a period after the city's abandonment and none were found near the citadel. Subsequent
examinations of the skeletons by Kenneth Kennedy in 1994 showed that the marks on the skulls were caused by erosion,
and not by violence.
In the Cemetery H culture (the late Harappan phase in the Punjab region), some of the designs painted on the funerary urns
have been interpreted through the lens of Vedic literature: for instance, peacocks with hollow bodies and a small human
form inside, which has been interpreted as the souls of the dead, and a hound that can be seen as the hound of Yama, the
god of death. This may indicate the introduction of new religious beliefs during this period, but the archaeological evidence
does not support the hypothesis that the Cemetery H people were the destroyers of the Harappan cities.

Suggested contributory causes for the localization of the IVC include changes in the course of the river, and climate change
that is also signaled for the neighboring areas of the Middle East. As of 2016 many scholars believe that drought, and a
decline in trade with Egypt and Mesopotamia, caused the collapse of the Indus Civilization. The climate change which
caused the collapse of the Indus Valley Civilization was possibly due to "an abrupt and critical mega-drought and cooling
4,200 years ago," which marks the onset of the Meghalayan Age, the present stage of the Holocene.
The Ghaggar-Hakra system was rain-fed, and water-supply depended on the monsoons. The Indus Valley climate grew
significantly cooler and drier from about 1800 BCE, linked to a general weakening of the monsoon at that time. The Indian
monsoon declined and aridity increased, with the Ghaggar-Hakra retracting its reach towards the foothills of the Himalaya,
leading to erratic and less extensive floods that made inundation agriculture less sustainable.
Acidification reduced the water supply enough to cause the civilization’s demise, and to scatter its population eastward.
According to Giosan et al. (2012), the IVC residents did not develop irrigation capabilities, relying mainly on the seasonal
monsoons leading to summer floods. As the monsoons kept shifting south, the floods grew too erratic for sustainable
agricultural activities. The residents then migrated towards the Ganges basin in the east, where they established smaller
villages and isolated farms. The small surplus produced in these small communities did not allow development of trade, and
the cities died out.
There are archaeological evidences of major earthquakes at Dholavira in 2200 BCE as well as at Kalibangan in 2700 and
2900 BCE. Such succession of earthquakes, along with drought, may have contributed to decline of Ghaggar-Harka system.
Sea level changes are also found at two possible seaport sites along the Makran coast which are now inland. Earthquakes
may have contributed to decline of several sites by direct shaking damage, by sea level change or by change in water
supply.

Archaeological excavations indicate that the decline of Harappa drove people eastward. According to Possehl, after 1900
BCE the number of sites in today's India increased from 218 to 853. According to Andrew Lawler, "excavations along the
Gangetic plain show that cities began to arise there starting about 1200 BCE, just a few centuries after Harappa was
deserted and much earlier than once suspected." According to Jim Shaffer there was a continuous series of cultural
developments, just as in most areas of the world. These link "the so-called two major phases of urbanization in South Asia".
At sites such as Bhagwanpura (in Haryana), archaeological excavations have discovered an overlap between the final phase
of Late Harappan pottery and the earliest phase of Painted Grey Ware pottery, the latter being associated with the Vedic
Culture and dating from around 1200 BCE. This site provides evidence of multiple social groups occupying the same village
but using different pottery and living in different types of houses: "over time the Late Harappan pottery was gradually
replaced by Painted Grey ware pottery," and other cultural changes indicated by archaeology include the introduction of
the horse, iron tools, and new religious practices.

There is also a Harappan site called Rojdi in Rajkot district of Saurashtra. Its excavation started under an archaeological
team from Gujarat State Department of Archaeology and the Museum of the University of Pennsylvania in 1982–83. In their
report on archaeological excavations at Rojdi, Gregory Possehl and M.H. Raval write that although there are "obvious signs
of cultural continuity" between the Harappan Civilization and later South Asian cultures, many aspects of the Harappan
"sociocultural system" and "integrated civilization" were "lost forever," while the Second Urbanization of India (beginning
with the Northern Black Polished Ware culture, c. 600 BCE) "lies well outside this sociocultural environment".
Previously, scholars believed that the decline of the Harappan civilization led to an interruption of urban life in the Indian
subcontinent. However, the Indus Valley Civilisation did not disappear suddenly, and many elements of the Indus
Civilization appear in later cultures. The Cemetery H culture may be the manifestation of the Late Harappan over a large
area in the region of Punjab, Haryana and western Uttar Pradesh, and the Ochre Colored Pottery culture its successor.
David Gordon White cites three other mainstream scholars who "have emphatically demonstrated" that Vedic religion
derives partially from the Indus Valley Civilizations.

As of 2016, archaeological data suggests that the material culture classified as Late Harappan may have persisted until at
least c. 1000–900 BCE and was partially contemporaneous with the Painted Grey Ware culture. Harvard archaeologist
Richard Meadow points to the late Harappan settlement of Pirak, which thrived continuously from 1800 BCE to the time of
the invasion of Alexander the Great in 325 BCE.
In the aftermath of the Indus Civilization’s localization, regional cultures emerged, to varying degrees showing the influence
of the Indus Civilization. In the formerly great city of Harappa, burials have been found that correspond to a regional culture
called the Cemetery H culture. At the same time, the Ochre Colored Pottery culture expanded from Rajasthan into the
Gangetic Plain. The Cemetery H culture has the earliest evidence for cremation; a practice dominant in Hinduism today.
The mature (Harappan) phase of the IVC is contemporary to the Early and Middle Bronze Age in the Ancient Near East, in
particular the Old Elamite period, Early Dynastic, the Akkadian Empire to Ur III Mesopotamia, Prepalatial Minoan Crete and
Old Kingdom to First Intermediate Period Egypt.

The IVC has been compared in particular with the civilizations of Elam (also in the context of the Elamo-Dravidian
hypothesis) and with Minoan Crete (because of isolated cultural parallels such as the ubiquitous goddess worship and
depictions of bull-leaping). The IVC has been tentatively identified with the toponym Meluhha known from Sumerian
records; the Sumerians called them Meluhhaites.
Shahr-i-Sokhta, located in southeastern Iran shows trade route with Mesopotamia. A number of seals with Indus script have
been also found in Mesopotamian sites.

After the discovery of the IVC in the 1920s, it was immediately associated with the indigenous Dasyu inimical to the
Rigvedic tribes in numerous hymns of the Rigveda. Mortimer Wheeler interpreted the presence of many unburied corpses
found in the top levels of Mohenjo-daro as the victims of a warlike conquest, and famously stated that "Indra stands
accused" of the destruction of the IVC. The association of the IVC with the city-dwelling Dasyus remains alluring because the
assumed timeframe of the first Indo-Aryan migration into India corresponds neatly with the period of decline of the IVC
seen in the archaeological record. The discovery of the advanced, urban IVC however changed the 19th-century view of
early Indo-Aryan migration as an "invasion" of an advanced culture at the expense of a "primitive" aboriginal population to
a gradual acculturation of nomadic "barbarians" on an advanced urban civilization, comparable to the Germanic migrations
after the Fall of Rome, or the Kassite invasion of Babylonia. This move away from simplistic "invasionist" scenarios parallels
similar developments in thinking about language transfer and population movement in general, such as in the case of the
migration of the proto-Greek speakers into Greece, or the Indo-Europeanisation of Western Europe.
Proto-Munda (or Para-Munda) and a "lost phylum" (perhaps related or ancestral to the Nihali language) have been
proposed as other candidates for the language of the IVC. Michael Witzel suggests an underlying, prefixing language that is
similar to Austroasiatic, notably Khasi; he argues that the Rigveda shows signs of this hypothetical Harappan influence in
the earliest historic level, and Dravidian only in later levels, suggesting that speakers of Austroasiatic were the original
inhabitants of Punjab and that the Indo-Aryans encountered speakers of Dravidian only in later times.

Mohenjo-daro meaning 'Mound of the Dead Men'; is an archaeological site in the province of Sindh, Pakistan. Built around
2500 BCE, it was one of the largest settlements of the ancient Indus Valley Civilization, and one of the world's earliest major
cities, contemporaneous with the civilizations of ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia, Minoan Crete, and Norte Chico. Mohenjodaro was abandoned in the 19th century BCE as the Indus Valley Civilization declined, and the site was not rediscovered
until the 1920s.
The city's original name is unknown. Based on his analysis of a Mohenjo-daro seal, Iravatham Mahadevan speculates that
the city's ancient name could have been Kukkutarma ("the city [-rma] of the cockerel [kukkuta]"). Cock-fighting may have
had ritual and religious significance for the city, with domesticated chickens bred there for sacred purposes, rather than as
a food source. Mohenjo-daro may also have been a point of diffusion for the eventual worldwide domestication of
chickens.

Mohenjo-daro, the modern name for the site, has been variously interpreted as "Mound of the Dead Men" in Sindhi, and as
"Mound of Mohan" (where Mohan is Krishna).

Mohenjo-daro is located west of the Indus River in Larkana District, Sindh, Pakistan, in a central position between the Indus
River and the Ghaggar-Hakra River. It is situated on a Pleistocene ridge in the middle of the flood plain of the Indus River
Valley, around 28 kilometres (17 mi) from the town of Larkana. The ridge was prominent during the time of the Indus Valley
Civilization, allowing the city to stand above the surrounding flood, but subsequent flooding has since buried most of the
ridge in silt deposits. The Indus still flows east of the site, but the Ghaggar-Hakra riverbed on the western side is now dry.
Mohenjo-daro was built in the 26th century BCE. It was one of the largest cities of the ancient Indus Valley Civilization, also
known as the Harappan Civilization, which developed around 3,000 BCE from the prehistoric Indus culture. At its height, the
Indus Civilization spanned much of what is now Pakistan and North India, extending westwards to the Iranian border, south
to Gujarat in India and northwards to an outpost in Bactria, with major urban centers at Harappa, Mohenjo-daro, Lothal,
Kalibangan, Dholavira and Rakhigarhi. Mohenjo-daro was the most advanced city of its time, with remarkably sophisticated
civil engineering and urban planning. When the Indus civilization went into sudden decline around 1900 BCE, Mohenjo-daro
was abandoned.

The ruins of the city remained undocumented for around 3,700 years until R. D. Banerji, an officer of the Archaeological
Survey of India, visited the site in 1919–20 identifying what he thought to be a Buddhist stupa (150–500 CE) known to be
there and finding a flint scraper which convinced him of the site's antiquity. This led to large-scale excavations of Mohenjodaro led by Kashinath Narayan Dikshit in 1924–25, and John Marshall in 1925–26. In the 1930s major excavations were
conducted at the site under the leadership of Marshall, D. K. Dikshitar and Ernest Mackay. Further excavations were carried
out in 1945 by Mortimer Wheeler and his trainee, Ahmad Hasan Dani. The last major series of excavations were conducted
in 1964 and 1965 by George F. Dales. After 1965 excavations were banned due to weathering damage to the exposed
structures, and the only projects allowed at the site since have been salvage excavations, surface surveys, and conservation
projects. In the 1980s, German and Italian survey groups led by Dr. Michael Jansen and Dr. Maurizio Tosi used less invasive
archeological techniques, such as architectural documentation, surface surveys, and localized probing, to gather further
information about Mohenjo-daro. A dry core drilling conducted in 2015 by Pakistan's National Fund for Mohenjo-daro
revealed that the site is larger than the unearthed area.
Mohenjo-daro has a planned layout with rectilinear buildings arranged on a grid plan. Most were built of fired and
mortared brick; some incorporated sun-dried mud-brick and wooden superstructures. The covered area of Mohenjo-daro is
estimated at 300 hectares. The Oxford Handbook of Cities in World History offers a "weak" estimate of a peak population of
around 40,000.
The sheer size of the city, and its provision of public buildings and facilities, suggests a high level of social organization. The
city is divided into two parts, the so-called Citadel and the Lower City. The Citadel – a mud-brick mound around 12 metres
high – is known to have supported public baths, a large residential structure designed to house about 5,000 citizens, and

two large assembly halls. The city had a central marketplace, with a large central well. Individual households or groups of
households obtained their water from smaller wells. Waste water was channeled to covered drains that lined the major
streets. Some houses, presumably those of more prestigious inhabitants, include rooms that appear to have been set aside
for bathing, and one building had an underground furnace (known as a hypocaust), possibly for heated bathing. Most
houses had inner courtyards, with doors that opened onto side-lanes. Some buildings had two stories.

In 1950, Sir Mortimer Wheeler identified one large building in Mohenjo-daro as a "Great Granary". Certain wall-divisions in
its massive wooden superstructure appeared to be grain storage-bays, complete with air-ducts to dry the grain. According
to Wheeler, carts would have brought grain from the countryside and unloaded them directly into the bays. However,
Jonathan Mark Kenoyer noted the complete lack of evidence for grain at the "granary", which, he argued, might therefore
be better termed a "Great Hall" of uncertain function. Close to the "Great Granary" is a large and elaborate public bath,
sometimes called the Great Bath. From a colonnaded courtyard, steps lead down to the brick-built pool, which was
waterproofed by a lining of bitumen. The pool measures 12 metres long, 7 metres (23 ft) wide and 2.4 metres (7.9 ft) deep.
It may have been used for religious purification. Other large buildings include a "Pillared Hall", thought to be an assembly
hall of some kind, and the so-called "College Hall", a complex of buildings comprising 78 rooms, thought to have been a
priestly residence.

Mohenjo-daro had no series of city walls, but was fortified with guard towers to the west of the main settlement, and
defensive fortifications to the south. Considering these fortifications and the structure of other major Indus valley cities like
Harappa, it is postulated that Mohenjo-daro was an administrative center. Both Harappa and Mohenjo-daro share relatively
the same architectural layout, and were generally not heavily fortified like other Indus Valley sites. It is obvious from the
identical city layouts of all Indus sites that there was some kind of political or administrative centrality, but the extent and
functioning of an administrative center remains unclear.
The location of Mohenjo-daro was built in a relatively short period of time, with the water supply system and wells being
some of the first planned constructions. With the excavations done so far, over 700 wells are present at Mohenjo-daro,
alongside drainage and bathing systems. Despite the large number of wells, it is believed that the inhabitants relied solely
on annual rainfall, as well as the Indus River's course remaining close to the site
The city also had large platforms perhaps intended as defense against flooding. According to a theory first advanced by
Wheeler, the city could have been flooded and silted over, perhaps six times, and later rebuilt in the same location.
Numerous objects found in excavation include seated and standing figures, copper and stone tools, carved seals, balancescales and weights, gold and jasper jewelry, and children's toys. Many bronze and copper pieces, such as figurines and
bowls, have been recovered from the site, showing that the inhabitants of Mohenjo-daro understood how to utilize the lost
wax technique. The furnaces found at the site are believed to have been used for copper works and melting the metals as
opposed to smelting, there even seems to be an entire section of the city dedicated to shell working, located in the
northeastern part of the site. Many important objects from Mohenjo-daro are conserved at the National Museum of India

in Delhi and the National Museum of Pakistan in Karachi. In 1939, a representative collection of artefacts excavated at the
site was transferred to the British Museum by the Director-General of the Archaeological Survey of India.

Discovered by John Marshall in 1931, the idol appears to mimic certain characteristics that match the Mother Goddess
belief common in many early Near East civilizations. Sculptures and figurines depicting women have been observed as part
of Harappan culture and religion, as multiple female pieces were recovered from Marshall's archaeological digs. These
figures were not categorized correctly, according to Marshall, meaning that where they were recovered from the site is not
actually clear, one of said figures, pictured below, is 18.7 cm tall and is currently on display at the National Museum of
Pakistan, in Karachi.
"The Dancing Girl" "She's about fifteen years old I should think, not more, but she stands there with bangles all the way
up her arm and nothing else on. A girl perfectly, for the moment, perfectly confident of herself and the world. There's
nothing like her, I think, in the world."

John Marshall, another archeologist at Mohenjo-Daro, described the figure as "a young girl, her hand on her hip in a halfimpudent posture, and legs slightly forward as she beats time to the music with her legs and feet." The archaeologist
Gregory Possehl said of the statuette, "We may not be certain that she was a dancer, but she was good at what she did and
she knew it". The statue led to two important discoveries about the civilization: first, that they knew metal blending, casting
and other sophisticated methods of working with ore, and secondly that entertainment, especially dance, was part of the
culture.
In 1927, a seated male soapstone figure was found in a building with unusually ornamental brickwork and a wall-niche.
Though there is no evidence that priests or monarchs ruled Mohenjo-daro, archaeologists dubbed this dignified figure a
"Priest-King." The sculpture is 17.5 centimeters (6.9 in) tall, and shows a neatly bearded man with pierced earlobes and a
fillet around his head, possibly all that is left of a once-elaborate hairstyle or head-dress; his hair is combed back. He wears
an armband, and a cloak with drilled trefoil, single circle and double circle motifs, which show traces of red. His eyes might
have originally been inlaid.
Sir Mortimer Wheeler was especially fascinated with this artifact, which he believed to be at least 4,500 years old. The
necklace has an S-shaped clasp with seven strands, each over 4 ft long, of bronze-metal bead-like nuggets which connect
each arm of the "S" in filigree. Each strand has between 220 and 230 of the many-faceted nuggets, and there are about
1,600 nuggets in total. The necklace weighs about 250 grams in total, and is presently held in a private collection in India.
Dancing Girl is a prehistoric bronze sculpture made in the lost-wax process about 2500 BCE in the Indus Valley Civilization
city of Mohenjo-daro (in modern-day Pakistan) , which was one of the earliest human cities. The statue is 10.5 centimeters
(4.1 in) tall, and depicts a naked young woman or girl with stylized proportions standing in a confident, naturalistic pose.
Dancing Girl is well-regarded as a work of art, and is a cultural artefact of the Indus Valley Civilization. The statuette was

discovered by British archaeologist Ernest Mackay in the "HR area" of Mohenjo-daro in 1926, prior to the Partition of India.
It is held by the National Museum, New Delhi, and ownership is disputed by Pakistan.

This is one of two bronze art works found at Mohenjo-daro that show more flexible features when compared to other more
formal poses. The girl is naked, wears a number of bangles and a necklace and is shown in a natural standing position with
one hand on her hip. She wears 24 to 25 bangles on her left arm and 4 bangles on her right arm, and some object was held
in her left hand, which is resting on her thigh; both arms are unusually long. One arm completely filled with bangles which is
similar to Banjara lady. Her necklace has three big pendants. She has her long hair styled in a big bun that is resting on her
shoulder.
In 1973, British archaeologist Mortimer Wheeler described the item as his favorite statuette:
"She's about fifteen years old I should think, not more, but she stands there with bangles all the way up her arm and
nothing else on. A girl perfectly, for the moment, perfectly confident of herself and the world. There's nothing like her, I
think, in the world."

John Marshall, the archeologist at Mohenjo-daro who found the figure, described the figure as "a young girl, her hand on
her hip in a half-impudent posture, and legs slightly forward as she beats time to the music with her legs and feet". He is
known to react with surprise when he saw this statuette. He said "When I first saw them I found it difficult to believe that
they were prehistoric." The archaeologist Gregory Possehl described Dancing Girl as "the most captivating piece of art from
an Indus site" and qualified the description of her as a dancer by stating that, "We may not be certain that she was a
dancer, but she was good at what she did and she knew it."
The statue led to two important discoveries about the civilization: first that they knew metal blending, casting and other
sophisticated methods, and secondly that entertainment, especially dance was part of the culture. The bronze girl was
made using the lost-wax casting technique and shows the expertise of the people in making bronze works during that time.
The statue is displayed at National Museum, New Delhi.
A similar bronze statuette was found by Mackay during his final full season of 1930–31 at DK-G area in a house at Mohenjodaro. The preservation, as well as quality of craftsmanship, is inferior to that of the well-known Dancing Girl. This second
bronze female figure is displayed at Karachi Museum, Pakistan.
An engraving on a piece of red potsherd, discovered at Bhirrana, India, a Harappan site in Fatehabad district in Haryana,
shows an image that is evocative of Dancing Girl. The excavation team leader, L. S. Rao, Superintending Archaeologist,
Excavation Branch, ASI, remarked that, “... the delineation [of the lines in the potsherd] is so true to the stance, including
the disposition of the hands, of the bronze that it appears that the craftsman of Bhirrana had first-hand knowledge of the
former”.

Some Pakistani politicians and experts have demanded that the Dancing Girl be "returned" to Pakistan. In 2016 Pakistani
barrister, Javed Iqbal Jaffery, petitioned the Lahore High Court for the return of the statue, claiming that it had been "taken
from Pakistan 60 years ago on the request of the National Arts Council in Delhi but never returned." According to him, the
Dancing Girl was to Pakistan what Da Vinci's Mona Lisa was to Europe.
Another version of events, however, "suggests the statue was taken to Delhi before Partition by Mortimer Wheeler".

Harappa is an archaeological site in Punjab, Pakistan, about 24 km (15 mi) west of Sahiwal. The site takes its name from a
modern village located near the former course of the Ravi River which now runs 8 km (5.0 mi) in north. The current village
of Harappa is less than 1 km (0.62 mi) from the ancient site. Although modern Harappa has a legacy railway station from
the period of the British Raj, it is a small crossroads town of 15,000 people today.
The site of the ancient city contains the ruins of a Bronze Age fortified city, which was part of the Indus Valley Civilization
centered in Sindh and the Punjab, and then the Cemetery H culture. The city is believed to have had as many as 23,500
residents and occupied about 150 hectares (370 acres) with clay brick houses at its greatest extent during the Mature
Harappan phase (2600–1900 BC), which is considered large for its time. Per archaeological convention of naming a
previously unknown civilization by its first excavated site, the Indus Valley Civilization is also called the Harappan
Civilization.

The ancient city of Harappa was heavily damaged under British rule, when bricks from the ruins were used as track ballast
in the construction of the Lahore–Multan Railway. In 2005, a controversial amusement park scheme at the site was
abandoned when builders unearthed many archaeological artifacts during the early stages of building work. A plea from the
Pakistani archaeologist Mohit Prem Kumar to the Ministry of Culture resulted in a restoration of the site.
The Harappan Civilization has its earliest roots in cultures such as that of Mehrgarh, approximately 6000 BC. The two
greatest cities, Mohenjo-daro and Harappa, emerged circa 2600 BC along the Indus River valley in Punjab and Sindh. The
civilization, with a possible writing system, urban centers, and diversified social and economic system, was rediscovered in
the 1920s also after excavations at Mohenjo-daro in Sindh near Larkana, and Harappa, in west Punjab south of Lahore. A
number of other sites stretching from the Himalayan foothills in east Punjab, India in the north, to Gujarat in the south and
east, and to Pakistani Balochistan in the west have also been discovered and studied. Although the archaeological site at
Harappa was damaged in 1857 when engineers constructing the Lahore-Multan railroad used brick from the Harappa ruins
for track ballast, an abundance of artifacts have nevertheless been found. The bricks discovered were made of red sand,
clay, stones and were baked at very high temperature. As early as 1826 Harappa, located in west Punjab, attracted the
attention of a British officer in India, who gets credit for preliminary excavations in Harappa.
The Indus Valley civilization was mainly an urban culture sustained by surplus agricultural production and commerce, the
latter including trade with Sumer in southern Mesopotamia. Both Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa are generally characterized

as having "differentiated living quarters, flat-roofed brick houses, and fortified administrative or religious centers."
Although such similarities have given rise to arguments for the existence of a standardized system of urban layout and
planning, the similarities are largely due to the presence of a semi-orthogonal type of civic layout, and a comparison of the
layouts of Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa shows that they are in fact, arranged in a quite dissimilar fashion.

The weights and measures of the Indus Valley Civilization, on the other hand, were highly standardized, and conform to a
set scale of gradations. Distinctive seals were used, among other applications, perhaps for identification of property and
shipment of goods. Although copper and bronze were in use, iron was not yet employed. "Cotton was woven and dyed for
clothing; wheat, rice, and a variety of vegetables and fruits were cultivated; and a number of animals, including the humped
bull, were domesticated," as well as "fowl for fighting". Wheel-made pottery—some of it adorned with animal and
geometric motifs—has been found in profusion at all the major Indus sites. A centralized administration for each city,
though not the whole civilization, has been inferred from the revealed cultural uniformity; however, it remains uncertain
whether authority lay with a commercial oligarchy. Harappans had many trade routes along the Indus River that went as far
as the Persian Gulf, Mesopotamia, and Egypt. Some of the most valuable things traded were carnelian and lapis lazuli.

What is clear is that Harappan society was not entirely peaceful, with the human skeletal remains demonstrating some of
the highest rates of injury (15.5%) found in South Asian prehistory. Paleopathological analysis demonstrated that leprosy
and tuberculosis were present at Harappa, with the highest prevalence of both disease and trauma present in the skeletons
from Area G (an ossuary located south-east of the city walls). Furthermore, rates of crania-facial trauma and infection
increased through time demonstrating that the civilization collapsed amid illness and injury. The bioarchaeologists who
examined the remains have suggested that the combined evidence for differences in mortuary treatment and epidemiology
indicate that some individuals and communities at Harappa were excluded from access to basic resources like health and
safety, a basic feature of hierarchical societies worldwide.
By far the most exquisite and obscure artifacts unearthed to date are the small, square steatite (soapstone) seals engraved
with human or animal motifs. A large number of seals have been found at such sites as Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa. Many
bear pictographic inscriptions generally thought to be a form of writing or script. Despite the efforts of philologists from all
parts of the world, and despite the use of modern cryptographic analysis, the signs remain undeciphered. It is also unknown
if they reflect proto-Dravidian or other non-Vedic language(s). The ascription of Indus Valley Civilization iconography and
epigraphy to historically known cultures is extremely problematic, in part due to the rather tenuous archaeological
evidence of such claims, as well as the projection of modern South Asian political concerns onto the archaeological record
of the area. This is especially evident in the radically varying interpretations of Harappan material culture as seen from both

Pakistan- and India-based scholars. In February 2006 a school teacher in the village of Sembian-Kandiyur in Tamil Nadu
discovered a stone celt (tool) with an inscription estimated to be up to 3,500 years old. Indian epigraphist Iravatham
Mahadevan postulated that the four signs were in the Indus script and called the find "the greatest archaeological discovery
of a century in Tamil Nadu". Based on this evidence he goes on to suggest that the language used in the Indus Valley was of
Dravidian origin. However, the absence of a Bronze Age in South India, contrasted with the knowledge of bronze making
techniques in the Indus Valley cultures, calls into question the validity of this hypothesis.

Clay and stone tablets unearthed at Harappa, which were carbon dated 3300–3200 BC., contain trident-shaped and plantlike markings. "It is a big question as to if we can call what we have found true writing, but we have found symbols that
have similarities to what became Indus script" said Dr. Richard Meadow of Harvard University, Director of the Harappa
Archeological Research Project.This primitive writing is placed slightly earlier than primitive writings of the Sumerians of
Mesopotamia, dated c.3100 BC. These markings have similarities to what later became Indus Script.
Lothal was one of the southernmost cities of the ancient Indus Valley Civilization, located in the Bhāl region of the modern
state of Gujarāt and first inhabited c. 3700 BCE. Discovered in 1954, Lothal was excavated from 13 February 1955 to 19 May
1960 by the Archaeological Survey of India (ASI), the official Indian government agency for the preservation of ancient
monuments. According to the ASI, Lothal had the world's earliest known dock, which connected the city to an ancient
course of the Sabarmati river on the trade route between Harappan cities in Sindh and the peninsula of Saurashtra when
the surrounding Kutch desert of today was a part of the Arabian Sea. However, this interpretation has been challenged by
other archaeologists, who argue that Lothal was a comparatively small town, and that the "dock" was actually an irrigation
tank. The controversy was finally settled when scientists from The National Institute of Oceanography, Goa discovered
foraminifera (marine microfossils) and salt, gypsum crystals in the rectangular structure clearly indicating that sea water
once filled the structure

Lothal was a vital and thriving trade centre in ancient times, with its trade of beads, gems and valuable ornaments reaching
the far corners of West Asia and Africa. The techniques and tools they pioneered for bead-making and in metallurgy have
stood the test of time for over 4000 years.
Lothal is situated near the village of Saragwala in the Dholka Taluka of Ahmedabad district. Resuming excavation in 1961,
archaeologists unearthed trenches sunk on the northern, eastern and western flanks of the mound, bringing to light the
inlet channels and nullah ("ravine", or "gully") connecting the dock with the river. The findings consist of a mound, a
township, a marketplace, and the dock. Adjacent to the excavated areas stands the Archaeological Museum, where some of
the most prominent collections of Indus-era antiquities in India are displayed.
When British India was partitioned in 1947, most Indus sites, including Mohenjo-daro and Harappa, became part of
Pakistan. The Archaeological Survey of India undertook a new program of exploration, and excavation. Many sites were
discovered across northwestern India. Between 1954 and 1958, more than 50 sites were excavated in the Kutch (notably

Dholavira), and Saurashtra peninsulas, extending the limits of Harappan civilization by 500 kilometers (310 miles) to the
river Kim, where the Bhagatrav site accesses the valley of the rivers Narmada and Tapti. Lothal stands 670 kilometers (420
miles) from Mohenjo-daro, which is in Sindh.

The meaning of Lothal (a combination of Loth and (s) thal) in Gujarati to be "the mound of the dead" is not unusual, as the
name of the city of Mohenjo-daro in Sindhi means the same. People in villages neighbouring to Lothal had known of the
presence of an ancient town and human remains. As recently as 1850, boats could sail up to the mound. In 1942, timber
was shipped from Broach to Saragwala via the mound. A silted creek connecting modern Bholad with Lothal and Saragwala
represents the ancient flow channel of a river or creek.
Speculation suggests that owing to the comparatively small dimensions of the main city, Lothal was not a large settlement
at all, and its "dock" was perhaps an irrigation tank.However, the ASI and other contemporary archaeologists assert that the
city was a part of a major river system on the trade route of the ancient peoples from Sindh to Saurashtra in Gujarat. Lothal
provides with the largest collection of antiquities in the archaeology of modern India. It is essentially a single culture site—
the Harappan culture in all its variances is evidenced. An indigenous micaceous Red Ware culture also existed, which is
believed to be autochthonous and pre-Harappan. Two sub-periods of Harappan culture are distinguished: the same period
(between 2400 and 1900 BCE) is identical to the exuberant culture of Harappa and Mohenjo-daro.
To the northwest of Lothal lies the Kutch (see also Dholavira) peninsula, which was a part of the Arabian Sea until very
recently in history. Owing to this, and the proximity of the Gulf of Khambhat, Lothal's river provided direct access to sea
routes. Although now sealed off from the sea, Lothal's topography and geology reflects its maritime past.

After the core of the Indus civilization had decayed in Mohenjo-daro and Harappa, Lothal seems not only to have survived
but to have thrived for many years. Its constant threats - tropical storms and floods - caused immense destruction, which
destabilized the culture and ultimately caused its end. Topographical analysis also shows signs that at about the time of its
demise, the region suffered from aridity or weakened monsoon rainfall. Thus the cause for the abandonment of the city
may have been changing in the climate as well as natural disasters, as suggested by environmental magnetic records. Lothal
is based upon a mound that was a salt marsh inundated by tide. Remote sensing and topographical studies published by
Indian scientists in the Journal of the Indian Geophysicists Union in 2004 revealed an ancient, meandering river adjacent to
Lothal, 30 kilometers (19 miles) in length according to satellite imagery— an ancient extension of the northern river channel
bed of a tributary of the Bhogavo river. Small channel widths (10–300 m or 33–984 ft) when compared to the lower reaches
(1.2–1.6 km or 0.75–0.99 mi) suggest the presence of a strong tidal influence upon the city—tidal waters ingressed up to
and beyond the city. Upstream elements of this river provided a suitable source of freshwater for the inhabitants.
A flood destroyed village foundations and settlements (c. 2350 BCE). Harappans based around Lothal and from Sindh took
this opportunity to expand their settlement and create a planned township on the lines of greater cities in the Indus valley.
Lothal planners engaged themselves to protect the area from consistent floods. The town was divided into blocks of 1–2metre-high (3–6 ft) platforms of sun-dried bricks, each serving 20–30 houses of thick mud and brick walls. The city was
divided into a citadel, or acropolis and a lower town. The rulers of the town lived in the acropolis, which featured paved
baths, underground and surface drains (built of kiln-fired bricks) and potable water well. The lower town was subdivided
into two sectors. A north-south arterial street was the main commercial area. It was flanked by shops of rich and ordinary

merchants and craftsmen. The residential area was located to either side of the marketplace. The lower town was also
periodically enlarged during Lothal's years of prosperity.

Lothal engineers accorded high priority to the creation of a dockyard and a warehouse to serve the purposes of naval trade.
While the consensus view amongst archaeologists identifies this structure as a "dockyard," it has also been suggested that
owing to small dimensions, this basin may have been an irrigation tank and canal. The dock was built on the eastern flank of
the town, and is regarded by archaeologists as an engineering feat of the highest order. It was located away from the main
current of the river to avoid silting, but provided access to ships in high tide as well. The warehouse was built close to the
acropolis on a 3.5-metre-high (10.5 ft) podium of mud bricks. The rulers could thus supervise the activity on the dock and
warehouse simultaneously. Facilitating the movement of cargo was a mudbrick wharf, 220 meters (720 feet) long, built on
the western arm of the dock, with a ramp leading to the warehouse. There was an important public building opposite to the
warehouse whose superstructure has completely disappeared. Throughout their time, the city had to brace itself through
multiple floods and storms. Dock and city peripheral walls were maintained efficiently. The town's zealous rebuilding
ensured the growth and prosperity of the trade. However, with rising prosperity, Lothal's people failed to upkeep their
walls and dock facilities, possibly as a result of over-confidence in their systems. A flood of moderate intensity in 2050 BCE
exposed some serious weaknesses in the structure, but the problems were not addressed properly.

Kosala Proper or Uttara Kosala is the kingdom of the celebrated personality of Treta Yuga, Raghava Rama. Ayodhya was its capital,
presently in Faizabad district, Uttar Pradesh. Rama's sons Lava and Kusha inherited parts of this kingdom. Lava ruled from the city called
Sravasti and Kusa from the city called Kushavati. A colony of Kosala kings existed in Madhya Pradesh. It was called Dakshina Kosala. Rama's
mother Kausalya was from this kingdom. King Rama extended his influence up to the island-kingdom of Lanka situated in the southern
ocean. He had friendly relations with the southern kingdom of forest dwellers (Vanaras) called Kishkindha.
Rama's brother Bharata, colonized the Gandhara kingdom and founded the city of Takshasila there. Gandhara lies close to Kekeya
Kingdom, the native kingdom of Bharata's mother, Kaikeyi. Rama's second brother Lakshmana founded the city of Lakshmanapura near
river Ganges which is now known as Lucknow. He colonized the Vanga kingdom and founded the city of Chandrakanta there. Rama's
youngest brother Satrughna destroyed the forest called Madhu and founded the city of Mathura which later became the capital of the
Surasena Kingdom.
Nishadha king Nala's friend Rituparna was a ruler of Kosala. Brihadbala another ruler of Kosala during Dwapara Yuga, took part in
Mahabharata war and was killed by Abhimanyu, the son of Arjuna.
The Indian epic Ramayana is the window to this era.
During the period of the forefathers of Raghava Rama, there was only one Kosala kingdom. It had its capital at Ayodhya, identified as the
Ayodhya town near Faizabad in Uttar Pradesh state of India. During the reign of Dasharatha, the father of Rama, Dakshina Kosala came into
prominence. It was situated in the Madhya Pradesh state of India. Dasharatha married his eldest wife Kausalya from this kingdom.
Raghava Rama's son's Lava and Kusa, inherited each half of the Kosala kingdom, with Ayodhya as its capital. Thus, this Kosala split into two
parts; one ruled by Lava, with capital at Sravasti, to the north of Ayodhya and the other by Kusa at Kusavati, believed to be towards the
east of Ayodhya.
The Indian epic Mahabharata is the window to this era.

During the time of Kurukshetra War, and the reign of Pandavas and Kauravas, we find mention of numerous kingdoms with the name,
Kosala (as per the references in Mahabharata).
Raghava Rama's Kosala (Kosala Proper) was already split into two, owing to his two sons attaining kingship after his reign. During the era of
Kurukshetra War it was split into five kingdoms.
This was, probably the kingdom ruled by Kusa, with Kusavati as its capital. They were described as fleeing to the southern country of Kuntis
due to Magadha king Jarasandha. The route taken by Bhima, Arjuna and Krishna from Kuru Kingdom to Magadha Kingdom was through this
Eastern Kosala.
This was, probably the kingdom ruled by Lava with Sravasti as its capital. This kingdom was defeated by the Pandava general Bhima, in his
military campaign to the east.
Vriahadvala was a Kosala king mentioned as a general under Duryodhana, in the Kurukshetra War. This kingdom was defeated by the
Pandava general Bhima, in his military campaign to the east. It seems that this Kosala had its power extended to the neighbouring kingdom
of Kasi to the south of it, because Vrihadvala sometimes commanded the troops from Kasi also in Kurukshetra War. This probably was the
reason to consider Kasi-Kosala as a single kingdom. For a period of time in the past, Kasi would have been a vassal state of Kosala kingdom.
The grandmothers of Kauravas and Pandavas were called sometimes as princesses of Kasi and sometimes as princesses of Kosala, attesting
to this fact.
Kosala with Ayodhya as its capital or Central Kosala

This was the original Kosala ruled by king Raghava Rama. This was ruled by Dirghayaghna, during this era. This kingdom was defeated by
the Pandava general Bhima, in his military campaign to the east.
The native kingdom of Raghava Rama's mother Kausalya, considered as Dakshina Kosala Kingdom split at least into two during the era of
Kurukshetra War. This became evident if we follow the passage in Mahabharata, describing the military campaign of the Pandava general
Sahadeva, who led his troops to the southern direction.
This kingdom was close to the Vidarbha Kingdom ruled by Bhishmaka, probably to the east of it. Sahadeva defeated this kingdom first and
moved to the Eastern Kosala.
After defeating the other Kosala kingdom Sahadeva defeated numerous kings in the Eastern Kosala, indicating that there were many
kingdoms, and not one, however collectively known as Eastern Kosalas.

All the construction were made of fire dried bricks, lime and sand mortar and not by sun-dried bricks as bricks are still intact
after 4000 years and still bonded together with each other with the mortar bond
While the wider debate over the end of Indus civilization continues, archaeological evidence gathered by the ASI appears to
point to natural catastrophes, specifically floods and storms as the source of Lothal's downfall. A powerful flood submerged
the town and destroyed most of the houses, with the walls and platforms heavily damaged. The acropolis was levelled
(2000–1900 BCE), and inhabited by common tradesmen and newly built makeshift houses. The worst consequence was the
shift in the course of the river, cutting off access to the ships and dock. The people built a new but shallow inlet to connect
the flow channel to the dock for sluicing small ships into the basin. Large ships were moored away. Houses were rebuilt, yet
without removal of flood debris, which made them poor-quality and susceptible to further damage. Public drains were
replaced by soakage jars. The citizens did not undertake encroachments, and rebuilt public baths. However, with a poorly
organized government, and no outside agency or central government, the public works could not be properly repaired or
maintained. The heavily damaged warehouse was never repaired properly, and stocks were stored in wooden canopies,
exposed to floods and fire. The economy of the city was transformed. Trade volumes reduced greatly, though not

catastrophically, and resources were available in lesser quantities. Independent businesses caved, allowing a merchantcentric system of factories to develop where hundreds of craftsmen worked for the same supplier and financier. The bead
factory had ten living rooms and a large workplace courtyard. The coppersmith's workshop had five furnaces and paved
sinks to enable multiple artisans to work.

The declining prosperity of the town, paucity of resources and poor administration increased the woes of a people
pressured by consistent floods and storms. Increased salinity of soil made the land inhospitable to life, including crops. This
is evidenced in adjacent cities of Rangpur, Rojdi, Rupar and Harappa in Punjab, Mohenjo-daro and Chanhudaro in Sindh. A
massive flood (c. 1900 BCE) completely destroyed the flagging township in a single stroke. Archaeological analysis shows
that the basin and dock were sealed with silt and debris, and the buildings razed to the ground. The flood affected the
entire region of Saurashtra, Sindh and south Gujarat, and affected the upper reaches of the Indus and Sutlej, where scores
of villages and townships were washed away. The population fled to inner regions.

Archaeological evidence shows that the site continued to be inhabited, albeit by a much smaller population devoid of urban
influences. The few people who returned to Lothal could not reconstruct and repair their city, but surprisingly continued to
stay and preserved religious traditions, living in poorly built houses and reed huts. That they were the Harappan peoples is
evidenced by the analyses of their remains in the cemetery. While the trade and resources of the city were almost entirely
gone, the people retained several Harappan ways in writing, pottery, and utensils. About this time ASI archaeologists record
a mass movement of refugees from Punjab and Sindh into Saurashtra and to the valley of Sarasvati (1900–1700 BCE).
Hundreds of ill-equipped settlements have been attributed to this people as Late Harappans a completely de-urbanized
culture characterized by rising illiteracy, less complex economy, unsophisticated administration and poverty. Though Indus
seals went out of use, the system of weights with an 8.573 gram.
The people of Lothal made significant and often unique contributions to human civilization in the Indus era, in the fields of
city planning, art, architecture, science, engineering, pottery, and religion. Their work in metallurgy, seals, beads and
jewelry was the basis of their prosperity.
A thick ring-like shell object found with four slits each in two margins served as a compass to measure angles on plane
surfaces or in the horizon in multiples of 40 degrees, up to 360 degrees. Such shell instruments were probably invented to
measure 8–12 whole sections of the horizon and sky, explaining the slits on the lower and upper margins. Archaeologists
consider this as evidence that the Lothal experts had achieved something 2,000 years before the Greeks: an 8–12 fold
division of horizon and sky, as well as an instrument for measuring angles and perhaps the position of stars, and for
navigation. Lothal contributes one of three measurement scales that are integrated and linear (others found in Harappa and
Mohenjodaro). An ivory scale from Lothal has the smallest-known decimal divisions in Indus civilization. The scale is 6
millimeters (0.2 inches) thick, 15 mm (0.59 in) broad and the available length is 128 mm (5.0 in), but only 27 graduations are
visible over 46 mm (1.8 in), the distance between graduation lines being 1.70 mm (0.067 in) (the small size indicates use for
fine purposes). The sum total of ten graduations from Lothal is approximate to the angula in the Arthashastra. The Lothal
craftsmen took care to ensure durability and accuracy of stone weights by blunting edges before polishing.

For their renowned draining system, Lothal engineers provided corbelled roofs, and an apron of kiln-fired bricks over the
brick face of the platform where the sewerage entered the cesspool. Wooden screens inserted in grooves in the side drain
walls held back solid waste. The well is built of radial bricks, 2.4 meters (7.9 feet) in diameter and 6.7 meters (22 feet) deep.
It had an immaculate network of underground drains, silting chambers and cesspools, and inspection chambers for solid
waste. The extent of drains provided archaeologists with many clues regarding the layout of streets, organization of housing
and baths. On average, the main sewer is 20–46 cm (7.9–18.1 in) in depth, with outer dimensions of 86 × 68 × 33 cm (34 ×
27 × 13 in). Lothal brick-makers used a logical approach in manufacture of bricks, designed with care in regards to thickness
of structures. They were used as headers and stretchers in same and alternate layers. Archaeologists estimate that in most
cases, the bricks were in ratio 1:0.5:0.25 on three sides, in dimensions which were integral multiples of large graduations of
Lothal scale of 25 mm (0.98 in).

The people of Lothal worshipped a fire god, speculated to be the horned deity depicted on seals, which is also evidenced by
the presence of private and public fire-altars where religious ceremonies were apparently conducted. Archaeologists have
discovered gold pendants, charred ashes of terra-cotta cakes and pottery, bovine remains, beads and other signs that may
indicate the practice of the Gavamayana sacrifice, associated with the ancient Vedic religion. Animal worship is also
evidenced, but not the worship of the Mother Goddess that is evidenced in other Harappan cities—experts consider this a
sign of the existence of diversity in religious traditions. However, it is believed that a sea goddess, perhaps cognate with the
general Indus-era Mother Goddess, was worshipped. Today, the local villagers likewise worship a sea goddess, Vanuvati
Sikotarimata, suggesting a connection with the ancient port's traditions and historical past as an access to the sea. But the
archaeologists also discovered that the practice had been given up by 2000 BCE (determined by the difference in burial
times of the carbon-dated remains). It is suggested that the practice occurred only on occasion. It is also considered that
given the small number of graves discovered—only 17 in an estimated population of 15,000—the citizens of Lothal also
practiced cremation of the dead. Post-cremation burials have been noted in other Indus sites like Harappa, Mehi and
Damb-Bhuti.
Lothal copper is unusually pure, lacking the arsenic typically used by coppersmiths across the rest of the Indus valley. The
city imported ingots from probable sources in the Arabian Peninsula. Workers mixed tin with copper for the manufacture of
celts, arrowheads, fishhooks, chisels, bangles, rings, drills, and spearheads, although weapon manufacturing was minor.
They also employed advanced metallurgy in following the cire perdue technique of casting, and used more than one-piece
moulds for casting birds and animals. They also invented new tools such as curved saws and twisted drills unknown to other
civilizations at the time.

Lothal was one of the most important centers of production for shell-working, owing to the abundance of chank shell of
high quality found in the Gulf of Kutch and near the Kathiawar coast. Gamesmen, beads, unguent vessels, chank shells,
ladles and inlays were made for export and local consumption. Components of stringed musical instruments like the
plectrum and the bridge were made of shell. An ivory workshop was operated under strict official supervision, and the
domestication of elephants has been suggested. An ivory seal, and sawn pieces for boxes, combs, rods, inlays and ear-studs
were found during excavations. Lothal produced a large quantity of gold ornaments—the most attractive item being
microbeads of gold in five strands in necklaces, unique for being less than 0.25 millimeters (0.010 inches) in diameter.
Cylindrical, globular and jasper beads of gold with edges at right angles resemble modern pendants used by women in
Gujarat in plaits of hair. A large disc with holes recovered from a sacrificial altar is compared to the rukma worn by Vedic
priests. Studs, cogwheel and heart-shaped ornaments of faience and steatite were popular in Lothal. A ring of thin copper
wire turned into double spirals resembles the gold-wire rings used by modern Hindus for weddings.

The discovery of etched carnelian beads and non-etched barrel beads in Kish and Ur (modern Iraq), Jalalabad (Afghanistan)
and Susa (Iran) attest to the popularity of the Indus bead industry across West Asia. The lapidaries select stones of
variegated colors, producing beads of different shapes and sizes. The methods of Lothal bead-makers were so advanced
that no improvements have been noted over 4,000 years—modern makers in the Khambhat area follow the same
technique. Double-eye beads of agate and collared or gold-capped beads of jasper and carnelian beads are among those
attributed as uniquely from Lothal. It was very famous for micro-cylindrical beads of steatite (chlorite). The Lothal
excavation yielded 213 seals, third in volume amongst all Indus sites. Seal-cutters preferred short-horned bulls, mountain
goats, tigers and composite animals like the elephant-bull for engravings. There is a short inscription of intaglio in almost
every seal. Stamp seals with copper rings inserted in a perforated button were used to sealing cargo, with impressions of
packing materials like mats, twisted cloth and cords, a fact verified only at Lothal. Quantitative descriptions, seals of rulers
and owners were stamped on goods. A unique seal found here is from Bahrain—circular, with motif of a dragon flanked by
jumping gazelles.
Lothal offers two new types of potter work, a convex bowl with or without stud handle, and a small jar with flaring rim,
both in the micaceous Red Ware period, not found in contemporary Indus cultures. Lothal artists introduced a new form of
realistic painting. Paintings depict animals in their natural surroundings. On one large vessel, the artist depicts birds with
fish in their beaks, resting in a tree, while a fox-like animal stands below. This scene bears resemblance to the story of The
Fox and the Crow in the Panchatantra. Artistic imagination is also suggested via careful portrayals—for example, several
birds with legs aloft in the sky suggest flight, while half-opened wings suggest imminent flight. On a miniature jar, the story
of the thirsty crow and deer is depicted – of how the deer could not drink from the narrow-mouth of the jar, while the crow
succeeded by dropping stones in the jar. The features of the animals are clear and graceful. Movements and emotions are
suggested by the positioning of limbs and facial features—in a 15 cm × 5 cm jar without overcrowding.

A complete set of terra-cotta gamesmen, has been found in Lothal—animal figures, pyramids with ivory handles and castlelike objects (similar to the chess set of Queen Hatshepsut in Egypt). The realistic portrayal of human beings and animals
suggests a careful study of anatomical and natural features. The bust of a male with slit eyes, sharp nose, and square-cut
beard is reminiscent of Sumerian figures, especially stone sculptures from Mari. In images of men and women, muscular
and physical features are sharp, prominently marked. Terra-cotta models also identify the differences between species of
dogs and bulls, including those of horses. Animal figures with wheels and a movable head may have been utilized as toys.
On plan, Lothal stands 285 meters north-to-south and 228 meters east-to-west. At the height of its habitation, it covered a
wider area since remains have been found 300 meters south of the mound. Due to the fragile nature of unbaked bricks and
frequent floods, the superstructures of all buildings have receded. Dwarfed walls, platforms, wells, drains, baths and paved
floors are visible. But thanks to the loam deposited by persistent floods, the dock walls were preserved beyond the great
deluge (c. 1900 BCE). The absence of standing high walls is attributed to erosion and brick robbery. The ancient nullah, the
inlet channel, and riverbed have been similarly covered up. The flood-damaged peripheral wall of mud-bricks is visible near
the warehouse area. The remnants of the north-south sewer are burnt bricks in the cesspool. Cubical blocks of the
warehouse on a high platform are also visible.

The ASI has covered the peripheral walls, the wharf and many houses of the early phase with earth to protect from natural
phenomena, but the entire archaeological site is nevertheless facing grave concerns about necessary preservation. Salinity
ingress and prolonged exposure to the rain and sun are gradually eating away the remains of the site. Heavy rain in the
region has damaged the remains of the sun-dried mud brick constructions. Stagnant rain water has lathered the brick and
mud work with layers of moss. Due to siltation, the dockyard's draft has been reduced by 3–4 meters and saline deposits
are decaying the bricks. Officials blame the salinity on capillary action and point out that cracks are emerging and
foundations weakening even as restoration work slowly progresses.
The dockyard was located away from the main current to avoid deposition of silt. It is speculated that Lothal engineers
studied tidal movements, and their effects on brick-built structures, since the walls are of kiln-burnt bricks. This knowledge
also enabled them to select Lothal's location in the first place, as the Gulf of Khambhat has the highest tidal amplitude and
ships can be sluiced through flow tides in the river estuary. The engineers built a trapezoidal structure, with north-south
length of average 215 meters, and east-west width of 35 meters. Another assessment is that the basin could have served as
an irrigation tank, for the estimated original dimensions of the "dock" are not large enough, by modern standards, to house
ships and conduct much traffic. Criticism of the dock theory has grown since first doubted by Leshnik in 1968 and later Yule
in 1982 The controversy was finally settled when scientists from The National Institute of Oceanography, Goa discovered
foraminifera (marine microfossils) and salt, gypsum crystals (due to evaporation of seawater) in the rectangular structure
clearly indicating that sea water once filled the structure. Additional evidence includes findings of 7 stone anchors of which
5 were found in the dock, 5 terracotta models of boats and a circular Persian Gulf seal from Bahrain.

The original height of the embankments was 4.26 meters. (Now it is 3.35 meters.) The main inlet is 12.8 meters wide, and
another is provided on the opposite side. To counter the thrust of water, offsets were provided on the outer wall faces.
When the river changed its course in 2000 BCE, a smaller inlet, 7 meters wide was made in the longer arm, connected to
the river by a 2 kilometers channel. At high tide flow of 2.1–2.4 meters of water would have allowed ships to enter.
Provision was made for the escape of excess water through the outlet channel, 96.5 meters wide and 1.7 meters high in the
southern arm. The dock also possessed a lock-gate system—a wooden door could be lowered at the mouth of the outlet to
retain a minimum column of water in the basin so as to ensure flotation at low tides. Central to the city's economy, the
warehouse was originally built on sixty-four cubical blocks, 3.6 meters square, with 1.2-metre passages, and based on a 3.5metre-high mud-brick podium. The pedestal was very high to provide maximum protection from floods. Brick-paved
passages between blocks served as vents, and a direct ramp led to the dock to facilitate loading. The warehouse was
located close to the acropolis, to allow tight supervision by ruling authorities. Despite elaborate precautions, the major
floods that brought the city's decline destroyed all but twelve blocks, which became the makeshift storehouse.

Lothal's acropolis was the town center, its political and commercial heart, measuring 127.4 meters east-to-west by 60.9
meters north-to-south. There were three streets and two lanes running east-west, and two streets running north-south.
The four sides of the rectangular platform on which houses were built are formed by mud-brick structures of 12.2–24.4
meters thickness and 2.1–3.6 meters high. The baths were primarily located in the acropolis—mostly two-roomed houses
with open courtyards. The bricks used for paving baths were polished to prevent seepage. The pavements were limeplastered and edges were wainscoted (wooden panels) by thin walls. The ruler's residence is 43.92 square meters in area
with a 1.8-square-meter-bath equipped with an outlet and inlet. The remains of this house give evidence to a sophisticated
drainage system. The Lower town marketplace was on the main north-south street 6–8 meters wide. Built in straight rows
on either side of the street are residences and workshops, although brick-built drains and early period housing has
disappeared. The street maintained a uniform width and did not undergo encroachment during the reconstructive periods
after deluges. There are multiple two-roomed shops and workplaces of coppersmiths and blacksmiths.
The bead factory, which performs a very important economic function, possesses a central courtyard and eleven rooms, a
store, and a guardhouse. There is a cinder dump, as well as a double-chambered circular kiln, with stoke-holes for fuel
supply. Four flues are connected with each other, the upper chamber and the stokehold. The mud plaster of the floors and
walls are vitrified owing to intense heat during work. The remnants of raw materials such as reed, cow dung, sawdust, and
agate are found, giving archaeologists hints of how the kiln was operated. A large mud-brick building faces the factory, and
its significance is noted by its plan. Four large rooms and a hall, with an overall measurement of 17.1 by 12.8 meters .The
hall has a large doorway and a raised floor in the southern corner of the building.

Sindh is one of the four provinces of Pakistan, in the southeast of the country, and the historical home of the Sindhi people.
Sindh is the third largest province of Pakistan by area, and second largest province by population after Punjab. Sindh is
bordered by Balochistan province to the west, and Punjab province to the north. Sindh also borders the Indian states of
Gujarat and Rajasthan to the east, and Arabian Sea to the south. Sindh's landscape consists mostly of alluvial plains flanking
the Indus River, the Thar Desert in the eastern portion of the province closest to the border with India, and the Kirthar
Mountains in the western part of Sindh.
Sindh has Pakistan's second largest economy, while its provincial capital Karachi is Pakistan's largest city and financial hub,
and hosts the headquarters of several multinational banks. Sindh is home to a large portion of Pakistan's industrial sector
and contains two of Pakistan's commercial seaports, Port Bin Qasim and the Karachi Port. The remainder of Sindh has an
agriculture based economy, and produces fruit, food consumer items, and vegetables for the consumption other parts of
the country.

Sindh is known for its distinct culture which is strongly influenced by Sufism, an important marker of Sindhi identity for both
Hindus (Sindh has Pakistan's highest percentage of Hindu residents) and Muslims in the province. Several important Sufi
shrines are located throughout the province which attract millions of annual devotees.
Sindh's capital, Karachi, is Pakistan's most ethnically diverse city, with Muhajirs, or descendants of those who migrated to
Pakistan from India after 1947 and throughout the 1950s and 1960s, making up the majority of the population. Karachi and
other urban centers of Sindh have seen ethnic tensions between the native Sindhis and the Muhajirs boil over into violence
on several occasions.
The word Sindh is derived from the Sanskrit term Sindhu (literally meaning "river"), which is a reference to Indus River. The
official spelling "Sind" was discontinued in 1988 by an amendment passed in Sindh Assembly.
The Greeks who conquered Sindh in 325 BC under the command of Alexander the Great rendered it as Indós, hence the
modern Indus. The ancient Iranians referred to everything east of the river Indus as hind.
Sindh's first known village settlements date as far back as 7000 BCE. Permanent settlements at Mehrgarh, currently in
Balochistan, to the west expanded into Sindh. This culture blossomed over several millennia and gave rise to the Indus
Valley Civilization around 3000 BCE. The Indus Valley Civilization rivalled the contemporary civilizations of Ancient Egypt and
Mesopotamia in size and scope, numbering nearly half a million inhabitants at its height with well-planned grid cities and
sewer systems.
The primitive village communities in Balochistan were still struggling against a difficult highland environment, a highly
cultured people were trying to assert themselves at Kot Diji. This was one of the most developed urban civilizations of the
ancient world. It flourished between the 25th century BCE and 1500 BCE in the Indus valley sites of Mohenjo Daro and

Harappa. The people had a high standard of art and craftsmanship and a well-developed system of quasi-pictographic
writing which remains un-deciphered. The ruins of the well planned towns, the brick buildings of the common people,
roads, public baths and the covered drainage system suggest a highly organized community.
According to some accounts, there is no evidence of large palaces or burial grounds for the elite. The grand and presumably
holy site might have been the great bath, which is built upon an artificially created elevation. This indigenous civilization
collapsed around 1700 BCE. The cause is hotly debated and may have been a massive earthquake, which dried up the
Ghaggar River. Skeletons discovered in the ruins of Moan Jo Daro ("mount of dead") were thought to indicate that the city
was suddenly attacked and the population was wiped out, but further examinations showed that the marks on the
skeletons were due to erosion and not of violence.

The ancient city of Roruka, identified with modern Aror/Rohri, was capital of the Sauvira Kingdom, and finds mentioned
early Buddhist literature as a major trading center. Sindh finds mention in the Hindu epic Mahabharata as being part of
Bharatvarsha. Sindh was conquered by the Persian Achaemenid Empire in the 6th century BC. In the late 4th century BC,
Sindh was conquered by a mixed army led by Macedonian Greeks under Alexander the Great. Alexander described his
encounters with these trans-Indus tribes of Sindh: "I am involved in the land of lions and brave people, where every foot of
the ground is like a well of steel, confronting my soldier. You have brought only one son into the world, but everyone in this
land can be called an Alexander." The region remained under control of Greek satraps for only a few decades. After
Alexander's death, there was a brief period of Seleucid rule, before Sindh was traded to the Mauryan Empire led by
Chandragupta in 305 BC. During the rule of the Mauryan Emperor Ashoka, the Buddhist religion spread to Sindh.

Mauryan rule ended in 185 BC with the overthrow of the last king by the Shunga Dynasty. In the disorder that followed,
Greek rule returned when Demetrius I of Bactria led a Greco-Bactrian invasion of India and annexed most of the
northwestern lands, including Sindh. Demetrius was later defeated and killed by a usurper, but his descendants continued
to rule Sindh and other lands as the Indo-Greek Kingdom. Under the reign of Menander I, many Indo-Greeks followed his
example and converted to Buddhism.

In the late 2nd century BC, Scythian tribes shattered the Greco-Bactrian empire and invaded the Indo-Greek lands. Unable
to take the Punjab region, they invaded South Asia through Sindh, where they became known as Indo-Scythians (later
Western Satraps). By the 1st century AD, the Kushan Empire annexed Sindh. Kushans under Kanishka were great patrons of
Buddhism and sponsored many building projects for local beliefs. Ahirs were also found in large numbers in Sindh. Abiria
country of Abhira tribe was in southern Sindh.

The Kushan Empire was defeated in the mid-3rd century AD by the Sassanid Empire of Persia, who installed vassals known
as the Kushanshahs in these far eastern territories. These rulers were defeated by the Kidarites in the late 4th century.
It then came under the Gupta Empire after dealing with the Kidarites. By the late 5th century, attacks by Hephthalite tribes
known as the Indo-Hephthalites or Hunas (Huns) broke through the Gupta Empire's northwestern borders and overran
much of northwestern India. Concurrently, Ror dynasty ruled parts of the region for several centuries.

Afterwards, Sindh came under the rule of Emperor Harshavardhan, then the Rai Dynasty around 478. The Rais were
overthrown by Chachar of Alor around 632. The Brahman dynasty ruled a vast territory that stretched from Multan in the
north to the Rann of Kutch, Alor was their capital.
In 712, Muhammad bin Qasim conquered the Sindh and Indus Valley, bringing South Asian societies into contact with Islam.
Dahir was an unpopular Hindu king that ruled over a Buddhist majority and that Chach of Alor and his kin were regarded as
usurpers of the earlier Buddhist Rai Dynasty, a view questioned by those who note the diffuse and blurred nature of Hindu
and Buddhist practices in the region, especially that of the royalty to be patrons of both and those who believe that Chach
may have been a Buddhist. The forces of Muhammad bin Qasim defeated Raja Dahir in alliance with the Hindu Jats and
other regional governors.
In 711 AD, Muhammad bin Qasim led an Umayyad force of 20,000 cavalry and 5 catapults. Muhammad bin Qasim defeated
the Raja Dahir, and captured the cities of Alor, Multan and Debal. Sindh became the easternmost State of the Umayyad
Caliphate and was referred to as "Sind" on Arab maps, with lands further east known as "Hind". Muhammad bin Qasim built
the city of Mansura as his capital; the city then produced famous historical figures such as Abu Mashar Sindhi, Abu Ata alSindhi, Abu Raja Sindhi and Sind ibn Ali. At the port city of Debal, most of the Bawarij embraced Islam and became known
as Sindhi Sailors, who were renowned for their in navigation, geography and languages. After Bin Qasim left, the Umayyads
ruled Sindh through the Habbari dynasty.

By the year 750, Debal (modern Karachi) was second only to Basra; Sindhi sailors from the port city of Debal voyaged to
Basra, Bushehr, Musqat, Aden, Kilwa, Zanzibar, Sofala, Malabar, Sri Lanka and Java (where Sindhi merchants were known as
the Santri). During the power struggle between the Umayyads and the Abbasids. The Habbari Dynasty became semiindependent and was eliminated and Mansura was invaded by Sultan Mahmud Ghaznavi. Sindh then became an
easternmost State of the Abbasid Caliphate ruled by the Soomro Dynasty until the Siege of Baghdad (1258). Mansura was
the first capital of the Soomra Dynasty and the last of the Habbari dynasty. Muslim geographers, historians and travelers
such as al-Masudi, Ibn Hawqal, Istakhri, Ahmed ibn Sahl al-Balkhi, al-Tabari, Baladhuri, Nizami, al-Biruni, Saadi Shirazi, Ibn
Battutah and Katip Çelebi wrote about or visited the region, sometimes using the name "Sindh" for the entire area from the
Arabian Sea to the Hindu Kush.

When Sindh was under the Arab Umayyad Caliphate, the Arab Habbari dynasty was in control. The Umayyads appointed
Aziz al Habbari as the governor of Sindh. Habbaris ruled Sindh until Sultan Mahmud Ghaznavi defeated the Habbaris in
1024. Sultan Mahmud Ghaznavi viewed the Abbasid Caliphate to be the caliphs thus he removed the remaining influence of
the Umayyad Caliphate in the region and Sindh fell to Abbasid control following the defeat of the Habbaris. The Abbasid
Caliphate then appointed Al Khafif from Samarra; 'Soomro' means 'of Samarra' in Sindhi. The new governor of Sindh was to
create a better, stronger and stable government. Once he became the governor, he allotted several key positions to his
family and friends; thus Al-Khafif or Sardar Khafif Soomro formed the Rajput Soomro Dynasty in Sindh; and became its first
ruler. Until the Siege of Baghdad (1258) the Soomro dynasty was the Abbasid Caliphate's functionary in Sindh, but after that
it became independent.
When the Soomro dynasty lost ties with the Abbasid Caliphate after the Siege of Baghdad (1258,) the Soomra ruler Dodo-I
established their rule from the shores of the Arabian Sea to the Punjab in the north and in the east to Rajasthan and in the
west to Pakistani Balochistan. The Soomros were one of the first indigenous Muslim dynasties in Sindh of Parmar Rajput
origin. They were the first Muslims to translate the Quran into the Sindhi language. The Sammas created a chivalrous
culture in Sindh, which eventually facilitated their rule centred at Mansura. It was later abandoned due to changes in the
course of the Puran River; they ruled for the next 95 years until 1351. During this period, Kutch was ruled by the Samma
Dynasty, who enjoyed good relations with the Soomras in Sindh. Since the Soomro Dynasty lost its support from the
Abbasid Caliphate, the Sultans of Delhi wanted a piece of Sindh. The Soomros successfully defended their kingdom for
about 36 years, but their dynasties soon fell to the might of the Sultanate of Delhi's massive armies such as the Tughluks
and the Khaljis.
In 1339 Jam Unar founded a Sindhi Muslim Rajput Samma Dynasty and challenged the Sultans of Delhi. He used the title of
the Sultan of Sindh. The Samma tribe reached its peak during the reign of Jam Nizamuddin II (also known by the nickname
Jám Nindó). During his reign from 1461 to 1509, Nindó greatly expanded the new capital of Thatta and its Makli hills, which
replaced Debal. He patronized Sindhi art, architecture and culture. The Samma had left behind a popular legacy especially in
architecture, music and art. Important court figures included the poet Kazi Kadal, Sardar Darya Khan, Moltus Khan,
Makhdoom Bilawal and the theologian Kazi Kaadan. However, Thatta was a port city; unlike garrison towns, it could not
mobilize large armies against the Arghun and Tarkhan Mongol invaders, who killed many regional Sindhi Mirs and Amirs
loyal to the Samma. Some parts of Sindh still remained under the Sultans of Delhi and the ruthless Arghuns and the
Tarkhans sacked Thatta during the rule of Jam Ferozudin.

According to Dr. Akhtar Baloch, Professor at University of Karachi, and Nadeem Wagan, General Manager at HANDS, the
Balochi migrated from Balochistan during the Little Ice Age and settled in Sindh and Punjab. The Little Ice Age is
conventionally defined as a period extending from the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries, or alternatively, from about
1300 to about 1850. According to Professor Baloch, the climate of Balochistan was very cold during this epoch and the
region was uninhabitable during the winters so the Baloch people emigrated in waves to Sindh and Punjab.

In the year 1524, the few remaining Sindhi Amirs welcomed the Mughal Empire and Babur dispatched his forces to rally the
Arghuns and the Tarkhans, branches of a Turkic dynasty. In the coming centuries, Sindh became a region loyal to the
Mughals, a network of forts manned by cavalry and musketeers further extended Mughal power in Sindh. In 1540 a mutiny
by Sher Shah Suri forced the Mughal Emperor Humayun to withdraw to Sindh, where he joined the Sindhi Emir Hussein
Umrani. In 1541 Humayun married Hamida Banu Begum, who gave birth to the infant Akbar at Umarkot in the year 1542.
During the reign of Akbar the Great, Sindh produced scholars and others such as Mir Ahmed Nasrallah Thattvi, Tahir
Muhammad Thattvi and Mir Ali Sir Thattvi and the Mughal chronicler Abu'l-Fazl ibn Mubarak and his brother the poet Faizi
was a descendant of a Sindhi Shaikh family from Rel, Siwistan in Sindh. Abu'l-Fazl ibn Mubarak was the author of
Akbarnama (an official biographical account of Akbar) and the Ain-i-Akbari (a detailed document recording the
administration of the Mughal Empire).

Shah Jahan carved a subah (imperial province), covering Sindh, called Thatta after its capital, out of Multan, further
bordering on the Ajmer and Gujarat subahs as well as the rival Persian Safavid empire.
During the Mughal period, Sindhi literature began to flourish and historical figures such as Shah Abdul Latif Bhittai, Sulatnal-Aoliya Muhammad Zaman and Sachal Sarmast became prominent throughout the land. In 1603 Shah Jahan visited the
State of Sindh; at Thatta he was generously welcomed by the locals after the death of his father Jahangir. Shah Jahan
ordered the construction of the Shahjahan Mosque, which was completed during the early years of his rule under the
supervision of Mirza Ghazi Beg. During his reign, in 1659 in the Mughal Empire, Muhammad Salih Tahtawi of Thatta created
a seamless celestial globe with Arabic and Persian inscriptions using a wax casting method.
Sindh was home to several wealthy merchant-rulers such as Mir Bejar of Sindh, whose great wealth had attracted the close
ties with the Sultan bin Ahmad of Oman.
In the year 1701, the Kalhora Nawabs were authorized in a firman by the Mughal Emperor Aurangzeb to administer subah
Sindh.
From 1752 to 1762, Marathas collected Chauth or tributes from Sindh. Maratha power was decimated in the entire region
after the Third Battle of Panipat in 1761. In 1762, Mian Ghulam Shah Kalhoro brought stability in Sindh, he reorganized and

independently defeated the Marathas and their prominent vassal the Rao of Kuch in the Thar Desert and returned
victoriously.
After the Sikhs annexed Multan, the Kalhora Dynasty supported counterattacks against the Sikhs and defined their borders.
In 1783 a firman which designated Mir Fateh Ali Khan Talpur as the new Nawab of Sindh, and mediated peace particularly
after the Battle of Halani and the defeat of the ruling Kalhora by the Talpur Baloch tribes.

According to Nadeem Wagan, General Manager at HANDS, The Talpur tribe migrated from Dera Ghazi Khan in Punjab to
Sindh on the invitation of Kalhora to help them organize unruly Baloch tribes living in Sindh. Talpurs, who learned the Sindhi
language, settled in northern Sindh. Very soon they united all the Baloch tribes of Sindh and formed a confederacy against
the Kalhora Dynasty. The Talpur Baloch soon gained power, overthrowing the Kalhora after the Battle of Halani to conquer
and rule Sindh and other parts of present-day Pakistan, from 1783 to 1843. British East India Company forces led by General
Charles James Napier overthrew the Talpur Baloch in 1843.
In 1802, when Mir Ghulam Ali Khan Talpur Baloch succeeded as the Talpur Nawab, internal tensions broke out in the state.
As a result, the following year the Maratha Empire declared war on Sindh and Berar Subah, during which Arthur Wellesley
took a leading role causing much early suspicion between the Emirs of Sindh and the British Empire. The British East India
Company made its first contacts in the Sindhi port city of Thatta, which according to a report was:

"a city as large as London containing 50,000 houses which were made of stone and mortar with large verandahs some
three or four stories high ... the city has 3,000 looms ... the textiles of Sindh were the flower of the whole produce of the
East, the international commerce of Sindh gave it a place among that of Nations, Thatta has 400 schools and 4,000 Dhows
at its docks, the city is guarded by well-armed Sepoys".
British and Bengal Presidency forces under General Charles James Napier arrived in Sindh in the mid-19th century and
conquered Sindh in February 1843. The Baloch coalition led by Talpur Balochs under Mir Nasir Khan Talpur Baloch was
defeated at the Battle of Miani during which 5,000 Talpur Baloch were killed. Shortly afterwards, Hoshu Sheedi commanded
another army at the Battle of Dubbo, where 5,000 Baloch were killed. The first Agha Khan helped the British in their
conquest of Sindh. As result, he was granted a lifetime pension. A British journal by Thomas Postans mentions the captive
Sindhi Amirs: "The Amirs as being the prisoners of 'Her Majesty'... they are maintained in strict seclusion; they are described
as Broken-Hearted and Miserable men, maintaining much of the dignity of fallen greatness, and without any querulous or
angry complaining at this unlivable source of sorrow, refusing to be comforted". Within weeks, Charles Napier and his
forces occupied Sindh. After 1853 the British divided Sindh into districts and later made it part of British India's Bombay
Presidency. Sibghatullah Shah Rashidi pioneered the Sindhi Muslim Hur Movement against the British Raj. He was hanged
on 20 March 1943 in Hyderabad, Sindh. His burial place is not known. During the British period, railways, printing presses
and bridges were introduced in the province. Writers like

Although Sindh had a culture of religious syncretism, communal harmony and tolerance due to Sindh's strong Sufi culture in
which both Sindhi Muslims and Sindhi Hindus partook, the mostly Muslim peasantry was oppressed by the Hindu
moneylending class and also by the landed Muslim elite. Sindhi Muslims eventually demanded the separation of Sindh from
the Bombay Presidency, a move opposed by Sindhi Hindus. Another campaign in the early 20th century which attracted
Sindhi Muslims was the Khilafat Movement, for which support had been generated by the Sufi pirs of Sindh. In that time
period Sindh emerged at the forefront of the Khilafat cause.

By 1936 Sindh was separated from the Bombay Presidency. Elections in 1937 resulted in local Sindhi Muslim parties winning
the bulk of seats. By the mid-1940s the Muslim League gained a foothold in the province and after winning over the support
of local Sufi pirs, came to have the support of the overwhelming majority of Sindhi Muslims for its campaign to create
Pakistan.
At the time of Partition, there were 1,400,000 Hindu Sindhis, dominating the province's upper middle class. There was very
little communal violence in Sindh, in comparison to Punjab. Communal violence in Ajmer, India, in December 1947 led to
Muslim refugees crossing over the Thar Desert to Sindh in Pakistan. This sparked riots in Hyderabad and later in Karachi,
although less than 500 Hindu were killed in Sindh between 1947-48 as Sindhi Muslims largely resisted calls to turn against
their Hindu neighbours. Hundreds of thousands of Sindhi Hindus fled to India. The arrival of Sindhi Hindu refugees in the
Indian town of Godhra sparked the March 1948 anti-Muslim riots there which led to an emigration of Ghanchi Muslims
from Godhra to Pakistan. Indian Muslims from the United Provinces, Central Provinces and Bombay continued migrating to
and settling in Sindh's urban centers throughout the 1950s and 1960s.

Johan Hansman relates the term "Baloch" to Meluḫḫa, the name by which the Indus Valley Civilisation is believed to have
been known to the Sumerians (2900–2350 BC) and Akkadians (2334–2154 BC) in Mesopotamia. Meluḫḫa disappears from
the Mesopotamian records at the beginning of the second millennium B.C. However, Hansman states that a trace of it in a
modified form, as Baluḫḫu, was retained in the names of products imported by the Neo-Assyrian Empire (911–605 BC). AlMuqaddasī, who visited the capital of Makran - Bannajbur, wrote c. 985 AD that it was populated by people called Balūṣī
(Baluchi), leading Hansman to postulate "Baluch" as a modification of Meluḫḫa and Baluḫḫu.
Asko Parpola relates the name Meluḫḫa to Indo-Aryan words mleccha (Sanskrit) and milakkha/milakkhu (Pali) etc., which do
not have an Indo-European etymology even though they were used to refer to non-Aryan people. Taking them to be protoDravidian in origin, he interprets the term as meaning either a proper name milu-akam (from which tamilakam was derived
when the Indus people migrated south) or melu-akam, meaning "high country", a possible reference to Balochistani high
lands. Historian Romila Thapar also interprets Meluḫḫa as a proto-Dravidian term, possibly mēlukku, and suggests the
meaning "western extremity" (of the Dravidian-speaking regions in the Indian subcontinent). A literal translation into
Sanskrit, aparānta, was later used to describe the region by the Indo-Aryans.

During the time of Alexander the Great (356-323 BC), the Greeks called the land Gedrosia and its people Gedrosoi, terms of
unknown origin. Using etymological reasoning, H. W. Bailey reconstructs a possible Iranian name, uadravati, meaning "the
land of underground channels", which could have been transformed to badlaut in the 9th century and further to balōč in
later times. This reasoning remains speculative.
The earliest evidence of human occupation in what is now Balochistan is dated to the Paleolithic era, represented by
hunting camps and lithic scatters, chipped and flaked stone tools. The earliest settled villages in the region date to the
ceramic Neolithic (c. 7000–6000 BCE) and included the site of Mehrgarh in the Kachi Plain. These villages expanded in size
during the subsequent Chalcolithic, when interaction was amplified. This involved the movement of finished goods and raw
materials, including chank shell, lapis lazuli, turquoise, and ceramics. By 2500 BCE (the Bronze Age), the region now known
as Pakistani Balochistan had become part of the Harappan cultural orbit, providing key resources to the expansive
settlements of the Indus river basin to the east.

From the 1st century to the 3rd century CE, the region was ruled by the Pāratarājas (lit. "Pārata Kings"), a dynasty of IndoScythian or Indo-Parthian kings. The dynasty of the Pāratas is thought to be identical with the Pāradas of the Mahabharata,
the Puranas and other Vedic and Iranian sources. The Parata kings are primarily known through their coins, which typically
exhibit the bust of the ruler (with long hair in a headband) on the obverse, and a swastika within a circular legend on the
reverse, written in Brahmi (usually silver coins) or Kharoshthi (copper coins). These coins are mainly found in Loralai in
today's western Pakistan.
Herodotus in 450 BCE described the Paraitakenoi as a tribe ruled by Deiokes, a Persian king, in northwestern Persia. Arrian
describes how Alexander the Great encountered the Pareitakai in Bactria and Sogdiana, and had them conquered by
Craterus (Anabasis Alexandrou IV). The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea (1st century CE) describes the territory of the
Paradon beyond the Ommanitic region, on the coast of modern Balochistan.
The region was fully Islamized by the 9th century and became part of the territory of the Saffarids of Zaranj, followed by the
Ghaznavids, then the Ghorids. Ahmad Shah Durrani made it part of the Afghan Empire in 1749. In 1758 the Khan of Kalat,
Mir Noori Naseer Khan Baloch, revolted against Ahmed Shah Durrani, defeated him, and freed Balochistan, winning
complete independence.
The Balochistan region is administratively divided among three countries, Pakistan, Afghanistan and Iran. The largest
portion in area and population is in Pakistan, whose largest province (in land area) is Balochistan. An estimated 6.9 million
of Pakistan's population is Baloch. In Iran there are about two million ethnic Baloch and a majority of the population of the
eastern Sistan and Baluchestan Province is of Baloch ethnicity. The Afghan portion of Balochistan includes the Chahar
Burjak District of Nimruz Province, and the Registan Desert in southern Helmand and Kandahar provinces. The governors of
Nimruz province in Afghanistan belong to the Baloch ethnic group.

In Pakistan, insurgencies by Baloch nationalists in Balochistan province have been fought in 1948, 1958–59, 1962–63 and
1973–77 — with a new ongoing and reportedly stronger, broader insurgency beginning in 2003. Historically, "drivers" of the
conflict are reported to include "tribal divisions", the Baloch-Pashtun ethnic divisions, "marginalization by Punjabi
interests", and "economic oppression".

In Iran, separatist fighting has reportedly not gained as much ground as the conflict in Pakistan, but has grown and become
more sectarian since 2012, with the majority-Sunni Baloch showing a greater degree of Salafist and anti-Shia ideology in
their fight against the Shia-Islamist Iranian government.
Quetta formerly known as Shalkot is the provincial capital and largest city of Balochistan, Pakistan. Quetta was largely
destroyed in the 1935 Quetta earthquake, but was rebuilt and now has a population of 1,001,205 as of 2017, while the
Quetta District has a population of 2,275,699. Quetta is at an average elevation of 1,680 metres (5,510 feet) above sea
level, making it Pakistan's only high-altitude major city. The city is known as the "Fruit Garden of Pakistan," due to the nu

Located in northern Balochistan near the Pakistan-Afghanistan border, Quetta is a trade and communication centre
between the two countries. The city is near the Bolan Pass route which was once one of the major gateways from Central
Asia to South Asia. Quetta played an important role militarily for the Pakistani Armed Forces in the intermittent Afghanistan
conflict.
The immediate area has long been one of pastures and mountains, with varied plants and animals relative to the dry plains
to the west. The first record of Quetta is from 11th century CE, when it was captured by Sultan Mahmud Ghaznavi during
his invasion of South Asia. In 1543, Mughal emperor Humayun came to Quetta en route to Safavid Persia, leaving his son
and future Mughal emperor Akbar here. In 1709, the region was a part of Afghan Hotak dynasty and stayed a part until
1747 when Ahmed Shah Durrani conquered it and made it a part of Durrani Empire. First European visited Quetta in 1828,
describing it as mud-walled fort surrounded by three hundred mud houses.
In 1876 Quetta was occupied by the British and subsequently incorporated into British India. British General John Jacob in
1856 had urged his government to occupy Quetta given its strategic position on the western frontier. British Troops
constructed the infrastructure for their establishment as it was a strategic location. By the time of the earthquake on 31
May 1935, Quetta had developed into a bustling city with a number of multistory buildings and was known as "Little
London" because of that. The epicenter of the earthquake was close to the city and destroyed most of the city's
infrastructure, killing an estimated 40,000 people.

Als der Schatz von Quetta wird in der Forschung der Fund eines vorgeschichtlichen Grabes und Depots mit reichen Beigaben
in Quetta bezeichnet.
Beim Bau eines Hotels in Quetta (Belutschistan, Pakistan) stieß man im März 1985 auf ein Skelett, das zusammen mit
Keramik und einen Kupfergefäß bestattet worden ist. In drei Meter Entfernung fand man ein Depot mit Schmuck und
Gegenständen aus Gold, Halbedelsteinen, Kupfer, Elfenbein, zahlreiche Alabastergefäße, Spiegel und einem Sammlung von
Stäben und Szeptern.

Unter den Objekten befinden sich zwei goldene Stierfiguren (jeweils 7,2 cm lang), die als Anhänger dienten und vor allem
ein goldener mit Reliefs dekorierter Pokal (8,8 cm hoch), der eine Reihe von Löwen in erhabenen Relief zeigt. Der Fund
datiert um 1900 v. Chr. und belegt das hohe kunsthandwerkliche Niveau und den Wohlstand in dieser Gegend. Die
Steinstäbe waren eventuell Würdezeichen und mögen andeuten, dass der Schatz und das Grab einen lokalen Fürsten
gehörten. Die Keramik und Stäbe ähneln denen von Schicht VIII in Mehrgarh in dessen Zeit dieser Fund deshalb
einzuordnen ist.
Sukkur is a city in the Pakistani province of Sindh along the western bank of the Indus River, directly across from the historic
city of Rohri. Sukkur is the third largest city in Sindh after Karachi and Hyderabad, and is 14th most populous city in
Pakistan. New Sukkur was established during the British era alongside the village of Sukkur. Sukkur's hill, along with the hill
on the river island of Bukkur, form what is sometimes considered the "Gate of Sindh," in reference to the city's location
along the frontier that separates the historical Sindhi heartland from the Saraiki-speaking regions to the north.
The name Sukkur may derive from the Arabic word for "sugar," shakkar, in reference to the sugarcane fields that have
historically been abundant in the region. This may be an allusion to the relative prosperity of the region at the time. Others
have suggested the name may derive from the word Sukh, derived from a Sindhi word for "comfort.

The region around Sukkur has been inhabited for millennia. The ruins of Lakhueen-jo-daro, located near an industrial park
on the outskirts of Sukkur, date from the Mature Harappan period of the Indus Valley Civilisation, between 2600 BCE and
1900 BCE.
"Old Sukkur" was initially a small village prior to the establishment of a military garrison in 1839. Sukkur was built on a low
limestone ridge on the banks of the Indus River. The city was once surrounded by groves of date palms that were
traditionally believed to have grown from the discarded date-pits from Arab invaders in the 8th century.
The village of Sukkur was directly across from the larger town of Rohri, which served as a busy port along the Indus by the
1200s, and was a major trading centre for agricultural produce. An 86 foot tall minaret was built at Sukkur's shrine of Mir
Masum Shah in 1607.

Modern Sukkur, or New Sukkur, was built during British rule alongside what was once a small village directly across from
the historic city of Rohri. The British established a military garrison here in 1839, which was abandoned in 1845, though
Sukkur continued to grow in importance as a trading center. The Sukkur Municipality was constituted in 1862.
Completed in 1889, Sukkur's Lansdowne Bridge connects the Sukkur to Rohri across the Indus, and was one of the first
bridges to cross the river. The bridge made the journey between Karachi and Multan easier. The bridge was built with two
large pylons rather than a series of pillars extending across the river - a cutting-edge design for such an expansive span. The
bridge was also made of metal, and features an unusual design.

The Sukkur Barrage (formally called Lloyd Barrage), built under the British Raj on the Indus River, controls one of the largest
irrigation systems in the world. It was designed by Sir Arnold Musto KCIE, and constructed under the overall direction of Sir
Charlton Harrison between 1923 and 1932. The 5,001 feet (1,524 m) long barrage is made of yellow stone and steel and can
water nearly 10 million acres (40,000 km2) of farmland through its seven large canals.
On the eve of the Partition of British India in 1947, Sukkur's old town was home to about 10,000 residents, while New
Sukkur was home to 80,000.

After the independence of Pakistan most of the city's Hindu population migrated to India though like much of Sindh, Sukkur
did not experience the widespread rioting that occurred in Punjab and Bengal. In all, less than 500 Hindu were killed in all of
Sindh between 1947-48 as Sindhi Muslims largely resisted calls to turn against their Hindu neighbors. Hindus did not flee
Sukkur en masse until riots erupted in Karachi on 6 January 1948, which sowed fear in Sindh's Hindus despite the fact that
the riots were local and regarded Sikh refugees from Punjab seeking refuge in Karachi. The Muslim refugees from India
settled in Sukkur.
The Sindh Industrial Trading Estate in Sukkur was established in 1950. The Ayub Bridge was built in 1962, and spans the
Indus River alongside the British-era Landsdowne Bridge. The city suffered major flooding during the 2010 Pakistan floods
which inundated large parts of the city.
Multan is located on the banks of the Chenab River, Multan is Pakistan's 7th largest city, and is the major cultural and
economic centre of southern Punjab.

The Multan region Multan's history stretches deep into antiquity. The ancient city was site of the renowned Multan Sun
Temple, and was besieged by Alexander the Great during the Mallian Campaign. Multan was one of the most important
trading centres of medieval Islamic India, and attracted a multitude of Sufi mystics in the 11th and 12th centuries, earning
the city the nickname City of Saints. The city, along with the nearby city of Uch, is renowned for its large collection of Sufi
shrines dating from that era.
The origin of Multan's name is unclear. Multan may derive its name from the Old Persian word mulastāna, meaning
“frontier land,” or possibly from the Sanskrit word mūlasthāna, which itself may be derived from the Hindu deity
worshipped at the Multan Sun Temple. Hukm Chand in the 19th century suggested that the city was named after an ancient
Hindu tribe that was named Mul.
has been continuously inhabited for at least 5,000 years. The region is home to numerous archaeological sites dating to the
era of the Early Harappan period of the Indus Valley Civilisation, dating from 3300 BCE until 2800 BCE.

According to the Persian historian Firishta, the city was founded by a great grandson of Noah. According to Hindu religious
texts, Multan was founded by the Hindu sage Kashyapa and also asserts Multan as the capital of the Trigarta Kingdom ruled
by the Katoch dynasty at the time of the Kurukshetra War that is central the Hindu epic poem, the Mahabharata.
Ancient Multan was the centre of a solar-worshipping cult that was based at the ancient Multan Sun Temple. While the cult
was dedicated to the Hindu Sun God Surya, the cult was influenced by Persian Zoroastrianism. The Sun Temple was
mentioned by Greek Admiral Skylax, who passed through the area in 515 BCE. The temple is also mentioned in the 400s BCE
by the Greek historian, Herodotus.
Multan is believed to have been the Malli capital that was conquered by Alexander the Great in 326 BCE as part of the
Mallian Campaign. During the siege of the city's citadel, Alexander leaped into the inner area of the citadel, where he killed
the Mallians' leader. Alexander was wounded by an arrow that had penetrated his lung, leaving him severely injured.
During Alexander's era, Multan was located on an island in the Ravi river, which has since shifted course numerous times
throughout the centuries.

In the mid-5th century CE, the city was attacked by a group of Hephthalite nomads led by Toramana. By the mid 600s CE,
Multan had been conquered by the Chach of Alor, of the Hindu Rai dynasty.
Early Islamic
After his conquest of Sindh, Muhammad bin Qasim in 712 CE captured Multan from the local ruler Chach of Alor following a
two-month siege. Muhammad bin Qasim's army was running out of supplies, but Multan's defences were still holding
strong. His army was considering a retreat when an unnamed Multani came to him and told him about and underground
canal from which they derived their sustenance. He told them that if Muhammad's army were to block that canal, Multan
would be under their control. Muhammad bin Qasim blocked the canal and soon took control of Multan. Following bin
Qasim's conquest, the city's subjects remained mostly non-Muslim for the next few centuries.
By the mid-800s, the Banu Munabbih (also known as the Banu Sama), who claimed descent from the Prophet Muhammad's
Quraysh tribe came to rule Multan, and established the Amirate of Banu Munabbih, which ruled for the next century.
During this era, the Multan Sun Temple was noted by the 10th century Arab geographer Al-Muqaddasi to have been located
in a most populous part of the city. The Hindu temple was noted to have accrued the Muslim rulers large tax revenues, by
some accounts up to 30% of the state's revenues. During this time, the city's Arabic nickname was Faraj Bayt al-Dhahab,
("Frontier House of Gold"), reflecting the importance of the temple to the city's economy.

The 10th century Arab historian Al-Masudi noted Multan as the city where Central Asian caravans from Islamic Khorasan
would assemble. The 10th century Persian geographer Estakhri noted that the city of Multan was approximately half the
size of Sindh's Mansura, which along with Multan were the only two Arab principalities in South Asia. Arabic and Punjabi
were spoken in both cities, though the inhabitants of Multan were reported by Estakhri to also have been speakers of

Persian, reflecting the importance of trade with Khorasan. Polyglossia rendered Multani merchants culturally well-suited for
trade with the Islamic world. The 10th century Hudud al-'Alam notes that Multan's rulers were also in control of Lahore,
though that city was then lost to the Hindu Shahi Empire. During the 10th century, Multan's rulers resided at a camp
outside of the city named Jandrawār, and would enter Multan once a week on the back of an elephant for Friday prayers.
By the mid 10th century, Multan had come under the influence of the Qarmatian Ismailis. The Qarmatians had been
expelled from Egypt and Iraq following their defeat at the hands of the Abbasids there. Qarmatians zealots had famously
sacked Mecca, and outraged the Muslim world with their theft and ransom of the Kaaba's Black Stone, and desecration of
the Zamzam Well with corpses during the Hajj season of 930 CE. They wrested control of the city from the pro-Abbasid
Amirate of Banu Munabbih, and established the Amirate of Multan, while pledging allegiance to the Ismaili Fatimid Dynasty
based in Cairo.

The Qarmatian Ismailis opposed Hindu pilgrims worshipping the sun, and destroyed the Sun Temple and smashed its
revered Aditya idol in the late 10th century. The Qarmatians built an Ismaili congregational mosque atop to the ruins to
replace the city's Sunni congregational mosque that had been established by the city's early rulers.
Multan is famous for its large number of Sufi shrines, including the unique rectangular tomb of Shah Gardez that dates from
the 1150s and is covered in blue enameled tiles typical of Multan.
The shrine of Shamsuddin Sabzwari dates from 1330, and has a unique green dome.
The Mausoleum of Shah Ali Akbar dating from the 1580s was built in the regional style that is typical of Multan's shrines.
Mahmud of Ghazni in 1005 led an expedition against Multan's Qarmatian ruler Abdul Fateh Daud. The city was
surrendered, and Fateh Daud was permitted to retain control over the city with the condition that he adhere to Sunnism. In
1007, Mahmud led an expedition to Multan against his former minister and Hindu convert, Niwasa Khan, who had
renounced Islam and attempted to establish control of the region in collusion with Abdul Fateh Daud of Multan. In 1010,
Mahmud led a punitive expedition against Daud to depose and imprison him, and suppressed Ismailism in favour of the
Sunni creed. He destroyed the Ismaili congregational mosque that had been built atop the ruins of the Multan Sun Temple,
and restored the city's old Sunni congregational mosque.

The 11th century scholar Abu Mansur al-Baghdadi reported that thousands of Ismailis were killed or mutilated during
Mahmud's invasion, though the community was not extinguished. Mahmud's rule over the region was noted by Al-Biruni to
have ruined the region's former prosperity. Following the Ghaznavid invasion of Multan, the local Ismaili community split,
with one faction aligning themselves with the Druze religion, which today survives in Lebanon, Syria, and the Golan Heights.
Following Mahmud's death, the city regained its independence from the Ghaznavid empire and came under the sway of
Ismaili rule once again.

By the early 1100s, Multan was described by the Arab geographer Muhammad al-Idrisi as being a "large city" commanded
by a citadel that was surrounded by a moat. In the early 12th century, Multani poet Abdul Rahman penned the Sandesh
Rasak, the only known Muslim work in the medieval Apabhraṃśa language.
In 1175, Muhammad Ghori conquered Ismaili-ruled Multan, after having invaded the region via the Gomal Pass from
Afghanistan into Punjab, and used the city as a springboard for his unsuccessful campaign into Gujarat in 1178. Multan was
then annexed to the Ghurid Sultanate, and became an administrative province of the Delhi's Mamluk Dynasty — the first
dynasty of the Delhi Sultanate. Multan's Ismaili community rose up in an unsuccessful rebellion against the Ghurids later in
1175. According to Shah Gardez, the second invasion of Multan lead to the extinguishment of the remnants of Ismailism in
the region.

Following the death of the Mumluk Sultan, Qutb al-Din Aibak in 1210, Multan came under the rule of Nasiruddin Qabacha,
who in 1222, successfully repulsed an attempted invasion by Sultan Jalal ad-Din Mingburnu of the Khwarazmian Empire,
whose origins were rooted in Konye-Urgench in modern-day Turkmenistan. Qabacha also repulsed a 40-day siege imposed
on the city by Mongol forces who attempted to conquer the city. Following Qabacha's death that same year, the Turkic king
Iltutmish captured and then annexed Multan in an expedition. The Punjabi poet Baba Farid was born in the village of
Khatwal near Multan in the 1200s.
Mongols again attempted to invade Multan in 1236, and again in 1241 after capturing Lahore, though they were repulsed.
Mongols held the city to ransom in 1246, and the city fell to the Qarlughids that year until 1249 when it was captured by
Sher Khan. Multan was then conquered by Izz al-Din Balban Kashlu Khan in 1254, before he rebelled against Sultan Ghiyas
ud din Balban in 1257 and fled to Iraq where he joined Mongol forces and captured Multan again, and dismantled its city
walls. The Mongols again attempted an invasion in 1279, but were dealt a decisive defeat.
Multan's Tomb of Shah Rukn-e-Alam is considered to be the earliest Tughluq-era monument.
In the 1320s Multan was conquered by Ghiyath al-Din Tughluq, founder of the Turkic Tughluq dynasty, the third dynasty of
the Delhi Sultanate. The countryside around Multan was recorded to have been devastated by excessively high taxes
imposed during the reign of Ghiyath's son, Muhammad Tughluq. In 1328, the Governor of Multan, Kishlu Khan, rose in
rebellion against Muhammad Tughluq, but was quickly defeated. The Tomb of Shah Rukn-e-Alam was completed during the
Tughluq era, and is considered to be the first Tughluq monument. The shrine is believed to have been originally built to be
the tomb of Ghiyath ad-Din, but was later donated to the descendants of Rukn-e-Alam after Ghiyath became Emperor of
Delhi.

The renowned Arab explorer Ibn Battuta visited Multan in the 1300s during the reign of Muhammad Tughluq, and noted
that Multan was a trading centre for horses imported from as far away as the Russian Steppe. Multan had also been noted
to be a centre for slave-trade, though slavery was banned in the late 1300s by Muhammad Tughluq's son, Firuz Shah
Tughlaq.

In 1397, Multan was besieged by Tamerlane's grandson Pir Muhammad. Pir Muhammad's forces captured the city in 1398
following the conclusion of the 6 month-long siege. Also in 1398, the elder Tamerlane and Multan's Governor Khizr Khan
together sacked Delhi. The sack of Delhi lead to major disruptions of the Sultanate's central governing structure. In 1414,
Multan's Khizr Khan captured Delhi from Daulat Khan Lodi, and established the short-lived Sayyid dynasty — the fourth
dynasty of the Delhi Sultanate.
Multan then passed to the Langah, who established the Langah Sultanate in Multan under the rule of Budhan Khan, who
assumed the title Mahmud Shah. The reign of Shah Husayn, grandson of Mahmud Shah, who ruled from 1469-1498 is
considered to most illustrious of the Langah Sultans. Multan experienced prosperity during this time, and a large number of
Baloch settlers arrived in the city at the invitation of Shah Husayn. The Sultanate's borders stretched encompassed the
neighbouring regions surrounding the cities of Chiniot and Shorkot. Shah Husayn successfully repulsed attempted invasion
by the Delhi Sultans led by Tatar Khan and Barbak Shah.

Multan's Langah Sultanate came to an end in 1525 when the city was invaded by rulers of the Arghun dynasty, who were
either ethnic Mongols, or of Turkic or Turco-Mongol extraction.
In 1541, the Pashtun king Sher Shah Suri captured Multan, and successfully defended the city from the advances of the
Mughal Emperor Humayun. In 1543, Sher Shah Suri expelled Baloch rebels, who under the command of Fath Khan Jat had
overrun the city. Following its recapture, Sher Shah Suri ordered construction of a road between Lahore and Multan in
order to connect Multan to his massive Grand Trunk Road project. Multan then served as the starting point for trade
caravans from medieval India departing towards West Asia.
Multan served as medieval Islamic India's trans-regional mercantile centre for trade with the Islamic world. It rose as an
important trading and mercantile centre in the setting of political stability offered by the Delhi Sultanate, the Lodis, and
Mughals. The renowned Arab explorer Ibn Battuta visited Multan in the 1300s during the reign of Muhammad Tughluq, and
noted that Multan was a trading centre for horses imported from as far away as the Russian Steppe. Multan had also been
noted to be a centre for slave-trade, though slavery was banned in the late 1300s by Muhammad Tughluq's son, Firuz Shah
Tughlaq.

The extent of Multan's influence is also reflected in the construction of the Multani caravanserai in Baku, Azerbaijan —
which was built in the 15th to house Multani merchants visiting the city. Legal records from the Uzbek city of Bukhara note
that Multani merchants settled and owned land in the city in the late 1550s.
Multan would remain an important trading center until the city was ravaged by repeated invasions in the 18th and 19th
centuries in the post-Mughal era. Many of Multan's merchants then migrated to Shikarpur in Sindh, and were found
throughout Central Asia up until the 19th century.

Following the conquest of Upper Sindh by the Mughal Emperor Akbar, Multan was attacked and captured by Akbar's army
under the command of Bairam Khan in 1557, thereby re-establishing Mughal rule in Multan. In 1627, Multan was encircled
by walls that were built on the order of Murad Baksh, son of Shah Jahan. Upon his return from an expedition to Balkh in
1648, the future emperor Aurangzeb was appointed Governor of Multan and Sindh — a post he held until 1652. In the
second half of the 17th century, Multan's commercial fortunes were adversely affected by silting and shifting of the nearby
river, which denied traders vital trade access to the Arabian Sea. Multan witnessed difficult times as the Mughal Empire
waned in power following the death of Emperor Aurangzeb in 1707.
Under Mughal rule, Multan enjoyed 200 years of peace in a time when the city became known as Dar al-Aman ("Abode of
Peace"). During the Mughal era, Multan was an important centre of agricultural production and manufacturing of cotton
textiles. Multan was a centre for currency minting, as well as tile-making during the Mughal era. Multan was also host to
the offices of many commercial enterprises during the Mughal era, even in times when the Mughals were in control of the
even more coveted city of Kandahar, given the unstable political situation resulting from frequent contestation of Kandadar
with the Persian Safavid Empire.

Nader Shah conquered the region as part of his invasion of the Mughal Empire in 1739. Despite invasion, Multan remained
northwest India's premier commercial centre throughout most of the 18th century.
In 1752 Ahmad Shah Durrani captured Multan, and the city's walls were rebuilt in 1756 by Nawab Ali Mohammad Khan
Khakwani, who also built the Ali Muhammad Khan Mosque in 1757. In 1758, the Marathas under Raghunathrao briefly
seized Multan, though the city was recaptured by Durrani in 1760. After repeated invasions following the collapse of the
Mughal Empire, Multan was reduced from being one of the world's most important early-modern commercial centres, to a
regional trading town.
In 1772, Ahmed Shah Durrani's son Timur Shah lost Multan to Sikh forces. However, Multan's association with Sikhism
predates this, as the founder of the Sikh religion, Guru Nanak, is said to have visited the city during one of his journeys.

The city had reverted to Afghan rule under the suzerainty of Nawab Muzaffar Khan in 1778. In 1817, Ranjit Singh sent a
body of troops to Multan under the command of Diwan Bhiwani Das to receive from Nawab Muzaffar Khan the tribute he
owed to the Sikh Darbar. In 1818, the armies of Kharak Singh and Misr Diwan Chand lay around Multan without making
much initial headway, until Ranjit Singh dispatched the massive Zamzama cannon, which quickly led to disintegration of the
Multan's defences. Misr Diwan Chand led Sikh armies to a decisive victory over Muzaffar Khan. Muzzafar Khan and seven of
his sons were killed before the Multan fort finally fell on 2 March 1818 in the Battle of Multan.
The conquest of Multan established Ranjit Singh's superiority over the Afghans and ended their influence in this part of the
Punjab. Diwan Sawan Mal Chopra was appointed to govern the city, remaining in his post for the following 25 years.

Following the Sikh conquest, Multan declined in importance as a trading post, however the population of Multan rose from
approximately 40,000 in 1827 to 60,000 by 1831. Sawan Mal adopted a policy of low taxation which generated immense
land revenues for the state treasury. Following the death of Ranjit Singh, he ceased paying tribute to a successor and
instead maintained alliances of convenience with selected Sikh aristocrats. He was assassinated in 1844, and succeeded by
his son Diwan Mulraj Chopra, who unlike his father was seen as a despotic ruler by the local inhabitants.
The 1848 Multan Revolt and subsequent Siege of Multan began on 19 April 1848 when local Sikhs loyal to Diwan Mulraj
Chopra murdered two emissaries of the British Raj, Vans Agnew and Lieutenant Anderson. The two British visitors were in
Multan to attend a ceremony for Sardar Kahan Singh, who had been selected by the British East India Company to replace
Diwan Mulraj Chopra as ruler of Multan.
Rebellion engulfed the Multan region under the leadership of Mulraj Chopra and Sher Singh Attariwalla. The Multan Revolt
triggered the start of the Second Anglo-Sikh War, during which the sajjada nashin of the Shrine of Bahauddin Zakariya sided
with the British to help defeat the Sikh rebels. The revolt eventually resulted in the fall of the Sikh Empire in 1849.
Multan's Ghanta Ghar dates from the British colonial period, and was built in the Indo-Saracenic style.

By December 1848, the British had captured portions of Multan city's outskirts, and destroyed the Multan Fort while
bombarding the city. In January 1849, the British had amassed a force of 12,000 to conquer Multan. On 22 January 1849,
the British had breached the walls of the Multan Fort, leading to the surrender of Mulraj and his forces to the British. The
British conquest of the Sikh Empire was completed in February 1849, after the British victory at the Battle of Gujrat.
Between the 1890s and 1920s, the British laid a vast network of canals in the Multan region, and throughout much of
central and southern Punjab province. Thousands of "Canal Towns" and villages were built according to standardized plans
throughout the newly irrigated swathes of land.
The predominantly Muslim population supported Muslim League and Pakistan Movement. After the independence of
Pakistan in 1947, the minority Hindus and Sikhs migrated to India en masse, while some Muslim refugees from the newly
independent Republic of India settled in the city

Sibi or Siwei is the headquarters of the district and tehsil of the same name.
The origin of the town's name is attributed to Rani Sewi, a Hindu lady of the Sewa Dynasty who ruled Balochistan before the
7th century.
The history of the Sibi region dates back to the 7th century at the earliest, when it was ruled by the Sewa dynasty. In the
early 13th century, Sibi was a dependency of Multan under Nasiruddin Qabacha of the Ghurid Empire. The area was then
variously subject to Multan or Sindh throughout much of its history. The Arghun dynasty of Kandahar invaded in the late

15th century and seized Sibi from the Samma dynasty of Sindh, but it was returned to Sindh during the Mughal period. Sibi
was governed by the Kalhora dynasty during the early 18th century, which in turn paid tribute to the Afsharids after Nader
Shah's invasion in 1737. In 1747, the Durrani Empire assumed control of Sibi and appointed local administrators from the
Barozai clan.
Besides the town of Sibi, the district once included the hill station of Ziarat, the summer residence of the government and
The Victoria Memorial Hall, now known as Jirga Hall, which was built in 1903.
Sibi has globally record high temperatures especially in the month of June with an average of 52 °C, in the afternoon.
Precipitation is light and mainly falls in two distinct periods: early spring in March and April, and during monsoon season in
July and August.

Karachi is the capital of the Pakistani province of Sindh. It is the most populous city in Pakistan, and sixth-most-populous
city proper in the world. Ranked as a beta world city, the city is Pakistan's premier industrial and financial centre and is
considered as the cultural, economic, philanthropic, educational, and political hub of the country. Karachi is also Pakistan's
most cosmopolitan city. Situated on the Arabian Sea, Karachi serves as a transport hub, and is home to Pakistan's two
largest seaports, the Port of Karachi and Port Bin Qasim, as well as the Pakistan's busiest airport, Jinnah International
Airport.
Though the Karachi region has been inhabited for millennia, the city was founded as the fortified village of Kolachi in 1729.
The settlement drastically increased in importance with the arrival of British East India Company in the mid-19th century,
who not only embarked on major works to transform the city into a major seaport, but also connected it with their
extensive railway network. By the time of the Partition of British India, the city was the largest in Sindh with an estimated
population of 400,000. Following the independence of Pakistan, the city's population increased dramatically with the arrival
of millions of Muslim refugees from India. The city experienced rapid economic growth following independence, attracting
migrants from throughout Pakistan and South Asia.

Karachi is one of Pakistan's most secular and socially liberal cities
It is also the most linguistically, ethnically, and
religiously diverse city in Pakistan. Karachi’s population was enumerated at 14.9 million in the 2017 census, though the
figure was immediately disputed by various factions as a severe underestimate, with some sources estimating a population
of up to 30 million. Karachi is one of the world's fastest growing cities, and has communities representing almost every
ethnic group in Pakistan. Karachi is home to over 2 million Bangladeshi immigrants, 1 million Afghan refugees, and up to
400,000 Rohingyas from Myanmar.
Karachi is now Pakistan's premier industrial and financial centre. The city has a formal economy estimated to be worth $113
billion as of 2014 which is the largest in Pakistan. Karachi collects over a third of Pakistan's tax revenue, and generates
approximately 20% of Pakistan's GDP. Approximately 30% of Pakistani industrial output is from Karachi, while Karachi's
ports handle approximately 95% of Pakistan's foreign trade. Approximately 90% of the multinational corporations operating
in Pakistan are headquartered in Karachi. Karachi is considered to be Pakistan’s fashion capital, and has hosted the annual
Karachi Fashion Week since 2009.

Karachi was reputedly founded in 1729 as the settlement of Kolachi. The new settlement is said to have been named in
honor of Mai Kolachi, whose son is said to have slain a man-eating crocodile in the village after his elder brothers had
already been killed by it.
The city's inhabitants are referred to by the demonym Karachiite in English, and Karāchīwālā in Urdu.
The 15th–18th century Chaukhandi tombs are located 29 km (18 mi) east of Karachi.
Late Palaeolithic and Mesolithic sites discovered by a team from Karachi University on the Mulri Hills constitute one of the
most important archaeological discoveries made in Sindh during the last 50 years. The earliest inhabitants of the Karachi
region are believed to have been hunter-gatherers, with ancient flint tools discovered at several sites. A sea port called
Barbarikon by the Greeks was situated in Karachi.

The Karachi region is believed to have been known to the ancient Greeks. The region may be the site of Krokola, where
Alexander the Great once camped to prepare a fleet for Babylonia, as well as Morontobara which may possibly be Karachi's
Manora neighbourhood.
In 711 CE, Muhammad bin Qasim conquered the Sindh and Indus Valley. The Karachi region is believed to have been known
to the Arabs as Debal, from where Muhammad Bin Qasim launched his forces into South Asia in 712 C.E.
Under Mirza Ghazi Beg, the Mughal administrator of Sindh, the development of coastal Sindh and the Indus delta was
encouraged. Under his rule, fortifications in the region acted as a bulwark against Portuguese incursions into Sindh. The
Ottoman admiral, Seydi Ali Reis, mentioned Debal and Manora Island in his book Mir'ât ül Memâlik in 1554.
Karachi was founded in 1729 as the settlement of Kolachi under the rule of the ethnically Baloch Talpur Mirs of Sindh. The
founders of the settlement are said to arrive from the nearby town of Karak Bandar after the harbour there silted in 1728
after heavy rains. The settlement was fortified, and defended with cannons imported by Sindhi sailors from Muscat, Oman.
The name Karachee was used for the first time in a Dutch document from 1742, in which a merchant ship de Ridderkerk is
shipwrecked near the original settlement. The city continued to be ruled by the Talpur Mirs until it was occupied by forces
under the command of John Keane in February 1839.
Some of Karachi's most recognized structures, such as Frere Hall, date from the British Raj.

The British East India Company captured Karachi on 3 February 1839 after HMS Wellesley opened fire and quickly destroyed
the local mud fort at Manora. The town was annexed to British India in 1843. Later a large part Sindh region was captured
by Major General Charles James Napier after the victory in the Battle of Miani, and the city was declared capital of the
newly formed Sindh province.

The city was recognized for its strategic importance, prompting the British to establish the Port of Karachi in 1854. Karachi
rapidly became a transportation hub for British India owing to newly built port and rail infrastructure, as well as the
increase in agricultural exports from the opening of productive tracts of newly irrigated land in Punjab and interior Sindh.
The British also developed the Karachi Cantonment as a military garrison in order to aid the British war effort in the First
Anglo-Afghan War.
During the Sepoy Mutiny of 1857, the 21st Native Infantry, then stationed in Karachi, mutinied and declared allegiance to
rebel forces in September 1857, though the British were able to quickly defeat the rebels and reassert control over the city.
Following the Rebellion, British colonial administrators continued to develop the city. In 1864, the first telegraphic message
was sent from South Asia to England from Karachi. Public building works were undertaken, including the construction of
Frere Hall in 1865 and the later Empress Market. In 1878, the British Raj connected Karachi with the network of British
India's vast railway system.

By 1899, Karachi had become the largest wheat-exporting port in the East. British development projects in Karachi resulted
in an influx of economic migrants from several ethnicities and religions, including Anglo-British, Parsis, Marathis, and Goan
Christians, among others. Karachi's newly arrived Jewish population established the city's first synagogue in 1893.
Muhammad Ali Jinnah, the founder of Pakistan, was born in Karachi's Wazir Mansion in 1876 to migrants from Gujarat. By
the end of the 19th century, Karachi's population was estimated to be 105,000.
Under British rule, the city's municipal government was established. Known as the Father of Modern Karachi, mayor Seth
Harchandrai Vishandas led the municipal government to improve sanitary conditions in the Old City, as well as major
infrastructure works in the New Town after his election in 1911.
At the dawn of independence following the success of the Pakistan Movement in 1947, Karachi was Sindh's largest city with
a population of over 400,000. Despite communal violence across India and Pakistan, Karachi remained relatively peaceful
compared to cities further north in Punjab. The city became the focus for the resettlement of Muslim Muhajirs migrating
from India, leading to a dramatic expansion of the city's population. This migration lasted until the 1960s. This immigration
ultimately transformed the city's demographics and economy.

Karachi was selected as the first capital of Pakistan and served as such until the capital was shifted to Rawalpindi in 1958.
While foreign embassies shifted away from Karachi, the city is host to numerous consulates and honorary consulates.
Between 1958 and 1970, Karachi's role as capital of Sindh was ceased due to the One Unit programme enacted by President
Iskander Mirza.
Karachi of the 1960s was regarded as an economic role model around the world, with Seoul, South Korea borrowing from
the city's second "Five-Year Plan." The 1970s saw major labour struggles in Karachi's industrial estates. The 1980s and 1990s

saw an influx of thousands of Afghan refugees from the Soviet–Afghan War into Karachi; who were in turn followed in
smaller numbers by refugees escaping from post-revolution Iran.
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, Karachi was rocked by political conflict, while crime rates drastically increased with the
arrival of weaponry from the War in Afghanistan. Conflict between the MQM party, and ethnic Sindhis, Pashtuns, and
Punjabis was sharp. The party and its vast network of supporters were targeted by Pakistani security forces as part of the
controversial Operation Clean-up in 1992 – an effort to restore peace in the city that lasted until 1994. Anti-Hindu riots also
broke out in Karachi in 1992 in retaliation for the demolition of the Babri Mosque in India by a group of Hindu nationalists
earlier that year. Karachi had become widely known for its high rates of violent crime, but recorded crimes sharply
decreased following a controversial crackdown operation against criminals, the MQM party, and Islamist militants initiated
in 2013 by the Pakistan Rangers.

The area of Karachi has a natural harbor and has been used as fishing port by local fisherman belonging to Sindhi tribes
since prehistory. The port was known to the ancient Greeks by many names: Krokola, where Alexander the Great camped in
Sindh to prepare a fleet for Babylonia after his campaign in the Indus Valley; 'Morontobara' port (probably the modern
Manora Island near the Karachi harbor), from where Alexander's admiral Nearchus sailed for back home; and Barbarikon
(Βαρβαρικόν), a sea port of the Indo-Greek Bactrian kingdom. Karachi was called Ramya in some Greek texts. The Arabs
knew it as the port of Debal, from where Muhammad bin Qasim led his conquering force into Sindh (the western corner of
South Asia) in AD 712. Lahari Bandar or Lari Bandar succeeded Debal as a major port of the Indus it was located close to
Banbhore, in modern Karachi.
The Late Paleolithic and Mesolithic sites found by Karachi University team on the Mulri Hills, in front of Karachi University
Campus, constitute one of the most important archaeological discoveries made in Sindh during the last fifty years. The last
hunter-gatherers, who left abundant traces of their passage, repeatedly inhabited the Hills. Some twenty different spots of
flint tools were discovered during the surface surveys.
Karachi was known to the ancient Greeks by many names: Krokola, the place where Alexander the Great camped to
prepare a fleet for Babylonia after his campaign in the Indus Valley; Morontobara (probably Manora island near Karachi
harbour), from whence Alexander's admiral Nearchus set sail; and Barbarikon, a port of the Bactrian kingdom. It was later
known to the Arabs as Debal from where Muhammad bin Qasim led his conquering force into South Asia in AD 712.

Karachi was reputedly founded as "Kolachi" by Baloch tribes from Balochistan and Makran, who established a small fishing
community in the area. Descendants of the original community still live in the area on the small island of Abdullah Goth,
which is located near the Karachi Port. The original name "Kolachi" survives in the name of a well-known Karachi locality
named Mai Kolachi in Balochi. Mirza Ghazi Beg, the Mughal administrator of Sindh, is among the first historical figures
credited for the development of coastal Sindh (consisting of regions such as the Makran coast and the Indus delta),
including the cities of Thatta, Bhambore and Karachi. The ancient names of Karachi included: Krokola, Barbarikon, Nawa

Nar, Rambagh, Kurruck, Karak Bander, Auranga Bandar, Minnagara, Kolachi, Morontobara, Kolachi-jo-Goth, Banbhore,
Debal, Barbarice and Kurrachee.
In AD 711, Muhammad bin Qasim conquered the Sindh and Indus Valley, bringing South Asian societies into contact with
Islam, succeeding partly because Raja Dahir was a Hindu king that ruled over a Buddhist majority and that Chach of Alor and
his kin were regarded as usurpers of the earlier Buddhist Rai dynasty this view is questioned by those who note the diffuse
and blurred nature of Hindu and Buddhist practices in the region, especially that of a royalty to be patrons of both and
those who believe that Chach himself may have been a Buddhist. The forces of Muhammad bin Qasim defeated Raja Dahir
in alliance with the Jats and other regional governors.
In the seventeenth century, Karak Bander was a small port on the Arabian Sea on the estuary of the Hub River, 40 km west
of present-day Karachi. It was a transit point for the South Asian-Central Asian trade. The estuary silted up due to heavy
rains in 1728 and the harbour could no longer be used. As a result, the merchants of Karak Bander decided to relocate their
activities to what is today known as Karachi. Trade increased between 1729 and 1839 because of the silting up of
Shahbandar and Keti Bandar (important ports on the Indus River) and the shifting of their activities to Karachi.

This settlement was reputedly founded by Baloch tribes from Balochistan and Makran in 1729 as the settlement of Kolachi.
According to legend, the city started as a fishing settlement, where a fisherwoman, Mai Kolachi, settled and started a
family. The village that grew out of this settlement was known as Kolachi-jo-Goth (The Village of Kolachi in Sindhi). When
Sindh started trading across the sea with Muscat and the Persian Gulf in the late 18th century, Karachi gained in
importance; a small fort was constructed for its protection with a few cannons imported from Muscat. The fort had two
main gateways: one facing the sea, known as Khara Dar (Brackish Gate) and the other facing the adjoining Lyari river,
known as the Meetha Dar (Sweet Gate). The location of these gates corresponds to the present-day city localities of
Khaaradar (Khārā Dar) and Meethadar (Mīṭhā Dar) respectively. The Soomra dynasty, Samma Dynasty, Arghun Dynasty,
Tarkhan and Talpur dynasties ruled Sindh.

During the rule of the Mughal administrator of Sindh, Mirza Ghazi Beg the city was well fortified against Portuguese colonial
incursions in Sindh. Debal and the Manora Island and was visited by Ottoman admiral Seydi Ali Reis and mentioned in his
book Mir'ât ül Memâlik in 1554. In 1568 Debal was attacked by the Portuguese Admiral Fernão Mendes Pinto in an attempt
to capture or destroy the Ottoman vessels anchored there. Fernão Mendes Pinto also claims that Sindhi sailors joined the
Ottoman Admiral Kurtoğlu Hızır Reis on his voyage to Aceh. Debal was also visited by the British travel writers such as
Thomas Postans and Eliot, who is noted for his vivid account on the city of Thatta. During the reign of the Kalhora dynasty
the present city started life as a fishing settlement when a Sindhi Balochi fisher-woman called Mai Kolachi took up
residence and started a family. The city was an integral part of the Talpur dynasty in the 1720s.

The name Karachee was used for the first time in a Dutch document from 1742, in which a merchant ship de Ridderkerk is
shipwrecked near the original settlement. The city continued to be ruled by the Talpur Amir's of Sindh until it was occupied
by Bombay Army under the command of John Keane on 2 February 1839.
In 1795, Kolachi-jo-Goth passed from the control of the Khan of Kalat, Kalat to the Talpur rulers of Sindh. The British,
venturing and enterprising in South Asia opened a small factory here in September 1799, but it was closed down within a
year because of disputes with the ruling Talpurs. However, this village by the mouth of the Indus river had caught the
attention of the British East India Company, who, after sending a couple of exploratory missions to the area, conquered the
town on February 3, 1839. In the eighteenth century Karachi was occupied by the Kalhora dynasty, handed over by them to
the Khan of Kalat as blood money for the killing of his brother by the Kalhoras, and finally taken over by the Talpur dynasty.
In 1838, the British occupied it to use it for launching their campaigns against the Russian Empire in Central Asia and
Afghanistan.

After sending a couple of exploratory missions to the area, the British East India Company conquered the town on February
3, 1839. The town was later annexed to the British Indian Empire when Sindh was conquered by Charles James Napier in
Battle of Miani on February 17, 1843. Karachi was made the capital of Sindh in the 1840s. On Napier's departure it was
added along with the rest of Sindh to the Bombay Presidency, a move that caused considerable resentment among the
native Sindhis. The British realised the importance of the city as a military cantonment and as a port for exporting the
produce of the Indus River basin, and rapidly developed its harbour for shipping. The foundations of a city municipal
government were laid down and infrastructure development was undertaken. New businesses started opening up and the
population of the town began rising rapidly.
The arrival of troops of the Kumpany Bahadur in 1839 spawned the foundation of the new section, the military cantonment.
The cantonment formed the basis of the 'white' city where the Indians were not allowed free access. The 'white' town was
modeled after English industrial parent-cities where work and residential spaces were separated, as were residential from
recreational places.

Karachi was divided into two major poles. The 'black' town in the northwest, now enlarged to accommodate the
burgeoning Indian mercantile population, comprised the Old Town, Napier Market and Bunder, while the 'white' town in
the southeast comprised the Staff lines, Frere Hall, Masonic lodge, Sindh Club, Governor House and the Collectors Kutchery
located in the Civil Lines Quarter. Saddar bazaar area and Empress Market were used by the 'white' population, while the
Serai Quarter served the needs of the 'black' town.

The village was later annexed to the British Indian Empire when the Sindh was conquered by Charles Napier in 1843. The
capital of Sindh was shifted from Hyderabad to Karachi in the 1840s. This led to a turning point in the city's history. In 1847,
on Napier's departure the entire Sindh was added to the Bombay Presidency. The post of the governor was abolished and
that of the Chief Commissioner in Sindh established.
The British realized its importance as a military cantonment and a port for the produce of the Indus basin, and rapidly
developed its harbor for shipping. The foundation of a city municipal committee was laid down by the Commissioner in
Sinde, Bartle Frere and infrastructure development was undertaken. Consequently, new businesses started opening up and
the population of the town started rising rapidly. Karachi quickly turned into a city, making true the famous quote by Napier
who is known to have said: Would that I could come again to see you in your grandeur!

In 1857, the Indian Mutiny broke out in South Asia and the 21st Native Infantry stationed in Karachi declared allegiance to
rebels, joining their cause on 10 September 1857. Nevertheless, the British were able to quickly reassert control over
Karachi and defeat the uprising. Karachi was known as Khurachee Scinde (i.e. Karachi, Sindh) during the early British
colonial rule.
In 1795, the village became a domain of the Balochi Talpur rulers. A small factory was opened by the British in September
1799, but was closed down within a year. In 1864, the first telegraphic message was sent from India to England when a
direct telegraph connection was laid between Karachi and London. In 1878, the city was connected to the rest of British
India by rail. Public building projects such as Frere Hall (1865) and the Empress Market (1890) were undertaken. In 1876,
Muhammad Ali Jinnah, the founder of Pakistan, was born in the city, which by now had become a bustling city with
Temples, mosques, churches, courthouses, markets, paved streets and a magnificent harbor. By 1899, Karachi had become
the largest wheat exporting port in the east. The population of the city was about 105,000 inhabitants by the end of the
19th century, with a cosmopolitan mix of Muslims, Hindus, Europeans, Jews, Parsis, Iranians, Lebanese, and Goans. The city
faced a huge cholera epidemic in 1899. By around the start of the 20th century, the city faced street congestion, which led
to South Asia's first tramway system being laid down in 1900.
The city remained a small fishing village until the British seized control of the offshore and strategically located at Manora
Island. Thereafter, authorities of the British Raj embarked on a large-scale modernization of the city in the 19th century
with the intention of establishing a major and modern port which could serve as a gateway to Punjab, the western parts of
British Raj, and Afghanistan. The city was predominantly Muslim with Sindhi and Baloch ethnic groups. Britain's competition
with imperial Russia during the Great Game also heightened the need for a modern port near Central Asia, and so Karachi
prospered as a major center of commerce and industry during the Raj, attracting communities of: Africans, Arabs,
Armenians, Catholics from Goa, Jews, Lebanese, Malays, Konkani people from Maharashtra, Kuchhi from Kuchh, Gujarat in
India, and Zoroastrians (also known as Parsees)—in addition to the large number of British businessmen and colonial
administrators who established the city's poshest locales, such as Clifton. This mass migration changed the religious and
cultural mosaic of Karachi.

British colonialists embarked on a number of public works of sanitation and transportation, such as gravel paved streets,
proper drains, street sweepers, and a network of trams and horse-drawn trolleys. Colonial administrators also set up
military camps, a European inhabited quarter, and organized marketplaces, of which the Empress Market is most notable.
The city's wealthy elite also endowed the city with a large number of grand edifices, such as the elaborately decorated
buildings that house social clubs, known as 'Gymkhanas.' Wealthy businessmen also funded the construction of the Jehangir
Kothari Parade (a large seaside promenade) and the Frere Hall, in addition to the cinemas, and gambling parlors which
dotted the city.
By 1914, Karachi had become the largest grain exporting port of the British Empire. In 1924, an aerodrome was built and
Karachi became the main airport of entry into British Raj. An airship mast was also built in Karachi in 1927 as part of the
Imperial Airship Communications scheme, which was later abandoned. In 1936, Sindh was separated from the Bombay
Presidency and Karachi was made again the capital of the Sindh. In 1947, when Pakistan achieved independence, Karachi
had become a bustling metropolitan city with beautiful classical and colonial European styled buildings lining the city's
thoroughfares.

As the movement for independence almost reached its conclusion, the city suffered widespread outbreaks of communal
violence between the majority Muslims and the minority Hindus, who were often targeted by the incoming Muslim
refugees. In response to the perceived threat of Hindu domination, self-preservation of identity, language and culture in
combination with Sindhi Muslim resentment towards wealthy Sindhi Hindus, the province of Sindh became the first
province of British India to pass the Pakistan Resolution, in favor of the creation of the Pakistani state. The predominantly
Muslim population supported Muslim League and Pakistan Movement. After the independence of Pakistan in 1947, the
minority Hindus and Sikhs migrated to India and this led to the decline of Karachi, as Hindus controlled the business in
Karachi, while the Muslim refugees from India settled down in Karachi. While many poor low caste Hindus, Christians, and
wealthy Zoroastrians (Parsees) remained in the city, Karachi's Sindhi Hindu migrated to India and was replaced by Muslim
refugees who, in turn, had been uprooted from regions belonging to India.
Karachi was chosen as the capital city of Pakistan. After the independence of Pakistan, the city population increased
dramatically when hundreds of thousands of Muslim Muhajirs from India fleeing from anti-Muslim pogroms and from other
parts of South Asia came to settle in Karachi. As a consequence, the demographics of the city also changed drastically. The
Government of Pakistan through Public Works Department bought land to settle the Muslim refugees. However, it still
maintained a great cultural diversity as its new inhabitants arrived from the different parts of the South Asia. In 1959, the
capital of Pakistan was shifted from Karachi to Islamabad and Karachi became the capital of Sindh.

During the 1960s, Karachi was seen as an economic role model around the world. Many countries sought to emulate
Pakistan's economic planning strategy and one of them, South Korea, copied the city's second "Five-Year Plan" and World
Financial Centre in Seoul is designed and modeled after Karachi.

The Pakistani presidential election, 1965 disturbance and political movement against President Muhammad Ayub Khan
started of a long period of decline in the city. The city's population continued to grow exceeding the capacity of its creaking
infrastructure and increased the pressure on the city.
The 1970s saw major labor struggles in Karachi's industrial estates. During the administration of Prime Minister Zulfikar Ali
Bhutto riots and Karachi labor unrest of 1972 caused major decline in economic development. During President
Muhammad Zia-ul-Haq's martial law, Karachi saw relative peace and prosperity, especially during the 3 years of Major
General Mahmood Aslam Hayat, as Deputy Martial Law Administrator Karachi from 1977 to 1980.
The 1980s and '90s also saw an influx of Afghan refugees from the Soviet–Afghan War into Karachi, and the city. Political
tensions between the Muhajir and other groups also erupted and the city was wracked with political violence. The period
from 1992 to 1994 is regarded as the bloody period in the history of the city, when the Army commenced its Operation
Clean-up against the Mohajir Qaumi Movement.

Since the last couple of years however, most of these tensions have largely been quieted. Karachi continues to be an
important financial and industrial center for the Sindh and handles most of the overseas trade of Pakistan and the Central
Asian countries. It accounts for a large portion of the GDP of Sindh, Pakistan and a large chunk of the country's white collar
workers. Karachi's population has continued to grow and is estimated to have exceeded 15 million people. Currently,
Karachi is a melting pot where people from all the different parts of Pakistan live. The Sindh government is undertaking a
massive upgrading of the city's infrastructure which promises to again put this heart of Sindh city of Karachi into the lineup
of one of the world's greatest metropolitan cities.

Bahawalpur liegt am Nordrand der Wüste Cholistan, wenige Kilometer südlich des Flusses Satluj und rund 60 Kilometer
östlich von dessen Zusammenfluss mit dem Chanab zum Panjnad. Mit einer Einwohnerzahl von 762.111 (Stand: Zensus
2017) ist sie die elftgrößte Stadt Pakistans.
Der im späten 19. Jahrhundert erbaute Palast Nur Mahal war zeitweise Residenz der Nawabs von Bahawalpur.
Bahawalpur wurde 1748 von Nawab Muhammad Bahawal Khan I., einem Statthalter des Mogulreiches, gegründet und nach
ihm benannt. Da die Familie ihre Herkunft auf die Abbasiden zurückführte, wurde die Stadt auch Baghdād al-dschadīd ‚NeuBagdad‘ genannt. Bis zur Eingliederung in Pakistan 1947 war sie Hauptstadt des Fürstenstaates Bahawalpur. Seit 1955 ist
Bahawalpur Teil der Provinz Punjab. Aus der Zeit der Nawabs ist eine Vielzahl bedeutender Baudenkmäler erhalten,
darunter der frühere Herrschersitz Nur Mahal, die Zentralbibliothek, die sechstorige Stadtmauer sowie mehrere
Mausoleen.
Bahawalpur wurde 1690 von Bahadur Khan II. Abbasi gegründet und gewann zu Beginn des 19. Jahrhunderts seine
Unabhängigkeit. 1833 geriet er in ein Abhängigkeitsverhältnis zu Großbritannien. 1947 trat er Pakistan bei, die endgültige
Auflösung und Eingliederung in die Provinz Westpakistan erfolgte jedoch erst 1955.

Die Region hieß zunächst nach der 1690 gegründeten Hauptstadt Shikarpur und unterstand dem nordindischen Mogulreich.
Die Angehörigen des Stammes der Daudputras führen ihre Abstammung auf den Onkel des Propheten, al-ʿAbbās ibn ʿAbd
al-Muttalib, zurück und bezeichnen sich deshalb als Abbasiden. Sultan Ahmad II. (Sohn von Schah Muzammil von Ägypten)
verließ sein Land und traf ca. 1370 mit einer großen Gefolgschaft von Arabern in Sindh ein. Er heiratete die Tochter von Raja
Rai Dhorang Sahta und erhält ein Drittel des Landes als Mitgift. Emir Fathu'llah Khan Abbasi ist der anerkannte Vorfahr der
Dynastie. Er erobert das Bhangar-Territorium vom Raja Dallu von Alor und Bhamanabad und nennt es in Qahir Bela um.
Emir Muhammad Chani Khan Abbasi tritt in kaiserliche Dienste und wird 1583 zum Panchhari ernannt. Nach seinem Tod
wird die Führung des Stammes zwischen 2 Linien der Familie geteilt (den Daudputra und den Kalhora). Emir Bahadur Khan
II. Abbasi verlässt Tarai und lässt sich nahe Bhakkar nieder und gründet 1690 Shikarpur. Aus ihren angestammten
Siedlungsgebieten bei Rori-Bhakar (Sindh) wurden sie 1737 nach Bahawalpur vertrieben, als Daud Khan (erster seiner
Familie der Bahawalpur beherrscht) mit dem von Nadir Schah eingesetzten afghanischen Gouverneur von Sindh in Streit
geriet und fliehen muss.

Sadiq Muhammad Khan I. unterwarf sich 1739 dem persischen Eroberer Nadir Schah, wofür er ein Jahr darauf den erblichen
Titel Nawab erhielt (huldigt ihm in Dera Ismail Khan wo ihm der Schah am 5. Januar 1740 den erblichen Titel Nawab
verleiht). Nadir Schah fiel 1747 einem Mordanschlag zum Opfer. In der Folge geriet der Staat unter den Einfluss der
afghanischen Durrani-Dynastie.
Über die nächsten Jahre herrschten die Oberhäupter der einzelnen Klans unabhängig in ihren jeweiligen Gebieten. Daud
Muhammad Bahawal Khan I., einem Enkel Dauds, gelang es den Stamm zu einen. 1748 gründete er Bahawalpur als neue
Hauptstadt und nannte sich fortan Nawab von Bahawalpur. Seinem Sohn Mubarik gelang es dann, zusätzlich ein Gebiet
südlich des ehemaligen Flusslaufes des Beas zu erhalten (fügt Pakpattan, Mailsi, Dunyapur und Kahror seiner Herrschaft
hinzu).

Muhammad Bahawal Khan II. erhielt 1780 die Ehrentitel Rukn ud-Daula („Säule des Staates“), Hafiz ul-Mulk („Hüter des
Königreiches“), Nusrat Jung („Siegreicher in der Schlacht“) und Nawab Bahadur vom Großmogul Shah Alam II. Das
Territorium wurde 1789 kurz von den Truppen des afghanischen Timur Schah besetzt. 1802 erhielt er vom afghanischen
Herrscher Mahmud Schah Durrani zusätzlich den Titel Mukhlis ud-Daula („Hingebungsvoller Diener des Staates“) und ließ
als Zeichen seiner Souveränität erstmals eigene Münzen prägen.
Der Unterwerfung durch das zu Beginn des 19. Jahrhunderts stark expandierende Sikh-Reich unter Ranjit Singh entging
Bahawalpur durch einen Schutzvertrag mit der Britischen Ostindien-Kompanie am 22. Februar 1833. Zwar bestätigten die
Briten in einem weiteren Vertrag von 1835 die Unabhängigkeit Bahawalpurs, doch sank der Staat dadurch tatsächlich zu
einem Vasallen der Ostindien-Kompanie bzw. ab 1858 Britisch-Indiens herab. Zwischen 1945 und 1949 gab Bahawalpur
eigene Briefmarken heraus.
Am 7. Oktober 1947 erklärte der letzte regierende Nawab von Bahawalpur den Beitritt seines Landes zum neu gegründeten
Staat Pakistan, herrschte jedoch noch bis zur Eingliederung Bahawalpurs in die Provinz Westpakistan am 14. Oktober 1955.
Das ehemalige Staatsgebiet Bahawalpurs verteilt sich heute auf die Distrikte Bahawalpur, Bahawalnagar und Rahimyar Khan
der 1970 gegründeten Provinz Punjab.
Die Herrscher von Bahawalpur waren Abbasiden, die von Shikarpur und Sukkur kamen und die Gebiete des späteren
Bahawalpur eroberten. Sie trugen den Titel Amir (also Emir) bis 1740, als man den Titel in Nawab Amir ändert. Obwohl
dieser Titel 1955 durch die Regierung Pakistans abgeschafft wurde, bezeichnet man das gegenwärtige Oberhaupt von
Bahawalpur (Salah ud-Din Muhammad Khan) als Emir. Ab 1942 wird der Nawab von einem Premierminister unterstützt.

Nok Kundi ("the blunt point"), this region of western Pakistan, was historically known to these
people as Dzaranga ("water producing land"). It was recorded by the Greeks and Hellenized to
Drangiana in Greek literature. The original word for this region is Zaranka which means "watermill"
or a "spring". This word occurs in old Balochi and Persian as "Waterland".
Drangiana or Zarangiana, Zraka or Zranka, was a historical region and administrative division of the
Achaemenid Empire. This region comprises territory around Hamun Lake, wetlands in endorheic
Sistan Basin on the Iran-Afghan border, and its primary watershed Helmand river in what is
nowadays southwestern region of Afghanistan.

Drangiana soldier, circa 480 BCE. Xerxes I tomb / S-rw-n-g "Zranka" i.e "Drangiana", on the Egyptian Statue of Darius I

In ancient times Drangiana was inhabited by an Iranian tribe which the ancient Greeks called
Sarangians or Drangians. Drangiana was possibly subdued by another Iranian people, the Medes, and
later, certainly, by the expanding Persian Achaemenid Empire of Cyrus the Great (559-530 BC).
According to Herodotus, during the reign of Darius I (522-486 BC), the Drangians were placed in the
same district as the Utians, Thamanaeans, Mycians, and those deported to the Persian Gulf. The
capital of Drangiana, called Zarin or Zranka (like the Province), is identified with great probability with
the extensive Achaemenid site of Dahan-e Gholaman southeast of Zabol in Iran. Another significant
center was the city of Prophthasia, possibly located at modern Farah in Afghanistan. On occasion
Drangiana was governed by the same satrap as neighboring Arachosia.

In 330-329 BC, the region was conquered by Alexander the Great. Drangiana continued to constitute
an administrative district under Alexander and his successors. At Alexander's death in 323 BC, it was
governed by Stasanor of Soloi, and later, in 321 BC, it was allotted to another Cypriot, Stasandros. By
the end of the 4th century BC, Drangiana was part of the Seleucid Empire, but in the second half of
the 3rd century BC it was at least temporarily annexed by Euthydemos I of Bactria. In 206-205 BC
Antiochos III (222-187 BC) seems to have recovered Drangiana for the Seleucids during his Anabasis.
The history of Drangiana during the weakening of Seleucid rule is unclear, but by the mid-2nd
century BC the area was conquered by the expanding Parthian Empire of the Arsacids.

Dahan-e Gholaman (Dahan-i Ġulāmān) or Dahaneh-e Gholaman is the modern name of a major
Achaemenid center and archeological site in eastern Iran. It has been identified as Zranka/Zarin, the
capital of the satrapy of Zranka/Drangiana.
The archeological site known as Dahan-e Gholaman or Dahaneh-e Gholaman ("Gateway of the
Slaves") is located some 30 km southeast of the modern city of Zabol on a neck of land separating
two of the modern Chah Nimeh reservoirs, about 8.5 km from the nearest point on the IranAfghanistan border.

2006: LONDON, (CAIS) -- A sections of the Achaemenid city of Dahan-e Gholaman (dahān-e golāmān – Slaves’ Entrance) will go under
water, as the result of the construction of a new dam in the South-eastern province of Sistan and Baluchestan.

“The ancient site of Dahan-e Gholaman is one of the most important archaeological sites belonging
to the Achaemenid dynasty (580-330 BCE) in Iran. The archaeological parameter of the city is not
clear, and the construction of this new dam and its’ inundation of the area, will drawn well over 30%
of the ancient city, which will be lost forever”, said Hanssanali Shahraki, head of ICHTO provincial
department.

Shahraki, added: “the dam authorities are reluctant to provide us with the construction-permit, and
the lack of knowing exact parameters of the city will cause irreversible damages. At the moment we
are conducting a survey to make out the ancient boundaries of the city for protection.”
Dahan-e Gholaman is the largest Achaemenid site in all of eastern Iran. Some 27 structures aligned
roughly in a straight line running SW to NE along the northern edge of the site were excavated by the
Italian archeologist U. Scerrato in 1962-1965 and by the Iranian archeologist S. M. S. Sajjadi in 20002005. Further geophysical and surface exploration in 2007-2011 revealed the outline of another
monumental building situated 2 km south of the northern complex of buildings. Several of the larger
structures excavated or detected at Dahan-e Gholaman have regular rectangular or square plans and
bear comparison with the palatial buildings and audience halls of the Achaemenid royal residences at
Pasargadae and Persepolis, as well as Dasht-e Gohar. One of the structures has been identified as a
religious building, its three altars possibly dedicated to the leading Persian gods Ahura Mazda,
Anahita, and Mithra.

The size of the site, unparalleled in eastern Iran, and the characteristic layout of its public structures
indicate that it served as a significant Achaemenid administrative center. Consequently, Dahan-e
Gholaman has been identified as the capital of the Achaemenid province of Zranka/Drangiana. As
such, the site's ancient name was also probably Zranka or, a variation, Zarin The site's features
exhibit parallels to those attested in the reign of Darius I (522-486 BC), which would match the
expected overall time-frame for its construction.

The absence of stratigraphy at the site suggests a relatively short period of urban habitation, and it
probably did not survive much beyond the Achaemenid period (c. 550-330 BC). In particular, if the
identification with the capital of Zranka/Drangiana is correct, the site would have been visited by
Alexander the Great during his pursuit of the usurper Bessos and his conquest of the region in the
winter of 330-329 BC. After the decline and abandonment of Dahan-e Gholaman, the administrative
center of the region was transferred 31 km to the northeast, to Nād-i `Alī in what is now Afghanistan,
which was called Zaranj (or Zarang) in the Middle Ages. The name has since been transferred, yet
again, to the modern city of Zaranj in Afghanistan, located 4.4 km south of medieval Zaranj (Nād-i
`Alī) and 28 km northeast of ancient Zranka (Dahan-e Gholaman).
Was wieder auf Zabol zurückführt – Zabol – Afghanistan. Sarandsch – Chakansur.

Zahedan also romanized as Zāhedān, Zahidan, and Zaidān; also known as Zāhedān-e Yek; formerly
known as Dowzdāb and renamed Zahedan by Reza Shah Pahlavi in the late 1920s is a city and capital
of Sistan and Baluchestan Province, Iran. "Zahedan" is the plural of the Arabic word zahed meaning
'pious'.
The demographics of Zahedan's inhabitants are largely ethnic Baluchi who speak the Baluchi
language and Sistanis who speak Persian Sistani, Yazdi and Khorasani. There are also smaller numbers
of Pashtuns and Kurds.
Zahedan lies east of the Kavir-e Loot desert. The city was part of the historic region of Sistan, situated
today on the borders of southeastern Iran and southwestern Afghanistan. One portion is part of the
Iranian province of Sistan and Baluchestan. The other portion is part of the Nimruz Province of
Afghanistan.

The name Sistan comes from 'Sakastan', of which Sistan was once the westernmost part. Saffarids
(861–1003 CE), one of the early Iranian dynasties of the Islamic era, were originally rulers of Sistan. In
the Shahnameh, Sistan is also referred to as Zabulistan, after Zabol, a city in the region.

In Ferdowsi's epic, Zabulistan is in turn described to be the homeland of the mythological hero-king
Rostam.
Zahedan and the area of Sistan has a very strong connection with Zoroastrianism and during Sassanid
times Lake Hamun was one of two pilgrimage sites for followers of that religion. In Zoroastrian
religion, the lake is the keeper of Zoroaster's seed and just before the final renovation of the world,
three maidens will enter the lake, each then giving birth to the saoshyants who will be the saviours of
mankind at the final renovation of the world. The most famous archaeological site in Sistan is on Kuhe Khwajeh, a hill rising up as an island in the middle of Lake Hamun.
Zahedan is a centre for Sunni Muslims in Baluchistan. The Makki mosque and its madrasa play an
important role in Baluchistan's society. Shaikh Abdolhamid Ismaeelzahi is the main and most
influential religious and Sunni community leader in Iran that is heading Makki mosque and its
institutions. Zahedan also has a Friday mosque for Shi'ite (Shia) and a Jame mosque, where many
members of the community gather to worship on Fridays. A colorful bazaar, Rasouli Bazaar, can also
be found in the city, where Baluchi and Pashtun traders intermingle. About 100 km south of Zahedan
is an intermittently active volcano, Taftan, which rises abruptly 4,042 m from the surrounding plain.

Although the surrounding area has many ancient sites, Zahedan itself developed mainly in the 20th
century. Before being chosen as the provincial administrative center in the 1930s, Zahedan was a
small village. After 1980, large numbers of refugees fleeing the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan helped
triple the population of Zahedan to more than 281,000 by 1986, a number which has since doubled
again.
Before the rise of Reza Shah Pahlavi in 1923, the city of Zahedan was known as Dozz-aap. That name
was in turn derived from the Persian Dozd-aab, literally meaning "water thief". This is the name given

to a sandy land formation that quickly swallows up any water that falls on it, be it rain or irrigation
water.
The name was changed to Zahedan by the Iranian Academy of Culture (the Farhangistan), set up
during the reign of Reza Shah Pahlavi in the 1930s, which changed a myriad of toponyms in Iran.
However, the name is not just a neologism: instead, it is taken from the medieval city of Zaidan,
whose ruins stretch for miles on both banks of the lower Helmand river near its inland delta in
Iranian Sistan (see, Henry Savage Landor, Across Coveted Lands, London 1902, chapter XXI). Although
the imposing ruins of medieval Zaidan (destroyed by Tamerlane in the late 14th century) are tens of
miles away from modern Zahedan, somehow it was seen fit to rename Dozd-aab after this
prestigious historic city. A folk etymology maintains, however improbably, that the current name,
Zahedan ("Sages," or "pious people" in Persian) was given to the city upon its visit by Reza Shah.

The Lut Desert, widely referred to as Dasht-e Lut "Emptiness Plain"), is a large salt desert located in
the provinces of Kerman and Sistan and Baluchestan, Iran. It is the world's 27th-largest desert,] The
surface of its sand has been measured at temperatures as high as 70 °C making it one of the world's
driest and hottest places.
Iran is climatically part of the Afro-Asian belt of deserts, which stretches from the Cape Verde islands
off West Africa all the way to Mongolia near Beijing, China. The patchy, elongated, light-colored
feature in the foreground (parallel to the mountain range) is the northernmost of the Dasht dry lakes
that stretch southward 300 kilometers. In near-tropical deserts, elevated areas capture most
precipitation. As a result, the desert is largely an abiotic zone.

Iran's geography consists of a plateau surrounded by mountains and divided into drainage basins.
Dasht-e Loot is one of the largest of these desert basins, 480 kilometers long and 320 kilometers
wide, and is considered to be one of the driest places on Earth
The area of the desert is about 51,800 square kilometres. The other large basin is the Dasht-e Kavir.
During the spring wet season, water briefly flows down from the Kerman mountains, but it soon dries
up, leaving behind only rocks, sand, and salt.

The eastern part of Dasht-e Loot is a low plateau covered with salt flats. In contrast, the center has
been sculpted by the wind into a series of parallel ridges and furrows, extending over 150 km and
reaching 75 metres in height.
This area is also riddled with ravines and sinkholes. The southeast is a vast expanse of sand, like a
Saharan erg, with dunes 300 metres high, among the tallest in the world.

According to one study more than half of the desert's surface is covered by volcanic rocks. Evaporites
can be observed during hot periods.
Measurements of MODIS (Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) installed on NASA's
Aqua satellite from 2003 to 2010 testify that the hottest land surface on Earth is located in Dasht-e
Lut and land surface temperatures reach here 70.7 °C (159.3 °F), though the air temperature is
cooler. The precision of measurements is 0.5 K to 1 K.
The hottest part of Dasht-e Lut is Gandom Beryan, a large plateau covered in dark lava,
approximately 480 square kilometres (190 sq mi) in area. According to a local legend, the name (in
translation from Persian — "Toasted wheat") originates from an accident where a load of wheat was
left in the desert which was then scorched by the heat in a few days.

Zarand ist eine Stadt in der Provinz Kermān im Iran.
2005 erschütterte ein Erdbeben mit einer Magnitude von 6,4 Mw die Stadt und das Gebiet um
Zarand, wobei hunderte von Einwohner ums Leben kamen.
Seit 2004 wurden die Untersuchungen von bereits 1972 entdeckten, 109 Millionen alten DinosaurierFußabdrücken aus einem Dorf nahe Zarand wieder aufgenommen. Es wird angenommen, dass es sich
hierbei um die Abdrücke eines weiblichen Dinosauriers und ihrer Jungen handelt.
Der Norden Kermans ist für Paläontologen von besonderem Interesse, da es dort sehr viele
Fossilienfundstätten aus unterschiedlichen geologischen Perioden gibt. Bislang wurden dort unter
anderem Fossilien von Graptolithen aus dem Ordovizium gefunden, weiterhin Fossilien von
Dinosauriern des Jura und der Kreide, und von Säugetieren des Tertiärs. Iran gehört in Bezug auf

Fossilfunde weltweit zu den führenden Ländern mit Fossilfundregionen wie Maragheh, Varzaghan
und Kerman.

Bam surrounds the Bam citadel. There are various opinions about the date and reasons for the
foundation of the citadel. Economically and commercially, Bam occupied a very important place in
the region and was famed for its textiles and clothes. Ibn Hawqal (943–977), the Arab traveller and
geographer, wrote of Bam in his book Surat-ul-`ard (The Earth-figure):

Over there they weave excellent, beautiful and long-lasting cotton cloths which are sent to places
all over the world There they also make excellent clothes, each of which costs around 30 dinars;
these are sold in Khorasan, Iraq and Egypt.

The ancient citadel of Arg-é Bam has a history dating back around 2,000 years ago, to the Parthian
Empire (248 BC–224 AD), but most buildings were built during the Safavid dynasty. The city was
largely abandoned due to an Afghan invasion in 1722. Subsequently, after the city had gradually been
re-settled, it was abandoned a second time due to an attack by invaders from Shiraz. It was also used
for a time as an army barracks.

The modern city of Bam has gradually developed as an agricultural and industrial centre, and until
the 2003 earthquake was experiencing rapid growth. In particular, the city is known for its dates and
citrus fruit, irrigated by a substantial network of qanats. The city also benefited from tourism, with an
increasing number of people visiting the ancient citadel in recent years.
The 2003 Bam earthquake struck Bam and the surrounding Kerman province of south-eastern Iran at
01:56 UTC (5:26 AM Iran Standard Time) on 26 December 2003. The most widely accepted estimate
for the magnitude of the earthquake is 6.6 on the moment magnitude scale (Mw); estimated by the
United States Geological Survey. The earthquake was particularly destructive, with the death toll
amounting to 26,271 people and injuring an additional 30,000. The effects of the earthquake and
damage was exacerbated by the fact that the city chiefly consisted of mud brick buildings, many of
which did not comply with earthquake regulations set in Iran in 1989, and that most of the city's
people were indoors and asleep.

Due to the earthquake, relations between the United States and Iran thawed. Following the
earthquake the U.S. offered direct humanitarian assistance to Iran and in return the state promised
to comply with an agreement with the International Atomic Energy Agency which supports greater
monitoring of its nuclear interests. In total a reported 44 countries sent in personnel to assist in relief
operations and 60 countries offered assistance and support.
Post-2003 development
Immediately following the 2003 earthquake, the Iranian government began to plan a new city based
on population control theories in order to eliminate problems that existed with the old city. The
development of the plan took at least six months and resulted in significant complaints against the
central government and local government by the Bam earthquake survivors. Nevertheless,
government in Tehran continued its plans and currently the city is being rebuilt. The citadel is also
being rebuilt with specialist care from the Ministry of Culture and from Japanese universities. The
earthquake was an extreme tragedy and stunted the growth of Bam as a city, especially as about half
of the city's residents were killed and most of the remainder hurt. Costs of the earthquake mounted
to between $700 million and $1 billion U.S. dollars.
the Bam citadel. There are various opinions about the date and reasons for the foundation of the
citadel. Economically and commercially, Bam occupied a very important place in the region and was
famed for its textiles and clothes. Ibn Hawqal (943–977), the Arab traveller and geographer, wrote of
Bam in his book Surat-ul-`ard (The Earth-figure):

Over there they weave excellent, beautiful and long-lasting cotton cloths which are sent to places
all over the world There they also make excellent clothes, each of which costs around 30 dinars;
these are sold in Khorasan, Iraq and Egypt.

The ancient citadel of Arg-é Bam has a history dating back around 2,000 years ago, to the Parthian
Empire (248 BC–224 AD), but most buildings were built during the Safavid dynasty. The city was
largely abandoned due to an Afghan invasion in 1722. Subsequently, after the city had gradually been
re-settled, it was abandoned a second time due to an attack by invaders from Shiraz. It was also used
for a time as an army barracks.

The 2003 Bam earthquake struck Bam and the surrounding Kerman province on 26 December 2003.
The earthquake was particularly destructive, with the death toll amounting to 26,271 people and
injuring an additional 30,000. The effects of the earthquake and damage was exacerbated by the fact
that the city chiefly consisted of mud brick buildings, many of which did not comply with earthquake
regulations set in Iran in 1989, and that most of the city's people were indoors and asleep.
Due to the earthquake, relations between the United States and Iran thawed. Following the
earthquake the U.S. offered direct humanitarian assistance to Iran and in return the state promised
to comply with an agreement with the International Atomic Energy Agency which supports greater
monitoring of its nuclear interests. In total a reported 44 countries sent in personnel to assist in relief
operations and 60 countries offered assistance and support.
Anmerkung: Ausgerechnet dieser Eintritt in den NPT Vertrag wurde nun dem Iran zum Verhängnois,
als Israel, kein NPT Mitglied und im Besitz von mehr als 200 Nuclear devices treibt die USA zur
Beendigung des (kontrollierten) U-235 Anreicherungsprogrammes. Der Vertrag der zwischen EU,
Russland, den USA und dem Iran vereinbart worden war, wurde von den USA-Trump auf Drängen
Israels einseitig gekündigt und als brave Diener ihres Herrn, zeigen die USA wieder Drohgebärden des
Einfalles in den Iran.

Kerman also romanized as Kermān, Kermun, and Kirman; also known as Carmania is famous for its
long history and strong cultural heritage. The city is home to many historic mosques and Zoroastrian
fire temples. Kerman became the capital city of Iranian dynasties several times during its history.
Kerman was founded as a defensive outpost, with the name Veh-Ardashir, by Ardashir I, founder of
the Sasanian Empire, in the 3rd century AD

. After the Battle of Nahāvand in 642, the city came under Muslim rule. At first the city's relative
isolation allowed Kharijites and Zoroastrians to thrive there, but the Kharijites were wiped out in 698,
and the population was mostly Muslim by 725. Already in the eighth century the city was famous for
its manufacture of cashmere wool shawls and other textiles.
The Abbasid Caliphate's authority over the region was weak, and power passed in the tenth century
to the Buyid dynasty, which maintained control even when the region and city fell to Mahmud of
Ghazni in the late tenth century. The name Kerman was adopted at some point in the tenth century.

Under the rule of the Seljuq Turks in the 11th and 12th centuries, Kerman remained virtually
independent, conquering Oman and Fars. When Marco Polo visited Kerman in 1271, it had become a
major trade emporium linking the Persian Gulf with Khorasan and Central Asia.
Subsequently, however, the city was sacked many times by various invaders. Kerman expanded
rapidly during the Safavid dynasty. Carpets and rugs were exported to England and Germany during
this period.
In 1793 Lotf Ali Khan defeated the Qajars, and in 1794 he captured Kerman. But soon after he was
besieged in Kerman for six months by Agha Mohammad Khan Qajar. When the city fell to Agha
Mohammad Khan, angered by the popular support that Lotf Ali Khan had received,many of the male
inhabitants were killed or blinded, and a pile was made out of 20,000 detached eyeballs and poured
in front of the victorious Agha Mohammad Khan.
Many women and children were sold into slavery, and in ninety days the city turned into ruins.
However, the Zoroastrians of Kerman who had been strong supporters of Lotf Ali Khan suffered the
wrath of the founder of Qajar dynasty the most during this period.

The present city of Kerman was rebuilt in the 19th century to the northwest of the old city, but the
city did not return to its former size until the 20th century.
Kerman is among several cities in Iran with a strong cultural heritage, which is expressed in the local
accent, poetry, local music, handicrafts and customs that Kerman has introduced to the world.
The only anthropology Iran museum of Zoroastrians in the world, which showcases the ancient
history of Zoroastrians, is in Kerman’s Fire Temple.
Jashn-e Tirgan or Tiregan is an ancient Iranian rain festival observed on July 1. The festivity refers to
archangel Tir (literally meaning arrow) or Tishtar (lightning), who appear in the sky to generate
thunder and lightning for providing much needed rain.

Also, the archeological ancient areas of Jiroft and Tappe Yahya Baft are located south of Kerman.
Rayen Castle is also located in Rayen town, southeast of Kerman.

Rayen Castle is an adobe castle 100 Kilometers south of Kerman province, Iran. It is situated on the
skirts of the mountain Hezar. The medieval mudbrick city of Rayen is similar to Arg-e Bam which was
destroyed in an earthquake in December 2003.
Rayen displays all the architectural elements of a deserted citadel. It is extremely well preserved,
despite numerous natural disasters that have destroyed similar structures nearby, and it is one of the
most interesting sites in Iran.
Rayen Castle was inhabited until 150 years ago and, although believed to be at least 1,000 years old,
may have foundations from the pre-Islamic Sassanid era. According to the old documents, it was
situated on the trade route, and was one of the centres for trading valuable goods and quality
textiles. It was also a centre of sword and knife manufacturing, and later on, also guns.
With a waterfall near the city, the Haraz mountain with 4501 meters of altitude, several fruit
gardens, the mines of green and pink marble, Sodium Solphate, and several thermal springs, it's
become and attractive touristic destination. During the reign of third Yazdgerd, the Sasanid King,
Arabs could not conquer this city thanks to its high walls supporting the counterparts of the city.

Shiraz is located in the southwest of Iran on the "Rudkhaneye Khoshk" (The Dry River) seasonal river.
Shiraz is one of the oldest cities of ancient Persia.
The earliest reference to the city, as Tiraziš, is on Elamite clay tablets dated to 2000 BC. The modern
city was founded or restored by the Umayyads in 693 and grew prominent under the successive
Iranian Saffarid and Buyid dynasties in the 9th and 10th–11th centuries, respectively. In the 13th
century, Shiraz became a leading center of the arts and letters, due to the encouragement of its ruler
and the presence of many Persian scholars and artists. It was the capital of Persia during the Zand
dynasty from 1750 until 1800. Two famous poets of Iran, Hafez and Saadi, are from Shiraz, whose
tombs are on the north side of the current city boundaries.

Shiraz is known as the city of poets, literature, wine (despite Iran being an Islamic republic since
1979), and flowers. It is also considered by many Iranians to be the city of gardens, due to the many
gardens and fruit trees that can be seen in the city, for example Eram Garden. Shiraz has had major
Jewish and Christian communities. The crafts of Shiraz consist of inlaid mosaic work of triangular
design; silver-ware; pile carpet-weaving and weaving of kilim, called gilim and jajim in the villages and
among the tribes. In Shiraz industries such as cement production, sugar, fertilizers, textile products,
wood products, metalwork and rugs dominate. Shirāz also has a major oil refinery and is also a major
center for Iran's electronic industries: 53% of Iran's electronic investment has been centered in
Shiraz. Shiraz is home to Iran's first solar power plant. Recently the city's first wind turbine has been
installed above Babakuhi mountain near the city.

The earliest reference to the city is on Elamite clay tablets dated to 2000 BCE, found in June 1970,
while digging to make a kiln for a brick factory in the south western corner of the city. The tablets
written in ancient Elamite name a city called Tiraziš. The name Shiraz also appears on clay sealings
found at a 2nd-century CE Sassanid ruin, east of the city. By some of the native writers, the name
Shiraz has derived from a son of Tahmuras, the third Shāh (King) of the world according to Ferdowsi's
Shāhnāma.
Though there is no definitive record of its existence prior to the late 7th century CE, few
archaeological finds dating from 1933 and beyond indicate that the site or vicinity of Shiraz was likely

settled in the pre-Islamic era as early as the 6th century BCE. A number of Sasanian-era remains have
been discovered around the city, including reliefs at Barm-e Delak to the east and Guyim to the
northwest, and ruins of Sasanian fortresses at Qasr-e Abu Nasr to the east and Fahandezh. The latter
is identified with the fortress of Shahmobad mentioned as being in Shiraz by the 10th-century
geographical work, Hudud al-'alam. The names "Tirrazish" and "Shirrazish" were found on Elamite
tablets in Persepolis, while Sasanian and early Islamic-era clay seals found at Qasr-e-Abu Nasr
mention the name "Shiraz" alongside the name of the Sasanian administrative district of the area,
Ardashir-Khwarrah.

According to the diplomat and academic John Limbert, this indicates that the name "Shiraz" is traced
back to the Elamite "Shirrazish" and that both refer to a settlement that existed at the site of Qasr-eAbu Nasr. This settlement prospered between the 6th and 8th-centuries CE and was possibly the
administrative center for the Shiraz plain until the modern city of Shiraz was founded. Nonetheless,
the lack of references to Shiraz in early Persian sources suggests the city could not have been more
than a way-station in the plain in which it lays.

The present city of Shiraz was founded or restored in 693 by Muhammad ibn Yusuf al-Thaqafi, the
brother of the Umayyad viceroy of the eastern half of the caliphate, al-Hajjaj ibn Yusuf, or the latter's
kinsman Muhammad ibn Qasim. The Arab Muslim army had conquered the wider region of Fars,
where the site of Shiraz is located, in several expeditions launched from their garrison town of Basra
between 640 and 653, and specifically captured the immediate area around Shiraz early on, in 641.
This area did not possess any cities, though there were a number of forts which were forced to pay
tribute to the Arabs. The Sasanians held firm in Istakhr, their capital in Fars, until the Arabs captured
it in a heavy battle in 653, during which the plain of Shiraz had been utilized as an Arab campground.
Because of Istakhr's deep association with the Sasanian Empire and the Zoroastrian religion, the
Arabs sought to establish in nearby Shiraz a rival cultural and administrative center. Thus, during its
initial founding in 693, the city was planned to be much larger than Isfahan.However, the initial
ambitions were not realized and Shiraz remained a "provincial backwater" in the shadow of Istakhr
until at least the late 9th century, according to Limbert. This is partly attributed to the reticence of
the largely Zoroastrian population of Fars to inhabit the Islamic Arab city. As the population gradually

shifted to Islam from Zoroastrianism and Istakhr concurrently declined, Shiraz grew into the practical
center of Fars.

According to Muslim traditional sources, Shiraz was used as a hideout by three of the brothers of the
Shia Muslim imam Ali al-Ridha following the latter's death in 817/18 and later by one of the brothers'
sons, Ali ibn Hamza ibn Musa, until he was found and executed by the Abbasid authorities in circa
835. As Abbasid authority waned during this period, regional dynasties emerged with considerable
autonomy. In the late 9th century, the Iranian Muslim Saffarid dynasty under Ya'qub ibn al-Layth
made Shiraz the capital of their autonomous state, which encompassed most of modern-day Iran. In
894, Ya'qub's brother and successor, Amr, founded the city's first congregational mosque, today
known as the Atigh Jame' Mosque.

The Iranian Buyid dynasty under Imad al-Dawla Ali ibn Buya ousted the Saffarids in 933 and his
nephew and successor, 'Adud al-Dawla Fana Khusraw, took over and ruled Fars between 949 and
983, and added Iraq, the seat of the Abbasid Caliphate, to his Shiraz-based domains in 977; the
Abbasids thenceforth became a puppet state of the Shiraz-based dynasty. Shiraz developed into the
largest and most prosperous city of Fars and an important economic and cultural center of the
caliphate. Adud al-Dawla had a large library, a hospital and several mosques, bazaars, caravanserais,
palaces and gardens built in the city, while south of it he erected a fortified camp for his troops,
known as Kard Fana Khusraw, in 97 One of the congregational mosques built by Adud al-Dawla has
survived until the present day. Two Zoroastrian fire temples also existed in Shiraz, catering to the
Persians who had not converted to Islam. One of Adud al-Dawla's palaces stretched out for nearly
three miles and consisted of 360 rooms.
Under the Buyids, Shiraz was divided into twelve quarters and had eight gates. It owed its economic
prosperity to the booming agricultural trade of Fars. The city largely consumed the agricultural
products of the province, including grapes, linen, wool, cotton, collyrium, rose, violet and palmblossom water. It was also a market for rug weavers and painters to sell their pricey products, a
testament to the residents' wealth. At the time, wine, grains, gold and silver were exported from the
Farsi port cities of Siraf and Najairam. Adud al-Dawla patronized scientific, medical and Islamic
religious research in Shiraz.

The city was spared destruction by the invading Mongols, when its local ruler offered tributes and
submission to Genghis Khan. Shiraz was again spared by Tamerlane, when in 1382 the local monarch,
Shah Shoja agreed to submit to the invader. In the 13th century, Shiraz became a leading center of
the arts and letters, thanks to the encouragement of its ruler and the presence of many Persian
scholars and artists.

For this reason the city was named by classical geographers Dar al-‘Elm, the House of Knowledge.
Among the Iranian poets, mystics and philosophers born in Shiraz were the poets Sa'di and Hafiz, the
mystic Ruzbehan, and the philosopher Mulla Sadra. Thus Shiraz has been nicknamed "The Athens of
Iran".As early as the 11th century, several hundred thousand people inhabited Shiraz. In the 14th
century Shiraz had sixty thousand inhabitants. During the 16th century it had a population of 200,000
people, which by the mid-18th century had decreased to only 55,000.

In 1504, Shiraz was captured by the forces of Ismail I, the founder of the Safavid dynasty. Throughout
the Safavid empire (1501–1722) Shiraz remained a provincial capital and Emam Qoli Khan, the
governor of Fars under Shah Abbas I, constructed many palaces and ornate buildings in the same
style as those built during the same period in Isfahan, the capital of the Empire. After the fall of the
Safavids, Shiraz suffered a period of decline, worsened by the raids of the Afghans and the rebellion
of its governor against Nader Shah; the latter sent troops to suppress the revolt. The city was
besieged for many months and eventually sacked. At the time of Nader Shah's murder in 1747, most
of the historical buildings of the city were damaged or ruined, and its population fell to 50,000, onequarter of that during the 16th century.
Shiraz soon returned to prosperity under the rule of Karim Khan Zand, who made it his capital in
1762. Employing more than 12,000 workers, he constructed a royal district with a fortress, many
administrative buildings, a mosque and one of the finest covered bazaars in Iran. He had a moat built
around the city, constructed an irrigation and drainage system, and rebuilt the city walls. However,
Karim Khan's heirs failed to secure his gains. When Agha Mohammad Khan, the founder of the Qajar
dynasty, eventually came to power, he wreaked his revenge on Shiraz by destroying the city's
fortifications and moving the national capital to Tehran. Although lowered to the rank of a provincial
capital, Shiraz maintained a level of prosperity as a result of the continuing importance of the trade

route to the Persian Gulf. Its governorship was a royal prerogative throughout the Qajar dynasty.
Many of the famous gardens, buildings and residences built during this time contribute to the city's
present skyline.

Shiraz is the birthplace of the co-founder of the Bahá'í Faith, the Báb (Siyyid 'Ali-Muhammad, 1819–
1850). In this city, on the evening of 22 May 1844, he first declared his mission as the bearer of a new
divine revelation. For this reason Shiraz is a holy city for Bahá’ís, and the city, particularly the house
of the Báb, was identified as a place of pilgrimage. Due to the hostile climate towards Baha'is in Iran,
the house has been the target of repeated attacks; the house was destroyed in 1979, to be paved
over two years later and made into a public square.
In 1910, a pogrom of the Jewish quarter started after false rumours that the Jews had ritually
murdered a Muslim girl. In the course of the riots, 12 Jews were murdered and about 50 were
injured, and the 6,000 Jews of Shiraz were robbed of all their possessions.

During Pahlavi dynasty Shiraz has become center of attention again. Many important landmarks like
Tombs of Poets' such as Sa'di and Hafiz, has been constructed and presented to public. Also the ruins
of the Achaemenid palace and city of Persepolis were re-discovered by the order of the Shah,
excavated, and made into a major tourist attraction.
Shiraz is known as the city of poets, gardens, wine, nightingales and flowers. The crafts of Shiraz
consist of inlaid mosaic work of triangular design; silver-ware; carpet-weaving, and the making of the
rugs called gilim (Shiraz Kilim) and "jajim" in the villages and among the tribes.
The garden is an important part of Iranian culture. There are many old gardens in Shiraz such as the
Eram garden and the Afif abad garden. According to some people, Shiraz "disputes with Xeres [or
Jerez] in Spain the honour of being the birthplace of sherry." Shirazi wine originates from the city;
however, under the current Islamic regime, liquor cannot be consumed except by religious
minorities.

Shiraz is proud of being mother land of Hafiz Shirazi, Shiraz is a center for Iranian culture and has
produced a number of famous poets. Saadi, a 12th- and 13th-century poet was born in Shiraz. He left
his native town at a young age for Baghdad to study Arabic literature and Islamic sciences at AlNizamiyya of Baghdad. When he reappeared in his native Shiraz he was an elderly man. Shiraz, under
Atabak Abubakr Sa'd ibn Zangy (1231–1260) was enjoying an era of relative tranquility.

Saadi was not only welcomed to the city but he was highly respected by the ruler and enumerated
among the greats of the province. He seems to have spent the rest of his life in Shiraz. Hafiz, another
famous poet and mystic was also born in Shiraz. A number of scientists also originate from Shiraz.
Qutb al-Din al-Shirazi, a 13th-century astronomer, mathematician, physician, physicist and scientist
was from Shiraz. In his The Limit of Accomplishment concerning Knowledge of the Heavens, he also
discussed the possibility of heliocentrism.

During the Zand dynasty when Shiraz was the capital of Iran, it was a small village limited around the
Arg of Karim Khan and naturally there were several villages near it. The north part of old Shiraz (now
Qasr al-dasht and Chamran) was completely covered with gardens and green trees that still remain. A
number of municipal laws prohibit construction in any of the garden areas. In another view, these
gardens are the city's lungs and help to clean the dust, and haze or carbon dioxide that cars produce,
by photosynthesis. On the other hand, we see Shiraz as being more likely to have clean air in Iran;
this is when it is compared to big cities such as Tehran or Isfahan, and the reason behind it may lie in
Shiraz's many gardens.
The massive ruins of the Persian Empire's grand palace Persepolis, about 2500 years old, are about
60 km northeast of Shirtaz. Piruzapad, and Pasargadae are other nearby historic settlements.
The earliest reference to Shiraz is on Elamite clay tablets dated to 2000 BC, found in June 1970 during
digging for the construction of a brick kiln in the southwest corner of the city. The tablets, written in
ancient Elamite, name a city called Tiraziš. The name Shiraz also appears on clay sealings found at
Qasr-i Abu Nasr, a Sassanid ruin, east of the city, (2nd century AD). As early as the 11th century
several hundred thousand people inhabited Shiraz. Its size has decreased through the ages.

There is mention of a city at Shiraz during the Sassanid era, (2nd to 6th century AD) in the 10th
century geographical treatise Hudud ul-'alam min al-mashriq ila al-maghrib, which reports the
existence of two fire temples and a fortress called "Shahmobad". In the 14th century the Nozhat olQolub of Hamdollah Mostowfi confirmed the existence of pre-Islamic settlements in Shiraz.

The city became a provincial capital in 693, after the Arab invaders conquered Istakhr, the nearby
Sassanian capital. As Istakhr fell into decline, Shiraz grew in importance under the Arabs and several
local dynasties. The Buwayhid dynasty (945 — 1055) made it their capital, building mosques, palaces,
a library and an extended city wall.

As early as the 11th century, several hundred thousand people inhabited Shiraz. In the 14th century
Shiraz had sixty thousand inhabitants. During the 16th century it had a population of 200,000 people,
which by the mid-18th century had decreased to only 50,000.
In 1504 Shiraz was captured by the forces of Ismail I, the founder of the Safavid dynasty. Throughout
the Safavid Empire (1501–1722) Shiraz remained a provincial capital and Emam Qoli Khan, the
governor of Fars under Shah Abbas I, constructed many palaces and ornate buildings in the same
style as those built in the same period in Isfahan, the capital of the Empire. After the fall of the
Safavids, Shiraz suffered a period of decline, worsened by the raids of the Afghans and the rebellion
of its governor against Nader Shah; the latter sent troops to suppress the revolt. The city was
besieged for many months and eventually sacked. At the time of Nader Shah's murder in 1747 most
of the historical buildings of the city were damaged or ruined, and its population fell to 50,000, a
quarter of that of the 16th century.
Shiraz soon returned to prosperity under the enlightened rule of Karim Khan Zand who made it his
capital in 1762. Employing more than 12,000 workers he constructed a royal district with a fortress,
many administrative buildings, a mosque and one of the finest covered bazaars in Iran.[He had a
moat built around the city, constructed an irrigation and drainage system, and rebuilt the city walls
However, Karim Khan's heirs failed to secure his gains. When Agha Mohammad Khan, the founder of
the Qajar dynasty, eventually came to power, he wreaked his revenge on Shiraz by destroying the
city fortification and moving the national capital to Sari. Although lowered to the rank of provincial

capital, Shiraz maintained a level of prosperity as a result of the continuing importance of the trade
route to the Persian Gulf and its governorship was a royal prerogative throughout the Qajar dynasty.
many of the famous gardens, buildings and residences built during the nineteenth century,
contribute to the actual outlook of the city.

Shiraz is the birthplace of the founder of the short-lived Babi movement, the Báb (Sayyid `AliMuhammad Shirazi, 1819-1850). In this city, on the evening of 22 May 1844, he began discussions
that led to his claiming to be an interpreter of the Qur'an, the first of several progressive claims
between then and 1849. Since Shirazi is considered a 'forerunner' of the Baha'i religion, Shiraz is a
holy city for Bahá’ís, where the Bab's House (demolished in 1979 by the Islamic regime) was a
putative pilgrimage site.
In 1910 a pogrom of the Jewish quarter started after false rumours that the Jews had ritually killed a
Muslim girl. In the course of the pogrom, 12 Jews were killed and about 50 were injured, and 6,000
Jews of Shiraz were robbed of all their possessions.
The city's role in trade greatly diminished with the opening of the trans-Iranian railway in the 1930s,
as trade routes shifted to the ports in Khuzestan. Much of the architectural inheritance of Shiraz, and
especially the royal district of the Zands, was either neglected or destroyed as a result of
irresponsible town planning under the Pahlavi dynasty. Lacking any great industrial, religious or
strategic importance, Shiraz became an administrative centre, although its population has grown
considerably since the 1979 revolution.

Yazd formerly also known as Yezd, is the capital of Yazd Province, Iran. Because of generations of
adaptations to its desert surroundings, Yazd has a unique Persian architecture. It is nicknamed the
"City of Windcatchers" from its many examples. It is also very well known for its Zoroastrian fire
temples, ab anbars (cisterns), qanats (underground channels), yakhchals (coolers), Persian
handicrafts, handwoven cloth (Persian termeh), silk weaving, Persian Cotton Candy, and its timehonored confectioneries. Yazd is also known as City of Bicycles, because of its old history of bike
riders, and the highest amount of bicycle per capita in Iran. It is reported that bicycle culture is

entered and developed from Yazd, in contacting with the European visitors and tourists in the last
century.
The name is derived from Yazdegerd I, a Sassanid ruler of Persia. The city was definitely a Zoroastrian
center during Sassanid times. The word yazd means God. After the Arab conquest of Iran, many
Zoroastrians migrated to Yazd from neighboring provinces. By paying a levy, Yazd was allowed to
remain Zoroastrian even after its conquest, and Islam only gradually became the dominant religion in
the city.

Because of its remote desert location and the difficulty of access, Yazd remained largely immune to
large battles and the destruction and ravages of war. For instance, it was a haven for those fleeing
from destruction in other parts of Persian Empire during the Mongol invasion. In 1272 it was visited
by Marco Polo, who remarked on the city's fine silk-weaving industry. In the book The Travels of
Marco Polo, he described Yazd in the following way:

It is a good and noble city, and has a great amount of trade. They weave there quantities of a
certain silk tissue known as Yasdi, which merchants carry into many quarters to dispose of. When you
leave this city to travel further, you ride for seven days over great plains, finding harbour to receive
you at three places only. There are many fine woods producing dates upon the way, such as one can
easily ride through; and in them there is great sport to be had in hunting and hawking, there being
partridges and quails and abundance of other game, so that the merchants who pass that way have
plenty of diversion. There are also wild asses, handsome creatures. At the end of those seven
marches over the plain, you come to a fine kingdom which is called Kerman.
Yazd briefly served as the capital of the Muzaffarid Dynasty in the fourteenth century, and was
unsuccessfully besieged in 1350–1351 by the Injuids under Shaikh Abu Ishaq. The Friday (or
Congregation) mosque, arguably the city's greatest architectural landmark, as well as other
important buildings, date to this period. During the Qajar dynasty (18th century AD) it was ruled by
the Bakhtiari Khans.
Under the rule of the Safavid (16th century), some people migrated from Yazd and settled in an area
that is today on the Iran-Afghanistan border. The settlement, which was named Yazdi, was located in

what is now Farah City in the province of the same name in Afghanistan. Even today, people from
this area speak with an accent very similar to that of the people of Yazd.
One of the notable things about Yazd is its family-centered culture. According to official statistics
from Iran's National Organization for Civil Registration, Yazd is among the three cities with the lowest
divorce rates in Iran.

The majority of people in Yazd are Muslims. There is also a sizable population of Zoroastrians in the
city. In 2013, Sepanta Niknam was elected to the city council of Yazd and became the first
Zoroastrian councillor in Iran. There was once a relatively large Jewish-Yazdi community, however,
after the creation of Israel, many have moved there for varying reasons. Former president of Israel
Moshe Katsav is an example.

A Dakhma also called a Tower of Silence, is a circular, raised structure built by Zoroastrians for excarnation – that is, for
dead bodies to be exposed to carrion birds, usually vultures.
Zoroastrian exposure of the dead is first attested in the mid-5th century BC Histories of Herodotus, but the use of towers is
first documented in the early 9th century CE. The doctrinal rationale for exposure is to avoid contact with Earth or Fire,
both of which are considered sacred in the Zoroastrian religion.
One of the earliest literary descriptions of such a building appears in the late 9th-century Epistles of Manushchihr, where
the technical term is astodan, "ossuary". Another technical term that appears in the 9th/10th-century texts of Zoroastrian
tradition (the so-called Pahlavi books) is dakhmag, for any place for the dead. This Zoroastrian Middle Persian term is a
borrowing from Avestan dakhma, of uncertain meaning but related to interment and commonly translated as "grave". In
the Avesta, the term is pejorative and does not signify a construction of any kind. In the Iranian provinces of Yazd and
Kerman, dakhma continues as deme or dema. Yet another term that appears in the 9th/10th-century texts is dagdah,
"prescribed place". The word also appears in later Zoroastrian texts of both India and Iran, but in 20th-century India came
to signify the lowest grade of temple fire. In India the term doongerwadi came into use after a Dakhma was constructed on
a hill of that name.
The English language term "Tower of Silence" is a neologism attributed to Robert Murphy, a translator for the British
colonial government of India in the early 19th century.
Zoroastrian tradition considers a dead body (in addition to cut hair and nail parings) to be nasu, unclean, i.e. potential
pollutants. Specifically, the corpse demon (Avestan: nasu.daeva) was believed to rush into the body and contaminate

everything it came into contact with, hence the Vendidad (an ecclesiastical code "given against the demons") has rules for
disposing of the dead as safely as possible.

To preclude the pollution of earth or fire (see Zam and Atar respectively), the bodies of the dead are placed atop a tower
and so exposed to the sun and to scavenging birds. Thus, "putrefaction with all its concomitant evils... is most effectually
prevented."
Zoroastrian ritual exposure of the dead is first known of from the writings of the mid-5th century BCE Herodotus, who
observed the custom amongst Iranian expatriates in Asia Minor. In Herodotus' account, the rites are said to have been
"secret", but were first performed after the body had been dragged around by a bird or dog. The corpse was then
embalmed with wax and laid in a trench.
While the discovery of ossuaries in both eastern and western Iran dating to the 5th and 4th centuries BCE indicates that
bones were isolated, that this separation occurred through ritual exposure cannot be assumed: burial mounds, where the
bodies were wrapped in wax, have also been discovered. The tombs of the Achaemenid emperors at Naqsh-e Rustam and
Pasargadae likewise suggest non-exposure, at least until the bones could be collected. According to legend (incorporated by
Ferdowsi into his Shahnameh), Zoroaster is himself interred in a tomb at Balkh (in present-day Afghanistan).

Writing on the culture of the Persians, Herodotus reports on the Persian burial customs performed by the Magi, which are
kept secret. However, he writes that he knows they expose the body of male dead to dogs and birds of prey, then they
cover the corpse in wax, and then it is buried. The Achaemenid custom is recorded for the dead in the regions of Bactria,
Sogdia, and Hyrcania, but not in Western Iran.
The Byzantine historian Agathias has described the burial of the Sasanian general Mihr-Mihroe: "the attendants of
Mermeroes took up his body and removed it to a place outside the city and laid it there as it was, alone and uncovered
according to their traditional custom, as refuse for dogs and horrible carrion".
Towers are a much later invention and are first documented in the early 9th century CE. The ritual customs surrounding
that practice appear to date to the Sassanid era (3rd – 7th century CE). They are known in detail from the supplement to
the Shayest ne Shayest, the two Rivayat collections, and the two Saddars.

The Pir-e-Naraki sanctuary is one the important pilgrimage destinations for Zoroastrians where an
annual congregation is held and frequent visits are made during the year; it is now also a famous
tourist spot.

Several other city traditions are the Muslim parades and gatherings, which are mainly processions
called azadari held to commemorate the events experienced by the main Islamic martyrs and other
important figures. These huge public gatherings created a series of spaces which, since most are near
important urban monuments, are used at other times as hubs from which visitors can tour the main
spots in the city .

Yazd is an important centre of Persian architecture. Because of its climate, it has one of the largest
networks of qanats in the world, and Yazdi qanat makers are considered the most skilled in Iran.
To deal with the extremely hot summers, many old buildings in Yazd have magnificent wind towers
and large underground areas.
The city is also home to prime examples of yakhchals, which were used to store ice retrieved from
glaciers in the nearby mountains. Yazd is also one of the largest cities built almost entirely out of
adobe.

A qanat or kariz is a gently sloping underground channel to transport water from an aquifer or water well to surface for
irrigation and drinking, acting as an underground aqueduct. This is an old system of water supply from a deep well with a
series of vertical access shafts. The qanats still create a reliable supply of water for human settlements and irrigation in hot,
arid, and semi-arid climates, but the value of this system is directly related to the quality, volume, and regularity of the
water flow. Traditionally qanats are built by a group of skilled laborers, muqannīs, with hand labor. The profession
historically paid well and was typically handed down from father to son. According to most sources, the qanat technology
was developed in ancient Iran by the Persian people sometime in the early 1st millennium BC, and spread from there slowly
westward and eastward. some other sources suggest a Southeast Arabian origin.
Traditionally it is recognized that the qanat technology was invented in ancient Iran sometime in the early 1st millennium
BC, and spread from there slowly westward and eastward. Accordingly some sources state qanats were invented in Iran
before 1000 BC and as far back as 3000 BC. Consequently, the qanats of Gonabad have been estimated to be nearly 2700
years old.

Yazd's heritage as a center of Zoroastrianism is also important. There is a Tower of Silence on the
outskirts, and the city has an ateshkadeh which holds a fire that has been kept alight continuously
since 470 AD. Zoroastrians make up a significant minority of the population, around 20,000–40,000
or 5 to 10 percent.

Built in 12th century and still in use, Jame Mosque of Yazd is an example of the finest Persian mosaics
and excellent architecture. Its minarets are the highest in the country.

Persepolis was the ceremonial capital of the Achaemenid Empire (ca. 550–330 BCE). It is situated 60
km northeast of the city of Shiraz in Fars Province, Iran. The earliest remains of Persepolis date back
to 515 BCE. It exemplifies the Achaemenid style of architecture.
To the ancient Persians, the city was known as Pārsa, which is also the word for the region of Persia.
An inscription left by Sasanian prince Shapur Sakanshah, the son of Hormizd II, refers to the site as
Sad-stūn, meaning "Hundred Pillars". Because medieval Persians attributed the site to Jamshid, an
Iranian mythological king, it has been referred to as Takht-e-Jamshid, literally meaning "Throne of
Jamshid". Another name given to the site in the medieval period was Čehel Menār, literally meaning
"Forty Minarets".

Persepolis is near the small river Pulvar, which flows into the Kur River.
As is typical of Achaemenid cities, Persepolis was built on a (partially) artificial platform.
The site includes a 125,000 square meter terrace, partly artificially constructed and partly cut out of a
mountain, with its east side leaning on Rahmat Mountain. The other three sides are formed by
retaining walls, which vary in height with the slope of the ground. Rising from 5–13 metres (16–43
feet) on the west side was a double stair. From there, it gently slopes to the top. To create the level
terrace, depressions were filled with soil and heavy rocks, which were joined together with metal
clips.
Archaeological evidence shows that the earliest remains of Persepolis date back to 515 BC. André
Godard, the French archaeologist who excavated Persepolis in the early 1930s, believed that it was
Cyrus the Great who chose the site of Persepolis, but that it was Darius I who built the terrace and
the palaces. Inscriptions on these buildings support the belief that they were constructed by Darius.
With Darius I, the scepter passed to a new branch of the royal house. Persepolis probably became
the capital of Persia proper during his reign. However, the city's location in a remote and
mountainous region made it an inconvenient residence for the rulers of the empire. The country's

true capitals were Susa, Babylon and Ecbatana. This may be why the Greeks were not acquainted
with the city until Alexander the Great took and plundered it.

Darius I's construction of Persepolis were carried out parallel to those of the Palace of Susa.
According to Gene R. Garthwaite, the Susa Palace served as Darius' model for Persepolis. Darius I
ordered the construction of the Apadana and the Council Hall (Tripylon or the "Triple Gate"), as well
as the main imperial Treasury and its surroundings. These were completed during the reign of his
son, Xerxes I. Further construction of the buildings on the terrace continued until the downfall of the
Achaemenid Empire. According to the Encyclopædia Britannica, the Greek historian Ctesias
mentioned that Darius I's grave was in a cliff face that could be reached with an apparatus of ropes.

Around 519 BC, construction of a broad stairway was begun. The stairway was initially planned to be
the main entrance to the terrace 20 metres (66 feet) above the ground. The dual stairway, known as
the Persepolitan Stairway, was built symmetrically on the western side of the Great Wall. The 111
steps measured 6.9 metres (23 feet) wide, with treads of 31 centimetres (12 inches) and rises of 10
centimetres (3.9 inches). Originally, the steps were believed to have been constructed to allow for
nobles and royalty to ascend by horseback. New theories, however, suggest that the shallow risers
allowed visiting dignitaries to maintain a regal appearance while ascending. The top of the stairways
led to a small yard in the north-eastern side of the terrace, opposite the Gate of All Nations.
Grey limestone was the main building material used at Persepolis. After natural rock had been
leveled and the depressions filled in, the terrace was prepared. Major tunnels for sewage were dug
underground through the rock. A large elevated water storage tank was carved at the eastern foot of
the mountain. Professor Olmstead suggested the cistern was constructed at the same time that
construction of the towers began.
The uneven plan of the terrace, including the foundation, acted like a castle, whose angled walls
enabled its defenders to target any section of the external front. Diodorus Siculus writes that
Persepolis had three walls with ramparts, which all had towers to provide a protected space for the
defense personnel. The first wall was 7 metres (23 feet) tall, the second, 14 metres (46 feet) and the

third wall, which covered all four sides, was 27 metres (89 feet) in height, though no presence of the
wall exists in modern times.

The function of Persepolis remains rather unclear. It was not one of the largest cities in Persia, let
alone the rest of the empire, but appears to have been a grand ceremonial complex, that was only
occupied seasonally; it is still not entirely clear where the king's private quarters actually were. Until
recent challenges, most archaeologists held that it was especially used for celebrating Nowruz, the
Persian New Year, held at the spring equinox, and still an important annual festivity in modern Iran.
The Iranian nobility and the tributary parts of the empire came to present gifts to the king, as
represented in the stairway reliefs.

After invading Achaemenid Persia in 330 BC, Alexander the Great sent the main force of his army to
Persepolis by the Royal Road. He stormed the "Persian Gates", a pass through modern-day Zagros
Mountains. There Ariobarzanes of Persis successfully ambushed Alexander the Great's army,
inflicting heavy casualties. After being held off for 30 days, Alexander the Great outflanked and
destroyed the defenders. Ariobarzanes himself was killed either during the battle or during the
retreat to Persepolis. Some sources indicate that the Persians were betrayed by a captured tribal
chief who showed the Macedonians an alternate path that allowed them to outflank Ariobarzanes in
a reversal of Thermopylae. After several months, Alexander allowed his troops to loot Persepolis.
Alexander the Great ordering Persepolis to be set on fire; Italian plate, 1534 (although it may be a
depiction of the burning of Rome by Nero).
Around that time, a fire burned "the palaces" or "the palace". Scholars agree that this event,
described in historic sources, occurred at the ruins that have been now re-identified as Persepolis.
From Stolze's investigations, it appears that at least one of these, the castle built by Xerxes I, bears
traces of having been destroyed by fire. The locality described by Diodorus Siculus after Cleitarchus
corresponds in important particulars with the historic Persepolis, for example, in being supported by
the mountain on the east.
It is believed that the fire which destroyed Persepolis started from Hadish Palace, which was the
living quarters of Xerxes I, and spread to the rest of the city. It is not clear if the fire was an accident

or a deliberate act of revenge for the burning of the Acropolis of Athens during the second Persian
invasion of Greece. Many historians argue that, while Alexander's army celebrated with a
symposium, they decided to take revenge against the Persians. If that is so, then the destruction of
Persepolis could be both an accident and a case of revenge.

The Book of Arda Wiraz, a Zoroastrian work composed in the 3rd or 4th century, describes Persepolis'
archives as containing "all the Avesta and Zend, written upon prepared cow-skins, and with gold ink",
which were destroyed. Indeed, in his Chronology of the Ancient Nations, the native Iranian writer
Biruni indicates unavailability of certain native Iranian historiographical sources in the postAchaemenid era, especially during the Parthian Empire. He adds: "[Alexander] burned the whole of
Persepolis as revenge to the Persians, because it seems the Persian King Xerxes had burnt the Greek
City of Athens around 150 years ago. People say that, even at the present time, the traces of fire are
visible in some places."

Paradoxically, the event that caused the destruction of these texts may have resulted in the
preservation of the Persepolis Administrative Archives, which might otherwise have been lost over
time to natural and man-made events. According to archaeological evidence, the partial burning of
Persepolis did not affect what are now referred to as the Persepolis Fortification Archive tablets, but
rather may have caused the eventual collapse of the upper part of the northern fortification wall that
preserved the tablets until their recovery by the Oriental Institute's archaeologists.
In 316 BC, Persepolis was still the capital of Persia as a province of the great Macedonian Empire. The
city must have gradually declined in the course of time. The lower city at the foot of the imperial city
might have survived for a longer time; but the ruins of the Achaemenids remained as a witness to its
ancient glory. It is probable that the principal town of the country, or at least of the district, was
always in this neighborhood.
About 200 BC, the city of Estakhr, five kilometers north of Persepolis, was the seat of the local
governors. From there, the foundations of the second great Persian Empire were laid, and there
Estakhr acquired special importance as the center of priestly wisdom and orthodoxy. The Sasanian
kings have covered the face of the rocks in this neighborhood, and in part even the Achaemenid

ruins, with their sculptures and inscriptions. They must themselves have been built largely there,
although never on the same scale of magnificence as their ancient predecessors. The Romans knew
as little about Estakhr as the Greeks had known about Persepolis, despite the fact that the Sasanians
maintained relations for four hundred years, friendly or hostile, with the empire.

At the time of the Muslim invasion of Persia, Estakhr offered a desperate resistance. It was still a
place of considerable importance in the first century of Islam, although its greatness was speedily
eclipsed by the new metropolis of Shiraz. In the 10th century, Estakhr dwindled to insignificance, as
seen from the descriptions of Estakhri, a native (c. 950), and of Al-Muqaddasi (c. 985). During the
following centuries, Estakhr gradually declined, until it ceased to exist as a city.

1969

Isfahan was once one of the largest cities in the world.
Isfahan flourished from 1050 to 1722, particularly in the 16th and 17th centuries under the Safavid
dynasty when it became the capital of Persia for the second time in its history under Shah Abbas the
Great. Even today the city retains much of its past glory.

It is famous for its Perso–Islamic architecture, grand boulevards, covered bridges, palaces, tiled
mosques, and minarets. Isfahan also has many historical buildings, monuments, paintings and

artefacts. The fame of Isfahan led to the Persian pun and proverb "Esfahān nesf-e- jahān ast": Isfahan
is half (of) the world.
The Naghsh-e Jahan Square in Isfahan is one of the largest city squares in the world. UNESCO has
designated it a World Heritage Site.
"Isfahan" is derived from Middle Persian Spahān. Spahān is attested in various Middle Persian seals
and inscriptions, including that of Zoroastrian Magi Kartir, and is also the Armenian name of the city.
The present-day name is the Arabicized form of Ispahan (unlike Middle Persian, and similar to
Spanish, New Persian does not allow initial consonant clusters). The region appears with the
abbreviation GD (Southern Media) on Sasanian numismatics. In Ptolemy's Geographia it appears as
Aspadana, translating to "place of gathering for the army". It is believed that Spahān derives from
spādānām "the armies", Old Persian plural of spāda (from which derives spāh 'army' and spahi
(soldier – lit. of the army) in Middle Persian).

1969

Human habitation of the Isfahan region can be traced back to the Palaeolithic period. Recent
discoveries archaeologists have found artifacts dating back to the Palaeolithic, Mesolithic, Neolithic,
Bronze and Iron ages.
What was to become the city of Isfahan in later historical periods probably emerged as a locality and
settlement that gradually developed over the course of the Elamite civilisation (2700–1600 BCE).
Under Median rule, this commercial entrepôt began to show signs of a more sedentary urbanism,
steadily growing into a noteworthy regional centre that benefited from the exceptionally fertile soil
on the banks of the Zayandehrud River in a region called Aspandana or Ispandana.

Once Cyrus the Great (reg. 559–529 BCE) had unified Persian and Median lands into the Achaemenid
Empire (648–330 BCE), the religiously and ethnically diverse city of Isfahan became an early example
of the king's fabled religious tolerance. It was Cyrus who, having just taken Babylon, made an edict in
538 BCE, declaring that the Jews in Babylon could return to Jerusalem. Now it seems that some of
these freed Jews settled in Isfahan instead of returning to their homeland. The 10th-century Persian
historian Ibn al-Faqih wrote:

"When the Jews emigrated from Jerusalem, fleeing from Nebuchadnezzar, they carried with them
a sample of the water and soil of Jerusalem. They did not settle down anywhere or in any city
without examining the water and the soil of each place. They did all along until they reached the city
of Isfahan. There they rested, examined the water and soil and found that both resembled
Jerusalem. Thereupon they settled there, cultivated the soil, raised children and grandchildren, and
today the name of this settlement is Yahudia."
The Parthians in the period 250–226 BCE continued the tradition of tolerance after the fall of the
Achaemenids, fostering the Hellenistic dimension within Iranian culture and the political organisation
introduced by Alexander the Great's invading armies. Under the Parthians, Arsacid governors
administered the provinces of the nation from Isfahan, and the city's urban development accelerated
to accommodate the needs of a capital city.
Isfahan at the end of the 6th century (top), consisting of two separate areas of Sassanid Jay and
Jewish Yahudia. At 11th century (bottom), these two areas are completely merged.

Marketplace in Isphahan

The next empire to rule Persia, the Sassanids (226–652 CE), presided over massive changes in their
realm, instituting sweeping agricultural reform and reviving Iranian culture and the Zoroastrian
religion. Both the city and region were then called by the name Aspahan or Spahan. The city was
governed by a group called the Espoohrans, who came from seven noble and important Iranian royal
families. Extant foundations of some Sassanid-era bridges in Isfahan suggest that the Sasanian kings
were fond of ambitious urban planning projects. While Isfahan's political importance declined during
the period, many Sassanid princes would study statecraft in the city, and its military role developed
rapidly. Its strategic location at the intersection of the ancient roads to Susa and Persepolis made it
an ideal candidate to house a standing army, ready to march against Constantinople at any moment.

The words 'Aspahan' and 'Spahan' are derived from the Pahlavi or Middle Persian meaning 'the place
of the army'. Although many theories have been mentioned about the origin of Isfahan, in fact little
is known of it before the rule of the Sasanian dynasty (c. 224 – c. 651 CE). The historical facts suggest
that in the late 4th and early 5th centuries, Queen Shushandukht, the Jewish consort of Yazdegerd I
(reigned 399–420) settled a colony of Jews in Yahudiyyeh (also spelled Yahudiya), a settlement 3 km

northwest of the Zoroastrian city of Gabae (its Achaemid and Parthian name; Gabai was its Sasanic
name, which was shortened to Gay (Arabic 'Jay') that was located on the northern bank of the
Zayanderud River. The gradual population decrease of Gay (Jay) and the simultaneous population
increase of Yahudiyyeh and its suburbs after the Islamic conquest of Iran resulted in the formation of
the nucleus of what was to become the city of Isfahan. The words "Aspadana", "Ispadana", "Spahan"
and "Sepahan", all from which the word Isfahan is derived, referred to the region in which the city
was located.
Isfahan and Gay were both circular in design, a characteristic of Parthian and Sasanian cities.
However, this reported Sasanian circular city of Isfahan is not uncovered yet.
When the Arabs captured Isfahan in 642, they made it the capital of al-Jibal ("the Mountains")
province, an area that covered much of ancient Media. Isfahan grew prosperous under the Persian
Buyid (Buwayhid) dynasty, which rose to power and ruled much of Iran when the temporal authority
of the Abbasid caliphs waned in the 10th century. The Turkish conqueror and founder of the Seljuq
dynasty, Toghril Beg, made Isfahan the capital of his domains in the mid-11th century; but it was
under his grandson Malik-Shah I (r. 1073–92) that the city grew in size and splendour.

After the fall of the Seljuqs (c. 1200), Isfahan temporarily declined and was eclipsed by other Iranian
cities such as Tabriz and Qazvin.
During his visit in 1327, Ibn Battuta noted that "The city of Isfahan is one of the largest and fairest of
cities, but it is now in ruins for the greater part." It regained its importance during the Safavid period
(1501–1736). The city's golden age began in 1598 when the Safavid ruler Shah Abbas I (reigned
1588–1629) made it his capital and rebuilt it into one of the largest and most beautiful cities in the
17th century world. In 1598 Shah Abbas the Great moved his capital from Qazvin to the more central
Isfahan; he name it Ispahān (New Persian) so that it wouldn't be threatened by the Ottomans. This
new status ushered in a golden age for the city, with architecture and Persian culture flourishing. In
the 16th and 17th centuries, thousands of deportees and migrants from the Caucasus, that Abbas
and other Safavid rulers had permitted to emigrate en masse, settled in the city. So now the city had
enclaves of Georgian, Circassian, and Daghistani descent.Engelbert Kaempfer, who dwelt in Safavid
Persia in 1684–85, estimated their number at 20,000.
During the Safavid era, the city contained a very large Armenian community as well. As part of
Abbas's forced resettlement of peoples from within his empire, he resettled as many as 300,000
Armenians) from near the unstable Safavid-Ottoman border, primarily from the very wealthy
Armenian town of Jugha (also known as Old Julfa) in mainland Iran. In Isfahan, he ordered the
foundation of a new quarter for these resettled Armenians from Old Julfa, and thus the Armenian
Quarter of Isfahan was named New Julfa. Today, the New Jolfa district of Isfahan remains a heavily
Armenian-populated district, with Armenian churches and shops, the Vank Cathedral being especially
notable for its combination of Armenian Christian and Iranian Islamic elements. It is still one of the
oldest and largest Armenian quarters in the world. Following an agreement between Shah Abbas I
and his Georgian subject Teimuraz I of Kakheti ("Tahmuras Khan"), whereby the latter submitted to

Safavid rule in exchange for being allowed to rule as the region’s wāli (governor) and for having his
son serve as dāruḡa ("prefect") of Isfahan in perpetuity, the Georgian prince converted to Islam and
served as governor.

He was accompanied by a troop of soldiers, some of whom were Georgian Orthodox Christians. The
royal court in Isfahan had a great number of Georgian ḡolāms (military slaves), as well as Georgian
women. Although they spoke both Persian and Turkic, their mother tongue was Georgian. During
Abbas's reign, Isfahan became very famous in Europe, and many European travellers made an
account of their visit to the city, such as Jean Chardin. This prosperity lasted until it was sacked by
Afghan invaders in 1722 during a marked decline in Safavid influence. Thereafter, Isfahan
experienced a decline in importance, culminating in a move of the capital to Mashhad and Shiraz
during the Afsharid and Zand periods respectively, until it was finally moved to Tehran in 1775 by
Agha Mohammad Khan, the founder of the Qajar dynasty.
In the early years of the 19th century, efforts were made to preserve some of Ifsahan's
archeologically important buildings. The work was started by Mohammad Hossein Khan during the
reign of Fath Ali Shah.

In the 20th century, Isfahan was resettled by a very large number of people from southern Iran,
firstly during the population migrations at the start of the century, and again in the 1980s following
the Iran–Iraq War.
The Grand Bazaar is a historical market located in Isfahan, Iran, also known as the Qeysarriyeh
Bazaar, Qeysarie bazaar or Soltani bazaar. The main commercial activities in the Qeysarie bazaar are
carpet and kilim selling.
The bazaar was one of the greatest and luxorious trading center in the safavid era. It was built in
1620 on the northern side of Naqsh-e Jahan Square. It connects the Naqsh-e Jahan Square to the
Kohneh Square and seljukid part of Isfahan.

In the Qeysarie bazaar, there are many historical buildings such as Nimavar school, Sadr school,
Khayyatha mosque, No mosque, Zolfaghar mosque, Shishe mosque and Jarchi mosque. The Qeysarie
gate is the main entrance of the bazaar.
It was originally constructed during the 11th century, on the southwest wing of Jameh Mosque and
Kohneh Square but various arcades and rooms were later added to it. The present remnant dates
from the Safavid period, during which the Qaysariya Bazaar was built on the north wing of Naqsh-e
Jahan Square, a square which was developed as a substitute for Kohneh Square.
The bazaar, one of the oldest and largest bazaars in the Middle East, dates to Saljuqid and Safavid
era and is the longest roofed market in the world. The site has been destroyed several times and the
contemporary bazaar dates to the 17th century. The bazaar is a vaulted two-kilometre street linking
the old city with the new.

In the Middle-East, bazaars were typically situated in close proximity to the mosque and the Isfahan
Bazaar is no exception. The Bazaar of Isfahan is located in downtown old Isfahan, Iran, in the
northern section of the Naqsh-e Jahan Square. The main entrance called Qeisarieh stretches through
to the Friday mosque Jameh Mosque the oldest mosque in Isfahan, and one of the oldest in Iran.
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Before entering the Grand Bazaar visitors can see views of the square, which is one of the biggest
squares in the entire world. All around the square are bazaars full of Persian handicrafts.
In der griechischen Antike hieß der Ort „Gabai“. In arabischer Zeit wurde daraus Ğai, wie der
Prägeort auf den Münzen lautete. Im Mittelalter wurde die Stadt al-Yahūdiyya („die Judenstadt“)
genannt, womit die jüdische Siedlung bezeichnet wurde. Der Ortsname Isfahan (französisch auch
Ispahan) ist eine Lautentwicklung von Spādān der Sassanidenzeit, das später zu Spāhān wurde. Die
Endung -ān ist ein patronymer Namenszusatz. Isfahan könnte demnach vom Namen eines Adligen
oder Herrschers abgeleitet sein, dem das Land gehörte und dessen Name mit spādā („Heer“) begann
oder endete.

Es gibt Hinweise darauf, dass auf dem Gebiet Isfahans bereits in vorachämenidischer Zeit eine
bedeutende, um 1000 v. Chr. gegründete, Stadt existierte. Historisch fassbar wurde Isfahan in der
Zeit der Parther unter dem Namen Aspadana (auch: Sepahan) als Hauptstadt der Provinz
Oberpersien. Zur Zeit der Sasaniden behielt Isfahan diese Funktion, wurde aber darüber hinaus
Münzprägestätte und Garnisonsstadt.

Im Jahr 640 wurde die Stadt von den Arabern erobert. Damit begann die islamische Geschichte
Isfahans und ein Aufschwung, der die Stadt später zum Sitz der bedeutenden persischen
Herrscherdynastien machte. In der Zeit vom 7. bis zum 10. Jahrhundert, während der Herrschaft der
Umayyaden und Abbasiden, wurde Isfahan, das an der Südroute der Seidenstraße liegt, bekannt für
seine Seide und seine Baumwolle. In dieser Zeit existierte ein großes Judenviertel (Yahudiyeh), das
der Legende nach Ende des 6. Jahrhunderts v. Chr. entstanden sein soll, als einige Juden, die der
babylonische König Nebukadnezar II. aus Jerusalem vertrieben hatte, sich in Isfahan niederließen.

Nach der Eroberung durch die Seldschuken wurde Isfahan 1051 durch den Groß-Seldschuken Tughrul
Beg zur Hauptstadt des westlichen Seldschuken-Reiches (Persien und Irak) und blieb dies bis zur
Teilung des Sultanats im Jahre 1118. In der Mitte des 13. Jahrhunderts geriet die Stadt infolge des
Mongolensturms unter die Herrschaft des Mongolischen Reiches und der mongolischen Ilchane.
1388 fiel die Stadt mit ihren damals 70.000 Einwohnern der Zerstörungswut des türkischmongolischen Eroberers Timur zum Opfer. Im Jahr 1453 begann mit der Errichtung des Darb-e-ImamSchreins eine neue kulturgeschichtliche Blüte unter Dschahan Schah, einem Vertreter der

turkmenischen Stammesföderation Qara Qoyunlu. Bis Ende des 15. Jahrhunderts galt Isfahan aber
noch als eine Provinzstadt mit weltgeschichtlich eher geringer Bedeutung.
Mit der Eroberung der Stadt durch die Safawiden im Jahr 1502 begann die größte Blütezeit der Stadt,
die im 17. Jahrhundert ca. 600.000 Einwohner hatte. 1598 wurde Isfahan zur Hauptstadt des
Safawiden-Schahs Abbas I., der für den Ausbau der Stadt Künstler und Handwerker (ca. 30.000) aus
dem ganzen Land nach Isfahan holte. Viele von ihnen kamen aus der Stadt Dschulfa und deren
Umgebung (heute im Nordwesten des Iran an der Grenze zu Aserbaidschan) und waren christliche
Armenier. Schah Abbas I. räumte ihnen weitreichende Garantien und Privilegien für ihre Kultur und
Religion ein. Das armenische Viertel Isfahans heißt in Erinnerung an die Heimatstadt Neu-Dschulfa.
Die Armenier Isfahans bilden eine kulturelle und religiöse Gemeinschaft und werden von den
muslimischen Einwohnern Isfahans und der Islamischen Republik Iran nicht nur toleriert, sondern
geachtet und gefördert.

Vor allem in der Zeit der Safawiden-Dynastie, im 16./17. Jahrhundert, entstanden die bis heute
eindrucksvollen Prachtmoscheen mit ihren für die persischen Sakralbauten typischen großen Iwans
(Bögen) rund um den Imam-Platz im Zentrum der Stadt.
Die umliegenden Felder wurden über Kanäle aus dem Zayandeh Rud mit Wasser versorgt. Zur
Düngung der Felder und für die Lederindustrie der Stadt wurde Taubenkot gebraucht. Reisende des
17. Jahrhunderts berichten von mehreren 1000 Taubentürmen (Bordsch-e-Kabotar) im Umkreis der
Stadt, von denen noch etwa 100 erhalten sind.

1722 fiel Isfahan nach längerer Belagerung an aufständische sunnitische Afghanen. Unter den
nachfolgenden Dynastien der Afscharen, Zand und Kadscharen verlor Isfahan seinen
Hauptstadtstatus an Maschhad, Schiras und Teheran. Die große Bautätigkeit wurde dadurch
beendet, aber in der Folgezeit wurden die Prachtbauten Isfahans bewahrt und teilweise noch
ausgebaut.
Seit 1850 ist Isfahan eine Eparchie der Armenisch-katholischen Kirche mit einem Bischofssitz.

Das historische Stadtbild ist durch Paläste, eine Vielzahl Minarette und die blauen Kuppeln der
Moscheen geprägt. Herausragend sind die Prachtanlage des Imam-Platzes und die 33-Bogen-Brücke
(persisch: Si-o-seh pol) über den Fluss Zayandeh Rud.
Der Meidān-e Emām (Imam-Platz, früher Königsplatz) ist über 500 Meter lang und wird von
doppelstöckigen Arkaden eingefasst. An jeder Ecke ist er mit einem Gebäude geschmückt: mit den
Prachtmoscheen (Masǧed-e Emām, Lotfollāh), dem Palast ʿĀlī Qāpū („Hohe Pforte“) und dem am
nördlichen Ende sich anschließenden Basar gehört er zu den größten Sehenswürdigkeiten des
Vorderen Orients. Er ist weltweit der größte Platz seiner Art.

Westlich des Imam-Platzes befindet sich die Prachtallee Tschahār Bāgh (Vier Gärten), deren Name
von den Baum-Viererreihen herrührt und die außerdem mit Kanälen lebhaft gestaltet ist. Sie
verbindet die Altstadt mit den südlichen Stadtteilen jenseits des Zayandeh-Flusses.
Zentrum des armenischen Viertels (Neu-)Dschulfa ist die Vank-Kathedrale, erbaut von 1606 bis 1655.
Die Kathedrale vereint christliche Architektur mit persisch-islamischer Ornamentik und
Gestaltungsformen und ist auch heute noch das religiöse und geistige Zentrum der christlichen
Armenier Isfahans. Die Armenier pflegen ihre Kultur und Geschichte. Im April 2005 hielten die
Armenier Isfahans eine große Kundgebung ab zum Gedenken an den von den Osmanen verübten
Genozid im Jahr 1915.

Eine frühere Karawanserei aus der Zeit der Safawiden wurde zur Zeit des letzten Schahs Mohammad
Reza Pahlavi zum Hotel Schah Abbas (heute: Abbasi) umgebaut, das mit seiner prunkvollen
Innenausstattung und der architektonischen Gestaltung zu den eindrucksvollsten Bauwerken der
Stadt zählt.
Weitere Anziehungspunkte sind die aufwendig gestalteten Brücken der Stadt. Zu den bekanntesten
gehören die 33-Bogen-Brücke und die Chadschu-Brücke. Weiterhin ist die ehemalige Moschee und
Mausoleum Monar Dschonban (Menār-e ǧonbān), die „schwankenden Minarette“, von Amu
Abdollah Soqla eine beliebte Sehenswürdigkeit.

Gelegenheit zu einer Fahrt auf dem Zayandeh Rud boten früher Tretboote in Schwanenform. Seit
etwa 2010 ist der Fluss die meiste Zeit des Jahres wegen der immens gestiegenen Wasserabführung
bei einem höhergelegenen Stausee trocken.
The True Cross is the name for physical remnants which, by the tradition of most Christian Churches, are said to be from
the cross upon which Jesus was crucified.
According to post-Nicene historians such as Socrates of Constantinople, the Empress Helena, mother of Emperor
Constantine, the first Christian Emperor of Rome, travelled to the Holy Land in 326–328, founding churches and establishing
relief agencies for the poor. Historians Gelasius of Caesarea (died 395) and Rufinus (344/45-411) claimed that she
discovered the hiding place of three crosses that were believed to have been used at the crucifixion of Jesus and of two
thieves, St. Dismas and Gestas, executed with him; to one cross was affixed the titulus bearing Jesus' name, but Helena was
not sure until a miracle revealed that that cross was the True Cross.

Many churches possess fragmentary remains that are by tradition alleged to be those of the True Cross. Their authenticity is
not accepted by all Christians, mainly Protestants; however the bulk of Roman Catholic and Orthodox believers recognize
them as genuine pieces of the cross of Christ. The acceptance and belief of that part of the tradition that pertains to the
early Christian Church is generally restricted to the Catholic Church, Eastern Orthodox Church, Oriental Orthodox Church,
and the Church of the East. The medieval legends that developed concerning the provenance of the True Cross differ
between Catholic and Orthodox tradition.
In the Latin-speaking traditions of Western Europe, the story of the pre-Christian origins of the True Cross was well
established by the 13th century when, in 1260, it was recorded by Jacopo de Voragine, Bishop of Genoa, in the Golden
Legend.
The Golden Legend contains several versions of the origin of the True Cross. In The Life of Adam, Voragine writes that the
True Cross came from three trees which grew from three seeds from the "Tree of Mercy" which Seth collected and planted
in the mouth of Adam's corpse.

/ FEARS are growing for a piece of the cross Jesus Christ was believed to be nailed to during his crucifixion which was housed at Notre
Dame. /

In another account contained in Of the invention of the Holy Cross, and first of this word invention, Voragine writes that the
True Cross came from a tree that grew from part of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, or "the tree that Adam ate of",
that Seth planted on Adam's grave where it "endured there unto the time of Solomon".
After many centuries, the tree was cut down and the wood used to build a bridge over which the Queen of Sheba passed,
on her journey to meet King Solomon. So struck was she by the portent contained in the timber of the bridge that she fell

on her knees and revered it. On her visit to Solomon, she told him that a piece of wood from the bridge would bring about
the replacement of God's covenant with the Jewish people by a new order. Solomon, fearing the eventual destruction of his
people, had the timber buried.
After fourteen generations, the wood taken from the bridge was fashioned into the Cross used to crucify Jesus Christ.
In the late Middle Ages and Early Renaissance, there was a wide general acceptance of the origin of the True Cross and its
history preceding the crucifixion of Jesus, as recorded by Voragine. This general acceptance is confirmed by the numerous
artworks that depict this subject, culminating in one of the most famous fresco cycles of the Renaissance, the Legend of the
True Cross by Piero della Francesca, painted on the walls of the chancel of the Church of San Francesco in Arezzo between
1452 and 1466, in which he reproduces faithfully the traditional episodes of the story as recorded in The Golden Legend.

The Roman Emperor Constantine’s mother, St. Helena, a convert to Christianity, went on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land to locate where the
important events in the life of Jesus Christ occurred, and to preserve the relics of the Christian faith that remained there. One of her goals
was to find the place of Jesus’ crucifixion and the very Cross on which he was hung.
Through interviewing many locals, and with the assistance of the Bishop of Jerusalem, St. Macarius, she discovered the spot and found the
True Cross which had been previously hidden by the Jews.
According to the historian Rufinus, the identity of the True Cross was confirmed by a miraculous healing after St. Macarius recited this
prayer:
“O Lord, who by the Passion of Thine only Son on the cross, didst deign to restore salvation to mankind, and who even now hast inspired
thy handmaid Helena to seek for the blessed wood to which the author of our salvation was nailed, show clearly which it was, among the
three crosses, that was raised for Thy glory. Distinguish it from those which only served for a common execution. Let this woman who is
now expiring return from death’s door as soon as she is touched by the wood of salvation.”

The date of this discovery and miracle, according to tradition, was May 3rd, 326 A.D. St. Helena had a church built on the original site of
Jesus’ crucifixion, burial, and resurrection, known as the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. Her son Constantine dedicated this church on
September 13-14 in the year 335 A.D. Even today, the Stations of the Cross in Jerusalem, or the Via Dolorosa, end at this very spot.
The True Cross was considered a most valuable treasure of the Church and became a highly venerated object, and the feast honoring the
Elevation of the Holy Cross has continually been celebrated until this day. It is celebrated on May 3rd on the old Roman calendar (the date
of its discovery), and on September 14th in Jerusalem and on the new Roman calendar (the date the church was dedicated).
The Cross of Christ was kept by the Church in Jerusalem, but was absconded by Chosroas, King of the Persians, in the year 614 A.D. after
the Persian invasion of Syria and Palestine. In the year 629 A.D. the Cross was recovered and brought back to Jerusalem by Emperor
Heraclius of Constantinople. The relic of the True Cross was then restored to its place in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre.
The date the True Cross was brought back to Jerusalem was September 14th! The anniversary of the dedication of the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre, the date on which Jerusalem celebrated the feast of the Triumph of the Holy Cross.
Tradition has it that Emperor Heraclius carried the Cross on his back, a public act of homage, in order to restore it to its rightful place; but,
he was only able to move it after he had removed his royal garments and put on the humble garments of repentance instead.

The Golden Legend and many of its sources developed after the East-West Schism of 1054, and thus is unknown in the
Greek- or Syriac-speaking worlds. The above pre-crucifixion history, therefore, is not to be found in Eastern Christianity.
If you don’t have a cross or a crucifix in your home, consider choosing one on this special feast day, have it blessed, and
place it in a prominent place in your home where it will be honored and venerated.
This article originally appeared in Catholic Company’s Get Fed.
According to the sacred tradition of the Eastern Orthodox Church the True Cross was made from three different types of
wood: cedar, pine and cypress. This is an allusion to Isaiah : "The glory of Lebanon shall come unto thee, the fir tree, the
pine tree, and the box [cypress] together to beautify the place of my sanctuary, and I will make the place of my feet
glorious." The link between this verse and the Crucifixion lies in the words "the place of my feet", which is interpreted as
referring to the suppedāneum (foot rest) on which Jesus' feet were nailed (see Orthodox cross). (Compare with the Jewish
concept of the Ark of the Covenant, or indeed the Jerusalem Temple, as being the resting place for God's foot-stool, and the
prescribed Three Pilgrimage Festivals, in Hebrew aliya la-regel, lit. ascending to the foot)

There is a tradition that the three trees (cedar, pine and cypress - see above) from which the True Cross was constructed
grew together in one spot. A traditional Orthodox icon depicts Lot, the nephew of Abraham, watering the trees. According
to tradition, these trees were used to construct the Temple in Jerusalem ("to beautify the place of my sanctuary"). Later,
during Herod's reconstruction of the Temple, the wood from these trees was removed from the Temple and discarded,
eventually being used to construct the cross on which Jesus was crucified ("and I will make the place of my feet glorious").
Eusebius of Caesarea (died 339) who, through his Life of Constantine, is the earliest and main historical source on the
rediscovery of the Tomb of Jesus and the construction of the first church at the site, does not mention the finding of the
True Cross.
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In his Life of Constantine, Eusebius describes how the site of the Holy Sepulchre, once a site of veneration for the early
Christian Church in Jerusalem, had been covered over with earth and a temple of Venus had been built on top. Although
Eusebius does not say as much, this would probably have been done as part of Hadrian's reconstruction of Jerusalem as a
new pagan city, Aelia Capitolina, after 130, following the destruction of the formerly Jewish city at the end of the Jewish
Revolt in the year 70, and in connection with Bar Kokhba's revolt of 132–135. Following his conversion to Christianity,
Emperor Constantine ordered in about 325–326 that the site be uncovered and instructed Macarius, Bishop of Jerusalem,
to build a church on the site. Eusebius' work contains details about the demolition of the pagan temple and the erection of
the church, but doesn't mention anywhere the finding of the True Cross.
Socrates Scholasticus (born c. 380), in his Ecclesiastical History, gives a full description of the discovery that was repeated
later by Sozomen (c. 400 – c. 450 AD) and by Theodoret (c. 393 – c. 458/466). In it he describes how Helena Augusta,
Constantine's aged mother, had the pagan temple destroyed and the Sepulchre uncovered, whereupon three crosses, the

titulus, and the nails from Jesus's crucifixion were uncovered as well. In Socrates' version of the story, Macarius had the
three crosses placed in turn on a deathly ill woman. This woman recovered at the touch of the third cross, which was taken
as a sign that this was the cross of Christ, the new Christian symbol. Socrates also reports that, having also found the Holy
Nails (the nails with which Christ had been fastened to the cross), Helena sent these to Constantinople, where they were
incorporated into the emperor's helmet and the bridle of his horse.
Sozomen (died c. 450), in his Ecclesiastical History, gives essentially the same version as Socrates. He also adds that it was
said (by whom he does not say) that the location of the Sepulchre was "disclosed by a Hebrew who dwelt in the East, and
who derived his information from some documents which had come to him by paternal inheritance" (although Sozomen
himself disputes this account) and that a dead person was also revived by the touch of the Cross. Later popular versions of
this story state that the Jew who assisted Helena was named Jude or Judas, but later converted to Christianity and took the
name Kyriakos.

Theodoret (died c. 457) in his Ecclesiastical History Chapter xvii gives what would become the standard version of the
finding of the True Cross:
When the empress beheld the place where the Saviour suffered, she immediately ordered the idolatrous temple, which
had been there erected, to be destroyed, and the very earth on which it stood to be removed. When the tomb, which had
been so long concealed, was discovered, three crosses were seen buried near the Lord's sepulchre. All held it as certain that
one of these crosses was that of our Lord Jesus Christ, and that the other two were those of the thieves who were crucified
with Him. Yet they could not discern to which of the three the Body of the Lord had been brought nigh, and which had
received the outpouring of His precious Blood. But the wise and holy Macarius, the president of the city, resolved this
question in the following manner. He caused a lady of rank, who had been long suffering from disease, to be touched by
each of the crosses, with earnest prayer, and thus discerned the virtue residing in that of the Saviour. For the instant this
cross was brought near the lady, it expelled the sore disease, and made her whole.

With the Cross were also found the Holy Nails, which Helena took with her back to Constantinople. According to Theodoret,
"She had part of the cross of our Saviour conveyed to the palace. The rest was enclosed in a covering of silver, and
committed to the care of the bishop of the city, whom she exhorted to preserve it carefully, in order that it might be
transmitted uninjured to posterity."
Another popular ancient version from the Syriac tradition replaced Helena with a fictitious first-century empress named
Protonike.

According to the 1955 Roman Catholic Marian Missal, Helena went to Jerusalem to search for the True Cross and found it
September 14, 320. In the eighth century, the feast of the Finding was transferred to May 3, and September 14 became the
celebration of the "Exaltation of the Cross", the commemoration of a victory over the Persians by Heraclius, as a result of
which the relic was returned to Jerusalem.
The silver reliquary that was left at the Basilica of the Holy Sepulchre in care of the bishop of Jerusalem was exhibited
periodically to the faithful. In the 380s a nun named Egeria who was travelling on pilgrimage described the veneration of
the True Cross at Jerusalem in a long letter, the Itinerario Egeriae that she sent back to her community of women:

Then a chair is placed for the bishop in Golgotha behind the [liturgical] Cross, which is now standing; the bishop duly
takes his seat in the chair, and a table covered with a linen cloth is placed before him; the deacons stand round the table,
and a silver-gilt casket is brought in which is the holy wood of the Cross. The casket is opened and [the wood] is taken out,
and both the wood of the Cross and the title are placed upon the table. Now, when it has been put upon the table, the
bishop, as he sits, holds the extremities of the sacred wood firmly in his hands, while the deacons who stand around guard
it. It is guarded thus because the custom is that the people, both faithful and catechumens, come one by one and, bowing
down at the table, kiss the sacred wood and pass through. And because, I know not when, some one is said to have bitten
off and stolen a portion of the sacred wood, it is thus guarded by the deacons who stand around, lest any one approaching
should venture to do so again. And as all the people pass by one by one, all bowing themselves, they touch the Cross and
the title, first with their foreheads and then with their eyes; then they kiss the Cross and pass through, but none lays his
hand upon it to touch it. When they have kissed the Cross and have passed through, a deacon stands holding the ring of
Solomon and the horn from which the kings were anointed; they kiss the horn also and gaze at the ring...
Before long, but perhaps not until after the visit of Egeria, it was possible also to venerate the crown of thorns, the pillar at
which Christ was scourged, and the lance that pierced his side.
In 614 the Sassanid Emperor Khosrau II ("Chosroes") removed the part of the cross held in Jerusalem as a trophy, after he
captured the city. Thirteen years later, in 628, the Byzantine Emperor Heraclius defeated Khosrau and regained the relic
from Shahrbaraz. He placed the cross in Constantinople at first, and took it back to Jerusalem on 21 March 630. Some
scholars disagree with this narrative, Professor Constantin Zuckerman going as far as to suggest that the True Cross was
actually lost by the Persians, and that the wood contained in the allegedly still sealed reliquary brought to Jerusalem by
Heraclius in 629 was a fake. In his analysis, the hoax was designed to serve the political purposes of both Heraclius and his
former foe, recently turned ally and co-father-in-law, Persian general and soon-to-become king Shahrbaraz.

Around 1009, the year in which Fatimid caliph Al-Hakim bi-Amr Allah ordered the destruction of the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre, Christians in Jerusalem hid part of the cross and it remained hidden until the city was taken by the European
soldiers of the First Crusade. Arnulf Malecorne, the first Latin Patriarch of Jerusalem, had the Greek Orthodox priests who

were in possession of the Cross tortured in order to reveal its position. The relic that Arnulf discovered was a small
fragment of wood embedded in a golden cross, and it became the most sacred relic of the Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem, with
none of the controversy that had followed their discovery of the Holy Lance in Antioch. It was housed in the Church of the
Holy Sepulchre under the protection of the Latin Patriarch, who marched with it ahead of the army before every battle.
After King Baldwin I of Jerusalem presented King Sigurd I of Norway with a splinter of the True Cross following the
Norwegian Crusade in 1110, the Cross was captured by Saladin during the Battle of Hattin in 1187, and while some Christian
rulers, like Richard the Lionheart, Byzantine emperor Isaac II Angelos and Tamar, Queen of Georgia, sought to ransom it
from Saladin. The cross was not returned.
In 1219 the True Cross was offered to the Knights Templar by Al-Kamil in exchange for lifting the siege on Damietta. The
cross was never delivered as Al-Kamil did not, in fact, have it. Subsequently the cross have disappeared from historical
records. The True Cross was last seen in the city of Damascus.
Currently the Greek Orthodox present a small True Cross relic shown in the so-called Greek Treasury at the foot of
Golgotha, within the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. The Syriac Orthodox Church also has a small relic of the True Cross in St
Mark Monastery, Jerusalem.

An inscription of 359, found at Tixter, in the neighbourhood of Sétif in Mauretania, was said to mention, in an enumeration
of relics, a fragment of the True Cross, according to an entry in Roman Miscellanies, X, 441.
Fragments of the Cross were broken up, and the pieces were widely distributed; in 348, in one of his Catecheses, Cyril of
Jerusalem remarked that the "whole earth is full of the relics of the Cross of Christ," and in another, "The holy wood of the
Cross bears witness, seen among us to this day, and from this place now almost filling the whole world, by means of those
who in faith take portions from it." Egeria's account testifies to how highly these relics of the crucifixion were prized. Saint
John Chrysostom relates that fragments of the True Cross were kept in golden reliquaries, "which men reverently wear
upon their persons." Even two Latin inscriptions around 350 from today's Algeria testify to the keeping and admiration of
small particles of the cross. Around the year 455, Juvenal Patriarch of Jerusalem sent to Pope Leo I a fragment of the
"precious wood", according to the Letters of Pope Leo. A portion of the cross was taken to Rome in the seventh century by
Pope Sergius I, who was of Byzantine origin. "In the small part is power of the whole cross", so an inscription in the Felix
Basilica of Nola, built by bishop Paulinus at the beginning of 5th century. The cross particle was inserted in the altar.

The Old English poem Dream of the Rood mentions the finding of the cross and the beginning of the tradition of the
veneration of its relics. The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle also talks of King Alfred receiving a fragment of the cross from Pope
Marinus (see: Annal Alfred the Great, year 883). Although it is possible, the poem need not be referring to this specific relic
or have this incident as the reason for its composition. However, there is a later source that speaks of a bequest made to
the 'Holy Cross' at Shaftesbury Abbey in Dorset; Shaftesbury abbey was founded by King Alfred, supported with a large

portion of state funds and given to the charge of his own daughter when he was alive - it is conceivable that if Alfred really
received this relic, that he may have given it to the care of the nuns at Shaftesbury
Most of the very small relics of the True Cross in Europe came from Constantinople. The city was captured and sacked by
the Fourth Crusade in 1204: "After the conquest of the city Constantinople inestimable wealth was found: incomparably
precious jewels and also a part of the cross of the Lord, which Helena transferred from Jerusalem and [which] was
decorated with gold and precious jewels. There it attained [the] highest admiration. It was carved up by the present bishops
and was divided with other very precious relics among the knights; later, after their return to the homeland, it was donated
to churches and monasteries." A knight Robert de Clari wrote: "Within this chapel were found many precious relics; for
therein were found two pieces of the True Cross, as thick as a man's leg and a fathom in length."

Codex sinaiticus

By the end of the Middle Ages so many churches claimed to possess a piece of the True Cross, that John Calvin is famously
said to have remarked that there was enough wood in them to fill a ship, thus mocking the deception and arrogance of
catholic institutions:
There is no abbey so poor as not to have a specimen. In some places there are large fragments, as at the Holy Chapel in
Paris, at Poitiers, and at Rome, where a good-sized crucifix is said to have been made of it. In brief, if all the pieces that
could be found were collected together, they would make a big ship-load. Yet the Gospel testifies that a single man was
able to carry it.
— Calvin, Traité Des Reliques

Conflicting with this is the finding of Charles Rohault de Fleury, who, in his Mémoire sur les instruments de la Passion of
1870 made a study of the relics in reference to the criticisms of Calvin and Erasmus. He drew up a catalogue of all known
relics of the True Cross showing that, in spite of what various authors have claimed, the fragments of the Cross brought
together again would not reach one-third that of a cross which has been supposed to have been three or four meters (9.8
or 13.1 feet) in height, with transverse branch of two meters (6.6 feet) wide, proportions not at all abnormal. He calculated:
supposing the Cross to have been of pine-wood (based on his microscopic analysis of the fragments) and giving it a weight
of about seventy-five kilograms, we find the original volume of the cross to be 0.178 cubic meters (6.286 cubic feet). The
total known volume of known relics of the True Cross, according to his catalogue, amounts to approximately 0.004 cubic
meters (0.141 cubic feet) (more specifically 3,942,000 cubic millimeters), leaving a volume of 0.174 m3 (6.145 cu ft) lost,
destroyed, or otherwise unaccounted for. (Gauss hat gesagt: Das Unverständnis für Mathematik äußert sich in der Schärfe
des Zahlenrechnens – das gilt dann vor allem auch für alle chemisch-physikalischen Daten – hier ganz offensichtlich.)

Four cross particles – of ten particles with surviving documentary provenances by Byzantine emperors – from European
churches, i.e. Santa Croce in Rome, Caravaca de la Cruz, Notre Dame, Paris, Pisa Cathedral and Florence Cathedral, were
microscopically examined. "The pieces came all together from olive." It is possible that many alleged pieces of the True
Cross are forgeries, created by travelling merchants in the Middle Ages, during which period a thriving trade in
manufactured relics existed.
Gerasimos Smyrnakis notes that the largest surviving portion, of 870,760 cubic millimetres, is preserved in the Monastery of
Koutloumousiou on Mount Athos, and also mentions the preserved relics in Rome (consisting of 537,587 cubic millimetres),
in Brussels (516,090 cubic millimetres), in Venice (445,582 cubic millimetres), in Ghent (436,450 cubic millimetres) and in
Paris (237,731 cubic millimetres). (For comparison, the collective volume of the largest of these sets of fragments would be
equivalent to a cube of a little less than 4 inches per side, while the smallest of these would have an equivalent cubic
dimension of about 2.5 inches per side. The volume figures given by Smyrnakis for these objects—six significant figures and
to the cubic millimeter—are undoubtedly the result of multiplying slightly approximate numbers and should not be seen as
implying scientific accuracy of the highest order in a book written over a century ago.)

Santo Toribio de Liébana in Spain is also said to hold the largest of these pieces and is one of the most visited Roman
Catholic pilgrimage sites. In Asia, the only place where the other part of the True Cross is located is in the Monasterio de
Tarlac at San Jose, Tarlac, Philippines.
The Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church also claims to have the right wing of the true cross buried in the monastery of
Gishen Mariam. The Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church has an annual religious holiday, called Meskel or Demera,
commemorating the discovery of the True Cross by Queen Helena. Meskel occurs on 17 Meskerem in the Ethiopian
calendar (September 27, Gregorian calendar, or September 28 in leap years). "Meskel" (or "Meskal" or "Mesqel"; there are
various ways to transliterate from Ge'ez to Latin script) is Ge'ez for "cross".

The festival is known as Feast of the exaltation of the holy cross in other Orthodox, Catholic or Protestant churches. The
churches that follow the Gregorian calendar celebrate the feast on September 14.
Saint John Chrysostom wrote homilies on the three crosses:
Kings removing their diadems take up the cross, the symbol of their Saviour's death; on the purple, the cross; in their
prayers, the cross; on their armour, the cross; on the holy table, the cross; throughout the universe, the cross. The cross
shines brighter than the sun.
The Roman Catholic Church, the Eastern Orthodox Church, Oriental Orthodox Church, the Anglican Communion, and a
number of Protestant denominations, celebrate the Feast of the Exaltation of the Cross on September 14, the anniversary
of the dedication of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. In later centuries, these celebrations also included commemoration
of the rescue of the True Cross from the Persians in 628. In the Galician usage, beginning about the seventh century, the

Feast of the Cross was celebrated on May 3. According to the Catholic Encyclopedia, when the Galician and Roman
practices were combined, the September date, for which the Vatican adopted the official name "Triumph of the Cross" in
1963, was used to commemorate the rescue from the Persians and the May date was kept as the "Invention of the True
Cross" to commemorate the finding. The September date is often referred to in the West as Holy Cross Day; the May date
(See also Roodmas.) was dropped from the liturgical calendar of the Roman Catholic Church in 1970 as part of the liturgical
reforms mandated by the Second Vatican Council (1962–1965). The Orthodox still commemorate both events on
September 14, one of the Twelve Great Feasts of the liturgical year, and the Procession of the Venerable Wood of the Cross
on 1 August, the day on which the relics of the True Cross would be carried through the streets of Constantinople to bless
the city.
In addition to celebrations on fixed days, there are certain days of the variable cycle when the Cross is celebrated. The
Roman Catholic Church has a formal Adoration of the Cross (the term is inaccurate, but sanctioned by long use) during the
services for Good Friday, while Eastern Orthodox churches everywhere, a replica of the cross is brought out in procession
during Matins of Great and Holy Friday for the people to venerate. The Orthodox also celebrate an additional Veneration of
the Cross on the third Sunday of Great Lent.

What was the fate of the ‘True Cross’ in the Byzantine-Sassanid Wars?

/ Emperor Heraclius sets off on a campaign against the Persians. Constantine Manasses Chronicle,

“Then the Judge of truth, who desires not the death of the sinner, but that he may turn again and
live, sent on us the evil Persian race, as a rod of chastisement and medicine of rebuke. And they
advanced with a great force and numerous host. They seized all the land of Syria and they put the
Greek to flight. And they reached Palestine and its borders, and they arrived at Caesarea […] Next
they reached Judea; and came to a large and famous city, a Christian city, which is Jerusalem, city of
the Son of God. And they came on in wrath and mighty anger of soul; and the Lord surrendered it
into their hands, and they fulfilled all in accordance with His will. And who can depict what took place
within Jerusalem and in her streets? Who number the multitude of dead who lay stretched in
Jerusalem?” ~ Antiochus Strategos.

The capture of Jerusalem by the Persians in the spring of 614 was a tremendous shock to the
Christian world, and the psychological impact of its conquest can, perhaps, only be compared to the
sack of Rome in 410. The sack of Jerusalem forms part of the series of conflicts between the two
superpowers of the Mediterranean in the early Middle Ages – Byzantium and Sassanian Persia,
conflicts that revolved around issues of strategic control along the eastern frontier regions of

Armenia and Mesopotamia that went as far back as the establishment of the Sassanian State in the
third century.
A new war between Byzantium and Persia flared up in 602, and by the end of the decade the
Sassanians had conquered Mesopotamia and the Caucasus. After achieving complete control over
Armenia by the summer of 610, the Persian general Shahin burned the Cappadocian capital city of
Caesarea in the summer of 612, while a Byzantine army led by Heraclius was heavily defeated at the
hands of Shahin near Antioch in 613.

After the battle, Antioch, the third largest city of the Byzantine Empire, capitulated as Shahin and
Shahrbaraz, another of the Shah Khusrow’s skilled generals, marched south along the Palestinian
coastline. By the end of 613, the cities of Damascus, Apamea, and Emesa surrendered without
resistance, giving the Persian generals the chance to strike further south into Palaestina Prima.
Although the details of the conquest and sack of Jerusalem are murky and the (Christian) sources are,
certainly, biased, one start date for the Persian assault is given as 15 April 614. Most of the sources
point that the siege lasted about three weeks, with the Persian breakthrough coming between 17
and 20 May.

As the capture of Jerusalem was accompanied by the destruction of churches and the killing of
Christians, perhaps the heaviest blow to Byzantine morale was the capture of the True Cross, the
relics of which had been kept in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre since the 340s:
“On the 19th day of the siege] […] ten days after Easter, the Persian army captured Jerusalem. For
three days they put to the sword and slew all the populace of the city. And they stayed within the
city for 21 days. Then they came out and camped outside the city and burnt the city. They added up
the number of fallen corpses, and the total of those killed was 17,000 people; and the living whom
they captured were 35,000 people. They also arrested the patriarch, whose name was Zak‘aria, and
the custodian of the Cross. In their search for the Life-bearing Cross, they began to torture them; and
many of the clergy they decapitated at that time. Then they showed them the place where it lay
hidden, and they took it away into captivity.” ~ The Armenian History attributed to Sebeos.

Despite the initial setbacks, Heraclius’ campaigns in Persian lands between 622 and 626 forced the
Sassanians onto the defensive. A final Persian attempt to take Constantinople in 626 was thwarted,
and in 627 Heraclius pushed deep into the enemy heartland. A year later, in 628, the emperor
concluded a peace treaty with the Persians, which included the return of the relics of the True Cross
to the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. The relics of the Cross were handed over to Heraclius in
Hierapolis (Ἱεράπολις; modern Manbij in northern Syria), from where he toured through
Mesopotamia and Armenia to Palestine, before restoring the relics to their rightful place in a lavish
ceremony on 21 March 630. Undoubtedly, this was an event of multiple symbolical significance; it
was meant to symbolise and mark the new beginning of Heraclius’ rule, after a twenty year reign
defined by difficulties and loss of territory, but also victories against the Persians, the recovery of lost
territory, and perpetual – it seemed – peace

Yet, despite the fact that there is a relative abundance of contemporary or near contemporary
sources on Heraclius’ campaigns, it is hard – if not impossible – to retrace the chronology of the
events leading up to the restoration of the Cross; the available material is contradictory and it is not
always easy to distinguish between fact and fiction. Nevertheless, scholars over the last century have
attempted to discover the historical `truth’.

In 1907, Bolotov published an elaborate paper that shaped the chronology of the events as follows.
As Heraclius approached the Persian capital during the final stages of the war, Khosrow fled
Dastagerd, near the future city of Baghdad, without offering resistance. Meanwhile, Khosrow’s eldest
son Kavadh II, who had been imprisoned by his father, was released and proclaimed King on the night
of 23–24 February, 628. Yet, Kavadh was mortally ill and was gravely concerned that Heraclius should
look after the interests of his infant son Ardeshir. As a goodwill gesture, he promised to deliver the
True Cross, in 628, by dispatching the Christian Ishoʿyahb II of Gdala, the patriarch of the Church of
the East from 628 to 645, to do the job. The latter had been well-known for many years for his efforts
to find common theological ground between the Nestorianism of the Church of the East and the
Chalcedonian doctrines held in the capital.
As Ishoʿyahb ventured to attend a celebration of the eucharist in the emperor’s presence, probably
at Theodosiopolis according to Bolotov, Heraclius then held a synod at the same city and effected a

union with the Armenian church in the winter of 628-29, after which he distributed pieces of the
True Cross among the notables of Armenia before departing for Caesarea. From Caesarea, Heraclius
sent the True Cross to Constantinople, and in July 629 the emperor finally concluded terms of peace
with Shahrbaraz. Heraclius returned to Constantinople, probably in August or September 629, and in
March of 630, he returned the Cross to Jerusalem.

Five years later, in 1912, Baynes published an article that raised questions on Bolotov’s effective use
of the history of Agapius of Hierapolis, a 10th-century Melkite bishop of Hierapolis (Manbij), writer
and historian, best known for his lengthy Kitab al-‘Unwan (Book of headings or Universal History).
Agapius’ history disproves Bolotov’s argument that Heraclius remained at Theodosiopolis where he
held the famous synod in 628-29. Instead, we gain from Agapius’ account that the emperor chose the
strongly fortified Mesopotamian city of Amida (Greek: Ἄμιδα; modern Diyarbakir in south-eastern
Turkey).
But what Baynes acknowledges as the chief misunderstanding in Bolotov’s account is the latter’s
placing of Heraclius’ return to the capital before the restoration of the Cross in Jerusalem. This has
been shown to be wrong in the Short History of Patriarch Nicephorus I of Constantinople (c. 758 –
April 5, 828), and in the works of Theophanes and George Monachus.

Furthermore, Baynes argued that historians should reconsider Heraclius’ triumphant restoration of
the Cross to have taken place, according to Antiochus Strategos’ account, on the 21 March of the
year 629 instead of 630. He, then, argued that it seems more likely that Heraclius would have
dispatched pieces of the Cross for exaltation to Constantinople, to Caesarea and to the Armenian
nobles, but the Cross itself must have remained in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre rather than
taken on a tour around the Empire. The piece dispatched to Constantinople would have reached the
capital during the second indiction, i.e. before 1 September 629, just before Heraclius’ triumphal
progress to Constantinople (probably in August 629).
Forty years later, Frolow revisited the issue of the restoration of the True Cross in 629/30. Based on
Heraclius’ victory dispatch to the capital on April 8, 628, that would have been read in St. Sophia
Church on May 15 for the public to celebrate the magnitude and the significance of the Persian

defeat, Frolow underlined the fact that the dispatch reports of the death of Khusrow, and the
reception of the plenipotentiaries dispatched by his son Kavadh, yet no reference is made about the
return of the Cross, hence it must have occurred in the spring of 630. The author also contended that
Heraclius almost voluntarily delayed the return of the Holy Cross in order to use the festivities to
legitimize his marriage to his niece Martina that was opposed by the Patriarch of Constantinople,
Sergius I, on the grounds of consanguinity.
More recently, Holger Klein and the late Paul Speck re-examined the two entries in the final part of
the Chronicon Paschale, and both concluded in their short studies that the exaltation of the True
Cross was celebrated in Constantinople in September 629, and that the relic of the Cross was
returned to Byzantium quite some time before that date, and not in 630. Both make a strong case for
the presence of the relic in the imperial capital as early as September 629. Yet, they differ as to the
itinerary that took it there:

Speck argues that the Cross was surrendered by the Persians immediately after their military defeat,
then exalted in Jerusalem in the fall of 628 before being transferred to the City. On the other hand,
Klein aims to maintain the traditional date of presentation of the Cross in Jerusalem, March 21, 630
and argues, therefore, that Heraclius first exposed the Cross to the veneration of the people of
Constantinople and only then brought it to Palestine. Then, just a few years later, Bernard Flusin put
forward arguments that, again, support the return of the Cross to Jerusalem in March 630.
The most recent contribution to the debate comes by Constantin Zuckerman, in a long and
meticulous study published in the journal Travaux et mémoires in 2013, where the author provides a
reconstruction of Heraclius’ itinerary from mid-628 to mid-630.

First, Zuckerman discusses the evidence of the Chronicon Paschale, which ascertains the presence of
the Cross at Constantinople in September 629. The author further explores the generally
acknowledged date of the presentation of the Cross at Jerusalem, March 21, arguing that it belongs
just as surely in the year 629. What is also interesting is Zuckerman’s analysis of the paradox of the
Chronicon Paschale, showing that the author of this historical compilation was not – as many
scholars have believed – manifestly interested in history per se, but in chronology (calculations of
religious dates, the timetable of Jesus’ life, etc.).

Zuckerman also casts doubt on the testimony of (the source of) the Patriarch Nicephorus’ Short
History, which he calls a historical pamphlet rather than a chronicle, yet he contends that the Short
History – despite its peculiarities as a historical source – deserves more credit and, especially, its
testimony for the date of the return of the Cross and even more so, on the circumstances of its
transfer to Constantinople, is very hard to reject.
A long section of Zuckerman’s article summarizes the Cross’ complex itinerary using the precious yet
much neglected evidence on Heraclius’ movements in the Chronicon ad annum Christi 1234
pertinens. The author’s proposed reconstruction of Heraclius’ itinerary allows us to track the
movements of the Cross between the spring of 629 and the spring of 630, and it is clear that the
Cross came into Heraclius’ hands early in 629, probably in February.

The anonymous Syriac Chronicon ad annum Christi 1234 pertinens and Michael the Syrian, describe
Heraclius’ slow progress in the summer and fall of 628, and his actions in the following year:
according to Zuckerman, the emperor’s itinerary took him from Antioch to Hierapolis (Manbij), which
means that it was there he received the news of Kavadh II Shiroe’s death in September 628, or early
in October, and this news could have reached Heraclius no later than November. For any travels he
undertook in 629, Hierapolis would have been the obvious starting point, and it must have been at
that city where – no later than January – the emperor would have learned that Shahrbaraz could
deliver into his hands the precious trophy that the entire Persian court had been unable to recover:
the True Cross. The Cross was brought to Hierapolis some time in February 629 and deposited on
Golgotha on the 21st of March.

Sometime in April or May 629, Heraclius sojourned to Antioch to meet with the miaphysite patriarch
of the city, Anastasios. Zuckerman believes that this meeting was the cornerstone of the new
imperial policy aimed at imposing the authority of the patriarch of Antioch over the miaphysitic
Church of Persia. From Antioch Heraclius returned to Hierapolis, where he probably spent the month
of June. Crucially, in July of 629, Shahrbaraz was invited to take a deep detour into the Roman
territory to meet Heraclius at Arabissos Tripotamos in Cappadocia. The Cross was sent forward to

Constantinople, where it was exulted in August, while the emperor followed it at leisure and arrived
in the City early in September.
Yet, Zuckerman’s most ground-breaking suggestion is that the True Cross was actually lost in the
mayhem of the aftermath of Khosrow’s overthrow, and that the wood contained in the allegedlystill-sealed reliquary brought to Jerusalem by Heraclius in 629 was a fake. Rather, the evidence
available overwhelmingly identifies the Persian general Shahrbaraz as the person who sent the True
Cross to Heraclius, and most of the sources specify that he did so after becoming king of Persia on 27
April 630.

1969

The future would certainly have looked bright for Heraclius after his triumphant return to his imperial
capital. However, both he and Shahrbaraz were in for a rude awakening. The end of the ByzantinoPersian war of 602-28 may have marked a new dawn for the Middle East, but no one would have
expected the this new world was shortly going to be swept aside by the advent of the Arabs and
Islam.

1969

Von Isfahan ging es nach Teheran und die Route zurück in die Türkei.
Es war sehr kalt geworden.
Die Umgebung von Erzurum gehörte in urartäischer Zeit vermutlich zu Diaueḫe. Eine erste Siedlung
mit dem armenischen Namen Karin an der heutigen Stelle ist seit der Zeit der Artaxiden belegt. Am
Anfang des 5. Jahrhunderts bauten die Byzantiner unter Kaiser Theodosius II. die Stadt zu einer
Festung aus und nannten sie Theodosiopolis. Der Deveboynu-Hügel unmittelbar östlich der Stadt
bildete die Grenze zum Gebiet Persarmenien, die Pasinler-Ebene jenseits des flachen Hügels wurde
von den Sassaniden kontrolliert. Mit deren Angriffen war am ehesten an diesem Talübergang zu
rechnen. Tatsächlich belagerten Theodosiopolis während des persisch-römischen Krieges in den
Jahren 421 bis 422 Truppen des Sassaniden Königs Bahram V. Die Stadt ging im Jahr 502 für kurze
Zeit an die Perser verloren, wurde jedoch wieder zurückerobert.

Theodosiopolis war Sitz eines Bischofs. Das Bistum wurde zum katholischen Titularbistum
Theodosiopolis in Armenia und gehörte der Provinz Armenia III an, die auch als Theodosiapolitanus in
Cappadocia bezeichnet wird. Seit 1964 ist es nicht mehr besetzt. Die Stadt kam im Zuge der
arabischen Expansion von 655 bis 751 unter umayyadische Herrschaft, während die westlich
gelegene armenische Stadt Yerznka (heute Erzincan) 680 Sitz eines Bischofs war. Mitte des 8.
Jahrhunderts gelangte Theodosiopolis zeitweilig in byzantinische Hand und wurde 771/772 bei einem
Aufstand armenischer Herrscherfamilien (nakharas) beinahe erobert.

1969

Danach war die Stadt wieder ein arabischer Militärposten, den 947 nochmals die Byzantiner
eroberten. Diese gründeten in der Ebene von Erzurum die unbefestigte Stadt Artsn, in die einige
Einwohner von Erzurum umsiedelten. Zwischen beiden Städten bestanden Handelsbeziehungen. 979
übergaben die Byzantiner das Gebiet um Erzurum an den georgischen Herrscher David III. Mit dessen
Tod im Jahr 1000 kam es wieder zu den Byzantinern zurück.

1969

In arabischen Quellen wurde Erzurum Qālīqalā oder Qālī genannt, nach dem antiken Qarin (auch
armenisch Qarnoi Qalak). Die Seldschuken nannten sie Arzan al-Rûm, Arzan-i Rûm oder Arz-i Rûm.
Die Stadt Artsn (Arzan) wurde durch den Einfall der Seldschuken zerstört. Rûm ist von den Rhomäern
abgeleitet.
Erzurum entwickelte sich unter byzantinischer und seldschukischer Herrschaft bis zum 15.
Jahrhundert zu einer wichtigen Handelsstation. Die Stadt war Zentrum der Saltukiden von 1071 bis
1202 und wurde 1230 von den Seldschuken eingenommen. Die Eroberungszüge der Mongolen Mitte
des 13. Jahrhunderts, bei denen sie die Stadt 1242/43 einnahmen, führten zu einem wirtschaftlichen
Niedergang; bis zur Fertigstellung der Yakutiye Medresesi 1310 gibt es keine Hinweise auf eine
nennenswerte Bautätigkeit. 1402 war Erzurum Ausgangspunkt für den Angriff Timurs gegen das
osmanische Heer unter Sultan Bayezid I. Im Jahr 1520 wurde die Stadt in das Osmanische Reich
eingegliedert und erhielt ihren heutigen Namen.
Erzurum gegen Ende des Ersten Weltkrieges.

Obwohl Erzurum in osmanischer Zeit ein bedeutendes Militärlager war, reichten die Wohnsiedlungen
im Osten, Süden und Westen weit über das ummauerte Stadtgebiet hinaus, und die meisten
muslimischen Grabbauten (türkisch kümbet, von persisch gonbad) wurden außerhalb errichtet. Vor
allem Armenier lebten in den Außengebieten, da sie allmählich aus der Innenstadt verdrängt wurden.
Die befestigte Stadt war das Wohngebiet der angesehenen muslimischen Familien. Erzurum war
Hauptstadt eines Eyâlet, das mit der Verwaltungsreform Ende des 19. Jahrhunderts durch das Vilâyet
Erzurum abgelöst wurde.
Im 19. Jahrhundert besetzten mehrfach russische Truppen Erzurum. Vermutlich haben sie die Çifte
Minare Medresesi beim russisch-osmanischen Krieg von 1828/29 so schwer beschädigt, dass die seit
mindestens Anfang des 17. Jahrhunderts dort bestehende Kanonengießerei um 1837 in die Yakutiye
Medresesi ins Stadtzentrum verlagert werden musste. 1829 unternahm der russische Dichter
Alexander Puschkin auf eigene Faust eine Reise nach Erzurum zur kämpfenden russischen Armee. Er
berichtete darüber in seinem 1836 erschienenen Tagebuch Die Reise nach Arzrum während des
Feldzugs des Jahres 1829. 1830 zogen sich die russischen Truppen aus dem Distrikt zurück, viele
Armenier aus der Stadt und den umliegenden Dörfern wurden gezwungen, mit ihnen zu gehen.
Während des Krieges von 1877/78 eroberten russische Truppen im Februar 1878 erneut die Stadt,
zum Schaden für die historische Bausubstanz.

1838 wurde als armenisch-apostolischer Bischofssitz eine Muttergotteskirche (Surb Astvatsatsin)
erbaut. Das 1881 gegründete armenische Sanasarian College diente bis zu seinem Umzug nach Sivas
1912 vor allem der Lehrerausbildung. Vor dem Genozid im Jahr 1915 machten Armenier einen
großen Teil der Stadtbevölkerung aus. Am 14. Juni 1915 begann die Deportation der Armenier aus
Erzurum. In der Schlacht von Erzurum besiegte im Februar 1916 die russische Armee die in der Stadt
verschanzten osmanischen Truppen.
Vom 27. Juli bis zum 7. August 1919 fand unter der Leitung von Atatürk in Erzurum der erste
türkische Nationalkongress statt, der eine wichtige Rolle für die Republikgründung 1923 spielte. Nach
dem Zweiten Weltkrieg gewann Erzurum seine wirtschaftliche Rolle vor allem durch den Handel mit
dem Iran und als große

Urartu which corresponds to the biblical mountains of Ararat, is the name of a geographical region commonly used as the
exonym for the Iron Age kingdom also known by the modern rendition of its endonym, the Kingdom of Van, centered
around Lake Van in the historic Armenian Highlands (present-day eastern Anatolia).
The written language that the kingdom's political elite used is referred to as Urartian, which appears in cuneiform
inscriptions in Armenia and eastern Turkey. It is unknown what language was spoken by the peoples of Urartu at the time
of the existence of the kingdom, but there is linguistic evidence of contact between the proto-Armenian language and the
Urartian language at an early date (sometime between the 3rd—2nd millennium BC), occurring prior to the formation of
Urartu as a kingdom.

Belt

The kingdom rose to power in the mid-9th century BC, but went into gradual decline and was eventually conquered by the
Iranian Medes in the early 6th century BC. The geopolitical region would re-emerge as Armenia shortly after. Being heirs to
the Urartian realm, the earliest identifiable ancestors of the Armenians are the peoples of Urartu.
The name Urartu ( Assyrian: māt Urarṭu; Babylonian: Urashtu; Hebrew: Ararat) comes from Assyrian sources. Shalmaneser I
(1263–1234 BC) recorded a campaign in which he subdued the entire territory of "Uruatri". The Shalmaneser text uses the
name Urartu to refer to a geographical region, not a kingdom, and names eight "lands" contained within Urartu (which at
the time of the campaign were still disunited). "Urartu" is cognate with the Biblical "Ararat", Akkadian "Urashtu", and
Armenian "Ayrarat". In addition to referring to the famous Biblical highlands, Ararat also appears as the name of a kingdom
in Jeremiah, mentioned together with Minni and Ashkenaz.

The name Kingdom of Van (Urartian: Biai, Biainili; is derived from the Urartian toponym Biainili (or Biaineli), which was
adopted in Old Armenian as Van, because of betacism (in linguistics, when the letters b and v undergo a sound change),
hence the names "Kingdom of Van" or "Vannic Kingdom". Other Urartian toponyms and words went through the same
sound change as the Armenian language spread throughout the region and absorbed them (see Erebuni and Erevan).
In the 6th century BC, with the emergence of Armenia in the region, the name of the region was simultaneously referred to
as variations of Armenia and Urartu. In the trilingual Behistun Inscription, carved in 521 or 520 BC by the order of Darius I,
the country referred to as Urartu in Akkadian is called Arminiya in Old Persian and Harminuia in the Elamite language.
The mentions of Urartu in the Books of Kings and Isaiah of the Bible were translated as "Armenia" in the Septuagint. Some
English language translations, including the King James Version follow the Septuagint translation of Urartu as Armenia. The
identification of the biblical "mountains of Ararat" with the Mt. Ararat (Turkish: Ağrı Dağı) is a modern identification based
on postbiblical tradition.

The name Ayrarat that was later used to describe lands located in the central region of the Kingdom of Armenia seems to
have been of local usage as no known classical works use this word to refer to Armenia. The Ararat Province of modern
Armenia is named after Mount Ararat, which itself receives its name from the biblical Mountains of Ararat (or Mountains of
Urartu).
Scholars such as Carl Ferdinand Friedrich Lehmann-Haupt (1910) believed that the people of Urartu called themselves
Khaldini after the god Ḫaldi. Boris Piotrovsky wrote that the Urartians first appear in history in the 13th century BC as a
league of tribes or countries which did not yet constitute a unitary state. In the Assyrian annals the term Uruatri (Urartu) as
a name for this league was superseded during a considerable period of years by the term "land of Nairi".
.

Shupria (Akkadian: Armani-Subartu from the 3rd millennium BC) is believed to have originally been a Hurrian or Mitanni
state that was subsequently annexed into the Urartian confederation. Shupria is often mentioned in conjunction with a
district in the area called Arme (also referred to as Urme or Armani) which some scholars have linked to the name of
Armenia
Linguists John Greppin and Igor M. Diakonoff argued that the Urartians referred to themselves as Shurele (sometimes
transliterated as Shurili or Šurili, possibly pronounced as Suri), a name mentioned within the royal titles of the kings of
Urartu (e.g. "the king of Šuri-lands”). The word Šuri has been variously theorized as originally referring to chariots, swords,
the region of Shupria (perhaps an attempt by the ruling dynasty to associate themselves with the Hurrians), or the entire
world.

Assyrian inscriptions of Shalmaneser I (c. 1274 BC) first mention Uruartri as one of the states of Nairi, a loose confederation
of small kingdoms and tribal states in the Armenian Highland in the 13th to 11th centuries BC which he conquered. Uruartri
itself was in the region around Lake Van. The Nairi states were repeatedly subjected to further attacks and invasions by the
Assyrians, especially under Tukulti-Ninurta I (c. 1240 BC), Tiglath-Pileser I (c. 1100 BC), Ashur-bel-kala (c. 1070 BC), Adadnirari II (c. 900 BC), Tukulti-Ninurta II (c. 890 BC), and Ashurnasirpal II (883–859 BC).
Urartu re-emerged in Assyrian inscriptions in the 9th century BC as a powerful northern rival of Assyria, which lay to the
south in northern Mesopotamia and northeast Syria. The Nairi states and tribes became a unified kingdom under king
Aramu (c. 860–843 BC), whose capital at Arzashkun was captured by the Assyrians under Shalmaneser III. Roughly
contemporaries of the Uruartri, living just to the west along the southern shore of the Black Sea, were the Kaskas known
from Hittite sources.
Urartologist Paul Zimansky speculated that the Urartians (or at least the ruling family) may have emigrated northwest into
the Lake Van region from their religious capital Musasir (Ardini). According to Zimansky, the Urartian ruling class were few
in number and governed over an ethnically, culturally, and linguistically diverse population. Zimansky went so far as to
suggest that the kings of Urartu might have come from various ethnic backgrounds themselves.

The Middle Assyrian Empire fell into a period of temporary stagnation for decades during the first half of the 8th century
BC, which had aided Urartu's growth. Within a short time it became one of the largest and most powerful states in the Near
East
Sarduri I (c. 832–820 BC), son of either Arame or the poorly attested Lutipri, successfully resisted the Assyrian attacks from
the south, led by Shalmaneser III, consolidated the military power of the state, and moved the capital to Tushpa (modern
Van, on the shore of Lake Van). His son, Ispuini (c. 820–800 BC) annexed the neighbouring state of Musasir, which became
an important religious center of the Urartian Kingdom, and introduced the cult of Ḫaldi. Ispuini was also the first Urartian
king to write in the Urartian language (previous kings left records written in Akkadian). He made his son Sarduri II viceroy.
After conquering Musasir, Ispuini was in turn attacked by Shamshi-Adad V. His co-regent and subsequent successor, Menua
(c. 800–785 BC) also enlarged the kingdom greatly and left inscriptions over a wide area. During Ispuini's and Menua's joint
rule, they shifted from referring to their territory as Nairi, instead opting for Bianili. Urartu reached the highest point of its
military might under Menua's son Argishti I (c. 785–760 BC), becoming one of the most powerful kingdoms of ancient Near
East. Argishti I added more territories along the Araks River and Lake Sevan, and frustrated Shalmaneser IV's campaigns
against him. Argishti also founded several new cities, most notably Erebuni Fortress in 782 BC. 6,600 captured slaves
worked on the construction of the new city.

At its height, the Urartu kingdom stretched North beyond the Araks River (Greek: Araxes) and Lake Sevan, encompassing
present-day Armenia and even the southern part of present-day Georgia almost to the shores of the Black Sea; west to the
sources of the Euphrates; east to present-day Tabriz, Lake Urmia, and beyond; and south to the sources of the Tigris.
Tiglath Pileser III of Assyria conquered Urartu in the first year of his reign (745 BC). There the Assyrians found horsemen and
horses, tamed as colts for riding, that were unequalled in the south, where they were harnessed to Assyrian war-chariots.
In 714 BC, the Urartu kingdom suffered heavily from Cimmerian raids and the campaigns of Sargon II. The main temple at
Mushashir was sacked, and the Urartian king Rusa I was crushingly defeated by Sargon II at Lake Urmia. He subsequently
committed suicide in shame.

Rusa's son Argishti II (714–685 BC) restored Urartu's position against the Cimmerians, however it was no longer a threat to
Assyria and peace was made with the new king of Assyria Sennacherib in 705 BC. This in turn helped Urartu enter a long
period of development and prosperity, which continued through the reign of Argishti's son Rusa II (685–645 BC).
After Rusa II, however, the Urartu grew weaker under constant attacks from Cimmerian and Scythian invaders. As a result,
it became dependent on Assyria, as evidenced by Rusa II's son Sarduri III (645–635 BC) referring to the Assyrian king
Ashurbanipal as his "father".

According to Urartian epigraphy, Sarduri III was followed by three kings—Erimena (635–620 BC), his son Rusa III (620–609
BC), and the latter's son Rusa IV (609–590 or 585 BC). Late during the 7th century BC (during or after Sarduri III's reign),
Urartu was invaded by Scythians and their allies—the Medes. In 612 BC, the Median king Cyaxares the Great together with
Nabopolassar of Babylon and the Scythians conquered Assyria after it had been badly weakened by civil war. The Medes
then took over the Urartian capital of Van towards 585 BC, effectively ending the sovereignty of Urartu. According to the
Armenian tradition, the Medes helped the Armenians establish the Orontid (Yervanduni) dynasty. Many Urartian ruins of
the period show evidence of destruction by fire.

This would indicate two scenarios—either Media subsequently conquered Urartu, bringing about its subsequent demise, or
Urartu maintained its independence and power, going through a mere dynastic change, as a local Armenian dynasty or
dynasties (the Haykazunis and/or the Orontids) overthrew the ruling family with the help of the Median army. Ancient
sources support the latter version: Xenophon, for example, states that Armenia, ruled by an Orontid king, was not
conquered until the reign of Median king Astyages (585–550 BC) – long after Median invasion of the late 7th century BC.
Similarly, Strabo (1st century BC – 1st century AD) wrote that "[i]n ancient times Greater Armenia ruled the whole of Asia,
after it broke up the empire of the Syrians, but later, in the time of Astyages, it was deprived of that great authority ..."
Medieval Armenian chronicles corroborate the Greek and Hebrew sources. In particular, Movses Khorenatsi writes that the
Armenian king Skayordi Haykazuni was a political foe of Assyria during the reign of Sennacherib (705-681 BCE), which would
have been contemporaneous with the rule of Argishti II. Skayordi's son, Paruyr Haykazuni (also known as Paruyr Skayordi),
helped Cyaxares and his allies conquer Assyria, for which Cyaxares recognized him as the king of Armenia. According to
Khorenatsi, Media conquered Armenia only much later—under Astyages. It is possible that the last Urartian king, Rusa IV,
had connections to the future incoming Armenian Orontids dynasty.

Urartu was destroyed in either 590 BC or 585 BC. By the late 6th century, Urartu had certainly been replaced by Armenia.
The region formerly known as Urartu became the Satrapy of Armenia under the Persian Achaemenids and governed by the
Armenian Orontid dynasty. The Satrapy later became the independent Kingdom of Armenia, under Orontid rule.
Little is known of what happened to the region of Urartu under the foreign rule following its fall and the emergence of the
Satrapy of Armenia. According to historian Touraj Daryaee, during the Armenian rebellion against the Persian king Darius I
in 521 BC (70 years after the fall of Urartu), some of the personal and topographic names attested in connection with
Armenia or Armenians were of Urartian origin, suggesting that Urartian elements persisted within Armenia after its fall.
The Behistun Inscription, which was written in three languages, refers to the country as Armenia (Armina) and the people
as Armenian (Arminiya) in Old Persian, but as Urartu (Urashtu) and Urartian (Urashtaa) in Akkadian, suggesting that Urartu
and Armenia were part of the same geopolitical entity.
With the region reunified again under Armenia, the disparate peoples of the region mixed and became more homogenous
and a unified sense of identity developed, and the Armenian language became the predominant language. Some Urartians

might have kept their former identity. According to Herodotus, the Alarodians (Alarodioi)—presumably a variation of the
name Urartian/Araratian—were part of the 18th Satrapy of the Achaemenid Empire and formed a special contingent in the
grand army of Xerxes I. According to this theory, the Urartians who of the 18th Satrapy were subsequently absorbed into
the Armenian nation.
Modern historians, however, have cast doubt on the Alarodian connection to the Urartians as the latter are never recorded
as having applied an endonym related to "Ararat" to themselves.

As the Armenian identity developed in the region, the memory of Urartu faded and disappeared. Parts of its history passed
down as popular stories and were preserved in Armenia, as written by Movses Khorenatsi in the form of garbled legends in
his 5th century book History of Armenia, where he speaks of a first Armenian Kingdom in Van which fought wars against the
Assyrians. It is worth noting that no kingdom called "Armenia" existed during the time that Assyria did, but Urartu (Van) did.
Khorenatsi's stories of these wars with Assyria would help in the rediscovery of Urartu.
The toponym Urartu did not disappear, however. The name of the province of Ayrarat in the center of the Kingdom of
Armenia is believed to be its continuum. The Ararat Province of modern Armenia is named after Mount Ararat, which itself
receives its name from the biblical Mountains of Ararat (or Mountains of Urartu).
According to historian M. Chahin:
Urartian history is part of Armenian history, in the same sense that the history of the ancient Britons is part of English
history, and that of the Gauls is part of French history. Armenians can legitimately claim, through Urartu, an historical
continuity of some 4000 years; their history is among those of the most ancient peoples in the world.

The discovery of Urartu has also come to play a significant role in 19th to 21st-century Armenian nationalism.
Inspired by the writings of the medieval Armenian historian Movses Khorenatsi (who had described Urartian works in Van
and attributed them to the legendary Ara the Beautiful and Queen Semiramis), the French scholar Jean Saint-Martin
suggested that his government send Friedrich Eduard Schulz, a German professor, to the Van area in 1827 on behalf of the
French Oriental Society. Schulz discovered and copied numerous cuneiform inscriptions, partly in Assyrian and partly in a
hitherto unknown language. Schulz also discovered the Kelishin stele, bearing an Assyrian-Urartian bilingual inscription,
The Kelashin Stele (also Kelishin, Keli-Shin) (From Kurdish Language: Blue Stone) found in Kelashin, Iraq, bears an important
Urartian-Assyrian bilingual text dating to c. 800 BC, first described by Friedrich Eduard Schulz in 1827. Part of Schulz's notes
were lost when he was killed by Kurdish "bandits", and later expeditions were either prevented by weather conditions or
Kurdish brigands, so that a copy (latex squeeze) of the inscription could only be made in 1951 by G. Cameron, and again in
1976 by an Italian party under heavy military protection.
The inscription describes the acquisition of the city of Musasir (Ardini) by the Urartian king Ishpuini
located on the Kelishin pass on the current Iraqi-Iranian border. A summary account of his initial discoveries was published
in 1828. Schulz and four of his servants were murdered by Kurds in 1829 near Başkale. His notes were later recovered and

published in Paris in 1840. In 1828, the British Assyriologist Henry Creswicke Rawlinson had attempted to copy the
inscription on the Kelishin stele, but failed because of the ice on the stele's front side. The German scholar R. Rosch made a
similar attempt a few years later, but he and his party were attacked and killed.
In the late 1840s Sir Austen Henry Layard examined and described the Urartian rock-cut tombs of Van Castle, including the
Argishti chamber. From the 1870s, local residents began to plunder the Toprakkale ruins, selling its artefacts to European
collections. In the 1880s this site underwent a poorly executed excavation organised by Hormuzd Rassam on behalf of the
British Museum. Almost nothing was properly documented.

The first systematic collection of Urartian inscriptions, and thus the beginning of Urartology as a specialized field dates to
the 1870s, with the campaign of Sir Archibald Henry Sayce. The German engineer Karl Sester, discoverer of Mount Nemrut,
collected more inscriptions in 1890/1. Waldemar Belck visited the area in 1891, discovering the Rusa stele. A further
expedition planned for 1893 was prevented by Turkish-Armenian hostilities. Belck together with Lehmann-Haupt visited the
area again in 1898/9, excavating Toprakkale. On this expedition, Belck reached the Kelishin stele, but he was attacked by
Kurds and barely escaped with his life. Belck and Lehmann-Haupt reached the stele again in a second attempt, but were
again prevented from copying the inscription by weather conditions. After another assault on Belck provoked the
diplomatic intervention of Wilhelm II, Sultan Abdul Hamid II agreed to pay Belck a sum of 80,000 gold marks in reparation.

During World War I, the Lake Van region briefly fell under Russian control. In 1916, the Russian scholars Nikolay Yakovlevich
Marr and Iosif Abgarovich Orbeli, excavating at the Van fortress, uncovered a four-faced stele carrying the annals of Sarduri
II. In 1939 Boris Borisovich Piotrovsky excavated Karmir-Blur, discovering Teišebai, the city of the god of war, Teišeba.
Excavations by the American scholars Kirsopp and Silva Lake during 1938-40 were cut short by World War II, and most of
their finds and field records were lost when a German submarine torpedoed their ship, the SS Athenia. Their surviving
documents were published by Manfred Korfmann in 1977.
A new phase of excavations began after the war. Excavations were at first restricted to Soviet Armenia. The fortress of
Karmir Blur, dating from the reign of Rusa II, was excavated by a team headed by Boris Piotrovsky, and for the first time the
excavators of a Urartian site published their findings systematically. Beginning in 1956 Charles A. Burney identified and
sketch-surveyed many Urartian sites in the Lake Van area and, from 1959, a Turkish expedition under Tahsin Özgüç
excavated Altintepe and Arif Erzen.
In the late 1960s, Urartian sites in northwest Iran were excavated. In 1976, an Italian team led by Mirjo Salvini finally
reached the Kelishin stele, accompanied by a heavy military escort. The Gulf War then closed these sites to archaeological
research. Oktay Belli resumed excavation of Urartian sites on Turkish territory: in 1989 Ayanis, a 7th-century BC fortress
built by Rusas II of Urartu, was discovered 35 km north of Van. In spite of excavations, only a third to a half of the 300
known Urartian sites in Turkey, Iran, Iraq, and Armenia have been examined by archaeologists (Wartke 1993). Without
protection, many sites have been plundered by local residents searching for treasure and other saleable antiquities.

On 12 November 2017, it was announced that archaeologists in Turkey's eastern Van Province had discovered the ruins of a
3,000-year-old Urartu castle during underwater excavations around Lake Van led by Van Yüzüncü Yıl University and the
Governorship of Turkey's eastern Bitlis Province, and that revealed these underwater ruins are from the Iron Age Urartu
civilization and are thought to date back to the eighth to seventh centuries BC.

The Fortress of Van (also known as Van Citadel, Turkish: Van Kalesi or Kurdish: Kela Wanê) is a massive stone fortification
built by the ancient kingdom of Urartu during the 9th to 7th centuries BC, and is the largest example of its kind. It overlooks
the ruins of Tushpa the ancient Urartian capital during the 9th century which was centered upon the steep-sided bluff
where the fortress now sits. A number of similar fortifications were built throughout the Urartian kingdom, usually cut into
hillsides and outcrops in places where modern-day Armenia, Turkey and Iran meet. Successive groups such as the Medes,
Achaemenids, Armenians, Parthians, Romans, Sassanid Persians, Byzantines, Arabs, Seljuks, Safavids, Afsharids, Ottomans
and Russians each controlled the fortress at one time or another. The ancient fortress is located just west of Van and east of
Lake Van in the Van Province of Turkey.
Silva Tipple New Lake led an American expedition to the ruins in 1938-40.
Das Urartäische Reich auch kurz Urarṭu, (urartäisch Biainili, assyrischKURArtaya KURURI akkadisch KURUraštu, biblisch
vermutlich Ararat) war ein altorientalisches Reich um den Vansee in Kleinasien, das sich später bis in das Urmia- und
Sewanbecken sowie die Arax-Ebene ausbreitete.

Uruatri taucht zuerst in mittelassyrischen Texten aus dem 13. Jahrhundert v. Chr. als geografische Bezeichnung auf.
Salmanassar I. beschreibt einen Feldzug gegen Uruatri, auf dem er acht Länder (darunter KUR-Zingum) und 52 Städte
zerstörte. Man nimmt gemeinhin an, dass dieses Uruatri mit dem neo-assyrischen Urartu identisch ist, Zimansky lehnt eine
solche Gleichsetzung aber wegen fehlender Belege ab. Bis zur Mitte des 9. Jahrhunderts lokalisierten die Assyrer Urartu
eher westlich des Vansees. Salmanassar III. nennt die Städte Arzaškun und Sugunia, ihre Lage ist unbekannt.
Die „Urartäer“ selbst verwendeten die Bezeichnung Urartu nie, mit der möglichen Ausnahme der Stele von Topzawa. Auf
der Kel-i-Schin-Bilingue nennt sich Išpuini in der akkadischen Fassung König von Nairi und Herr der Tušpa-Stadt, in der
urartäischen König der Biainili-Länder. Zimansky hält Biainili für den einheimischen Namen des Königreiches von Urartu.
Uraštu wird in der keilschriftlichen Behistun-Inschrift von Darius I. erwähnt und entspricht hier dem Armenien der
persischen Fassung. Möglicherweise lebte die assyrische Bezeichnung unter den Achämeniden daher als geografischer
Terminus weiter.

Wie schon Friedrich Wilhelm König betonte, sollte Urartu als (assyrische Bezeichnung einer Landschaft) und das Reich
Urartu (korrekter die Biainili-Länder) nicht gleichgesetzt werden. Johannes Friedrich nennt die Bezeichnung einen
„zweckdienlichen Notbehelf“.
Im Alten Testament begegnet man Urartu als rrt, vokalisiert als Ararat.

Urartu lag im östlichen Anatolien, umfasste Teile Transkaukasiens und hatte seine Ostgrenze am Urmiasee. Die Südgrenze
bildete die Wasserscheide zwischen dem kleinen Zab und dem Urmiasee, westlich von Mahabad und Miandoab (Inschrift
von Taštepe). Im Westen reichte es bis in das Gebiet von Erzincan.
Das Gebiet von Urartu ist sehr gebirgig, heute liegt hier durchschnittlich mehr als 80 Tage pro Jahr Schnee, viele Pässe sind
von September bis Mai unpassierbar. Die Bergplateaus, auf denen Ackerbau möglich ist, liegen meist umso höher, je weiter
man nach Norden kommt. Lediglich das Tal des Araxes bildet eine Ausnahme. Das südliche Transkaukasien, zuerst unter
Argišti I. erobert, ist ebenfalls sehr gebirgig, nur die Ararat-Ebene liegt unter 1000 Meter Meereshöhe. Die Ararat- und
Schirak-Ebene bilden die wichtigsten Ackerbaugebiete in dieser Region.
Die Pässe nach Mesopotamien sind schwierig und selbst heute oft von November bis Anfang Mai unpassierbar. Sie sind wie
„schreckliche Berge, die wie die Spitze eines Dolches gegen den Himmel ragen“.

Die Hauptstadt Tušpa (heute Van) lag am Vansee. Benachbarte Staaten und Stämme waren unter anderem Assyrien im
Süden, das Königreich der Mannäer im Südosten sowie in der Spätphase die Kimmerer und Skythen im Norden. Zeitweise
erreichten die Urartäer Karkemiš am westlichen Euphratbogen im Süden und Qulha im Nordwesten. Das Reich umfasste
zeitweise den Sewansee und das Araxes-Tal im Norden, den Urmiasee im Osten und Rawanduz im Südosten. Die maximale
Ausdehnung betrug etwa 600 × 500 km². Es wird gemeinhin angenommen, dass entweder Išpuini oder sein Sohn Menua um
810 Hasanlu in Mannai eroberten. Gegen Ende der Regierungszeit von Išpuini finden Feldzüge zum südlichen und
westlichen Teil des Urmiasees statt, die unter anderem durch die Inschriften von Taštepe und Karagündüz belegt sind.
Feldzüge urartäischer Herrscher fanden bis an die heutige georgische Grenze statt, was aber nicht zu einer dauerhaften
Eroberung führte.
Die urartäische Sprache ist nach Hazenbos mit dem Hurritischen verwandt und bildet mit ihm die hurro-urartäische Gruppe,
die nur aus diesen zwei Sprachen besteht. Darüber hinausgehende Vergleiche (vor allem mit Kaukasussprachen,
insbesondere dem Nordostkaukasischen) haben keine breite Zustimmung in der Fachwelt gefunden.
Urartäische Lehnwörter in anderen Sprachen sind selten. Die schriftliche Überlieferung setzt erst Ende des 9. Jahrhunderts
v. u. Z. ein und besteht aus in Stein gemeißelten Königsinschriften. Tontafeln (unter anderem aus Toprakkale, Kamir Blur,
Bastam und Ayanıs) werden erst ab der Regierung von Rusa II. gefunden. Ihr Schriftduktus unterscheidet sich deutlich von
den in Stein gemeißelten Königsinschriften, was vielleicht auf eine längere eigenständige Entwicklung hindeutet.

Friedrich Wilhelm König vermutete, dass es sich bei der, seiner Meinung nach sehr unglücklich als urartäisch bezeichneten
Sprache um die Sprache der Oberschicht handele. Kein Volk und kein Stamm, nur eine Dynastie ist die Trägerin dieser
Sprache. Diese Frage ist eng mit der Frage nach der Ausbreitung der armenischen Sprache verbunden.
Wichtige Geschichtsquellen sind die königlichen Inschriften, die seit Sarduri I. in den gewachsenen Fels gehauen wurden.
Momentan sind über 400 bekannt. Sie beschreiben entweder die Eroberungen oder die Bauwerke der jeweiligen Herrscher.
Meist wurden die nach einem Feldzug in einem neu eroberten Gebiet angebracht und beschreiben formularisch die
Eroberung und den erhobenen Tribut. Die längsten dieser Inschriften sind die Annalen von Argišti I. und Sarduri II. 35 % der
von G. A. Melikišvili (1960 und 1971) gesammelten Inschriften beschreiben königliche Bauten (Festungen und
Bewässerungsanlagen). Manchmal wird auch die Herkunft des Baumaterials erwähnt („Ich brachte diese Steine aus der
Stadt Alniunu. Ich habe diese Mauer errichtet“). Felsinschriften waren offensichtlich dem König vorbehalten.

Aus dem Gebiet In Bastam, Kamir Blur und Toprakkale wurden einige wenige Tontafeln entdeckt, insgesamt sind bisher 22
bekannt. Privatarchive wurden bisher nicht entdeckt. Meist wurde Keilschrift verwendet, es gibt aber eine Inschrift mit
Hieroglyphen, die entfernt den luwischen Hieroglyphen ähneln. Diese kommen auch auf Metallobjekten und Scherben vor.
Aus Altıntepe sind luwische Gefäßinschriften überliefert. Viele Artikel aus den Zitadellen tragen Besitzerinschriften, zum
Beispiel Pferdegeschirr und Helme. Schilde und Speere dienten als Weihgeschenke, was in Inschriften auf den Objekten
festgehalten wurde. Diese sind eine weitere wichtige epigraphische Quelle. Da die Könige gewöhnlich den Namen ihres
Vaters anführen, erlauben sie die Rekonstruktion der Genealogie. Bisher sind ca. 290 bekannt. Sie stammen aber meist von
Objekten aus dem Kunsthandel ohne gesicherte Herkunft.
des Vansees sind in der Bronzezeit keine Siedlungen belegt. Die Gräberfelder von Dilkaya und Karagündüz stammen aus der
frühen Eisenzeit. Gewöhnlich wird angenommen, dass die Bevölkerung am Ende des dritten Jahrtausends zu nomadischer
Viehzucht überging. Ähnliche Entwicklungen finden sich in Transkaukasien und in Iranisch-Aserbaidschan.

Ackerbau wurde hauptsächlich an den Ufern der großen Seen, Sewan, Urmia und Van betrieben. Mehrere urartäische
Könige legten ausgedehnte Bewässerungsanlagen an. Menua baute einen Kanal, den Menua-Kanal (Menuai pili, heute
Semiramis arkı), um die Wasserversorgung von Tušpa mit dem Wasser aus dem Hosab Su sicherzustellen. Weitere
Kanalbauten sind durch Inschriften aus Adaköy, Bakımlı, Katembastı, Edremit und Hotanlı belegt.
Rusa II. ließ unter anderem den Keşiş Gölü-Stausee im Varak Dağı anlegen, um die Wasserversorgung von Tušpa zu sichern.
Er existiert noch heute.
Weitere urartäische Staudämme wurden am Kırcagöl, Süphan Gölü und Milla Göleti (Arpayatağı) errichtet, auch der Gelincik
Dam, Kırmızı Düzlük Dam (Deste Sor) und der Arç Dam (Dest Baradjı) datieren in urartäische Zeit und funktionieren teilweise
noch bis heute. Sargon beschreibt in seinem achten Feldzug, wie er den Bewässerungskanal, der Ulhu versorgte, zerstören
ließ.

Biscione sieht in dem urartäischen Siedlungsmuster eine Mischung aus dem Kaukasischen Siedlungsmuster mit einer
aristokratisch/militärischen Oberschicht und Befestigungen und einem mesopotamischen System, das durch einen
Schwerpunkt auf Ackerbau, Bewässerung und einem ausgefeilten zivilen Verwaltungssystem beruht Bernbeck vergleicht die
Funktion urartäischer Burgen mit den Kaiserpfalzen der deutschen Staufer.
Die Bauweise der urartäischen Festungen geht vermutlich auf die transkaukasischen zyklopischen Festungen der frühen
Eisenzeit zurück, die allerdings weniger regelmäßig sind, besonders in der Verteilung der Bastionen und der Wanddicke, und
aus unbearbeiteten Steinen erbaut wurden. Sie entwickelten sich unter dem Einfluss der assyrischen und hethitischen
Fortifikationstechnik.

Die Befestigungen wurden vor allem von Kriegsgefangenen errichtet. Die Fundamente der Festungen waren oft als Stufen in
den nackten Fels gehauen (früher als Stufentempel fehl gedeutet). Man zog es offensichtlich vor, die Festungen auf
jungfräulichem Gelände zu errichten, die Könige rühmen sich oft, die Wildnis gezähmt zu haben. Es gibt nur wenige
Ausnahmen, wie Horom, das auf Siedlungsresten aus der Frühbronzezeit erbaut ist. Vielleicht wurden die Reste von
Vorgängerbauwerken aber teilweise auch vor der Grundsteinlegung entfernt.

In den Provinzen Muş, Bingöl und Elazığ haben sich in den Bingöl Dağlari die fast 100 km langen Reste einer urartäischen
Straße erhalten. Sie verband das urartäische Kernland um den Vansee mit Alzi, das ca. 200 Jahre unter urartäischer
Herrschaft stand, und der fruchtbaren Altınova bei Elazığ. Da das Euphrat-Tal zu steil war, wurde die Straße durch den
Bingöl Dağı geführt. Die Straße ist zwischen 5,4 und 3,9 m breit und wird von Steinen eingefasst. Brücken aus Stein und Holz
führten über Bachläufe. Die Straße war vermutlich nicht für Wagen geeignet, da manche Abschnitte sehr steil waren. An
den Straßen lagen in Abständen zwischen 28 und 35 km rechteckige Straßenstationen.
Ihre Funktion entsprach vermutlich der der späteren Karawansereien, sie boten sicheres Nachtquartier und beherbergten
vielleicht eine kleine Schutztruppe.
Salvini identifizierte eine Heilige Straße von Tušpa über den Kel-i-Schin-Pass nach Musasir.
Herrscher des Landes war der König. Zeichen der Herrschaft waren das königliche Stirnband (kubšu) und das Zepter.
Die Streitwagen waren nach urartäischen Darstellungen von zwei Kriegern besetzt, neben dem Wagenlenker ein
Bogenschütze. Beide waren mit spitzen Helmen ausgestattet und tragen ein kurzärmliges Hemd und Gürtel oder
Kettenhemden. Später tragen die Wagenkämpfer oft Mäntel. Die Streitwagen haben zwei Räder mit sechs Speichen und
einen sehr kurzen Wagenkasten.
Nach Peter Calmeyer und Ursula Seidl entspricht die Ausrüstung des Wagens und die Schirrung der Pferde bis auf wenige
Details der assyrischen. Ein Streitwagen ist auch auf einer Stele aus Van dargestellt. Die Deichselzier der Urartäer bestand
aus einer „Scheibe mit 5 hochstehenden Zungen“, diese ist sowohl im Original (mit Besitzinschrift von Išpuini) als auch als

Abbildung seit Argišti I. überliefert. Seit Argišti I. hatten die urartäischen Streitwagenräder dann acht Speichen, wie auch die
assyrischen seit Tiglatpileser III.
Die urartäische Kunst ist stark assyrisch beeinflusst, Kendall will jedoch einen „gewissen schlecht verhehlten barbarischen
Unterton“ entdecken.
Unter Rusa II. nimmt der assyrische Einfluss auf alle Bereiche der (staatlichen) materiellen Kultur stark zu.

Die rote, glänzend polierte Toprakkale-Keramik (Charles Burney) gilt als typisch urartäisch. Sie kommt vor allem in den
großen Festungen vor. Auch die großen Pithoi sind fast völlig auf Festungen beschränkt. Besonders unter Rusa II. wurden sie
oft mit Stempelsiegeln markiert, vermutlich in zentral kontrollierten Werkstätten. Viele der keramischen Formen ahmen
Metallgefäße nach. Rhyta sind meist reich verziert. Teilweise haben sie die Form eines Schuhs.
Auch die großen Pithoi sind fast allein auf Festungen beschränkt. Auf der Gefäßschulter ist manchmal das Volumen,
manchmal auch der Name der Festung, aus der sie stammen, vermerkt. Die unverzierte, braune bis beige tongrundige Ware
der Gebrauchskeramik ist zu dieser Zeit weit über Urartu hinaus, von Transkaukasien und dem Iran bis nach Nordsyrien
verbreitet. Lampen wurden sowohl aus rotpoliertem als auch grobkeramischer Ware hergestellt. Kernoi wurden in Formen
gepresst. Bemalte Keramik ist selten. Sie trägt meist braune oder schwarze geometrische Bemalung auf gelblichem Grund.
Darstellungen von wilden Ziegen scheinen für die Ararat-Ebene typisch. Steingefäße scheinen erstmals unter Rusa II.
aufzutreten.

Der Zinngehalt der Bronzen kann sehr unterschiedlich sein, gelegentlich sind auch Bleibronzen belegt, gelegentlich wurde
auch Zink zugesetzt (Altıntepe und Toprakkale). Bronze wurde vor allem für Gefäße, Möbelteile und Schutzwaffen wie
Schilde und Helme verwendet.
Schwerter, Dolche, Pfeil- und Speerspitzen sind meist aus Eisen gefertigt. Schilde mit plastischen Löwenköpfen sind aus
assyrischen Darstellungen von Musasir und den Berichten Sargons bekannt. In Ayanıs wurde ein solcher Bronzeschild
ausgegraben. Er hatte einen Durchmesser von rund 1 m und wog 5,1 kg. Aus Toprakkale und Karmir Blur sind
bronzebeschlagene Köcher bekannt. Teilweise sind sie figürlich oder ornamental verziert. In anderen Fällen war nur die
Köchermündung mit einem breiten Bronzeband verstärkt. Flache Tüllenpfeile aus Eisen sind für die Urartäer typisch.
Möbel in den Festungen waren oft aufwendig gestaltet. Sie besaßen Appliken und Einsätze aus Bronze, die ihrerseits mit
Halbedelsteinen und Stein-Einlegearbeiten, etwa für die Darstellung von Gesichtern verziert sein konnten. Stühle oder
Throne waren oft mit Löwenfüßen versehen. Die Beine laufen meist in Löwenfüßen aus. Sie werden als Prunkthrone oder
Götterthrone gedeutet.

In der Verwaltung wurden seit der Regierung von Rusa II. Stempelsiegel verwendet. Siegel von Beamten tragen meist eine
keilschriftliche Inschrift, oft den Namen des Königs. Gewöhnlich wird ein „Reichsstil“ von den einfacheren, inschriftenlosen
Siegeln unterschieden, die auch als private Siegel identifiziert werden. Neben Königssiegeln sind auch Prinzensiegel
bekannt. Die Rolle dieser Prinzen in der Verwaltung des Reiches ist unklar.

Punzverzierte Bronzestreifen, die meist als Gürtel beschrieben werden, sind aus den Gräbern urartäischer Adeliger bekannt.
Sie liegen jedoch meist nicht auf dem Körper des Bestatteten, sondern zusammengefaltet mit anderen
Bronzegegenständen zusammen.
Hamilton erwähnt einen Gürtel aus Altıntepe bei Erzincan, der zusammen mit Pferdegeschirr und Teilen eines Streitwagens
in einem Bronzekessel lagen. Feine Löcher entlang der Ränder zeigen an, dass die Bronzestreifen vielleicht auf eine
Unterlage aus Leder oder einem anderen organischen Material aufgenäht waren. Die Gürtel sind sehr lang, das
unvollständige Exemplar aus Altıntepe war mindestens 90 cm lang, für den ebenfalls unvollständigen Gürtel von Guschchi
rekonstruiert Hamilton eine Länge von bis zu 2 m. Keiner der bekannten Gürtel besitzt eine Schließe.

Die Gürtel sind oft figürlich verziert, das Exemplar von Guschchi zum Beispiel mit Löwen, Rindern, Ziegen und einem
Bogenschützen mit menschlichem Oberkörper und dem Leib eines Vogels (oder geflügelten Fisches?). Der Gürtel von NorAreš zeigt eine Löwenjagd in Streitwagen, Soldaten zu Fuß und zu Pferde sowie Greifen und Palmetten. Jagdszenen mit
Streitwagen sind insgesamt häufig Auf dem Gürtel von Anipemza sind ebenfalls Vogelmänner abgebildet. Vielleicht stehen
sie mit den Harpyien-Darstellungen auf den Henkelattaschen urartäischer Kessel in Verbindung. Andere Exemplare tragen
eine geometrische Verzierung aus Reihen von Buckelpunzen und Ringpunzen oder Rosetten. Das Exemplar aus Altıntepe ist
in Keilschrift beschriftet und stammt aus der Zeit von Argišti II.
Gürtel sind auch auf Reliefs und Statuen dargestellt. So trägt die „Bronzestatuette Va 774“ aus Toprakkale einen
Bronzegürtel.
Piotrovsky interpretiert die Gürtel als Teil der Rüstung urartäischer Bogenschützen. Die Göttersymbole sollten den Trägern
zusätzlichen magischen Schutz verleihen. Hamilton will sie dagegen mit dem Geschirr von Streitwagen in Verbindung
bringen
Die Inschrift von Meher Kapısı nennt zuerst Ḫaldi, dann den Wettergott, den Sonnengott und die „Versammlung der
Götter“. Darauf folgt Ḫutuini, vermutlich der Gott des Sieges. Reichsgott der Urartäer war seit Išpuini der Kriegsgott Ḫaldi,
der auf einem Löwen stehend abgebildet wurde.
Ḫaldi ist als Namensbestandteil seit mittelassyrischer Zeit belegt. Unter Išpuini wurde Ḫaldi Reichsgott, obwohl das Zentrum
seines Kultes in Musasir außerhalb des eigentlichen urartäischen Reiches lag. Seine Begleiterin war Aruba(i(ni)/Uarubani
oder Bagmaštu (oder Bagbartu). Seine Waffe ist der GIŠŠuri, nach König ein Streitwagen, nach Diakonoff (1952) eine Waffe
und nach Salvini ein Schwert oder Speer. Auf dem Kult-Schild von Yukarı Anzaf trägt der führende Gott einen

flammenzüngelnden/strahlenden Speer, seine Beine sind von ebensolchen Flämmchen/Strahlen umgeben, während sein
Oberkörper von längeren Strahlen (daši) umgeben ist.
Später wird Ḫaldi anscheinend nicht mehr figürlich dargestellt, sondern sein Šuri im Tempel abgebildet und verehrt.
Bernbeck nimmt an, dass auch Sargon in Musaṣir keine anthropomorphe Statue des Ḫaldi, sondern einen Šuri erbeutete.

Attribut des Wettergottes Teišeba war der Stier, wie beim hurritischen Wettergott Teššup. Auf dem Schild von Anzaf steht
er, an den Blitzbündeln kenntlich, allerdings auf einem Löwen. Seine Begleiterin war Baba („Berg“), seine Stadt
Kumme/Qumenu.
Der Stier war das Tier des Sonnengottes Šiwini, seine Begleiterin hieß Tušpuea, seine Stadt war Tušpa. Er hatte ein wichtiges
Heiligtum im Tal des Bendimahi Çay bei Muradiye, aus dem auch eine Stele stammt.Diese Gottheiten erscheinen nicht nur
in Götterlisten, sondern auch in Verträgen. Aus den Listen ist mit Bestimmtheit sonst nur der Mondgott Šelardi
identifizierbar. Möglicherweise kann ihm die vierte urartäische Kultstadt, Erdia, zugeordnet werden. Irmušini hatte seinen
Tempel in Çavuştepe bei Erzen. Iubša war ein transkaukasischer Gott, dem Argišti in Arin-berd einen Tempel baute, er
kommt auf der Meher Kapısı-Inschrift noch nicht vor. Die Götter wurden, wie in Mesopotamien, mit Hörnerkrone
dargestellt.
Auch Berge wurden als göttlich verehrt und mit Opfern bedacht, so der Berg Eidoru bei Rusahinili (Ayanıs), vermutlich der
Süphan Dağı und dQilibani, der Zımzımdağ östlich von Van. Adarutta war der Gott des Berges Andarutta an der Grenze
zwischen Urartu und Musasir. Er wird auch in den Annalen Sargons erwähnt.

Die charakteristischen Turmtempel (É, su-si/se) wurden zuerst unter Išpuini erbaut und sind an Festungen gebunden. Sie
werden nach dem Fall von Urartu nicht mehr errichtet. Solche Turmtempel sind aus Altıntepe, Anzavurtepe, Çavuştepe,
Kayalıdere, Toprakkale (Van), und vielleicht auch Zernaki Tepe bekannt. Sie bestehen aus einem quadratischen Gebäude mit
massiven Steinfundamenten, sehr dicken Lehmziegel-Wänden und einer ebenfalls quadratischen Cella im Innern. Die Ecken
springen gewöhnlich leicht vor. Der Zugang zur Cella erfolgte durch einen kurzen Gang und eine zurückgesetzte Außentür.
Vor dem Turm befand sich ein kleiner offener Hof. Oft war der Turm mit anderen Gebäuden verbunden.Da der Turmtempel
in Ayanıs von mindestens zweistöckigen Gebäuden umgeben war, hält es Çilingiroğlu für möglich, dass er von außerhalb
nicht zu erkennen war.
Man nimmt gewöhnlich an, dass die Tempel etwa doppelt so hoch wie breit waren. Stronach nimmt an, dass der Tempel
von Altıntepe mindestens 26 m hoch war. Der Tempel von Ayanıs ist noch zu einer Höhe von 4,5, erhalten. Ob das Dach
flach war oder Giebel aufwies, ist umstritten. Knochen- und Metallmodelle solcher Tempel zeigen, dass sie drei Reihen
eingetiefter Fensterschlitze besaßen, ob blind oder offen, ist unklar. Nur in Anzavurtepe und Çavuştepe stehen die Tempel
an der höchsten Stelle der Festung, sonst liegt hier der Palast. Die Wände der Cella und des Hofes waren oft bemalt oder
mit Steinmosaiken versehen.

Der Ḫaldi-Tempel in Musasir, 714 von Sargon II. zerstört und nur von einem assyrischen Relief bekannt, war vermutlich
ebenfalls ein Turmtempel. Er war allerdings recht niedrig und hatte sechs Pilaster an der Fassade, bisher ohne Parallelen.
Votivgaben wie Schilde, Helme und Bronze-Köcher hingen an der Fassade und manchmal in den Säulenhöfen im
Tempelinneren. Manchmal war die Cella bemalt, wie in Altıntepe. Die Tempel waren mit Bronzekesseln, Leuchtern,
Bronzethronen und -Schemeln ausgestattet. Stronach nimmt an, dass die urartäischen Tempel als Vorlage für die
achämenidischen Turmtempel dienten, dies wird von anderen Forschern jedoch bezweifelt.

Zusätzlich gab es Tor-Tempel, in denen eine Nische eine Tür darstellte, aus der vielleicht der Gott Ḫaldi aus dem Felsen
treten konnte. Die Inschrift von Meher Kapısı beginnt mit den Worten: Für Ḫaldi, den Herren, errichteten Išpuini, Sohn des
Sarduri, und Menua, Sohn des Išpuini diese Tür. Weitere Tor-Tempel finden sich auch in Yeşılalıç, Tabriz Kapısı und Hazine
Kapısı aus der Zeit von Sarduri II.
Sowohl Körper- als auch Brandbestattung wurde praktiziert. In letzterem Fall wurde die Asche in einer Urne beigesetzt,
meist ohne Beigaben. Die Knochen wurden nach der Verbrennung zerkleinert. Sie sind meist mit einer Schale verschlossen.
Die meisten Gefäße sind zweitverwendete Grobkeramik, die oft Gebrauchsspuren aufweist. Gewöhnlich handelt es sich um
eiförmige Krüge mit kurzem abgesetzten Hals, ausgestellter Randlippe und flachem Boden. Sie sind gewöhnlich um die 30
cm hoch. Urnen finden sich auch in Felskammergräbern wie Adilcevaz, zusammen mit Körperbestattungen.
Reiche Bestattungen weisen spezielle Grabkeramik auf, zum Beispiel reliefierte Ware mit Löwen- und Stierköpfen. In
Altıntepe dienten Metallgefäße als Urnen. Gräber wurden oft in den Felsen gehauen, sie hatten teilweise mehrere
Kammern und dienten wohl als Familiengrablegen. Manche Felsgräber sind mit königlichen Inschriften assoziiert.
Urartäische Felsgräber sind zum Beispiel aus Van und Qal'ev Ismail Agha bekannt.

Dez.1969. Von Erzurum sollte die Fahrt zügig zurück nach Wien gehen. So war es natürlich nicht. Bei
Erzincan, Motor Leistungsverlust, Rauchschwaden von Motoröl im Wagen.
Da haben wir beschlossen den Wagen aufzugeben. Nach 4 oder waren 5 Motor Services in freier
Wildbahn, unzähligen kleinen Reparaturen, Federstrebenverlust, Reifenplatzern,
Torsionsstabbruch….da haben wir das Handtuch geworfen. Eigentlich Christ und ich – Carlo hätte
weitergemacht. Wir wurden Huckepack zurück nach Erzurum gebracht. Dort haben wir den Wagen
dem türkischen Staat geschenkt und sind in die Bahn gestiegen.
Allerdings, irgendwo vor Ankara mussten wir unsere Gepäckkiste (Probenmaterial) auf 70 kg
angewachsen, schultern, um einen Zug-unfalls-ort herumgehen und in den Ersatzzug einsteigen. Der
brachte uns bis Istanbul

Istanbul war lausig nasskalt. Wir mussten wieder unser Gepäck transportieren von Haydarpasa,
Abschied von Asien, zum Bahnhof Sirkeci. Orientexpress. Bahnkarten nach Wien.
Wir hatten ein Abteil für uns – offenbar wegen geruchsempfindlicher Zeitgenossen. Lange, lange war
es her, dass wir gebadet hatten – und außerdem hatte uns die Kälte getrieben, alles überzustülpen,
was wir hatten und möglichst nicht herauszukommen.

Einen neuen Schock erlebten wir an der bulgarischen Grenze. Chris und Carlo hatten sich Bärte
wachsen lassen, damit stimmten die Passfotos nicht mehr mit der Realität überein. Vor allem bei
Carlo kritisch, geboren ist er nämlich in Sofia, bulgarischer Name vom Vater her – und so wollten ihn
die Beamten zur Klärung der Situation mitnehmen.
Hat dann aber doch funktioniert, ich kann mich nicht mehr erinnern, ob mit oder ohne Rasur.
Der nächste Aufenthalt war Belgrad. Es war ein äußerst schneereicher Winter und so mussten wir in
Belgrad auf die Räumung der Schienen warten. Hat aber nur einen Tag gedauert.
Und da wir durch Bulgarien gefahren sind, liegt es nahe, zum Abschied einer der vernichtenden
Niederlagen eines europäischen Heeres gegen die Türken zu gedenken.

Nikopolis
In der Schlacht bei Nikopolis am 25./28. September 1396 wurde ein mehrheitlich aus ungarischen
und französisch-burgundischen Kreuzfahrern bestehendes Heer durch eine osmanische Streitmacht
vernichtend geschlagen.
Seit seiner Thronbesteigung 1387 bemühte sich der ungarische König Sigismund in der
abendländischen Welt um Unterstützung im Kampf gegen die Osmanen, die seit einem halben
Jahrhundert stetig nach Norden vorgerückt waren und bereits die ungarische Grenze erreicht hatten.
Nach langwierigen Bemühungen auch seitens des Papstes Bonifatius IX. und des Gegenpapstes
Benedikt XIII., sammelte sich ein Kreuzzugsheer unter Johann Ohnefurcht und Marschall Boucicaut in
Buda.

Die mehrheitlich burgundischen Kreuzfahrer marschierten an der Seite des ungarischen Heeres in
Bulgarien ein und erreichten am 10. September 1396 Nikopolis, das heutige Nikopol in Bulgarien.
Zwei Wochen lang berannten sie die Festung vergeblich, auch die Verstärkung durch die über die
Donau angerückten Johanniter wendete das Blatt nicht.
Dann erreichte das osmanische Heer von Bayezid I. zusammen mit den Panzerreitern seines
serbischen Vasallen Stefan Lazarević Nikopolis.

Am 25./28. September 1396 standen sich die beiden etwa gleich starken Armeen gegenüber.
Sigismund wollte seine Hilfskontingente aus Siebenbürgen und der Walachei in der Vorhut einsetzen,
da er deren Kampfmoral niedrig einstufte und sie so besser beobachten konnte. Die französischen
Ritter schmetterten dies erbost ab und bestanden auf ihrem Vorkampfrecht, das heißt, auf der Ehre,
als erste in die Schlacht reiten zu dürfen.

Die schwer gepanzerten Ritter preschten sogleich auf das Plateau vor, auf dem Bayezid seine Armee
aufgestellt hatte. Sigismund versuchte mit der Infanterie zu folgen. Genau das hatte Bayezid gewollt.
Er ließ die in der Vorhut postierten Akıncı, eine leichte und wendige Reiterei seitlich zu den
Janitscharen ausweichen und die Ritter durch seine Bogenschützen unter Beschuss nehmen. Die
Ritter wandten sich nun gegen die neue Bedrohung. Diese war aber hinter einem mit Pfählen
verhauenen Feld postiert, so dass die Ritter von ihren Pferden absaßen und zu Fuß weiterkämpften.
Trotz ihrer schweren Rüstungen erreichten sie die Bogenschützen und Janitscharen und setzten
diesen schwer zu. Marschall Coucy und Admiral de Vienne versuchten, eine geordnete
Kampfformation herzustellen und ermahnten die Ritter, die nachrückenden Ungarn abzuwarten.
Diese aber waren bereits von den mit den Osmanen verbündeten serbischen Rittern in die Flucht
geschlagen worden. Als die bereits sichtlich vom Kampf gezeichneten Franzosen versuchten, einen
Hügel zu erstürmen, auf dem sie die Reste des türkischen Heeres vermuteten, setzte Bayezid seine
schwere Reiterei der Sipahi ein. Mit eingelegter Lanze und in Formation machten sie die einzeln und
zu Fuß kämpfenden Ritter nieder.
Die siebenbürgischen und walachischen Einheiten desertierten. Die Reihen der Ungarn wurden
durch die zurückeilenden Ritter durcheinandergebracht und konnten den Osmanen nicht lange

standhalten. Das christliche Heer befand sich schließlich in der Zange zwischen den türkischen Sipahi
und den serbischen Panzerreitern und verlor die Schlacht
Admiral de Vienne wurde getötet, die Grafen von Nevers, Eu, La Marche und Bar, sowie die
Marschälle Boucicaut und Coucy wurden gefangen genommen. Sie entgingen dem vom Sultan
angeordneten Massaker unter den gefangenen Christen nur, weil sie ein hohes Lösegeld
versprachen.
Als Vasall des Sultans hätte Stefan Lazarević auch die passive Neutralität wählen können, wie die
Bulgaren dies getan hatten, in deren Land die Schlacht geführt wurde. Aber er hasste die Ungarn
mehr als die Türken und wählte die aktive Form der Treue gegenüber seinem muslimischen Herrn.
Sein Eingreifen in einem wichtigen Moment der Schlacht trug zweifellos zum türkischen Sieg bei.

Entweder aus persönlicher Wut über den mit hohen Verlusten erkauften Sieg oder aber um seinen
Soldaten ein Ventil für ihre Rachegelüste zu verschaffen, ließ Bayezid viele der gefangenen
Kreuzfahrer, für die kein Lösegeld zu erwarten war, töten.
Die Quellen sprechen hier von 300 bis 3.000 Männern. Die Gefangenen von hohem Stand, wie
beispielsweise Johann Ohnefurcht und Jean II. Le Maingre, wurden von den Türken bewusst von
diesem Massaker ausgespart, weil man hier auf ein stattliches Lösegeld hoffen konnte, das von deren
Angehörigen in den meisten Fällen auch bezahlt wurde.
Manche der Gefangenen, wie zum Beispiel Johannes Schiltberger, überlebten, weil sie wegen ihrer
Jugend verschont worden waren.
Die zahlreichen Flüchtlinge der Schlacht versuchten vielfach, auf eigene Faust wieder ihre Heimat zu
erreichen, doch kamen viele von ihnen auf dem Heimweg ums Leben.
Sigismund und der Großmeister der Johanniter Philibert de Naillac, sowie die Brüder Johann und
Friedrich von Brandenburg konnten mit Hilfe von Hermann II. von Cilli ebenfalls über die Donau
fliehen, wobei Johann Sigismund das Leben rettete.
Sie nahmen die Seeroute über das Schwarze Meer ins Mittelmeer, da sie fürchteten, vom ihrer
Ansicht nach verräterischen walachischen Woiwoden Mircea dem Alten gefangen genommen zu
werden.
Die schwere Niederlage der Kreuzfahrer hinterließ im westlichen Abendland einen nachhaltigen
Eindruck, nicht nur bei den unmittelbar Betroffenen, sondern auch bei jenen, die nur indirekt oder
kaum mit dem Geschehen zu tun hatten. Zu einem erneuten Kreuzzug, den manche forderten, um
die Scharte von Nikopolis auszuwetzen, kam es zunächst aber nicht. Gründe dafür waren vor allem
das Wiederaufflammen des Hundertjährigen Krieges in Westeuropa sowie die Konflikte Sigismunds
mit der Republik Venedig und den Hussiten. Da durch diese kriegerischen Ereignisse nahezu alle
wesentlichen Mächte Europas anderweitig militärisch gebunden waren, blieb der Kampf gegen die

Muslime zunächst vor allem auf Spanien (Reconquista) und auf das Mittelmeer beschränkt und die
Balkanländer in ihren Bestrebungen, die osmanische Expansion abzuwehren, auf sich allein gestellt.

Tamerlan nimmt Sultan Bayezid in Gefangenschaft. Miniatur aus der Weltchronik Iwans des Schrecklichen/ Stefan Lazarević, Kloster
Manasija 1407–1418 / Jean Froissart, Chroniques, Brügge, Handschrift des Ludwig von Brügge, nach 1470

Aber auch das Osmanische Reich konnte aus seinem Sieg nur wenig Nutzen ziehen, da Sultan Bayezid
in der Schlacht bei Ankara (1402) gegen Timur Lenk eine schwere Niederlage erlitt und selbst in
Gefangenschaft geriet. Dieses Ereignis eröffnete eine Periode der Anarchie im Osmanischen Reich,
die vor allem dem militärisch von den Türken hart bedrängten Konstantinopel eine Atempause
gewährte.

Erst in den 1440er Jahren wurde das mittlerweile mit Polen in Personalunion verbundene Königreich
Ungarn unter Johann Hunyadi wieder in großem Maßstab gegen die Osmanen offensiv. Nach den
Niederlagen bei Warna (1444) und auf dem Amselfeld (1448) ging die Initiative aber endgültig auf die
Osmanen über, die schon bald darauf Konstantinopel einnahmen (1453) und lediglich bei Belgrad
(1456) vorübergehend noch einmal gestoppt werden konnten.
Die europäischen Mächte, allen voran das Heilige Römische Reich, welche die Osmanen zu lange
nicht als ernstzunehmende Gefahr betrachtet hatten, standen spätestens mit dem Untergang des
mittelalterlichen Königreichs Ungarn (1526) vor den Trümmern ihrer das Osmanische Reich
betreffenden Politik. In den folgenden Jahrzehnten konnte es daher nur mehr darum gehen, ein
weiteres Vordringen der Osmanen in Richtung Mitteleuropa möglichst zu verhindern.
Stefan Lazarević, (* 1377 in Kruševac; † 18. Juli 1427jul. in Markovac bei Crkvine, Byzantinisches Reich) war ein serbischer
Despot und Literat, Begründer und Erbauer der serbischen mittelalterlichen Residenz in Belgrad und eigentlicher Erneuerer
des spätmittelalterlichen Serbischen Reiches.
An Stefans Hof bildete sich um den literarisch tätigen Despoten gleichzeitig ein Literatenzirkel. Stefan wurde durch seinen
Biographen Konstantin zwar bald nach seinem Ableben die umfangreichste und bei weitem als historische Quelle
bedeutendste Hagiographie der serbischen mittelalterlichen Literatur zuteil, heiliggesprochen wurde er aber erst 500 Jahre
nach seinem Ableben am 1. August 1927.
Lazarević war der Sohn des 1389 in der Schlacht auf dem Amselfeld gefallenen serbischen Fürsten Lazar Hrebeljanović und
der Fürstin Milica. Er war mit Helena verheiratet, der Tochter von Francesco II. Gattilusio, dem Fürsten von Lesbos. Stefan

blieb kinderlos und erwählte noch zu Lebzeiten auf dem Staatsrat in Srebrenica 1426 Đurađ Branković zu seinem
Nachfolger. Auf seinem Totenbett befahl Stefan seinen Dienern, Durda schnellstmöglich herbeizuholen, um die Nachfolge
sicherzustellen („Po Đurđa, po Đurđa“).

Stefan Lazarević regierte das bereits zerfallende mittelalterliche Serbische Reich von 1389 bis 1427. Er war osmanischer
Vasall und musste den Osmanen Waffendienst leisten, trug u. a. maßgeblich zu deren Sieg über die christliche Allianz bei
Nikopolis 1396 bei und kämpfte für diese auch in der Schlacht bei Ankara 1402, als die Mongolen unter Timur Lenk den
Osmanen eine schwere Niederlage zufügten. Stefan Lazarević wandte sich danach Ungarn zu und bekam große Lehen
vorwiegend in Südungarn. Er zwang die lokale Herrscherdynastie der Branković im Kosovo und Nordmazedonien unter
seine Hoheit, gewann 1421 die Zeta (Montenegro) der Balšić und konnte so den größten Teil des alten Serbien unter seiner
Herrschaft vereinen (Zentralserbien bis vor Skopje, Montenegro, Nordalbanien sowie gut die Hälfte der heutigen
Vojvodina).

Stefan Lazarević war bekannt für seine Ritterlichkeit, schrieb Poesie (Kosovo-Säule, das Wort der Liebe etc.) und nahm als
orthodoxer Christ am Konzil von Konstanz (1414–1418) teil. Nach einigen Quellen soll er dem Drachenorden angehört
haben. Er starb 1427 an einem Schlaganfall. Da er keine Nachkommen hatte, übernahm die Herrschaft in Serbien sein Neffe
Đurađ Branković.
1402, nach der Schlacht bei Ankara, machte Stefan Lazarević auf der Rückreise Halt in Konstantinopel, wo ihm der
byzantinische Kaiser Johannes VII. den Despotentitel verlieh. Er übernahm ebenfalls das Wappen der Palaiologen, das den
serbischen Verhältnissen entsprechend umgewandelt bis heute Teil des Wappens Serbiens ist: Ein silbernes (bzw. weißes)
Kreuz in rotem Feld und zwischen den Balken des Kreuzes die vier Buchstaben C, kyrillisch für S.
Nach der Schlacht auf dem Amselfeld 1389 entstand ein Machtvakuum, das viele Adelige nutzten und sich de facto
verselbständigten. Um den Zerfall seines Staates zu verhindern, führte Lazarević ab 1402 eine rigorose Politik gegen den
Adel, den er weitgehend entmachtete. Viele flohen zu Đurađ Branković, der damals in Gegnerschaft zu seinem Onkel stand.
Am Ende schlug sich sein eigener Bruder Vuk Lazarević zu den Aufständischen. Vuk machte Ansprüche auf die Hälfte des
Staates geltend und hoffte, diese mit Hilfe Süleymans zu verwirklichen. Er wurde von Musa, einem weiteren Anwärter auf
den osmanischen Thron, erdrosselt. Aufgrund der neuen Gefahr durch Musa mussten die Aufständischen die Herrschaft
Stefan Lazarevićs akzeptieren. Lazarević selbst unterstützte Mehmed I. und verhalf diesem zum Sieg über Musa 1413. Als
Anerkennung bekam er von Mehmed Srebrenica, Niš und Gebiete östlich von Niš. Die Beziehungen zu Mehmed blieben bis
zu dessen Tod freundschaftlich.
Nachdem ihm sein Neffe Balša III. die Zeta im heutigen Montenegro vermacht hatte, musste sich Lazarević Venedig stellen,
das Ansprüche auf die Zeta erhob. Noch unter Balša versuchte die Seerepublik, sich Zetas zu bemächtigen. Einer neuen
Staatsdoktrin seit dem Ende des 14. Jahrhunderts folgend betrieb Venedig eine Ausweitung seiner Festlandsmacht. Als
Lazarević die Zeta erbte, der zudem mit der mächtigen genuesischen Patrizierfamilie Gattilusio verschwägert war, dazu
Vasall Ungarns, mit dem Venedig ebenfalls im kriegerischen Konflikt lag, sah sich die Seerepublik noch mehr in ihrer Politik

gegenüber der Zeta angespornt. 1421 bemächtigte sie sich der Küstenstädte Kotor, Budva und Bar und zog in das
Hinterland. Lazarević schickte seine Armee entgegen. Den ersten Siegen über die Venezianer folgte eine Niederlage. 1422
startete er eine neue Offensive. Da er jedoch eine neue osmanische Invasion befürchtete, drängte er auf einen
Sonderfrieden, der 1423 geschlossen und 1426 offiziell unterzeichnet wurde. Venedig behielt Kotor, Paštrovići zwischen
Budva und Bar, Ulcinj und Shkodra, Lazarević wiederum Grbalj, das heutige Tivat, Budva, Bar und Vau i Dejës nahe Shkodra.

/ / / Wappen des Enguerrand VII. de Coucy KG (Ingelram von Coucy) (* um 1339; † 18. Februar 1397 in Bursa, Türkei) war der letzte
Herr von Coucy in der Picardie (Nordfrankreich), ab 1367 Graf von Soissons und damit Pair von Frankreich und zudem ein englischer Peer
und Ritter des Hosenbandordens.

Anders als sein Vater Mehmed I. verfolgte Murad II. eine aggressivere Politik gegenüber seinen Nachbarstaaten, vor allem
Byzanz. 1422 wurde Konstantinopel belagert, Einfälle in die Walachei waren an der Tagesordnung. König Sigismund plante
einen neuen Kreuzzug gegen die Osmanen, den auch Lazarević unterstützte. Diesem zuvorkommend ging Murad in die
Offensive und begann 1425 einen großangelegten Feldzug gegen Serbien. Mit ungarischer Hilfe konnten die Osmanen aus
Serbien schließlich zurückgedrängt werden. Den osmanischen Angriff ausnutzend, griff der bosnische König Tvrtko II.
Srebrenica an, um sich dieser reichen Bergwerksstadt zu bemächtigen. Die Osmanen gerade geschlagen habend,
überraschte Lazarević den bosnischen König und seine Truppen. Tvrtko musste sich bis nach Jajce zurückziehen und einem
Frieden zustimmen.

Am Hofe und in den Klöstern Stefan Lazarevićs wirkten Gelehrte aus dem gesamten Südosteuropa, die Zuflucht vor den
Osmanen suchten. Sie regten die letzte Kulturblüte des mittelalterlichen Serbien an. Ihr literarisches Wirken, hauptsächlich
Übersetzungen aus dem Griechischen, wird heute als die Schule von Resava (Zweitname des Klosters Manasija) bezeichnet.
Stefan Lazarević betätigte sich auch als Übersetzer und versuchte sich als Poet.
Die Architektur und Malereien werden der Moravaschule zugerechnet, die auch die benachbarte Walachei beeinflusste.
Der bedeutendste Gelehrte war der Bulgare Konstantin von Kostenec, auch Konstantin der Philosoph genannt, der als einer
der letzten byzantinischen Universalgelehrten galt und die Vita des Despoten Stefan Lazarević verfasste. Neben seinen
Viten und Übersetzungen reformierte er die serbische Redaktion der kirchenslawischen Schrift. Dieses SerbischKirchenslawisch war die hauptsächliche Schriftsprache Serbiens bis in das 18. Jh. der Walachei bis in das 16. Jh. und eine der
Amtssprachen in der Frühzeit des Osmanischen Reiches.
Die bedeutendsten Bauwerke jener Zeit sind die Klöster Manasija und Kalenić. Die ebenfalls unter Stefan Lazarević erbaute
Metropolitenkirche von Belgrad wurde in späteren Jahrhunderten zerstört.
Trotz dieses kulturellen Schaffens herrschte am Hofe Lazarevićs puritanische Strenge. So waren z. B. lautes Lachen und
Musik verboten. Die Kleidung und Mode bestimmte er. Der Überlieferung nach unterhielt er eine Ritterschule, wohl eher
eine Kampfschule, die es im damaligen Europa öfter gab (Gladiatores etc.). Die Weise, mit der in Serbien gekämpft wurde,
spricht für eine Orientierung an deutschen Kampfmethoden. Deutsche Ritter und Söldner wie Palman Bracht dienten schon
unter Zar Stefan Dušan. So waren auch die so genannten schweren Panzerreiter die Elitetruppe Lazarevićs, die u. a. den

Ausschlag gaben für den Sieg der Osmanen bei Nikopolis 1396. In dieser Zeit taucht in Serbien und Südosteuropa erstmals
die Spada schiavonesca, das slawische Schwert, auf.

Nachdem Stefan die Zentralgewalt über die Selbstherrschaft des Adels durchgesetzt hatte, ordnete er an, dass der Adel in
der Hauptstadt Belgrad zu verweilen habe. Dadurch hatte er jederzeit Kontrolle über den Adel. Die Bevölkerung hatte
zweimal jährlich eine Goldmünze als „Herdsteuer“ abzugeben. Davon ging die Hälfte als Tributzahlung an die Osmanen; sie
betrug jährlich 50.000 Goldmünzen. Neben der Herdsteuer hatte die Bevölkerung auch Abgaben für den Befestigungsbau
Belgrads zu leisten. Trotz dieser schweren Besteuerung besserte sich vieles für die Menschen, vor allem in der
Rechtsprechung. Die meisten finanziellen Einnahmen hatte Lazarević durch die Bergwerke Serbiens. Allein die
Bergwerksstadt Srebrenica begab jährlich über 20.000 Goldmünzen, weswegen sie der größte Anstoß für die Konflikte mit
Bosnien war, da Bosnien Srebrenica für sich beanspruchte.
Dennoch war Serbien wirtschaftlich in vielem von der Handelsrepublik Dubrovnik abhängig, das die Märkte in Serbien
dominierte. Lazarević versuchte, den heimischen Handel zu fördern und damit ein Gegengewicht zu Dubrovnik zu schaffen.
Unter seinem Nachfolger Đurađ Branković scheiterten diese Pläne, Dubrovnik blieb der „Bankier“ Serbiens.

Eine für die Geschichte Serbiens weitreichende Entscheidung Stefans wurde die Wahl von Belgrad als neuer Residenz seines
Despotats, für die neben dem grundlegenden Neubau der Festung von Belgrad die Errichtung von Fünf Kirchen, darunter
der Belgrader Metropolkirche mit der Translation von universellen christlichen Konstantinopoler Reliquien – Kaiser
Konstantin der Große und der Byzantinischen Kaiserin Theophano – in die Palastkapelle Stefans, die Stadt zu einem
spirituellen Zentrum und überregionalen christlichen Wallfahrtsort bestimmten. Neben diesen universellen Kulten fanden
sich auch solche von lokalen orthodoxen Heiligen die mit der Überführung der Petka Paraskeva aus Veliko Tarnowo die
Ambition der Herrschaft Stefans in Bezug zur Neugründung Belgrads als – umbiculus mundi (Zentrum der Erde) – wie sie in
der von Konstantin Kostenezki verfassten vollständigsten und umfangreichsten historischen Quelle der serbischen
mittelalterlichen Literatur in der Vita des Despoten Stefan Lazarević interpretiert wird.
Belgrad bildete 1404 bis 1427 das Zentrum des spätmittelalterlichen serbischen Staates. Stefan stellte dabei ein
aufwendiges Besiedlungs- und Bebauungsprogramm für das großteils verfallene ehemals spätantiken-byzantinischen Kastell
auf, in der die Belgrader Festung aufwendig ausgebaut und den wehrarchitektonischen Erkenntnissen byzantinischer,
orientalischer und westlicher Befestigungen gestaltet wurde. Im Zentrum fanden sich das Schloss des Despoten mit dem
Großen Donjon und der Palastkapelle als bedeutendem Heiligenschrein. In der Dreiteiligen Stadt aus Ober- und Unterstadt
sowie dem Schlossbezirk fanden sich insgesamt fünf Kirchen in der die Belgrader Mitropolie den zentralem spirituellen Ort
bildete.
Von den schriftlichen Zeugnissen aus der Zeit hat sich die Charta von Belgrad erhalten, in der Stefan dieses als schönsten
Ort der Welt betitelt. Für die Stadt als Kapitale des Despoten wurde zudem eine Lobrede (encomium) Belgrads, als einzige
der serbischen Literatur und in Anklang der Laudes Konstantinopels und Jerusalems in der byzantinischen Literatur in der
Vita des Despoten von Konstantin Kostenezki verfasst.

Belgrad ist hierin explizit in direkten Vergleich zu Jerusalem gesetzt und ist darin ein Ort der Theophanie und des Paktes
zwischen Gott und dem serbischen Volk. Die Topographie der Stadt ist darin explizit als Abbild Neu-Jerusalems beschrieben,
in der die heiligen Stätten mit denen in Belgrad assoziiert werden. So ist der Donjon des Schlosses mit Zion identifiziert, die
Metropolien-Kirche der Entschlafung Mariae, die wie die gleichnamige Konstantinopels Beschützerin der Stadt war, mit
Gethsemane und Kirdron

Selbst die Ereignisse nach dem Tode des Despoten werden in Konstantins Vita als Szenen der Apokalypse beschrieben, eine
Gewitterwolke umschloss die Stadt und demonstrierte das Beisein Gottes; eine Deesis formte sich im Himmel mit der Ikone
Christi, der Heiligen Jungfrau und Johannes dem Täufer, die von der Altarschranke der Belgrader Metropolitankirche sich
weit über die Stadt erhob.
Mit der klaren Intention die Serbische Kapitale als umbilicus mundi darzustellen, beschreibt Konstantin wie der Despot die
Stadt bevölkerte, wie der Palast des Despoten ein Abbild des Himmlischen Palastes, des Paradises, Jerusalem und
gleichzeitig wie der Imperiale Palast Konstantinopels, heilig und beschützt von Gott ist (hieron palation, theophylakton
palation). Der Palast ist hierin die Sublimierung der Stadt des Reiches sowie der Ökumene. Auch bemüht sich Konstantin in
Analogie zu Jerusalem und Konstantinopel den Topos der sieben Hügel Belgrads zu nennen. Belgrad wird in der Metapher
als Neues Jerusalem und Neues Konstantinopel im Speziellen durch die Reliquien die der Despot zusammengetragen und in
Belgrad aufbewahrte bekräftigt. Darunter war die rechte Hand von Konstantin dem Großen die weitaus bedeutendste.
Stefan selbst bemühte sich eine Genealogie zu dem ersten und bedeutendsten christlichen Kaiser zu beanspruchen.
Reliquien der Byzantinischen Kaisern Theophano bildeten gleichzeitig ein Demonstration der Ideologie des Despoten als
Herrscher, wie auch den idealen Lebensweg nach dem der Serbische Despot eiferte und Staatsideologie als auch seine
eigene persönliche Spiritualität reflektierten.] Kaiserin Theophano als Exempel des angelikos bios (engelgleichen Lebens im
Mönchtum) bildete das eigentliche Ideal das Stefan innerhalb seines Palastes verwirklichen wollte

Mit der eschatologischen Erwartung der Endzeit, die in Verbindung mit dem Näherrücken des byzantinischen Jahres 7.000,
das in der byzantinischen Theologie mit dem Beginn der posthistorischen Ära im Eschaton verbunden wurde (nach der
damaligen Kalenderrechnung im Serbischen Reich nach der Byzantinischen Ära entspricht das Byzantinische Jahr 7.000 nach
heutiger Gregorianischer Zeitrechnung dem Jahr 1492), wurde die essentielle Bedrohung des serbischen Reiches durch die
Osmanen auch als dessen Vorzeichen gedeutet. Die spirituelle Weihung Belgrads unter das Schutzpatronat der Heiligen
Mariae trat visuell in der Belgrader Ikone der Maria Hodegetria, die als Schutzikone am Östlichen Stadttor angebracht war
symbolisch in der Stadttopologie deutlich hervor. Mit der weiteren topologischen Bestimmung der einzelnen
neuerrichteten Kirchen und Reliquienorte stellten diese sakralen Orte eine ideelle sakrale Topographie der Stadt, die sie als
"Neu-Jerusalem" abbilden sollten und die Spiritualisierung der spätbyzantinischen Kultur im Zeitalter Stefans
kennzeichneten.
Vieles von den Erinnerungen an Stefan Lazarević wurde später in Balladen im Genre der Bugarštice als Legenden und Sagen
an die epische Person Königsohn Marko übertragen. So wird u. a. einer seiner engsten Verbündeten Philippo Scolari als der

Blutsbruder Markos Filip Mađarin genannt. Des Weiteren gilt in serbischen Legenden Johann Hunyadi als der uneheliche
Sohn Stefan Lazarevićs .
Only a distant mirror?
Als Ende der Zitatenfolge wähle ich einen Teil des Kapitels Nicopolis aus Barbara Tuchmans „A distant mirror“.
„For fifty years Europeans had heard, more or less inattentively, the distant crash of the Turk’s penetration in the East and
the cries of distress marking their relentless advance.
The Ottoman Turks were the last and destined to be the most enduring wave of warrior nomads who during the 11 th to 13th
centuries had swept out of the Asian steppes to overwhelm Asia Minor, as the Goths and the Huns before them had
overwhelmed Rome.
Originally the Ottomans had settled on the shores of the Black Sea in Anatolia as vassals of the preceding Seljuk Turks and
guardians of the Seljuk frontier.
When the Seljuk Empire crumbled under the Mongol invasions of Genghis Khan and his successors, the trained, hard
fighting bands of the border chief Osman declared their independence of Seljuk rule in 1300, and rose on the ruins of their
predecessors.

In 25 years, with all the brutal energy of a people on the way up, they conquered key cities and large tracts of Anatolia and
mastered the shores of the thin blue straits separating Asia from Europe.
Across the straits on the European side stood Constantinople, capital of what was left of the Byzantine Empire. The eastern
relic of the ancient Roman Empire was now finally disintegrating 800 years after Rome had succumbed to the earlier
barbarians. Pushed back into Europe, it was a shrunken remnant of former greatness, its naval and commercial supremacy
lost to Genoese and Venetians, its structure weakened by the same process at work in the West-feudal service inadequately
replaced by a money economy, Black Death, economic disruptions, religious dissent, worker’s uprising, warring peoples.
Serbs and Bulgars, developing their own kingdoms, assaulting it on the west and a variety of small powers in the Aegean. Its
provinces were disorganized, its military force dependent on mercenaries, its sovereignty torn apart by ferocious feuds
around the throne. These feuds provided the opening through which the Ottoman Turks entered Europe.
The feuds began with the pretensions of John Cantacuzene, who as chief minister bore the title “Great Domestic” and
served as regent for John V Palaeologus, child heir to the throne.
In 1341 Cantacuzene declared himself joint-in reality, rival-emperor of John VI. Through ensuing years of civil war he
maintained his hold by purchasing the services of the hardy, disciplined forces of the Ottoman forces.
When, at Cantacuzene’s invitation, Sultan Orchan crossed the Hellespont in 1345, it was, in Gibbson’s knell, “the last and
final stroke” in the long fall of the Roman Empire.
Murad I, Orchan’s successor, gained a foothold on the European side with the capture in 1353 of Gallipoli, key to the
Hellespont. Exactly 100 years later the Turks were to take Constantinople itself, but Canatcuzene like other great actors in
history, had no vision of the consequences inherent in his acts. Rather, to cement the collaboration with his new allies, he
gave his daughter in a marriage to Orchan in a Moslem ceremony, bridging the abyss between Christian and infidel without
scruple – and without affecting his faith. Some years later, when forced to abdicate, the once “Great Domestic” became a
monk and retired to write in cloistered calm a history of the times he had one so much to embroil.
…. While assisting the Palaelogi toward their mutual destruction, the Turks, like a hand opening out from the wrist at
Gallipoli, expanded through the Byzantine and Bulgarian dominions. In 1365 Murad advanced his capital Adrianople
(Edirne) 120 miles inside Europe.
….In 1371 ….. A league of Serbs, Bulgars defeated on the river Maritza
.. 1389 a new league defeated by Murad in the Battle of Kossovo.
… In the 35 years since their crossing of the Bosporus, the Turks had overrun the eastern Balkans up to the Danube and now
stood at the borders of Hungary.

The division of their foes was the major factor in the Turkish advance. A legacy of bitter mistrust had separated
Constantinople from the West ever since the Latin crusaders had penetrated the Eastern dominions. The old schism in
Christianity between the Roman Catholic and Greek Orthodox churches left an implacable dispute over minor matters of
ritual……..”

Die Zeit des abenteuerlichen Rittertums, ausgerichtet an den Mythen um die Tafelrunde König Arthus, als die Welt von
Drachen, Feen und schönen Prinzessinnen bevölkert war, die war vorbei.

Am 23. Dez. A.D.1969, es war ein, ich nehme an, trüber Wintertag, sind wir Wien Südbahnhof
angekommen.
Aufregung. Unsere Probenkiste war verschwunden. Irgendwo in Yugoslawien hatte man sie ausgeladen.

Mein Hund hat mich nicht mehr erkannt. Richtig wütend gekläfft hat sie, als ich in die Wohnung
gekommen bin. Ganz anders als die treuen Hunde heimgekehrter Kriegsveteranen.
Auf dieser Reise muss wohl sehr viel Wesensveränderung stattgefunden haben.
Einen Tag später war sie da. Die Probenkiste

